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Preface
In May 2002 a number of about 20 scientists from various disciplines were invited by the
Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities to participate in an interdisciplinary
workshop on structures and structure generating processes. The site was the beautiful little castle of
Blankensee, south of Berlin. The represented disciplines ranged from mathematics and information
theory, various fields of engineering, over biochemistry and biology, to the economic and social
sciences. All participants presented talks explaining the nature of structures considered in their
fields and the associated procedures of analysis.
It soon became evident that the study of structures is indeed a common concern of all
disciplines. The motivation as well as the methods of analysis, however, differ considerably.
In engineering, the generation such as artifacts, of infrastructures or technological processes are
of primary interest. Frequently, the analysis aims at an optimization of the structures and the
structure generating processes. Usually a mathematical model is set up, and optimization methods
are applied to it. Depending on the problem considered, mathematical or heuristic methods are
applied, the latter preferably of the type of biology based evolutionary algorithms. In biochemistry,
interest is frequently focussed on the structures of molecules, such as proteins or ribonucleic acids.
Again, optimal structures can usually be defined. They are synthesized by elaborate experimental
methods, but also by computer based evolutionary approaches, similar in general but different in
detail from those used in engineering. Quite different is the study and explanation of existing
structures in biology and the social sciences. Here the question of optimality does not present
itself in an unambiguous manner. Generally, it must be questioned whether biological and social
structures, although developing in an evolutionary way, can be considered as leading towards an
a-priori defineable goal of optimality. Also, the method of analysis is usually different. Interactions
of individuals forming biological or social structures are strongly governed by large statistical
uncertainties or even are of a non-causal nature and therefore require, at least partially, approaches
different from those of the physical, chemical or the technical sciences. Therefore, mathematical
approaches are only helpful to a limited extent. Thought and experimental observation are the
basis of analysing and documenting structures and structure generating processes in these fields.
The economic sciences play a kind of intermediate role as both types of analysis are found.
In view of the many fundamental analogies of structures and structure generating processes
in the various fields, and also of the equally fundamental differences, the workshop resulted
in a broad conviction that a systematic interdisciplinary investigation of the topic would be of
considerable scientific interest. On this basis an interdisciplinary study group was inaugurated with
the beginning of 2003 by the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities. It was
instituted for a period of three years, i.e. over the years 2003 to 2005, with the dedication of
studying the emergence, analysis and optimization of structures in the various disciplines. This
book documents the results of this study, working out the transdisciplinary fundamentals and
analysing their operation in a number of case studies. From the results it can be speculated that a
new research field may emerge, condensing the various strategies to a common approach towards
a better understanding and treatment of structures and structure generating processes in all fields.
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It first became necessary to define the characteristic features of structures and to find a useful
classification for them. Here, the fundamental notions of static and dynamic structures, originally
proposed in thermodynamics, turned out to provide a largely common basis for understanding and
analysis. Static structures are determined by internal interactions of their constituting components
only, and develop, as time proceeds towards a predetermined or at least implicitly defineable
goal. They remain unchanged over time when this goal has been reached. On the other side,
dynamic structures, additionally influenced by interactions with the environment, are essentially
unpredictable and require steady exchange with the environment for their persistence. Many
structures, notably the artifacts in the technical and economic sciences, appear to be static at first
sight. However, a closer look reveals that their design and operation depends to a large extent
on the environment, which makes them assume typical features of dynamical structures. When
looking at long time developments any short time goals, reality definable for technical artifacts,
change in a basically unpredictable way, sometimes abruptly, and with them the related structures,
too. In this general view it appears that the common properties of structures in a general sense are
those found in the dynamic structures, such as dependence on external interactions, abrupt changes
and intrinsic unpredictability.
The basis of analysis of structures in all sciences are models. So, the modeling of reality
as executed in the various fields had to be investigated. Real structures and structure generating
processes in some fields are analysed in terms of optimality, at least partially, i.e. restricted in
space and time. However, the assessment of optimality is not straightforward, since various
conflicting goals contribute to its definition in most applications. Even if these goals are objective
in themselves, their relative weights for a global optimality assessment are in most cases subjective.
Sometimes these weights change over time due to subjective esteem. Further, any model aiming at
representing reality has to cope with various types of uncertainty. Methods to cope with uncertainty
are available, ranging from error propagation and stochastic approaches in the technical sciences
to the approach of bounded rationality in sociology. Finally, once a model has been set up that
maps the input parameters into a performance function, an algorithm has to be used to work out
this relationship, either provided by strict mathematics or by some kind of heuristic. The complex
scenario of qualitative and quantitative modeling, and the goal-oriented and statistical approaches
to understanding the meliorisation efforts in the various fields of the sciences and humanities are
discussed, with the aim to help readers familiarize themselves with methods hitherto unusual in
their own fields.
Generally, the purpose of this book is the exploration of the status of knowledge about
structures and about the tool available for analysing them in various disciplines. It is expected that
information is provided that may help the reader to cross the border of the disciplines, with the
result of profitably inspiring new ideas in his or her own field.
On behalf of all participants of the study group, i.e. the contributions to this book, the editors
wish to express this gratitude to the Berlin-Brandenburg Academie of Sciences and Humanities for
generous support without which this book could not have been completed.

Klaus Lucas
Peter Roosen
Aachen, Winter 2007

Chapter 1
Introduction
We live in a world of structures. In the form of plants and animals, as well as of landscapes
and clouds we are surrounded by the beautiful structures of nature (Fig. 1.1). Human civilization

Figure 1.1: Structures in nature: Plants and animals
has added artifacts of different kind of beauty and geometry, from the egyptian pyramids to the
structures of modern urban settlements (Fig. 1.2). Modern industrial development has brought
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Figure 1.2: Artificial structures: Complex Buildings
to appearance artificial structures in the form of engines and products of various types, such as
airplanes, automobiles, power stations, chemical production sites and many more (Fig. 1.3). We start
learning to design molecular structures, such as proteines or nucleid acids, for medical applications
by experimental methods. We organize our social and economical life in societies, companies
and logistical decisions. We invent medical treatment procedures, mathematical algorithms and
theories explaining the phenomena of the world and we create structures of art in music, poetry,
sculptures and paintry (Fig. 1.4). Structure generation, be it of a material or a immaterial nature, is
in a process of permanent development, accompanied by decay and resurrection, and, in particular,
characterized by a trend to progress and complexity.
What do we know about the principles of the processes creating structures? Since Darwin
we believe that the structures of the living nature emerge from ongoing stochastic mutation and
selection, leading to an increasing survival and reproduction of the fittest. The same principles
can frequently also be observed to operate in processes leading to our artificial structures, no
matter at which area we look, i.e. technical structures, structures in the social sciences as well as
structures of art and intellect. This evolutionary procedure is, however, occasionally interrupted by
a revolutionary invention or new intellectual concept, apparently without any evolutionary roots,

9

Figure 1.3: Artificial structures: Airplanes and complex chemical engineering plants
which strikes and alters the world and its further evolutionary development.
Given the fact that structure generating processes are studied in almost any scientific field the
question arises to what extent they can be reduced to common foundations. In particular, it appears
fruitful to investigate whether progress can be made in analyzing and, where applicable, optimizing
them by transferring the knowledge accumulated in the various disciplines across the frontiers.
As can be expected, there are differences between the fields with respect to approach,
analysis, and solution strategies, but there is much more in common than scientists focussing on
disciplinary work normally anticipate. Therefore in Chapter 2 some transdisciplinary fundamentals
are discussed. We start from a first look at the structures and structure building processes in simple
systems. The principles are abstracted and applied to the structures of the real world. Then we
proceed to the problem of modeling reality. In this context the question of optimality is discussed,
and general optimization methodologies are scrutinized.
In Chapter 3, which represents the main body of the text, a selection of examples illustrates the
issues involved. Problems and solution procedures are presented that are typical for the disciplines
contributing to this book, ranging from engineering, over natural sciences up to the social and
economic sciences. They are not written as in-depth treatments for the specialist. Rather they are
presented with the aim to explain area-specific questions and methods of scientific analysis in a
way digestible for non-specialists.
Finally, in Chapter 4, we summarize the results and further challenges of this interdisciplinary
approach to understanding structures and illustrate the perspectives of a new research field.
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Figure 1.4: Artificial structures: Works of art contain, besides material structures, immaterial as well:
Meaning, social context and many others, representing immaterial aspects of society.

Chapter 2
Transdisciplinary Fundamentals
The analysis of structures and structure generating processes in the various disciplines rests on the
basis of some transdisciplinary fundamentals, more or less common to all fields of application.
These fundamentals will be discussed in the present chapter. First we define our understanding of
structures and their properties as treated in this book. After that we discuss the various aspects of
modeling real world structures in terms of artificial mental concepts, referred to as models. Here
we recognize the necessity of introducing simplifications to the real world structures, in order to
make them accessible to analysis. We shall then discuss the fundamentals of model analysis, where
we reflect on the question of optimality, of constraints in optimum seeking, of conflicting goals,
and of objective and subjective quality. We conclude the chapter by discussing mathematical and
heuristic methods of search for the optimum.
Concerning optimization there is a fundamental difference in view for technically oriented
structure generation processes and those studied in biology and the social sciences. While in
biology and the social sciences there is no teleological development, in the technical as well
as the economical sciences we frequently analyze structures with the aim of optimizing them.
When a single goal can indeed by specified we can apply standard algorithmic methods that offer
themselves for this process. However, a closer look usually reveals the existence of not one but
of concurring and potentially conflicting goals. Furtheron, since the structures to be discussed
here are created to serve the needs of people, the assessment of quality measures is influenced by
subjective apprehension. In elucidating all these realistic facts, we find that in the general view
there seems to be no predetermined goal, not even in technology and economy, in particular in
a long term perspective. On the other side there are evidently predeterminable goals in a partial
sense, e.g. in a restricted short time view, in a restricted area of consideration, or in a restricted
system of values. This then seems to close the gap to the biological subsystems, which frequently
are partially optimized to a remarkable extent, although the full organism is not.

2.1

Theories, Models, Structures

Three notions will frequently appear throughout the book: theory, model and structure. They
are usually utilized in a wide range of contexts. None of the words has a universally accepted
definition. Their meaning depends on the disciplinary environment in which they are used and on
the educational, sociological, or scientific background of the persons employing them. This book
cannot and will not make an attempt to provide precise definitions, but rather will explore the
meaning of these notions in different contexts, explain their usage by examples, point at differences,
and work out common features with the aim to help improve interdisciplinary communication.
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Theories. To scientists, a phrase “. . . theory” signals a particularly well-tested set of scientific
ideas for which there is some range of phenomena where the theory gives correct predictions
every time it is applied. A theory represents the well-established understanding of a system
of objects, mechanisms, or processes. In the technical and natural sciences, it is often
formulated in terms of mathematical formulas. These make the intellectual concepts precise
that have led to formulating a theory. A theory can never be proven to be complete and
final. New discoveries may result in generalizations, like the special theory of relativity or
quantum mechanics extending Newton’s laws of mechanics to treat processes with velocities
approaching the light velocity and phenomena on an atomistic scale, respectively. What
system of ideas is called a theory depends on the history and development of a scientific
field. While nobody doubts that there is a mature theory of electromagnetism, some may
question that psychoanalysis, has a similar scientific status that warrants its denomination as
a theory.
Models. Models are employed to describe certain aspects of objects or phenomena without
claiming to represent reality. Typical physical models are those in the building sector. An
architect would build a model of an opera house in quite a different manner than a sound
engineer. While the architect would concentrate on the physical appearance a sound engineer
would focus on the acoustically relevant aspects of the interior, such that experiments can be
made to simulate the sound propagation.
In the technical and natural sciences, a conceptual or abstract model is often phrased in
mathematical terms using variables, equations, inequalities, or other logical and quantitative
relations. The aim of such mathematical models is to enable a quantitative analysis of the
modeled object or process. One and the same object can be investigated with different goals
by employing different mathematical models. Each of these mathematical models will ignore
certain aspects and focus on others. The reason for using a multitude of models is that we
are frequently unable to understand the process or object on the whole. Instead, we try to
capture certain aspects by partial models. At present, for instance, nobody is able to set up a
mathematical model of an opera house representing all aspects important for the construction
of such a building at the same time. One mathematical model may reflect the statics of
the building, another air conditioning and heating, a third sound propagation, etc. All these
models depend on each other, but to reduce complexity to a presently manageable level,
special features are singled out while others are kept fixed.
The relation between model and theory is not clear-cut. The word theory is usually
employed for “general aspects”. Quantum theory and thermodynamics in physics, algebra
and probability theory in mathematics, and equilibrium and game theory in economics are
well established theories addressing broad ranges of phenomena. One would, however, not
speak of a theory of motor vehicles. Cars are modeled, and there is not only one model.
There are mathematical and physical models for the aerodynamics, models for stability and
crash simulations, models for the engine, for the catalytic converter, etc. Many theories are
required to model a vehicle properly.
Theories and models are both judged by their ability to predict consequences. Gravitational
theory can be employed to compute the trajectory of a space craft flying to Mars very exactly,
and various mathematical models for cars have significantly helped to make vehicles safer,
to reduce energy consumption, and to produce cars more efficiently.
Structures. Although a precise and universal definition is difficult, it seems that we have an
intuitive feeling or maybe even an inherent understanding for what structure is. We encounter
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structures in many different appearances. They may be material ones, like ordered matter,
or immaterial ones, like social interrelations or concepts of thought. Scientific problem
solving reveals structures that may be characterized as distillates arising from data analysis,
general problem knowledge, experience, experiments, contemplation, etc.. Which structures
are recognized and considered important for the specific niche of the real world dealt with
and which structures finally emerge as key objects of study strongly depends, though, on the
scientific and cultural background of the investigators and on the viewpoints chosen.
Material objects, i.e. structures, as well as concepts and ideas, are interlinked by more or
less complex networks. We refer to this phenomenon of a structure being part of a network
generally as its interaction with an environment. To illustrate this view, let us consider a
simple object, e.g. a window in a house. A window has a certain internal structure as it
consists of translucent elements, a frame, an operating handle, and some inner mechanics.
On the other hand the window is embedded in the house and, together with the house,
in the neighboring environment that may define varying interactions with it. When these
interactions are taken into account other properties of the window become important, like its
direction with respect to sunshine, its relative position in the room, its size, its operability
etc. . Last but not least, in a sociological or psychological context, the window in the house
may be seen as a purely abstract functionality connecting the adjacent sides for visible
information while at the same time separating them materially. This last aspect reflects the
window as a purely ideational structure. Each view defines a particular net of interactions,
that makes the window analyzable and optimizable in a systematic way. So structuring is a
fundamental part of any problem-solving process.
We may even assume that the way our brain operates on its sensory input strongly determines
the generation of (abstract) structures. Originating from the ancient impulse of making the
material environment managable by ordering and introducing causality, facilitated by the
existence of our cerebrum, we extend this method to purely theoretical constructs as well.
Only this ordering process makes them manageable with respect to understanding and,
sometimes, melioration. Of course, there is history, tradition, experience, there is progress in
general: We do not determine structures anew in every act of problem-solving. Embedded in
our collective memory, in our language, our rules of conduct, social or technical norms, or
our scientific knowledge and last but not least in our artefacts there are given results of former
acts of structuring, resulting from problem-solving in other, sometimes similar contexts. We
use to start working on the base of these given structurations, we recognize a window when
we see ’it’. In our everyday practices working with given structures prevails compared to
inventing new structures. Therefore we tend to assume that these given structures are part of
’the nature of objects’. However, this essentialist view reveals itself as insufficient as soon
as we come across new problems as it is often the case in sciences and humanities. Solving
these new problems requires us to establish new views on the case and its context.
The interactions of a structure with its environment have to be carefully observed in any
analysis. Usually, we tend to isolate an object from the surrounding world for analytical and
abstracting purposes in the sense of defining a system, i.e. the object under consideration, and
the environment. Without this isolation an abundance of influences may have to be taken into
account when an object is to be modeled and investigated. Let us return to the above window
example that we might like to optimize with respect to its energetic behaviour. In a first try, we
limit our point of view to the interior structuring, considering everything else as a non-interacting
environment. Accordingly, we model its inner structure only and subject the available parameters
defining it to an optimization procedure with respect to the minimum loss of heat. Then it is quite
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obvious that the window will turn into something small (because the surrounding walls are better
isolated), thick (as more material reduces the overall heat conduction), not very translucent (since
heat-reflecting panes tend to be dim), and directed southward (in order to accumulate energy gains
by direct sunlight). Clearly the ’optimized’ object is not the technical solution we had in mind
as human beings when we started out optimizing it. Had we, instead, isolated our perspective
to just one of the other aspects we would have come to other, but similarly unsatisfying results.
So, any one concerned with the assessment of optimality of a window in a house, such as the
carpenter, the psychologist, the police and, finally, the housewife cleaning it, will arive at different
results. We conclude that an ’optimal’ window can thus only be achieved if the model includes
the relevant interactions with its environment. Recognition of these interactions will by itself
lead to a multitude of mostly conflicting and subjective property demands as will be treated later
in this book. The impossibility of treating the window independent of its interactions with the
environment reflects the common observation that there is a wide variety of window concepts
in buildings. They arise from the rather individual interactions with the environment along with
a plentitude of conflicting and subjective preference settings. So, an analysis of structures and
structure generating processes requires understanding of the objects under consideration and also
their interactions among themselves as well as with their environment.

2.2

A Simple Example: Structures in Fluids

In order to arrive at fundamental insight and classifications, a first look on structures and structure
generating processes is reasonably focused to highly simplified systems, where the objects and the
interactions between them are well understood. An example of such systems are fluids. The objects
are the molecules, the internal interactions are those between the molecules, and the external
interactions those between the fluid and its environment. Due to the simplicity of these interactions
important and formal insights can be attained that will be generalized to much more complex,
macroscopic structures in other fields of interest. The science providing a universal theory in such
systems is thermodynamics. Thermodynamics tells us that there are two fundamentally different
types of structures, referred to as static and dynamic.

2.2.1

Static structures

Let us first look at static structures. A prototype of a static structure generated by nature in a fluid
is a snowflake (fig. 2.1). Under certain circumstances, such static structures are also referred to as
structures in equilibrium. Here, equilibrium is that state of a system attained when it is isolated
from its environment and when all relaxation processes have come to an end, irrespective of the
process conditions leading to it. So, for static structures in general and equilibrium structures in
particular, all interactions with the environment are eliminated and we have a final, i.e. not any
more changing state.
The global principles leading to ’static structures’ are well understood. In an isolated system,
the second law of thermodynamics requires, that the entropy of the system under consideration
must increase in any real process. The state of maximum entropy, consistent with the constraints
of the isolated system, is the equilibrium state and plays the part of a predetermined goal. In that
state the rate of entropy production is zero, because all processes have come to an end. Under
suitable constraints (but not always) maximum entropy will require the generation of macroscopic
static structures, such as that of a snowflake. When we follow the structure generating process of
the freezing process by looking at the modeled interactions of the molecules on a computer over
time, we see that the evolutive relaxation process towards maximum entropy indeed leads to the
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Figure 2.1: The always varying structures of snowflake crystals. Although every crystal differs from
all others there a common structuring principles, like the six-fold geometry.

emergence of a static structure, when the constraints of the system are appropriate. The particular
and complex shapes of the snowflakes are determined by the particular interactions between the
molecules, but also on additional parameters such as the rate of cooling. As such, they are
not really equilibrium structures but rather structures frozen on the way to equilibrium. A very
simple example for a true equilibrium structure however, is the vapor-liquid equilibrium of a pure
fluid. When we cool a pure gas, say water vapor, we observe that the molecules will at a certain
temperature generate a structure, in particular a spatial separation of two phases, gas and liquid.
This structure, much simpler than that of a snowflake, will persist after isolation of the system, i.e.
after eliminating all interactions with the environment, is a static one.
More complicated static structures are known to appear in fluid mixtures as a result of
interactions between the molecules by cooling processes from the disordered gaseous state. Wellknown examples are the phase and reaction equilibria exploited in an industrial scale in chemical
processes. The particular appearance of the structures depends on the particular intermolecular
interactions. The large variety of internal interactions between the objects is the reason for the
enormous plentitude of static structures in fluids, that we observe. The entropy maximum principle
involves that the existence of a structure is subject to particular constraints. It will disappear when
the constraints are violated, e.g. at lower and higher temperatures and pressures, since the entropy
maximum will then require a structureless state. We note that for purely mechanical systems,
i.e. systems at zero temperature and entropy, the maximum entropy definition for isolated systems
transforms into one of minimum energy. So, the geometry of a simple molecule is as calculated
today in a standard way from quantum mechanics by looking for the minimum energy. Similar
remarks apply to that of a folded protein, as studied in biochemistry. In general, such molecular
geometrics can be considered as static structures (fig. 2.2). In general, the free energy has to
replace the energy of purely mechanical systems, when entropy effects are not negligible. We note
that conditions can occur in which the minimum of (free) energy is not attained by a system on
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Figure 2.2: Folded three-dimensional structure of a proteine molecule, representing the state of minimal free energy. The structure is displayed in a stereographic representation. If observed with a
sqinting view the spatial structure appears after a while of eye adaption.
its way to equilibrium since the required activation energy is not available. We then find structures
associated with frozen states, depending e.g. on the speed of change like in the case of snow
flakes. However, when the hindrance is eliminated, they invariably move to the state of minimum
free energy with the emergence of the associated equilibrium structures.
We summarize that static equilibrium structures in simple fluids originate from the particular
interactions between their molecules after eliminating any interactions with the environment. They
are generated by relaxation processes towards a predetermined goal, which here is maximum
entropy, unless hindered by particular constraints. These relaxation processes can be reproduced on
a computer, although the final result can in such simple cases more easily and reliably be calculated
in one rational step by a direct mathematical optimization routine. Static equilibrium structures
are predictable and reproducible. So, given the full definition of the molecular interactions in a
thermodynamic system, the equilibrium state can be formally predicted, at least in principle, and
the same static structure will be reached independently from the starting condition as well as of the
process of the development. Clearly, static structures in fluids are no more than a simple example
for much more complicated static structures placed into the society as technological artifacts, such
as engines, buildings etc. We shall see, however, that those artifacts share important fundamental
properties with those of the static structures of fluids.

2.2.2

Dynamic structures

Static structures, i.e. structures originating from relaxation processes towards a predetermined goal
and remaining constant after eliminating all interactions with the environment, are only a small
part of the structures in the world. Evidently there are other types of stable structures which are
generated and kept in existence by interactions with the environment through a continuous transfer
of energy and matter in open systems. This input of energy and matter stabilizes a state away
from equlibrium, and so, these structures are referred to as nonequilibrium or dynamical structures.
They appear to us in the beauty of living nature, as well as in form of processes, social networks
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and in practically all operational appearances of our man-made artifacts (Fig. 2.3). Again the study

Figure 2.3: A bridge as representative of a man-made dynamic structure. Even if it appears static
at first glance, the continuous care in terms of inspection and maintenance (interaction with the environment) should be kept in mind that is needed to retain its functionality over a long period of
time.
of fluids, on the basis of interactions between simple molecules, is a convenient basis for getting
insight into the generating and sustaining processes of such dynamical structures. Two simple and
well-known examples may serve to illustrate the point and will then be generalized.
One is the Bénard-instability, studied in hydrodynamics (Fig. 2.4). A horizontal fluid layer
between two plates of different temperatures in a constant gravitational field will show a structureless heat conduction phenomenon at small temperature differences. However, at a sufficiently large
temperature difference the structureless state becomes unstable. Convection occurs, and the heat

Figure 2.4: Infrared camera view of the free surface temperature field above the onset of the
Marangoni-Bénard instability in a 5 mm layer of silicone oil heated from below. The pattern is
hexagonal, apart from the influence of lateral walls. (Curtesy of Physical-Chemistry Department of
the Faculty of Applied Sciences — ULB)
flow and along with it the entropy production increases. Although accompanied by a production
of molecular chaos, this increase of entropy generates regular hydrodynamic patterns, a stable
dynamical structure. So, although the entropy evidently is increased as a whole there are areas in
the system which are obviously characterized by a local reduction of entropy, the structured Bénard
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cells. A non-zero rate of entropy production, kept up by an input of energy, is the basic source of
this structure generating process.
The second example refers to dynamical structures generated by a certain kind of again wellknown chemical reactions, the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reactions [Win72]. When specified chemicals
are transferred to a reaction apparatus under suitable circumstances, a regular change of colours and
also a migrating spatially coloured pattern can be produced. A similar moving pattern structured
by the same principles of an oszillating biochemical process, although with much lower frequency,
has been observed in a special mutant form of mice (fig. 2.5). Again, there is a considerable

Figure 2.5: Traveling stripes on the skin of a mutant Foxn1tw mouse, with (a and b) showing side and
top views of an adult mouse, respectively. (c and d): Schematic drawing of a typical wave movement
in an adult mouse. The numbers by each line represent the time course of a wave. The time interval
between the numbers is ≈30 days. (e): Traveling waves formed by a Belousov-Zhabotinskii (BZ)
reaction. The shape of a mouse is superimposed. The outermost wave is the first wave. Intervals
between waves are relatively wider for the first few waves, then become shorter and constant. Experimental BZ waves are made by the standard method described in ref. [Win72]. (Courtesy of Noboru
Suzuki, Masashi Hirata and Shigeru Kondo)
rate of entropy production associated with such a reaction process. And again this rate of entropy
production is a source of structure generation.
So, in both of the above nonequilibrium structure generating processes, we find that a non
zero entropy production rate is associated with the structure generation and preservation. This
entropy production is made possible by specific interactions with the environment. The particular
type of structure depends on both, the interactions with the environment as well as the internal
interactions of the molecules. When looking at the processes of dynamic structure generating in
such comparably simple systems, i.e. fluids, in detail some interesting features become visible that
can be generalized to more complex situations. So, we observe that in the course of the still rather
simple-structured nearest-neighbor interactions between the molecules long-range, macroscopic
structures are created. In the case of the Bénard effect, i.e. in a hydrodynamic system far
from equilibrium, small fluctuations, which are damped close to equilibrium, are augmented as
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a coherent effect and create a new type of macroscopic structure, stabilized by the exchange of
energy with the environment. In the Bénard cells the global temperature difference between the
lower and upper interface plate is so great that the local environment of the interacting molecules
is modified in such a way that in a first step of structure evolution small-scale deviations from
the global temperature distribution arise by stochastic effects. They modify the environment and
the associated interactions. These cumulated effects, taking place in the immediate surrounding,
add up to stabilize and extend the self-organizing and stabilizing of long-range structures. Similar
effects become apparent in the chemical or biological structures referred to above.
As a common feature of dynamic structures we find an unexpected element of randomness,
non-reproducibility and non-predictability. The precise and detailed form of the Bénard cells is not
predictable and not reproducible. They may have different sizes and rotation directions. The same
is true for all dynamical structures of thermodynamic systems, notably those arising in chemical
reactions. The theoretical foundation for this non-predictability is the fact that the appearance of
dynamical structures is a stability problem. Increasing the deviation from the equilibrium state leads
to a point where this state becomes instable. The point of instability is referred to as a bifurcation
point, at which fluctuations of an intrinsic nondeterministic character lead to an impredictable new
state of the system, which is usually chosen out of various possibilities. Once this state is attained
the system will further develop in a deterministic way on increasing its distance from equilibrium
until a new bifurcation occurs. This new bifurcation is, of course, predetermined by the outcome of
the earlier bifurcation, i.e. there is an element of history in structure generating processes far from
equilibrium. They thus obtain an evolutionary character. There is no predetermined goal for the
structure being obtained in detail. The particular appearance of the structure is coarsely classified
by the particular interactions effective within the system and with its environment, but in detail it
is the result of chance.
It should be noted, that increasing the driving forces beyond strenghts sufficient for (long-range)
structure creation will usually lead to increasingly finer substructures by further bifurcations until
at some point deterministic chaos production sets in: The dynamically created structures change
so fast that they are no more identifiable as such. Accordingly, a certain local predictability
can be maintained only for short periods, with decreasing exactness in structuring forecast due
to accumulating nascence of new structure nuclei. The ordering principle leading to such states
remains the same, however.
We note the fundamental difference of the dynamic vs. static structures in simple fluids. The
latter are characterized both by a maximum of entropy in an isolated system and a zero entropy
production, while the former are stabilized by a non-zero entropy production, accompanied by an
inflow and outflow of mass and energy. Also, static structures are determined by the interactions
between the molecules only, while dynamic structures are also influenced by the interactions with
the environment. So, contrary to static structures, dynamic structures cannot persist after isolation.
They need the interactions with the environment. As soon as the energy inflow and outflow, along
with the resulting entropy production, are reduced under a critical value, the dynamic structures
will collapse to a structureless or staticly structured state.

2.3

Real-world structures and structure-generating processes

Let us now generalize the fundamental properties of structures and structure generating processes,
as elucidated by a consideration of simple fluids, to the material and immaterial structures of our
society. Are such material structures as an automobile or a bridge static or dynamic structures? The
answer evidently depends on the type of analysis. An artificial structure may well be classified as
static, when we consider its production from a constrained viewpoint. Although the internal objects
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interacting may be quite specific for each object under consideration, they will be identifiable.
Let us consider an automobile as an example. Here we have wheels, the engine, carriage and a
number of electronic and mechanical devices as interacting objects. The predetermined goal for
generating the static structure of an automobile may be minimum cost, minimum fuel consumption
or others. Indeed, designing processes may in principle be set up which lead to an automobile
of predetermined quality, based on the selection and composition of its interacting components.
However, if we broaden our viewpoint and consider the production of an automobile with reference
to its performance on the market, we have to consider it as a dynamical structure. It is determined
by the interactions with the environment such as acceptance by the customer. Further broading the
view to operation we realize that without maintenance the automobile will eventually be destroyed
and turn into structureless heap of rust and plastic. Without considering the interactions with
the environment, no successful automobile will emerge from a design process and can be kept in
operation. The external interactions with the customers make it depend on a plentitude of objectives
and the plentitude of automobiles on the market reflects such interactions with the environment.
The structure generating processes leading to technical structures can be considered as evolutive relaxation processes towards a predetermined goal, which, however, changes over time by
interactions with the environment. So, they have elements of static as well as dynamic structures.
Value assessment for automobiles has altered over time the predetermined goals, such as design,
safety, fuel consumption, all being summarized as success on the market. A similar example is a
power plant process with a varying number of feedwater preheaters. Subjected to an optimization
towards maximum efficiency, such a system will eventually approach an idealized Carnot process
by adapting an infinite number of feedwater preheaters. However, when minimization of investment
and fuel costs is considered simultaneously as predetermined goals, quite different power plant
processes will arise as static structures from the optimization process. When external interactions
with markets are considered additionaly the power plant structure generating process attains features of a dynamical structure. Then, when analyzed over a long time period, there will not be
a predeterminable goal for a power plant, since assessments and values change in the society in
an unpredictable way. The actual power plant processes will then adapt themselves to the varying
short time goals in an evolutionary process. So, we see, not only the intrinsic interactions of the
objects but also external interactions in terms of objective functions and value assessments are
responsible for the plentitude of structures that we observe.
While structures of the technical world frequently lend themselves to more or less stringent
optimization efforts, those of the social and biological domain do not, but rather must take into
account a both dominant and limiting factor with respect to practical manageability: the individuum
and superstructures of many individual as a core concept. In the social sciences a most common
structural issue of vast importance is what we call social stratification. That is, the as we know
unequal distribution of life chances among the members of a society. Income, education, job
opportunities, status attributed on the base of recognized social capital — all this adds up to a view
of society in the large as structured in various ways. While social stratification is a type of macro
structure effected only indirectly by individual acts, we have likewise to deal with meso-level and
micro-level structures where the actors’ influence on structure-building processes are easier to see:
work flow and hierarchies in organizations, sets of relations in peer groups or the microstructures
of interaction most often invisible to actors — at least as long as interactions proceed without crisis
and on routine grounds.
Structures, as human beings derive them from observation, are not timeless, but at the same
time they are not necessarily progressive in the sense of being directed to growing objective fidelity
or complexity. If we think of the Inuit and their detailed and differentiated knowledge about snow
and ice, we can easily see both that the ability to differentiate varies with the tasks to perform
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and that established fine grained structurations can get lost as soon as they lose their relevance
for problem-solving: For driving a car on a road in winter it is pointless to distinguish 30 or 40
different types of snow, as the Inuit do. Instead, we just diffentiate by a binary distinction: snow
or no snow, frozen or not frozen. In domains where the properties of ’snow’ are more important,
like in winter sports, at least some additional differentiations (powder snow, crusted snow, . . .)
are maintained even in our modern civilization. It may be deducted that the thoroughness of
structuring is, to a certain extent, economized depending on the subjective practical value it has for
the performing human being.
In sociology the most important and at the same time the most problematic relation is the link
between structure and acting: While in mechanics it can be said that structures have direct causal
impact (like the molecular structure of a certain metal that is directly responsible for the ability
of the metal to carry a certain weight), in society things are different: processes in the social
domain consist of acting and they necessarily involve actors. The often urged layman view, that
structural factors cause certain actions, is problematic since in society people act on the base not of
structures, objects, problems or other people. They rather act on their interpretation of structures,
objects, problems and so on. Though by and large we might say that social structures have an
enormous impact on educational success (as documented in various transnational learning and
teaching effectivity studies), this is not necessarily true for every single case. Every detailed study
of, say, decision making in educational processes would show how actors continuously (though not
always consciously) interpret their context, including aspects of status, economic resources, family
traditions in order to come to a conclusion about, say, going for another degree or not.
We conclude that most of the real world material and immaterial structures and structure
generating processes that we wish to study in this book belong to the class of dynamical
structures. All structure generating processes, technical, sociological, biological, are associated
with interactions with the environment, accompanied by entropy production. Based on simple
balances of energy and entropy, this requires an input of energy with a low entropy content and
the capability of the system to export the entropy produced by the structure generating process.
This can easily be verified for the earth as a whole. Here, we profit from the influx of solar energy
as the driving force for structure generation. Solar radiation has a low entropy content due to the
high temperature of the sun. The necessary entropy export is realized by the low temperature heat
radiation from the earth to the surrounding space, which carries all the entropy with it. Looking at
technical systems confirms the general conclusions. Low entropy energy must be transferred to the
system, such as fuel or electricity, to generate and preserve structures such as a running engine or
an illumination during night time. For living organisms the low entropy input is contained in the
food. High entropy energy must be exported in the form of waste heat or waste material.
The details of structure generation depend on the specific intrinsic interactions of the system as
well as on the interactions with the environment. Generally we have to consider rather complicated
interactions in analyzing the structures of our civilized world. They are in many cases not really
understood and cannot be fully expressed in terms of mathematical functions. For example,
generating the structure of a bridge or a power plant requires the consideration of interactions
between material properties, technological components, natural laws, and, in particular, man made
values of efficiency and desirability. Sociological structures are determined by interactions between
human beings. We shall return to the analysis of interactions in Chapter 3, when we discuss
structures and structure generating processes in various disciplines. No matter how complicated
the considered structure is: As soon as the inflow of energy and the export of entropy are blocked,
all structures will collapse. A bridge without maintenance, i.e. after isolation from all artificial
energy and mass transfer, will eventually rust away in a structure destroying process. A structure in
logistics will cease to exist when nobody will survey it and keep up its existence. An infrastructure
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will eventually disappear when it is not continuously used. A structure of thought will be destroyed
as soon as the human beings adhering to it will stop thinking it. The analogous fate is associated
with any natural and artificial structure, including human life.
It is clear that all structure generating processes in principle share the basic properties
of dynamic structures, such as non-reproducibility, non-predictibility in detail and lack of a
predetermined goal. This is immediately evident, e.g. in sociological structures, in those of
diseases and in those associated with weather and climate. The associated structure generating
processes are difficult to control and impossible to predict in detail. However, the laws of
their generation can be analyzed by considering the relevant intrinsic interactions and fruitful
generalizations, as well as average predictions can be made by statistical methods. Furthermore we
will see that even dynamic structures can be optimized by deliberately blinding out their dynamical
nature in representing them by simplified, quasi-static models. This is a reasonable strategy as
long as the human optimizer is aware of its limitations. Accordingly, the intrinsic interactions
in such system models as well as those with the environment are to be carefully modeled, with
the dynamically dominated effects of bifurcations and determinstic chaos etc. being as precisely
accounted for as possible.

2.4

Modeling Reality

It is an established fact that the vast majority of systems or processes in the real world are so
complicated that there is no hope and even no sense in trying to analyze them in full detail. Instead,
scientific analysis has to be liberated from the confusing plentitude of phenomena in order to reduce
the complexity of seemingly unsurveyable problems to something that is amenable to analysis. The
method of analysis may be mathematics in the technology and natural science oriented applications
or observation and thought along with creating notions and their operational interactions in the
social sciences and in the humanities. The very process of modeling even a small part of reality
is naturally accompanied by a loss of realism, in the sense that some aspects are deliberately
eliminated from further consideration. So, there is always the danger of an unacceptable disparity
between model and reality, which has to be taken into account when conclusions about model
behavior are transferred to conclusions about reality. Models cannot be justified or evaluated within
the categories right or wrong. Rather, they are either useful or not useful. The judgement about
this classification is subject to a comparison with reality, e.g. by experiment in the natural sciences.

2.4.1

State Models

We wish to illustrate the problem associated with modeling reality first with relation to state
models. Under ‘state models’ we summarize models representing a well-defined state of a system.
We start with a simple example, once again chosen from the thermodynamics of fluids. We
shall treat varying levels of complexity, each level being adequate to describe certain physical
phenomena in different state domains of a substance. We know, that almost any material can be
encountered in a liquid or a gaeous state, both being summarized as the fluid state. How can the
properties of this technically very important state adequately be modeled, e.g. in order to derive
information about its behaviour in certain artificial boundary conditions, like chemical equipment?
Let us first consider a gas of monatomic molecules at normal temperatures and pressures. An
adequate model for this reality is that of small billiard balls. This implies a particular conception
of the nature of their interactions. In the billiard ball model of a fluid the members are hard balls
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Figure 2.6: Fluid phase behaviour of Ar, shown by its molar isobaric heat capacity divided by the
universal gas constant against temperature, for a limited range of pressure and temperature.
with a negligible volume, and the nature of the interactions is such that, apart from occasional
elastic bounces, there is no interaction at all. So, the billiard balls move independently of each
other and their motion is described by the laws of classical mechanics. On the basis of this
model one finds formal expressions for the energy, the temperature, the pressure and the entropy
of such a gas which are in perfect agreement with the properties of a real gas like Argon over a
significant temperature range at normal pressures. To illustrate, we plot the molar isobaric heat
capacity of Argon divided by the universal gas constant against temperature in Fig. 2.6. It is a
constant of value 5/2, in perfect agreement with precise measurements. This quantity determines
the temperature dependence of thermodynamic behavior and plays a significant role in various
engineering applications.
It is remarkable that such an ultrasimplified model can be useful in describing the properties of
a fluid. It claims that the molecules of Argon do not have any type of interaction with each other,
neither that of attraction nor that or repulsion. Quite evidently this is wrong since it is in conflict
with our basic knowledge of the interactions between the molecules in fluids. The contradiction is
only apparent, however, and its resolution is that the simple billiard ball model is only probed in
a very limited region of the phase diagram, i.e. only at normal temperatures and pressures. In this
region, indeed, the interactions between the molecules, while basicly effective, are not essential for
the macroscopic properties of the fluid, due to the relatively large average distance between them.
Events, in which two molecules approach each other so closely that the interactions between them
become noticeable are simply too rare to be statistically significant and therefore can be neglected
in calculations of the macroscopic properties. So, while the billiard ball model is a useful model
for the properties of a real monatomic gas at normal temperatures and pressures, it does definitely
not represent the general situation in an arbitrary fluid.
When the properties of a fluid like Argon are to be analyzed over a larger region of states, it
becomes necessary to change the model. Going to higher temperatures, say 10,000 K, real Argon
starts to ionize, an effect which cannot properly be described by the billiard ball model since it
does not allow for a disintegration of the balls into nuclei and electrons as happens in reality.
Going to higher pressures and lower temperatures the phase behavior of Argon becomes entirely
different from the prediction of the billiard ball model. Fig. 2.7 shows the fluid phase behavior of
Argon over a large region of states. The region adequately described by the billiard ball model is
shown as a shaded region in the phase diagram.
A most significant deviation from the prediction of the billiard ball model is the effect of
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Figure 2.7: Fluid phase behaviour of Ar over a large region of states.[LUC07]
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Figure 2.8: Vapor-liquid equilibrium modeling prediction compared to measured data for BenzeneHexane, showing good conformance.[LUC07]
condensation. This is a simple example for a structure generating process in a fluid. Increasing
the pressure at a sufficiently low temperature from the low pressure billiard ball region eventually
leads to a situation where the average distance between the molecules decreases so strongly that
the short-range interactions cannot be overlooked any more. Condensation takes place, and in a
gravitational field the liquid and the gaseous region are separated by a meniscus, clearly pointing
to the appearance of a spatial structure. Hence, a model for a fluid over the full region of states
requires the interactions between the molecules to be taken into account. These can be modeled
on the basis of quantum mechanics. With these interactions the properties of fluid Argon can
then be predicted over a large region of states by the methods of statistical mechanics along
with mathematical algorithms. We note that even this more demanding problem of predicting the
fluid phase behavior of Argon over a large region of states, including the structure of the vaporliquid equilibrium, is usually based on a model which significantly reduces the real complexity.
This particularly holds for more complicated molecules, where the interactions depend on their
internal structures, and so, on many coordinates. The models for the intermolecular interactions
currently used for predicting structures of fluid phase behavior are strong simplifications of the
real world. However, when used in combination with an adequate model for the connection
between the macroscopic fluid phase behavior and the intermolecular interactions we are able to
make predictions of great practical value. This is shown in Fig. 2.8 where a model prediction
of the vapor-liquid equilibrium in the system Benzene-Hexane is compared to experimental data.
Evidently, the model, while being far away from the true situation in the fluid, is a useful
representation of reality in the context of vapor-liquid equilibrium prediction. It is by no means
guaranteed, however, that this model predicts equally well other aspects of fluid phase behavior of
the same system, as can indeed be verified.
Various aspects of static models, which hold quite generally in all branches of science, can
be studied from the simple example of fluid phase behavior. First, a model has to be tailored to
the problem to be discussed, e.g. predicting the structure of the vapor-liquid equilibrium in a fluid
mixture. There is no sense in extending the model to more and more complexity if only a segment
of reality is supposed to be analyzed. So, when the gas phase properties of a fluid such as Argon
are to be analyzed, there is no sense in setting up a model for the intermolecular interactions
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between its molecules. Further, when only the vapor-liquid equilibrium structure in a fluid mixture
is to be considered, a satisfying model can be based on a rather crude model for the intermolecular
interactions. The demands on model complexity become more and more complex as further aspects
of fluid phase behavior are to be studied, such as liquid-liquid equilibrium structures and heat
effects. A model representing a large segment of reality will necessarily be much more complex
and thus require more effort on applying it to the prediction of fluid phase behavior by statistical
mechanical and mathematical methods.
Models for fluids are a simple example for static modeling. Many aspects of them can be
generalized to more complicated static structures. Generally we shall, with increasing demands
of reflecting reality, need an increasing detailedness of the model. As an illustration, let us have
a closer look on the energetic supply of a residential area with district heating and electrical
power supply. We treat the system as isolated from the environment. The energy supply system
thus represents a static structure. A first order of rather crude detailedness is the consideration
of the added-up peak needs in heating and electrical power for the intended set of houses. If
the existing electrical power generators and heating stations provide these respective maximum
values the demand will be satisfied. If the district is to expand by building additional houses
and a sensible statement is required on how many of them could be heated with the same sysetm
without increasing power, the power requirement model has to be refined. The coincidence that
all customers are drawing their peak requirements at the same time will never occur. Hence it
would be much more realistic to model the requirements by a time-resolved demand structure on
known peak demand days separately for electrical energy and heat. An efficient energy system
for the residential area could be based on cogeneration technology which requires a correlation
of electrical power and heat demands, opening up the possibility to utilize low-temperature waste
heat of the electrical power generation for domestic heating purposes. Here the coincidence of
respective demands of the two types of energy will have to be mapped, requiring again a more
complicated model.

2.4.2

Process Models

In the context of analyzing structure generating processes further aspects of modeling arise. In the
technical and natural sciences usually process models with a certain self-organizing intelligence
are used. Such a model is particularly fruitful in our interdisciplinary context since in many
applications it can be implemented in the form of a computer code with an ab-initio unfathomable
abundance of possible system reactions upon changes of boundary conditions. Such models are
usually called simulation systems, as they try to mimick the causalities of the real world. They are
models for structure generating processes.
In the humanities a somewhat different notion of process modeling prevails, as the primary
goal of those disciplines is mostly description, not targeted change. Here a descriptive social
network is one of the primary ways of modeling, contrary to the simulation of physical causalities.
Through the use of formal representations — like directed graphs showing how each unit is
linked to certain other units in a network — the model-based analysis of social networks has the
aim of uncovering structural patterns and studying their emergence, their consequences, and their
temporal transformations. Various techniques are employed to develop respective models as well
as to analyze them using mathematical, statistical, and computational methods (e.g. simulation
of network processes). In sociology, archives of network data and related computer programs to
analyze them are typical resources available to social network analysts. In this way, the area of
social network modeling relates to the general goal of understanding how social processes generate,
maintain and change social structures, and how social structures both serve to constrain and enable
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social action. Typical modeling target issues are structured social inequalities, including social
demography, socio-historical research, discourse analysis, ethnographies, and policy analysis.
In the causality-emphasizing models a given set of starting conditions is fed into the implemented simulating rule set of mutual dependencies, and the computer calculates the evolutive
development of related output or monitoring variables. Even if only a limited number of causal
dependencies is implemented in the computer code the variation span of possible outcomes can
be vast, due to the effect of the so-called combinatorial explosion. This is due to the fact, that
possible outcomes of modeling variable state changes tend to be multiplicative. A nice episode in
the musical domain, taken from [Ste99], pinpoints this phenomenon:
„As a boy, John Stuart Mill was alarmed to deduce that the finite number of musical notes, together with the maximum practical length of a musical piece, meant that the world would soon run
out of melodies. At the time he sank into this melancholy, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, and Rachmaninoff
had not yet been born, to say nothing of the entire genres of ragtime, jazz, Broadway musicals, blues,
country and western, rock and roll, samba, reggae, and punk. We are unlikely to have a melody shortage anytime soon because music is a combinatorial system. If each note of a melody can be selected
from, say, eight notes on average, there are 64 pairs of notes, 512 motifs of three notes, 4,096 phrases
of four notes, and so on, multiplying out to trillions and trillions of musical pieces.“
So, even if the amount of modeled variations in an evolutive simulation system are few and
easily manageable, the potentially reachable variation space need not necessarily be so: Simple
rules can lead to complex and seemingly purposeful behavior.
Proof of this fact can be given and supported by more or less abstract formalisms, but an
illustration may be more convincing. For this purpose we choose a two-dimensional cellular
automaton, known as John Conway’s game of life, running on a rectangular grid of infinite or finite
size. Grid nodes (mostly depicted as cells) are occupied or empty, and there are only four rules
determining the pattern in the next generation:
i) Occupied cells with no or one occupied cell in the neighborhood become empty,
ii) occupied cells with two or three occupied cells in the neighborhood stay occupied,
iii) occupied cells with four or more occupied cells in the neighborhood are emptied, and
iv) empty cells with three occupied neighboring cells become occupied.
In this concept the ‚neighborhood‘ is defined as the set of eight cells around the one in question.
Given these rules the unfolding of the cellular automation in time is completely determined
by its initial conditions, but nevertheless, an incredible richness of different dynamical behaviors
results from the ‘game of life’ rules. Even very slight changes in the pattern of initially populated
cells can change the development of later generations dramatically. Some of these patterns are even
suggestive of purposeful design. For example, from one neither random nor fully ordered initial
pattern a forever living periodical structure develops that emits small gliding motifs in one precisely
defined direction. Figure 2.9 shows the recurring sequence of populated cells’ distribution that is
reached after some time of more or less irregular approach to it. As anticipated, larger structures,
although adhering to the same simple rules, show even much more diverse and astonishing features
up to the point of reacting to ‘environmental’ influences in almost intelligent manners [Hen06].
Contrary to the Game of Life, characterized by a very small rule set, a well-known evolutive
simulation engine, the computer game ‘Civilization’ [Wika] (fig. 2.10), may serve as an example
that combines a large rule set and a mixture of continuous and discrete variables. It is a
model of society development. In a vast network of mutual dependencies human activities like
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Figure 2.9: Example sequence of a Game of Life configuration, repeating its core structure with a
period of 30 iterations and continuously producing ‘gliders’, being emitted to the lower right corner.
Images are sorted column-wise.
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Figure 2.10: Screen shot of the society simulation game ‘Civilization’, taken from [Wika]. Some
of the state-determining variables (like amount of food for the people, top left, or treasury of state,
bottom right) are depicted or listed in the corners of the screen. Others, like the number of roads and
hence the facilities of transportation, are represented by respective parts of the drawing.

exploration of unknown territory or technology, war and diplomacy are simulated in their effect on
an endeavoring society. The player, thought as a ruler of his people, has to make decisions about
which improvements or units to build in each city, where to build new cities, and how to transform
the land surrounding the cities for maximum benefit. The number of possible simulation engine
reactions is so large that it can be interpreted as almost limitless, even though there are boundary
conditions for every variable. The actual state of the game is represented by a larger number of
system variable states. Apart from the variety of purely deterministic simulation answers there is
an additional inclusion of stochastic elements, like a modeling of natural catastrophies. These set
of features causes each game to develop different from any preceding, even if the player tries to
repeat a former scenario.
Similar simulation systems, although less popular, are used in scientific modeling of development processes, e.g. to understand the development of social groups depending on political
boundary condition settings over time. As soon as the behaviour of human beings is modeled
the simulations tend to become unrealistic, though: Representing the twists of the human mind
in its reaction to more or less comprehendable boundary conditions is still a wide field of future
simulation development.
A final remark appears adequate in relation to such process simulation in systems. Mathematical
analysis strongly favors steady and differentiable dependencies, since they allow the application
of rigorous and well-assessed optimization algorithms for system melioration. But this represents
an undue simplification. Instead, typical simulation systems also contain large numbers of
internal decision variables of a discrete nature to reflect real-world conditions: If, for example,
the real features of a hot water piping in a house, or the set of interconnections of chemical
engineering apparatuses, is to be realistically represented, the discrete diameters of tubes available
for construction purposes must be respected. If any calculation in the respective model is dependent
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on tube diameters its outcome will accordingly ‘jump’. To represent tube diameters in such systems
with a continuous variation usually impedes realistic calculations — especially so, if optimality
points are sought in a respective framework.

2.4.3

The Economy of Modeling

It is essential to reflect on the effort that should go into the conception of a model from a practical
point of view. Even if more detailedness would be desirable in many cases with respect to a
noticeable reproduction fidelity improvement, it may prove rather impractical to do so. Two main
reasons to restrict modeling depth exist: (i) the time requirements for evaluating a complex model,
and (ii) the required labour to set up the complex model, compared to the expected improvement
the model promises to cause in an analyzing project.
An example for the first case is the weather forecast. If there is a model to describe a
complex phenomenon like the atmospheric development, but the time needed to converge the
modeling equations is too large, the real phenomena that should have been forecasted are on a
faster timescale than the forecast itself. The results of the model are then useless. This problem
of excessive computing power requirements is in most cases a transient one, caused by transient
non-availabilities of adequate calculational power. Similar effects show up if rather fast phenomena,
like real-time control units and similar applications, are to be scrutinized. The operation of an
unmanned vehicle, striving to cover a given distance in a sensible amount of time, is such an
application. Equipped with a set of sensors, like stereographic cameras, tire slip and bearing
controls etc. the steering control unit must interpret many signals in combination, as no single
input channel provides satisfying information on its own. Each channel input is ambiguous to
a certain extent, so the interpretation of all available inputs needs to be balanced. If the model
underlying this interpretation is too complex and thus too slow the vehicle is stuck in the ditch
before the control unit gives the signal to circumvent the obstacle. Here a timely circumvention
of a non-existing ditch, assumed by a crude but conservative interpretation of the acquired sensors
data, is better than a too late one of a correctly recognized ditch.
The economization of the required human power input into the modeling of a given custom case
may serve as an illustration for the second case, being discussed on the basis of a typical chemical
engineering problem. A general task in this field is the anticipatory performance evaluation of a
coupling of several basic apparatuses into a so-called flowsheet (fig. 2.11).
The boundary conditions the real plant has to obey are manifold, being mostly of thermodynamic
nature. First of all, conservation laws for matter and energy have to be fulfilled. Second, the
properties of the reacting substances, like separation efficiencies in distillation columns, impose
limits on what a single apparatus can achieve. Third, at several points in the flowsheet there are
decision points on the principal layout of the future plant. In the flow sheet this is represented by
alternative paths the materials can take, leading to different product strategies, (human) reaction
possibilities upon changes in market prices, apparatus developments etc. . Fourth, there are up to
two recycle branches, recirculating some intermediately created substances back to the plant inlet.
These potential recycle streams must be considered in the balances.
Basically there are two differing modeling approaches to obtain an optimal path choice and
setting of respective operative values — the equation-based and the sequential modular aproach.
In an equation based approach all simultaneously valid equations and inequality conditions are
formulated for the complete system, creating quite a vast mathematically described collection of
dependencies. The problem class may generally be defined as a mixed-integer non-linear (MINLP).
Note that in this approach values and settings expressing conditions in the educt section of the plant
are frequently connected to values at the end or in the center of the system. Accordingly it is a very
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Figure 2.11: Flowsheet of a benzene production plant, taken from [GR99]. Two educts are fed into
a (mostly) serial connection of several basic apparatuses (reactors, pumps, distillation columns, . . .),
producing the desired output of benzene, but possibly an additional by-product (diphenyl), depending
on the concrete choice of the chosen path.
complex and time-consuming task to model a chemical reaction system on this basis. Generally
adequate algorithms are not available. If a particular solution procedure has been tailored to a
given problem, one is rewarded by a ‘closed model’ that can be subjected to a purely mathematical,
rigorous and usually very effective and fast treatment. If small parts of the setup are changed, a lot
of reorganizing work has to be put into the model, though, due to the strong interconnections even
of spatially far separated units.
There is a caveat in the depicted flowsheet, though. It contains six decision points where
a binary selection of one path or the other has to be set. Depending on the chosen path,
the mathematical system of equations and inequalities changes significantly, barring a combined
modeling of the complete plant. Instead, separate models must be created for every sensible
combination of binary decisions. Even if some of the 25 = 32 purely combinatorically defined
ones can be dismissed by engineering reasoning quite a number will have to be elaborated to cover
the interesting range. Accordingly such a modeling treatment is very expensive with respect to the
involved human effort. To summarize, the setup of an equation-based simulation mode requires a
considerable amount of human effort that will be both by fast optimization times and, even more
important, paid off stable system answers in case of mathematically difficult conditions. Whether
this effort is warranted in a practical sense depends on the expected return relative to an existing
design. Similar decisions on the sensibility of respective modeling efforts are commonplace in
most meliorating problems, up to the point that an elaborated treatment may not be adequate.
An alternative method is the setup of a sequentially modular model where mathematical
representations of the individual apparatuses are coupled in an manner strongly resembling their
physical interconnection: Substance and energy streams are coupled mostly on a local basis,
splitting up the very complex interrelationships (e.g.: the sum of discrete mass flows summarized
over every parallel stream of the flow sheet must remain constant) into local subsystems called
unit operations. These unit operations, being internally represented by smaller sets of equations
and inequalities, may relatively simply be switched on and off for decision variable resetting,
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requiring rather few changes in global balance adaptations. The modeling effort on the whole is
less demanding than the equation-based one, but produces, by its very nature, a computational
problem. Due to the localized, hierarchical nature of the modeled interactions the unit operations
need to converge in themselves before respective stream redefinitions are to be forwarded to
the hierarchically higher level of the unit-combining equation sets. Especially in the case of
recycling streams such models have a tendency to oscillate as changed output streams of one unit
influence the next in row, but eventually affect their own inputs again due to the circular loops.
Such computational problems may be overcome by some increased calculational efforts, such as
decreased time steps, or upper bounds on the changes of important variables with auto-adapted
time step decrement.

2.4.4

Modeling Uncertainty

In many cases the real world shows numerous imponderabilities which pinpoint different categories
of uncertainty. Appropriately embodying these uncertainties into engineering models provides
ways and means to express the limited rationality of a plentitude of real world phenomena
computationally. In harmony to the definition of uncertainty introduced by BOTHE [BOTHE93],
uncertainty can be understood as a gradual assessment of the truth content of a proposition, related
to the appearance of a specified event.
The following diagram (Fig. ??) demonstrates the potential subcategories of uncertainty and
assigns them to corresponding theories that have been elaborated in the last two decades. Three
different subcategories can be distinguished:
• stochastic uncertainty, which describes the random results of multiply repeated experiments
where the boundary conditions have always to remain unaltered,
• informal uncertainty, which describes information deficits due to the limited information
sources and only small numbers of observations,
• lexical information, which quantifies relevant real world facts in terms of linguistic variables
by ranking the memberships of these facts to defined uncertain sets.
There is a rather traditional treatment framework to calculate the effect of uncertain input
or measurement values on the outcome of a functionally dependent output value: the error
propagation method. This kind of uncertainty effect is almost omnipresent in the modeling of real
world systems. It poses no major problem on interpretation of results as long as the model is not
a self-evolutive one, meaning that the modeled responses of the system are directly depending on
a set of input parameters. As an illustration, let us consider a very simple model for determining
the required power output of a vehicle engine, driving at constant speed on a motor way. The
modeling is done with a simple formula:
ρ
P = (v + v0 )2 Avcw
2
(with ρ = density of the air, v = velocity of the vehicle, v0 = headwind velocity, cw air resistance coefficient,
and A = head face of the vehicle)

The rule of error propagation then directly tells us how uncertainties in a given variable, say,
the air resistance coefficient of the vehicle cw , lead to a respective uncertainty in the calculated
required locomotion power:
ρ
∆P = (v + v0 )2 Av · ∆cw
2
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Or, with other words, the relative uncertainty of required power, ∆P/P , is identical to the
relative uncertainty of the vehicle’s air resistance coefficient, and the absolute uncertainty in P is
constant for an assumed constant uncertainty in cw . This is a dependency with common sense
usually expects. On the contrary, if we apply calculus to the modeling equation to elucidate the
effect of uncertainty in the velocity value, we find for the absolute error in P
ρ
∆P = cw A(3v 2 + 4vv0 + v02 ) · ∆v
2
or, if we again look at relative uncertainties,
∆P
3v + v0 ∆v
=
·
P
v + v0
v
which gives us a definitely more complicated dependence to reflect on. If we experience no
headwind (v0 = 0) the relative uncertainty in P is three times as large as that in our observed
variable v. This dependency can change dramatically, though, if we have a stronger tail wind
(v0 < 0), e.g. in the order of half the speed over ground. In that case, a miss on our measured
velocity will raise the propagation of relative uncertainty to a factor of five, far away from what
common sense would expect!
Although this effect of error propagation may come unexpected for a person not regularly
involved in technical calculations, things tend to grow much worse in case of self-evolutive
models. In these models, frequently applied to simulate the temporal development of a system, the
calculative result of a value at a certain time interval ∆ti is needed to determine its value at the
next interval ∆ti+1 and later stages. In such cases simple error propagation techniques will soon
lead to accumulated errors well beyond the actual parameter mean values, thus rendering their
calculation worthless. In such cases, more elaborated techniques, based on in-depth probability and
density function considerations, must be put to work.
Well known for many years, but still advancing, is the probabilistic approach or the concept
of randomness which captures uncertainty through random variables and/or random processes
in an objective fashion, excluding subjective views on the problem. Thus, based on long-lasting
observations or experiments, an effective probabilistic assessment of the quantities, patterns, actions
and structural responses within systems and system processes can be made available. For stochastic
variables, the key ingredients are expected values, mean values, variances, and also moments of
higher order, quantile values, probability density functions (pdf) and cumulative density functions
(cdf). For the wide variety of time-variant stochastic processes, functions for the average behavior,
auto-correlations, auto-covariances, covariances and auto-correlations as well as cross-correlations
are of interest. All of them can appropriately map the stochastic phenomena of uncertainty. Two
problems, however, have to be realized if conventional randomness is applied: (i) a sufficiently
large sample size is required if the pdf and cdf of a random variable have to be accurately defined;
(ii) often, it is not an easy task to find the characteristic description of a real world process,
with respect e.g. to stationarity, ergodicity, spectral moments, etc. . Consequently, if unfounded
assumptions are made when a stochastic simulation model of a technical system or process is
created, then additional uncertainties are introduced on top of the attempted incorporations of
uncertainty into a model (i.e. uncertainty of the uncertainty).
In the past years, fuzziness has tremendously increased in prosperity as a new paradigm
to differently computerize uncertainty. Introduced already by ZADEH [ZADE65] around 1965
despite numerous hostilities, the fuzzy-based optimal decision finding and fuzzy control have been
extremely successful in many applications. In particular, this applies to highly complex problems
of automatic control engineering where the solution of non-linear partial differential equations
represented the regular modus operandi for a long time. As a matter of fact, many highly
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non-linear or near-chaotic problems, which could not appropriately be solved through numerical
simulation (e.g. by means of non-linear finite element models), proved manageable by applying the
fuzziness paradigm. The nucleus for fuzziness is the human attitude, even if no viable numerical
representation of a problem is possible, to express solution behaviors in terms of fuzzy rules
which connect uncertain input with uncertain output quantities. Both, input and output quantities
are modeling informal and lexical uncertainties, i.e. non-statistical properties, where particularly
subjective aspects are entered into the consideration. To this end, specified crisp input and output
quantities of a basic set are transformed by fuzzification into fuzzy sets using so-called membership
functions of differnt functional shapes (e.g. triangular, trapezoidal or curved). Based on the above
tripod ’fuzzification’, ’fuzzy rules’ and ’defuzzification’ and based on the α-discretization and
α-level optimization in structural analysis (see book published by MOELLER [MOELL04]), data
as well as model uncertainty of systems and processes can verifiably be handled. It should be
mentioned that fuzziness can analogously be expanded from elementary quantities to functions
leading to fuzzy functions, fuzzy processes and fuzzy fields.
Fuzzy randomness has to be introduced if neither randomness nor fuzziness is sufficient to
describe the ‘crude reality’. This happens when the rigorous preconditions and laws of randomness
can not be matched, e.g. because a stochastic quantity is affected by informal and/or lexical
uncertainties. Typical for this are (i) only small numbers of samples such that the type of the pdf
or cdf has to be approximated with considerable uncertainty and (ii) the violation of fundamental
principal of probability, i.e. the constant reproduction condition, by which it must be guaranteed
that all samples of the taken universe obey identical boundary conditions. In practice, both premises
are often violated. The universe may contain only a few samples, in many cases the boundary
conditions are varying with respect to time and location. Also, the assumption of statistically
independent stochastic variables and/or stochastic processes, used in many engineering applications,
does not correspond to real world scenarios. The effect of how a random quantity is fuzzificated
can be seen in (Fig. 2.12) where a cdf is superposed with fuzziness.

Figure 2.12: Fuzzification of a Stochastic
In view of these unavoidable uncertainties all model predictions necessarily assume the character
of a range of values, depending on the sensitivity of the parameter uncertainties to the macroscopic
predictions. Any rational application of a model, including forecasts on the optimal target function
values and settings of parameters, must therefore take such uncertainties and their consequences
on the conclusions into account. This observation affects in particular one typical method of model
enhancement: the inclusion of increasing numbers of system describing parameters. On the first
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glance, the addition of more details will improve the detailedness of the model, providing more
adjusting screws to fit it to the observed reality. But this holds true, only as long as the additional
parameters can be input with sufficient sharpness. If models tend to be unsharp, however, additional
parameters will only result in an obfuscation of the simulated causal dependencies.

2.5

Model Analysis

We now proceed to the fundamentals of quantitative analysis of a model. The motivation for this
analysis is basic understanding and, hopefully, melioration of a structure or a structure-generating
process. Melioration and, more ambitious, optimization assumes that a goal can be defined. This
almost trivial prerequisite, taken for granted in most cases, does in fact require further consideration
if we leave the usual textbook examples. We will show several practically important cases where
the definition of the ’correct’ target function is by no means stringent. There are even systems
to which such a thing as a target function in the common understanding cannot be attributed in
principle.

2.5.1

A reflection on optimality

What is the optimal society, or an optimal public transportation system? Even if we leave out any
subjectivity-related optimality definition, the problematic nature of this question becomes clear by
the similar one: What is an optimally adapted plant or animal?
If we ponder on those questions we will notice some properties of systems that make them
hard to treat in any optimizing framework. The predominant problem with the mentioned systems
is their multitude of principally sensible quality measures that all seem more or less arbitrary,
both by definition and relative weighting. If we look at biology, the concept of an optimally
adapted animal has been ever-changing over time, space and context, as the phylogenetic tree [WA]
and the diversity of the living world tell us quite impressively. Nevertheless there seems to
be a kind of directional evolution in the development of a certain species along its historical
course. This observation in turn tempts into assuming some kind of teleological positivism [Wikc]
by interpreting these developments as directed towards a final state — implying that a targeted
melioration or even optimization is feasible. There are objective observations, however, that suggest
this assumption not to be realistic.
If we compare different answers of biological evolution to very similar environmental conditions
in spatially far away corners of the world we find quite disparate concepts that obviously have
proven as well fitting: The rather large number of different marsupial1 species on the Australian
archipelago inhabit habitats very similar to those presently dominated by ordinary (placental)
mammals in the rest of the world. There is an interesting a posteriori interpretation of the differing
developmental traits of those concepts, though [Wikb]: ’The early birth of marsupials removes
the developing young much sooner than in placental mammals, and marsupials did not need to
develop a complex placenta to protect the young from its mother’s immune system. Early birth
places the tiny new-born marsupial at greater risk, but significantly reduces the risks associated
with pregnancy, as there is no need to carry a large fetus to full-term in bad seasons. Because
a newborn marsupial must climb up to its mother’s nipples, the otherwise minimally developed
newborn has front limbs that are much better developed than the rest of its body. This requirement
is responsible for the more limited range of locomotory adaptations in marsupials than placentals;
1

Marsupials are mammals that fawn premature offspring and feed it during the first part of its further development in
a skin pouch outside the womb. The young remain there for a period corresponding to the late stages of fetal development
of a placental mammal. The best-known representatives of these creatures are the Australian kangaroos.
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marsupials must retain a grasping forepaw and cannot develop it into a hoof, wing, or flipper as
some groups of placental mammals have done.’
It may be estimated that many systems that a human optimizer would like to meliorate fall
into a similar category: Interpreting a historical development in terms of an identified melioration
effect succeeds quite well, but a prediction of further development, or even the derivation of an
optimality point is not viable. Many ways of potential development will lead to similar qualitative
improvement with respect to singled-out target functions, but with unforeseeable side-effects on
further ’total quality defining’ target aspects.
Even if a multitude of potentially important targets can be defined in an optimization effort,
they may change their relative weights or even appear or disappear during the process of ongoing
melioration, when effects neglected at the start of the consideration become decisive in later stages,
or limiting boundary conditions eventually dissolve. Let us inspect the century-long development
process of a typical technical system — the melioration of power plants.
When the vast expansion of electrical power usage started in the earlier decades of the last
century the foremost quality of plants was the cycle efficiency while the total power output of
a given design and its adaptability to changing load situations were considered to be secondary
aspects. Due to still lacking large-scale transportation facilities usually near-by primary energy
sources, as e.g. local coal mines, played an important role. If exhausts were regarded at all
consideration was mostly limited to the pollution by particulates in the nearest neighborhood of
the power plant, usually resulting in quite high chimneys to enforce better mixing of exhausts
with clean air. With growing size of the energy market and individual request amounts the cost
efficiency became more and more important as the electrical energy entered a steadily growing
range of end consumer products (like household aids, electrically operated industrial machines
etc.). The growing demand created dependencies on far-away suppliers of primary energy sources
that led eventually to the first world-wide “oil crisis´´ in the seventies of the last century — a new
competing goal of power station (or at least: power provision) valuation sprang into existence: the
provision security.
A relief from this situation was sought by the alternative construction of nuclear energy plants,
lessening the dependency of the industrial countries on fossile energy imports. Only regarded from
a technical point of view this emerging technology promised large amounts of cheap electrical
energy. But in various countries the opposition to nuclear power production was under-estimated2 .
The additional expenditures for shielding and securing the required infrastructure against opposing
groups, as well as fulfilling politically imposed requirements of strongly raised security assessments,
made the price of electrical energy production explode relative to earlier estimates. Had the social
and political side effects been foreseen they might have been counteracted on a definitely lower
impact level. But as history tells this chance had been missed.
As a short-term effect the return of the fossile energy burning power plants, meanwhile very
cleanly operating with respect to particulate emissions, collided with the rather recently emerging
concerns of volatile exhausts leading to the emergence of a strong renewable energy movement.
While on the long run this method of consumable energy production on the basis of renewables
will be the only one proving practicable, it will lead to raising costs in the immediate future,
potentially leading to undesired side effects on economic and social development.
Summarizing this historical development of striving for the best (i.e. cheapest, most productive,
stable-operating) power plants we obtain some insights into the emerging optimization process
peculiarities. The persecution of a central main objective for certain periods leads to the upcoming
of additional goals, not having been regarded before, that grow to play limiting and counteracting
2

This description is mainly abstracted from the historical development in Germany. Other countries, like France,
exhibited significantly different developments.
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roles in the whole process. So it is unpredictable in detail, changing in an abrupt manner, and
thereby has the properties of dynamical structure generation. Even if later-on appearing goals had
been taken into account at the start of the long-term development they would not have contributed
to a more pointed and less crisis-driven development, as the additional targets would have led to
an inferior outcome at an earlier point in time. Alternatively proposed solutions, anticipating later
objectives, would not have been competitive at earlier points in time. This, finally, leads to the
conclusion that the system ’effective electrical energy preparation’ is one without a objectively
defineable long term target.
There are many more systems and optimization objectives that are comparable in this respect.
Here, just one other shall be discussed that is surely familiar to (almost) any reader: the development
of easy and efficient individual locomotion over larger distances.
Earth-bound individual locomotion is strongly coupled to the improvement of passenger cars.
Due to the technical success of the respective automobile development and the present exorbitant
use of them (at least compared to the times of early development) traffic jams, too little parking
space, fuel costs, and air pollution have become severe limiting factors, which can only be
counteracted by additional enforced technical and logistic developments. Those changing boundary
conditions in turn modify the development paths modern automotive technology is taking. The
structure generation process of individual mobility thus assumes the properties of a dynamical
structure. While in earlier times maximum velocity, spacyness and comfort were anticipated future
development goals, public attention and customer focus has strongly shifted towards economical
operation, crash stability, unobtrusiveness and endurance, with an upcoming perspective on
navigation support and automatized, instantaneous avoidance of traffic jam conditions.
While this description primarily holds for passenger cars, an almost opposite direction of development is observed for the two-wheeled versions of automotive devices, the motor bikes. In earlier
times they were mainly seen and used as a simple means of individual transportation, with mostly
cost-effectiveness, solidity and ease of maintenance being the predominant goals. Contemporary
aspects strongly deviate from this view, bringing individuality, enforced demonstration of power
etc. to front. Extrapolating views of the past, a typical recent motor bike would have been quite
probably attributed as too heavy, too difficult to service, and too expensive in former times.
We may interpret these views in terms of static vs. dynamical structure generation and
sustenance. We may regard the goals of a technical system, eventually in combination with an
(averaged) subjective view of a potential evaluator, as static as long as we deliberately blind out
longer-range perspectives. A power station or a car may be optimized with respect to a certain goal,
or even a set of goals, if its or their apprehension is regarded as constant. Changes of apprehension
frequently manifest themselves in their distribution within a society, quite often with a gradient
on individual age, leading to a certain type of ‘generation conflicts´. So, in an unrestricted view,
neither sociological nor technical structures lend themselves to an analysis of optimality. However,
they do so in a restricted view. In a limited time horizon as well as in a limited location technical
structures can be optimized. We shall discuss the constraints of the optimality algorithms in the
next section.

2.5.2

Constraints in optimum seeking

In a partial view, many structures and structure generating processes lend themselves to melioration
and even optimization endeavors. Then actual executions of these procedures are determined by a
number of constraints, also frequently referred to as boundary conditions.
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Parameter ranges as boundary conditions
Preparing a system for (numerical) optimization, we first model the causal dependencies of one
or more target function values upon a set of configuration parameters. These dependencies need
not necessarily be direct, sharp, or simple. In most practical cases complex multiple, non-linear
and unsharp dependencies are quite common. Configuration parameters are typically bounded, i.e.
they cannot assume arbitrary values: Modeling the uplift of an airship we have to lower-bound the
weight of the lift gas to that of helium, as there is no one lighter and at the same time safer gas
than that. Modeling the performance of a gas turbine power station (depending on the properties of
its operative parts, like turbines, pumps, heaters etc.) we have to limit the maximum temperatures
of the underlying thermodynamical process to the maximum values that the material contact faces
of the structural elements can tolerate.
These constraints usually limit the attainable values of the target qualities as well. In many
cases it is not obvious, though, what extremal target function values can be obtained. Here the
underlying model must be queried, either by direct mathematical evaluation of dependencies, or by
numerous samplings of target values depending on respective sets of input variable settings.
The notion of limitations or bounds in the model definition, implying attainable target values,
seems rather trivial at first sight. As soon as the potential ranges of configuration variables depend
on each other, this grows into a sometimes very complex problem, though. Revisiting the power
station example, we may observe that the maximum surface temperature on the gas turbine blades
and thus the efficiency depends on the amount of additional cooling gas input through fine air
ducts inside the blades. Additional cooling gas reduces the maximum output of the turbine again.
Furtheron the available cross section for such air ducts is limited by the required material stability
for the very fast spinning blades, thus limiting even more design variables. While this description
is by no means exhaustive it should suffice to demonstrate the complex dependencies of a target
function value on the limiting configuration factors. This makes it rather difficult to estimate the
influence of them on available configuration parameter spans. It directly brings us to the problem
of potentially excluding interesting regions of (unbounded) configuration parameter space without
the ability to grasp it.
Bounds are not necessarily maximum or minimum limiting conditions. They may as well
appear in the interior of an otherwise already limited configuration parameter range. As an
example, let us consider another thermodynamic system: water under environmental pressure at
it’s boiling point. In that state we will either observe it in the rather dense form of liquid water
(density approx. 960 kg/m3 or in its diluted state of water vapor (density 0.6 kg/m3) . There
is no in-between, and system configurations requiring a homogeneous form of water with an
intermediate density value cannot be realized. If one tries to approach such a state the formerly
homogeneous material (either water or vapor) separates into two phases with strikingly different
mechanical and thermodynamical properties. This process is highly important for appropriate
layouts for turbomachinery, compressors and even tubing systems.

Superstructures
As soon as structural variants can be defined for the realization of a system we enter the domain
of discrete optimization. For the matter of argument we restrict our discussion here to a problem
class containing integral as well as continuous configuration variables. A typical representative of
such a problem is the chemical engineering process optimization shown in section 2.4.3, page 30.
Besides several continuous variables there are structural alternatives, each of them defining their
individual subset of dependent parameters.
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A frequently adopted method to manage the space of potential structural alternatives is the
definition of a so-called superstructure3 . It contains all allowed structural variants as binary
switching options, expressed in terms of allowed parameter values of 0 and 1 respectively. As with
continuous variables, simple decision variants are readily intelligible. But as soon as intermingled
and mutually dependent switch settings are required the system may become highly complicated.
Again, we note the problem of ascertaining that every desired parameter setting, here with respect
to structural alternatives, should be able to be reached during the optimization process. If this
is not the case we may unknowingly exclude important ranges of the “true´´ (i.e. pragmatically
feasible) configuration space from systematic optimization.
In general, such superstructures occur in combination with continuous variables, thus creating
mixed-integer linear or non-linear optimization problems. Especially the latter are known for their
algorithmic complexity with respect to rigorous and affirmed location of their respective global
optima. They continue to be subject of current research and development.
One of the major problems in such systems is the fact that configuration parameters are
related to each other in a hierarchic way: The continuous parameters defining the properties of
a chemical engineering plant in some switchable sub-tree (like pressures, temperatures, sizing,
material selections) only exist if the sub-tree is switched on. Otherwise they are completely
meaningless. In simulative practice, usually the complete decision space with all potentially needed
continuous parameters is set up. When a respective branch of the flowsheet is switched off they
are just considered existing, but meaningless with respect to the target function value(s).
Open-ended structures
A boundary condition of a system’s structure can also be defined implicitly and self-adaptingly.
In that case the system’s higher-level semantic definition must automatically be interpreted and
translated into a functional model amenable for computational evaluation. As this is a highly
complex task there are not too many reported examples for this methodology. Therefore we would
like to mention this kind of approach more as a desirable future goal in system modeling than a
broadly applied technique.
As an example we may re-inspect the chemical engineering flowsheet as shown in Fig. 2.11 on
page 31. The conventional method to model such a system is the superstructure approach discussed
in the last paragraph. Here connections of pre-determined apparatuses are fixated, each being
defined by its respective set of design variables. Mathematical algorithms may then be applied
to identify a best possible setting of the variables, leading to the respective value(s) of target
function(s). An alternative semantic definition of the flowsheet may be given by just describing
the effect that is desired from a concatenation of various kinds of generalized unit operations.
We might say: “The lower-boiling fraction separated in ‘Flash 1´ is to be fed into a distillation
column (representing y4 −→ 1)´´ and so forth, of course favourably in a more formalized language
structure, but with the same level of (im)preciseness. Layout changes can be expressed relatively
easy in such an abstracting language, as on this level of generalization it is, per definitionem,
not necessary to define precise configuration parameter settings in details. Instead we rely on
computational intelligence for re-adapting them at least to a certain measure of quality. If we
restrict ourselves to such system definitions there is ample room for modifying the layout of the
interconnection structure, just by changing some elements of our description. We may introduce
additional items or take items or whole branches out.
3

The concept of superstructures is much more encompassing than the pure interconnections of structural alternatives
if we use it in a more transdisciplinary context, but for the reason of argument we only understand its meaning in the
narrower sense usually attributed to it in the area of chemical engineering.
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Compared to the more mathematically oriented superstructure approach it is somewhat simpler
to assure the definability of all sensible structural variants. But as the optimizing effort needs the
assistance of computerized hierarchically underlying continuous parameter definition intelligence,
we in turn cannot be sure that for all structural variants the complete scope of continuous parameter
settings is realized, so the general problem of potentially excluding interesting configuration space
ranges remains.
It is very difficult to subject this kind of semantics-based structural redefinition to a rigorous,
algorithmic system optimization. In the rather few documented cases this approach was put to
work evolutionary concepts were applied, e.g. in [Sci96] for the optimization of a chemical plant.
A kind of intermediate method is the application of 5th generation programming languages, such
as Prolog [Wik06b]: Here the human programmer can concentrate on the logical structure of the
simulation model, without having to bother about the inner looping and variables control. These
inner structures are organized by the Prolog interpreter automatically as soon as a simulation is run.
But for realistically complex simulation models this claim of complete procedural automation has
to be significantly limited, almost withdrawn, as the high-level Prolog program has no notion of
practical relevance or additional, mostly unsharp contextual limitations that would impose respective
evidence limits on the governing resolution methodology of ’back-tracking’. These issues have
rather to be dealt with by manually introducing so-called ’cuts’ that manifest lower-level reasoning
based on individually occurring parameter settings.

2.5.3

The chore of choice: Trading off conflicting goals

The problem of multiobjective optimization is not new. Already in 1871 Vilfredo Pareto investigated
in his work the problems of multi objectiveness and suggested the mathematical concept of best
compromise solutions[Par71]. Many, if not almost all, melioration problems of the real world
exhibit more than one target function. Cars are not only valued for their maximum speed but also
for a low fuel comsumption value, high reliability, low maintenance costs etc. . A delivery service
not only needs to deliver the goods in time but also is expected to handle them carefully, to be
competitive in its costs, or to obey time windows for pick-up and delivery as close as possible.
Usually such sets of target aspects cannot be satisfied optimally for each criterion at the same
time. Let us, in this respect, reconsider the passenger car example: Satisfying the desire for high
maximum speed will require large and complex engines, as well as elaborated braking equipment,
which in turn leads to higher investment and maintenance costs. A part of the raised costs may
be caught by applying less solid constructive layouts but will in turn lead to lower reliability.
Almost any scenario of constructive change will stress different aspects of the arbitration effort of
„optimizing everything at the same time“.
Accordingly, the systematic, objective optimization of a system will eventually reach a bound
it cannot transgress, and the domain of the subjective choice sets in: If two or more conflicting
goals cannot be resolved at the same time, the individual valuation is the last resort to choose the
one solution suggestion that is to be realized in actual utilization. Nevertheless there is a set of best
solutions, frequently called the „Pareto Set“ of the given problem (Fig. 2.13) in honour to Vilfredo
Pareto. It represents those solution suggestions where one target aspect can be improved only by
impairing at least one other. Mathematically, it creates a mapping
~x  D

=⇒

f~(~x)

with ~x representing the vector of system design variables and f~(~x) the vector of dependent
individual target function values. This mapping can be discrete (in the case that only distinct
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Figure 2.13: Graphical representation of a two-dimensional pareto front. Both the actually determined
target function combinations (starred positions) and an idealized, continuous front line are given for
the non-dominated solution propositions.
configuration parameter settings are feasible) or continuous (if there are arbitrarily adjustable
configuration parameters such as temperatures or pressures in a technical system). If there is a
large number of potential distinct settings the individual frontier points may be represented by
an idealizing continuous boundary representation that may be handier for consecuting evaluation
purposes. These pareto sets exhibit some properties that shall be discussed further in what follows.
If we begin with scrutinizing a single pareto front for a technical system with continuous
variables, we frequently observe a qualitative target arbitration behaviour schematically shown in
Fig. 2.13 for two targets. As an example we may take a residential heating system, with the inlet
temperature into the hot water piping as the governing variable to trade heating costs, fcosts , vs.
lagging of temperature adaptation in the heated rooms, flag . Both targets should be minimized.
Raising the inlet temperature will yield a faster response of the system, i.e. flag will decrease. But
at the same time energy losses rise and hereby produce higher costs, i.e. fcosts will increase, and
vice versa. The dependency of both target functions on the temperature is, due to the underlying
thermodynamic laws, smooth but conflicting.
As a certain setting must be chosen, at least for a given point in time, it is the question how the
arbitration is individually performed. A classic method is the linear superposition of target function
values, defined by a combined quality function Qef f (see Fig. 2.14):
Qef f =

αfcosts + βflag
α+β

.

Any such aggregation will define a linear superposition of the originally separate functions
that may be expressed as a tilted new “optimization axis”, equivalently expressed by arbitration
iso-lines perpendicular to that axis. The angle of such iso-lines therefore may as well define the
individual arbitration model. If, as an extreme example, almost only heating costs are considered,
the arbitration axis would almost coincide with the abscissa of our plot, and iso-lines would be near
to parallel to the ordinate. Every single pair of system responses in fcosts and flag , resulting from
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Figure 2.14: Classical arbitration of two target functions by linear superposition. The general concept
is transferable to more than two targets. Explanation see text.
a respective setting of the piping inlet temperature, is projected onto the new optimization axis,
leading eventually to the identification of an ’optimal point’. Changing the subjective focus and
hence the relative weighting of the individual goals will result in a shifted optimum and, together
with it, in a different temperature setting for the heating system.
If there are discrete configuration parameters in a pragmatically defined optimization problem,
up to the point that strongly differing solution concepts compete with each other, the combined
pareto front tends to become more complex and exhibits additional features. Let us investigate a
rather simple but illustrative, idealized example: If we have to decide which means of transportation
to use for traveling from a location A to a location B, we are interested in minimizing two target
functions: the duration of the trip, represented by the inverse average velocity, and the costs of
the trip. It is evident that taking a higher velocity transportation method will usually induce raised
costs, as the investment, fuel, and maintenance costs of an airplane, for example, exceed that of a
bicycle, or the repetitive consultation of a shoemaker’s services.
Mainly depending on the total distance to be traveled, quite different vehicles can be chosen
for a certain trip. Only for very small distances the plane is no sensible option, and only for the
really long distance trips bicycle riding and walking are ruled out. For each vehicle an individual
pareto set may be expected: By applying a high technological input (like low friction bearings,
aerodynamical spokes, streamlined frames etc.), an expensive bicycle can be made substantially
faster compared to cheap ones from the superstore. But even for such high-tech bikes the ultimate
limiting condition is the power input by the human, defining the maximum velocity even for
highest-priced items. Similar arguments hold for the other vehicles as well, thus creating individual
pareto sets of their own, expected to penetrate each other at specific, but case-dependent, front
intersection points.
The resulting pareto set, shown in figure 2.15 as the purple-marked border line, exhibits some
interesting properties. First, as a superposition of the individual pareto front lines, it is not
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Figure 2.15: Creation of a structured, qualitative pareto set of two target functions by superposition
of individual sets of structurally different solution approaches. Explanation see text.
necessarily differentiable, as the frontiers usually intersect with non-zero angles. Second, it does
not even need to be steady, as adjacent partial pareto fronts need not touch each other. In our
qualitative example, the pareto curve for the car starts already at higer velocities than a bicycle rider
will ever reach. So, if at the position of that unsteadiness a small increase of trip costs is accepted
there is a leap in transportation velocity by the switch to the other method of transportation. Such
leaps can happen in any direction.
If we apply our method of linear superimposing target functions to this plot (as shown in
Fig. 2.14) we will, in this very restricted quality assessment view, arrive at the conclusion to use
either plane or bicycle. Tilting the superposition assessment axis from one extreme to the other
will leave out any other means of transportation. On the other hand this implies that rather extreme
combinations of costs and velocity are are regarded as equally acceptable at the switching point
from one solution alternative to the other. In a practical point of view that is obviously not what
we intended to obtain. The solution key is the acceptance of non-linear assessment functions: In
practice we honor the simultaneous fulfillment of target function qualities, as long as it does not
lead to a major deterioration of the linearly superimposed solutions. Mathematically this may be
represented by formulatiny the combined quality function Qef f with an additional, non-linear term
Qef f =

αfcosts + βflag
+ γ · fcosts · flag
α+β

(γ < 0 for minimization),

With an increasing non-linearity factor γ we add stress to the simultaneity of advantageous
individual target function settings. It is almost impossible, though, to express such subjective,
nonlinear preference settings in an objectivized plot. Rather, it is sensible to report the complete
(quantative) pareto set calcluated for an optimization problem to an individual or a group of
human decision takers. On that basis every involved person can decide how far he or she would
compromise on a back-laying, but simultaneously near-advantageous configuration of target values.
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Apart from regions of intermingled subsystem pareto fronts, most neighboring pareto set
elements originate from neighboring configuration parameter settings. Small changes in target
function values are usually caused by equivalently small changes in the system parameter settings,
as is obvious in our residential heating example.
If a number of n target functions is considered the dimension of the „pareto front“ is (n − 1).
Therefore, presenting pareto sets for two conflicting targets is not too elaborate: One can — in case
of discrete system layouts — just either sketch the possible realizable target function combinations
for the non-dominated solution suggestions, or present an abstracted ’front line’ of those solutions
for densely populated sets (Fig. 2.13).
Addressing more than two targets is more difficult: Even if there still is a pseudo threedimensional representation for three targets, its visualization and interpretation is not so simple. A
fast display, freely rotatable in every direction by computer mouse interactions, can help to get a
correct notion of the non-dominated front face items for the given problem. Even if an interaction
of the decision maker with a computer is necessary for this, the display of the pareto front is
basically static. Besides view angle changes no active work of the computer is required.
Proceeding to four and more targets changes this situation significantly: There is no static
possibility to display a ’pareto front’ with so many dimensions. How is a decision maker then able
to adhere to the concept of pareto optimization; how can he get a notion on the pareto elements of
a given problem, to be able to trade off the goals according to his or her individual preferences,
taking into account the limits of feasibility?
Here the decision maker support requires active work on the computer’s side. As the pareto set
cannot be displayed as a whole, individual interactions must help investigating it. A first approach
might be to set all but two of the targets to fixed values temporarily and see what (partial) pareto
front shows up for the two unrestricted values. The drawback of this approach is evident: For n
criteria there are n2 = n!/[2! · (n − 2)!] possibilities of combining them. So four criteria create six
two-dimensional views, five criteria ten, and six criteria already 15. In addition this method only
creates ’cuts’ perpendicular to the variables’ axes, so interesting for results combinations of criteria
may not be considered.
An interesting alternative to those static display efforts are interactive spider plots or star plots
as discussed in detail in the case studies 3.2 and 3.3. Here the identified pareto-optimal solutions
of a given problem are displayed together with controls for each individual target function range.
Operating these controls for one target immediately shows the consequences for the attainable
ranges of the other ones, thus helping the human investigator to obtain ’a feeling’ on the arbitration
space that he or she can choose the favourite solution from.
In its last resort, multi-criteriality always is a matter of subjective choice: If two or more
conflicting goals cannot be resolved at the same time, with every objective criterion being already
considered, the individual taste is the only guide to choose the one solution suggestion that is to be
realized.
Another possibility of identifying relative decision makers’ preferences is the preemptive request
on several (assumed, not necessarily existing) combinations of target values. In choosing between
pairs of suggested properties relative weightings may be derived. This is no way to perform the
choice itself, though, and the real-life selection may be influenced by other objectives than isolated
pair-wise decisions.

2.5.4

Objective and subjective quality

Up to this point only objective target functions have been discussed, being historically predominant
in technical optimization contexts. But we should not close our eyes to the fact that there are many
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problems with intrinsically subjective goal functions. Most of them involve human perception and
senses, and subjective preferences play a crucial role. Examples are the production of a coffee
mixture with a special taste and smell, the various sounds produced by a vehicle, the development
of perfumes, or digestibles with intended smells or tastes.
For illustration, a taste optimization is discussed briefly, based on [Her97]. How can a coffee
mixture with optimal taste be created? As an appropriate methodology an evolution strategy has
been identified, working on subjective assessments by comparative taste attributions of testers.
There are no objective criteria which can be quantified, but coffee testers nevertheless have the
task to produce a coffee with an intended taste. This presupposes a sense of taste which is trained
in long times of practice. Additionally, the evolutionary procedure does not need a metric scale,
instead it only relies on a relative comparative attribution of preferences. The only thing the test
person has to do is to compare tastes pair-wise.
An evolutionary strategy for optimal taste determination may be set up by he following steps:
Five randomly mixed coffee mixtures are given to the coffee testers. The mixtures ratios are
not known by the testers. The task is to find out the coffee mixture coming closest to reference
mixture. The mixture of the coffee approaching the reference taste best is taken as a basis for
five new mixture variations. This looped procedure converges after a few follow-ups — the testers
cannot differentiate anymore between the quite similarly tasting test mixtures, although there are
objectively differing mixing ratios, also with some distinct differences to the goal mixture. The
relative assessments become ambiguous. Nevertheless the intended goal is reached: The desired
taste has been approximated with the limits of subjective difference perception.
From this example we may abstract some characteristic conditions for optimization procedures
with subjective goal functions:
• Optimization goals usually possess a considerable fuzziness.
• An optimization goal is crucially influenced by the group of assessing persons and their
subjective notion of quality fulfillment.
• Subjectively shaped goal functions are usually multi-criteria functions (see below).
• Objectivity, which is often asked for and aimed at, can only be realized in a limited way.
An important aspect of procedural development in treating subjectivity-biased melioration
processes is the identification of more or less objectively determinable goal definitions that might
replace the present subjective ones. If this succeeds even at least partially, some additional
objectivity may be gained and the range of undecidedness be reduced somewhat. Some illustrating
examples of presently subjectivity-dominated issues may be taken from the field of technical
acoustics:
• Acoustic quality of larger rooms, like concert halls, auditoria, or classrooms,
• adjustment of hearing aids for hear-impaired individuals,
• walking noise emission of modern laminate floors,
• acoustic quality of loudspeakers, musical instruments, bells, etc.,
• sound design as well as sound quality, used as acoustic visiting-card, for special technical
products, like automobile doors.
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Some subjectively perceived sound qualities are relatable to objective measurable quantities,
although the overall perception of sound as an acoustic quality is very complex in nature. There
are influential subjective factors as individual conceptions, hearing habits, etc. Consequently,
sound perception cannot simply be described by objectively measurable sound pressure levels (or
loudness), pitch (or timbre), and reverberation in a room. They correlate in some cases quite well,
but in other cases there are striking discrepancies. As of today’s knowledge objective assessments
can replace subjective assessments only in exceptional cases. However, subjectively superior
acoustic qualities often coincide with certain settings of objectively measurable properties.
Two facets of subjectivity play important roles in this respect. First, human beings do not
perceive sound events in complex situations as a separable input. Instead, acoustic perceptions are
embedded into non-acoustic environmental influences: The acoustic perceptions in a concert hall
will also be dependent on optical perceptions, on architectural aesthetic effects, the expectations in
acoustic performance, the comfort of the taken position (climatic conditions, disturbing influences,
seat comfort), and on the psychosocial condition of the listener (missing acceptance of a musical
piece, personal physical and mental condition). Second, the assessment is influenced by the
group of test listeners and by its type. The assessment changes when performed by a group of
laymen or experts, trained or untrained listeners, active or passive participants (listeners to music
or musicians).
These Insights from the field of acoustics may be transferred to other subjectivity-influenced
domains, such as textual relevance attribution or climatic comfort issues. If we try, for example,
to identify similar texts in a larger collection of writings, the practical attribution of similarity
is strongly dependent on the relevance attribution of included passages as set by the assessor.
Even if larger parts of two compared texts diverge, individual sections with subjectively decisive
keywords found in both may lead to the conclusion that they are closely related. In the area of text
comparison there is a chance of objectification by applying a frequency-of-incidence measure on
individual words. But as ultima ratio only the valuating individual can judge the similarity.
The climatic comfort constitutes a more objective, although not sharply defined subjective target
function, e.g. in the assessment of buildings. While the individual perception of coziness may
differ substantially in a given room there are at least well-tested statistical comfort models, taking
into account different dimensions like environment temperature, radiation temperature imbalances
of surrounding walls, environmental humidity, airflow around the human body, and some other
influencing factors. Even though the resulting comfort model does not represent the perception of
a certain single individual in a room, it very well describes the probability density distribution of
the comfort attribution of a larger number of people. So, if a building is not designed for a certain
small number of nameable persons, but to serve an initially not known number of anonymous
inhabitants, such as office workers, these quasi-objective quality measures may well serve the needs
of building designers in their effort of trading off different target qualities like costs, comfort,
flexibility and such.

2.6

Mathematical Methods

Model analysis requires mathematical methods. Particularily challenging tasks are the solution of
multicriterial optimization problems, of problems with uncertainty and of problems carrying other
complicated features of the real world. We here differentiate between rigorous mathematics and
evolutionary algorithms.

2.6.1

Rigorous mathematics
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Evolutionary Algorithms

Does one need more than one optimization method? Or, stated differently, is there an optimal optimization method? Following from the No Free Lunch theorem (NFL, Wolpert and
Macready [WM97b]), in the general case — without clearly specified task — there is not. For
every single task, creating a specialized method would be advantageous. Unfortunately, this
requires (i) a lot of effort, and (ii) extensive knowledge about the treated problem, and is thus not
practiced. Alternatively, two strategies are usually followed when tackling a ‘new’ optimization
problem:
• Adapt an existing algorithm to the problem in its current form, and/or
• model/formulate the problem appropriately for an existing algorithm.
The first strategy modifies the algorithm design, whereas the second strategy modifies the
problem design. These designs will be discussed in detail in the remainder of this article.
Whereas ‘traditional’ mathematical optimization approaches mostly favor the second approach, it
may provoke unwanted side-effects: One has to make sure that the most important features of
the original problem are taken over into the model. E.g., matching the problem to an existing
algorithm may obscure its real global or good local optimizers so that they become unreachable
for the optimization algorithm. Besides, many existing algorithms require the problem to fulfill
properties it obviously or possibly does not, e.g. continuity and differentiability. Particularly,
in cases where computing the quality value of a solution candidate requires running a complex
simulation software, one seldomly knows in advance which properties the underlying (unknown)
objective function possesses.
When nothing more than quality determining response values for any set of input variables
are known for a problem, we speak of black box optimization. In the single-objective case, the
common notion of an objective function and its global optimum/global optimizers — as given in
eqn. 2.1 for unconstrained problems — is still useful. However, global optimizers, the set of input
vectors x for which f(x) is optimal, cannot be determined analytically. An empirical trial and error
method is the only way to find them.
f ∗G = min{f (x)|x ∈ X}

(2.1)

The black box concept immediately leads to direct search methods — such a method only
utilizes objective function responses and “does not ‘in its heart’ develop an approximate gradient”,
as Wright [Wri95] puts it. As far back as in the 1960s, many direct search methods have been
invented, e.g. the famous Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [NM65]. At the same time, the first
steps into the world of evolutionary computation (EC) were taken, presenting very simple versions
of what is now subsumed under the unified denotation evolutionary algorithms (EA). These do
not only use bio-inspired heuristics, they also employ randomness. However, the extensive use
of random numbers and the fragmentary theory supporting EAs may be considered a drawback.
Nevertheless, these optimization methods have demonstrated their problem solving capability in
numerous real-world applications.
Interestingly, in recent years, the mathematical optimization community has again shown
increased interest in direct search methods, e.g. Kolda et al. [KLT03]. This may have to do with (i)
the fact that these techniques simply did not go extinct on the practitioners side, and (ii) improved
theoretical analysis methods that now help tackling heuristic algorithms. In computer science, the
growing field of randomized algorithms is exclusively dealing with algorithms employing random
numbers — not only in optimization. Motwani and Raghavan [MR95] give an overview.
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This section targets at introducing the main EA concepts and specialized techniques for
three important application areas: Multiobjective optimization, optimization under uncertainty, and
multimodal optimization. These are relevant to the topic of this book as they are closely interrelated
and often encountered conjoined in real-world applications.
Historical roots
Although there have been precursors in proposing the utilization of evolutionary concepts for
optimization tasks, as e.g. Bremermann [Bre62] (also see Fogel’s fossil record [Fog98]), invention
and development of the first evolutionary algorithms is nowadays attributed to a handful of pioneers
who independently suggested three different approaches.
• Fogel, Owens, and Walsh introduced evolutionary programming (EP) [FOW65], at first
focused at evolving finite automata, later on modified into a numerical optimization method.
• Genetic algorithms (GAs), as laid out by Holland [Hol73], mainly dealed with combinatorial
problems and consequentially started with binary strings, inspired by the genetic code found
in natural life.
• Evolution strategies (ESs) as brought up by Rechenberg [Rec73] and Schwefel [Sch75] began
with solving experimental engineering problems by hand using discrete/integer parameters,
but turning to real-valued representations when numerical problems had to be solved.
In the early 1990s, a fourth branch of evolutionary algorithms emerged, explicitly performing
optimization of programs: Genetic programming (GP), suggested by Koza [Koz92]. Since about
the same time, these four techniques are collectively referred to as evolutionary algorithms, building
the core of the evolutionary computation (EC) field.
What is an evolutionary algorithm?
Today, there is little doubt about components and general structure of an EA. It is understood as
population based direct search algorithm with stochastic elements that in some sense mimics the
organic evolution.
Besides initialization and termination as necessary constituents of every algorithm, EAs consist
of three important factors: A number of search operators, an imposed control flow (Fig. 2.16), and
a representation that maps adequate variables to implementable solution candidates.
Although different EAs may put different emphasis on the search operators mutation and
recombination, their general effects are not in question. Mutation means neighborhood based
movement in search space that includes the exploration of the ‘outer space’ currently not covered
by a population, whereas recombination rearranges existing information and so focuses on the
‘inner space.’ Selection is meant to introduce a bias towards better fitness values; GAs do so by
regulating the crossover via mating selection, ESs utilize the environmental selection.
A concrete EA may contain specific mutation, recombination, or selection operators, or call
them only with a certain probability, but the control flow is usually left unchanged. Each of the
consecutive cycles is termed a generation. Concerning the representation, it should be noted that
most empiric studies are based on canonical forms as binary strings or real-valued vectors, whereas
many real-world applications require specialized, problem dependent ones.
For an in-depth coverage on the defining components of an EA and their connection to natural
evolution, see Eiben and Schoenauer [ES02], Eiben and Smith [ES03], and Bäck, Fogel, and
Michalewicz [BFM97].
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Figure 2.16: The evolutionary cycle, basic working scheme of all EAs. Terms common for describing
evolution strategies are used, alternative (GA) terms are added below.
Evolution strategies
In the following, we introduce the most important canonical ES variants for single objective
optimization, which serve as basis for more specialized algorithms later on.
The (1 + 1)-ES The first ES, the so-called (1 + 1)-ES or two membered evolution strategy, uses
one parent and one offspring only. Two rules have been applied to these candidate solutions:
1. Apply small, random changes to all variables simultaneously.
2. If the offspring solution is not worse (in terms of its function value) than the parent, take it
as the new parent, otherwise retain the parent.
Schwefel [Sch95a] describes this algorithm as “the minimal concept for an imitation of organic
evolution.” The (1 + 1)-ES (Fig. 2.17) is applied by many optimization practitioners to their
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Figure 2.17: The evolutionary cycle of a two-membered (1+1) evolution strategy.
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optimization problem and included in this article for three reasons: (i) It is easy to implement, (ii)
it requires only few exogenous parameters, and (iii) it defines a standard for comparisons.
The first (1 + 1)-ES used binomially distributed mutations for integer variables (Schwefel [Sch65]). These have been replaced by Gaussian mutations for continuous variables. Rechenberg [Rec71] already proposed a simple rule to control the mutation strength, the so-called 1/5
success rule. This simple ES requires the specification of at four parameters (factors), namely the
adaptation interval, the required success rate, the step size adjustment factor4 , and the step size
starting value.
Population Based ESs Population based ESs use µ parents and λ offspring. Rechenberg
introduced the first multimembered ES, the so-called (µ + 1)-ES. It uses µ parents and one
offspring and is referred to as the steady-state ES. Schwefel introduced the (µ + λ)-ES, in which
λ ≥ 1 candidate solutions are created each generation, and the best µ out of all µ + λ individuals
survive, and the (µ, λ)-ES, in which the parents are forgotten and only the best µ out of λ candidate
solutions survive. These selection schemes will be discussed later in this section (p. 51).
A birth surplus is necessary for the (µ, λ)-ES, that is λ > µ. Schwefel et al. [SRB95] and
Beyer and Schwefel [BS02b] provide a comprehensive introduction to evolution strategies.
Note that whereas GAs rely upon a start population uniformly scattered in a closed search
region, ESs — even if population based — may be started around any start vector like standard
optimization algorithms, without lower and upper bounds for the variables.
Variation in ESs The use of populations enables an extension of the rather simple 1/5 success
rule to control the mutation strength (Schwefel [Sch75]). Beyer and Schwefel [BS02b] propose
some guidelines derived from the philosophy of Darwinian evolution to design these variation
operators.
1. A state comprises a set of object and strategy parameter values (x(t) , s(t) ). Reachability
demands that any state can be reached within a finite number of iterations. This feature is
necessary to prove (theoretically) global convergence.
2. Variation operators (mutation and recombination) should not introduce any bias, e.g. by
considering only good candidate solutions. Variation operators are designed to explore
the search space in contrast to selection operators that exploit the gathered information.
Recombination works, according to Beyer [Bey95], mainly as gene repair operator, not only
as building block collection mechanism.
3. Scalability is the third criterion that should be fulfilled by variation operators: Small changes
of the representation should cause small changes in the function values.
The standard ES recombination operators produce one offspring from a family of ρ parent
individuals (usually ρ = 2). Consider a set of µ parental vectors of length N , representing either
object or strategy parameters:
{(x11 , . . . , x1N ), (x21 , . . . , x2N ), . . . , (xµ1 , . . . , xµN )}.

(2.2)

Two recombination schemes are commonly used in ESs. Both use a set R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rρ }, that
represents the indices of the mating partners. It is constructed by randomly (uniformly) choosing
ρ numbers (with replacement or not) from the set {1, 2, . . . , µ}. Discrete recombination selects
4

This is a constant factor c with 1 ≤ c ≤ 0.85, the lower bound being theoretically near-optimal for simple model
problems like the sphere model.
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the entries of the offspring randomly from R, whereas intermediary recombination averages the
ρ corresponding values of all mating pool members in each component of the newly generated
vector.
Mutation is applied to the recombined intermediate solution. Mutation in multimembered ESs
is a self-adaptive process that relies on the individual coupling of endogenous strategy parameters
with object parameters. After being varied as described above, the strategy parameters (standard
deviations, also called mean step sizes or mutation strengths) are applied to mutate the object
parameters. To illustrate this procedure, algorithms with one common σ are considered first. To
prevent negative standard deviations, mutation of this σ should be done multiplicatively. Beyer
and Schwefel [BS02b] discuss an additional argument for a multiplicative mutation of the mutation
strength on the sphere model. It can be shown, that in expectation σ should be changed by a factor
that only depends on N . Therefore, the mutation operator can be implemented as
σ (t+1) = σ (t) · exp(τ z),

(2.3)

where z is a realization of an N (0, 1) distributed random variable. The parameter τ is the so-called
learning rate. The object variables are mutated next:
x(t+1) = x(t) + w,

(2.4)

where w is a realization of an N (0, σ (t+1) ) distributed random variable. The multiplicative
mutation scheme for one σ can be extended to several strategy parameters σ = (σ1 , . . . , σN ).
Schwefel [Sch77] proposes the following extended log-normal rule:


(t)
(t)
(t+1)
(2.5)
σ
= σ1 exp(τ z1 ), . . . , σd exp(τ zN ) ,
where zi are realizations of N standard normally distributed random variables, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . This
mutation scheme employs a single learning rate τ for all strategy parameters. An alternative
procedure that utilizes a global and a local learning parameter τ0 and τ , respectively, is suggested
by Bäck and Schwefel [BS92]. Self-adaptive correlated mutations have already been introduced in
1974, see Schwefel [Sch81] and Schwefel [Sch87].
Selection in ESs Selection should direct the evolutionary search toward promising regions. In
ESs, only candidate solutions with good function values are allowed to reproduce. The replacement
(environmental selection) process is deterministic in contrast to the random processes used in GAs.
This selection scheme is known as truncation or breeding selection in biology. The κ-selection
scheme takes the age of candidate solutions into account: Only candidate solutions that are younger
than κ generations may survive, regardless of their fitness. For κ = 1 this selection method is
referred to as comma-selection: only offspring individuals can reproduce. The κ-selection is
referred to as plus-selection for κ = ∞: Both the offspring and the parents belong to the mating
pool. The plus-selection is an elitist selection scheme, because it guarantees the survival of the
best individual found so far.
Table 2.1 summarizes important ES parameters [BB03]. These parameters build an algorithm
design. In addition to algorithm designs optimization practitioners have to cope with problem
designs which will be discussed next.
Ways to Cope with Uncertainty
In the following, we will distinguish three types of parameters that influence experimental
results [SWN03a]. The first type of parameter to be mentioned is a control parameter. Control
parameters can be set by an experimenter to “control” the experiment.
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Table 2.1: Algorithm design of ES

Symbol
µ
ν = λ/µ
(0)
σi
nσ
τ0 , τ
ρ
rx
rσ
κ

Parameter
Range
Number of parent individuals
N
Offspring-parent ratio
R+
Initial standard deviations
R+
Number of standard deviations. N denotes the problem di- {1, N }
mension
Multiplier for mutation parameters
R+
Mixing number
{1, µ}
Recombination operator for object variables
{intermediary, discrete}
Recombination operator for strategy variables
{intermediary, discrete}
Maximum age
R+

The second type of parameter, so–called environmental parameter depends on the environment at
the time the experiment is performed. Some authors refer to environmental parameters as “noise”
parameters. Note, that environmental parameters include measurement errors such as falsely
calibrated measurement instruments, inexact scales, scale reading errors, etc. Data preprocessing
techniques were developed to reduce this source of error, which occurs in nearly every field setting.
In some situations, environmental parameters can be treated as having a given distribution that is
characteristic for the given experimental setup.
The third type of parameter, so–called model parameter describes the uncertainty of the
mathematical modeling. First, we have to take into account that computer simulations require a
model which simplifies the underlying real-world scenario. Therefore, simulation results are only
approximations of the corresponding real-world data. Next, if stochastic (and not deterministic)
simulations are considered, the measurements may be exact (because there is no environmental
noise), but some of the models’ parameters are random parameters. In some cases, there is a
known (subjective) distribution which describes this uncertainty.
As an example, we consider a sequence of traffic signals along a certain route or elevators’
movements in high-rise buildings. Optimization via simulation subsumes all problems in which
the performance of the system is determined by running a computer simulation. If the result
of a simulation run is a random variable, we cannot optimize the actual value of the simulation
output, or a singular performance of the system. One goal of optimization via simulation may be
to optimize the expected performance. In addition, consider a field study which was performed
to validate the results from the computer simulation. This field study includes environmental
parameters.
Summarizing, there are two fundamental sources of uncertainty (or noise) that can be described
by environmental and model parameters. Figure 2.18 illustrates these parameters in the context of
algorithm and problem designs.
The efficiency of the evaluation and selection method is a crucial point, since averaging over
repeated runs reduces the efficiency of the optimization process.
The Impact of Noise on EAs Noise makes it difficult to compare different solutions and select
the better ones. Noise affects the selection process in evolutionary algorithms: In every iteration,
the best µ out of λ candidate solutions have to be determined.
Wrong decisions can cause stagnation of the search process: Over-valuated candidates —
solutions that are only seemingly better — build a barrier around the optimum and prevent
convergence. Or, even worse, the search process can be misguided: The selection of seemingly
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Figure 2.18: Before an EA can be started, the optimization practitioner has to specify several parameters. Examples are shown in brackets. Environmental and model parameters can be affected by
noise.
good candidates moves the search away from the optimum. This phenomenon occurs if the noise
level is high and the probability of a correct selection is very small.
One may attempt to reduce the effect of noise explicitly (explicit averaging). The simplest way
to do so is to sample a solution’s function value n times, and use the average as estimate for√the
true expected function value. This reduces the standard deviation of the noise by a factor of n,
while increasing the running time by a factor of n.
In contrast to explicit averaging, some authors proposed implicit averaging, i.e., increasing the
population size to cope with uncertainty in evolutionary optimization. Theoretical results lead to
contradictory recommendations: In [Bey93] the authors conclude that it is better to increase the
population size whereas [FG88] shows that increasing the sample size is advantageous.
Further means used by evolutionary algorithms to cope with noise are averaging techniques
based on statistical tests, local regression methods for function value estimation, or methods to vary
the population size [Sta98, Bey00, SK00, Arn01, BSS01, BBM04, JB05b]. Because uncertainties
complicate the selection process for direct search methods, some authors suggested modified
selection operators.
A Taxonomy of Selection Methods As introduced above, noise affects selection. Following
Bechhofer, Santner, and Goldsman [BSG95] and Bartz-Beielstein [BB06], we present a taxonomy
of elementary selection methods. Depending on a priori knowledge, selection schemes can be
classified according to the following criteria:
Threshold: subset selection – indifference zone.
Termination: single stage – multi stage (sequential).
Sample size: open procedures – closed procedures.
Variances: known – unknown, equal – unequal.
The goal of subset selection is the identification of a subset containing the best candidate. It
is related to screening procedures. Subset selection is used when analyzing results, whereas the
indifference zone (IZ) approach is used when designing experiments. The sample size is known
in subset selection approaches, it is determined prior to the experiments in the indifference zone
approaches. Single stage procedures can be distinguished from multi stage procedures. The terms
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“multi stage” and “sequential” will be used synonymously. The latter can use elimination: If
inferior solutions are detected, they are eliminated immediately. Selection procedures are closed,
if prior to experimentation an upper bound is placed on the number of observations to be taken
from each candidate. Otherwise, they are open. Furthermore, it is important to know whether the
variance is common or known. Bartz-Beielstein [BB06] discussed similarities and differences of
these approaches. He also analyzed threshold-based procedures, which were successfully applied to
noisy, dynamic functions, e.g., in elevator group control. Threshold rejection increases the chance
of rejecting a worse candidate at the expense of accepting a good candidate. It might be adequate
if there is a very small probability of generating a good candidate.
How can the experimenter cope with this multitude of selection methods? Surely, there is no
general rule for the determination of the best selection method. Many theoretical results consider
simplified sources of uncertainty, e.g. they regard environmental parameters as random with a
distribution that is known. Performing experiments in a systematic manner might be useful. Modern
approaches such as racing or sequential parameter optimization (SPO) can be recommended in this
context [BSPV02, BBLP05]. A typical result from an SPO analysis is shown in Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: SPO combines classical and modern statistical tools for the analysis of algorithms. Modifying population size (NPARENTS) and selective pressure (NU) can improve algorithm’s performance significantly. Evolution strategies with small population sizes and moderate selective pressure
perform best in this setting.

Regarding the classification from Fig. 2.18, there are two starting points to cope with noise:
(i) varying the algorithm design, e.g., choosing a modified selection operator or (ii) modifying
the problem design, e.g., refining the fitness function. Evolutionary optimization itself can be
considered as an evolutionary process. Based on results from previous optimization runs, the
experimenter may gain insight into the behavior of the evolutionary algorithm and into the structure
of the problem as well. He is able to modify (improve) algorithm and problem designs — black
box situations turn into gray box situations. Combinations of classical and evolutionary methods
(meta heuristics) may be useful in these situations.
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Multiple Objectives
For many problems of high practical interest in science and engineering, several possibly contradicting objectives shall be pursued simultaneously. In daily life we are confronted with many
examples. E.g. in chemical process engineering, where the productivity of chemical reactors is in
contrast to their loss during the start up and shut down phases. In the textile industry, a similar
conflict arises for the production of fabrics. Figure 2.20 shows a simple discrete example. Total
elongation (F1 ) and extensibility (F2 ) of the fabric shall be improved, by means of maximizing F1
and minimizing F2 . All objectives are sufficiently defined and in this case pointwise quantifiable.
Their values are determined by three adjustable control factors (decision variables): Number of
knitting skewers (x1 ), number of knitting rows (x2 ) and number of weft threads (x3 ) per inch. The
challenge for a multi-objective optimization algorithm consists of finding decision variable value
sets that fulfill all objectives as well as possible.
In this context, the Pareto [Par96] concept of optimality proved as suitable. During the
beginning of an optimization run, it is often not hard to find solutions that simultaneously improve
both objectives. However, if an objective can be improved further only by worsening an other
objective, a solution is called Pareto-optimal. Due to different possible preferences concerning the
single objectives, this leads to a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, each of them representing a valid
optimal solution for the multi-objective problem (MOP). Figure 2.20 shows six solutions in the
decision variable space (a) and the objective space (b) for the fabric improvement example. In this
example, the decision variable space is discrete and constrained as indicated by the surrounding
solid line. Consequently, there is only a finite number of possible objective value combinations.
Direct comparison of solutions 5 and 6 shows that the former improves on F1 without changing
F2 . According to the Pareto dominance concept, solution 5 dominates solution 6. However,
pairwise comparison of solutions 1 to 5 does not result in recognizing any such domination as
improvement in one objective always comes along with worsening in the other. These solutions
are therefore indifferent to each other, hence incomparable or non-dominated. If due to problemspecific constraints no further improvements can be obtained (solutions 1-5 are on the border of
the feasible region) the set of all non-dominated solutions represents the Pareto Set in the decision
space and the Pareto Front in the objective space. Since in each case only one solution can be
realized, preference information of a decision maker (DM) must be used next to select the final
solution of the MOP.
Why Use Evolutionary Algorithms? Problems with several conflicting criteria have been treated
for many years, e.g. with a considerable variety of techniques developed in Operational Research.
Concise overviews of existing approaches can be found in Achilles et al. [AEN79] and Miettinen [Mie98]. Usually one tries to reduce the MOP into a single-objective problem, so that it can
be solved by means of methods from single-objective optimization. One possible approach consists
of choosing a single criterion as main objective, and transform the other objectives to constraints
with lower or upper bounds. Without specific knowledge of the problem, the choice of concrete
upper and lower bounds suffers from arbitrariness. Alternatively, one may try aggregation-based
approaches. These combine all criteria into a single, parametrized one. The aggregation can be
accomplished by any combination of arithmetical operations (i.e. a weighted sum), according to
some understanding of the problem. However, these techniques have several limitations. Some
of them are e.g. susceptible to the shape (convex/concave) of the Pareto front, others to its
continuity (connected/disconnected). In addition, most of the ‘conventional’ approaches are only
able to compute one single non-dominated solution per run. Searching for a representative set of
non-dominated solutions requires a restart with different external parameter settings and different
starting points for each run.
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Figure 2.20: The Pareto-dominance concept. (a) Decision space, (b) objective space
Evolutionary algorithms are robust search methods, whose success and failure is by far less
susceptible to the shape or the continuity of the Pareto front. Their greatest advantage is that they
are able to provide a point-wise approximation of the whole Pareto front in one go by employing
cooperative search of a whole population.

Algorithm Design If one regards the development of the evolutionary multi-objective (EMO)
algorithms within the last two decades, then the rise of suggested approaches is impressing.
The largest well-known collection of existing approaches was arranged by Coello Coello and
contains over 1900 entries [Coe06]. A common classification of all EMO-algorithms comes from
Masud [HM79]. Depending on the time at which the preference information from the DM is
used, four classes can be differentiated: (i) Non-preference, (ii) a-priori, (iii) interactive, and (iv)
a-posteriori. In the following, this classification is not discussed in detail as most EMO-algorithms
can be assigned to the last category. The optimization process takes place before any preference
information is incorporated. This entails a clear task definition: Find a representative set of nondominated solutions as close (convergence) as possible to the Pareto optimal set/front. Additionally,
the resulting approximation has to exhibit a good distribution of solutions in terms of both spread
and uniformity - usually described by the term of diversity. The aim of this section is to give an
overview of the main methods that have been developed in order to achieve these goals.

Fitness Assignment When moving from single-objective to multi-objective optimization while
applying EAs, the most important changes to be made concern the selection operator and especially
the fitness assignment. In EAs, the fittest individuals have better chances to survive and reproduce.
For single-objective optimization, only one scalar fitness value exists. However, in the multiobjective case we have to deal with a fitness vector. Since EAs need a scalar to work on, generally
two design decisions must be made: On the one hand, this vector must be scaled to enable for
EA selection, and on the other hand the two conflicting tasks of convergence and diversity shall
be respected. But how to assign the fitness of an individual in order to express suitability towards
both goals? We can roughly divide the existing answers into two categories:
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Combined Fitness Assignment: Fitness is assigned such that the fitness value represents convergence and diversity at the same time.
Single Fitness Assignment: Fitness assignment respects only one goal. Usually, this is convergence, as in the single-objective case.
Aggregation-, performance-, and Pareto-based approaches belong to the first category.
Aggregation-based approaches are the most traditional as well as simplest possibility. Recently,
performance-based fitness assignment strategies are successfully used to evaluate the fitness of a
new individual in relation to the entire population. For example, the S-metric selection (SMS)EMOA utilizes the well-known S-metric (hypervolume) to calculate the fitness of an individual.
This measure is commonly used to evaluate the performance of an EMOA. It respects proximity to
the Pareto front as well as diversity of the solution set.
Pareto-based approaches use the Pareto dominance concept itself for fitness assignment.
Differences between these approaches arise in the methods employed to exploit the partial
order. According to Zitzler et al. [ZLB03], this kind of information can be divided into:
(i) Dominance rank: The number of solutions in the population that dominate the solution
under consideration, (ii) dominance count: The number of solutions in the population that
are dominated by the solution under consideration, and (iii) dominance depth: The rank of
the solution in the non-dominated sorted population. The latter approach is utilized by many
successful algorithms, e.g. the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA)-II by Deb and
others [DAPM00b]. Dominance rank was first employed by Fonseca and Fleming in their Pareto
envelope-based algorithm (PESA) [FF96]. Today, a multiplicity of methods are based on this
principle, see for example Bosman and Thierens [BT05]. Dominance depth and dominance rank
are successfully combined in the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) approach by
Zitzler and others [ZLT01b].
However, most of these algorithms apply a secondary fitness assignment strategy that serves
the goal of diversity. In most cases they try to incorporate density information into the selection
process (mating/environmental), according to the rule: The smaller the density of individuals
within a neighborhood, the larger the chance of an individual to reproduce. Figure 2.21 shows the
three most frequently used methods: Kernel-based, grid-based and nearest-neighborhood measures.
Fitness sharing, as e.g. used in NSGA, is a kernel-based strategy. The distance of an individual to
all other individuals in the population is calculated and summed up. These values are then used
to deflect the evolutionary search out of densely populated regions. Grid-based techniques as e.g.
utilized by the Pareto Archived Evolution strategy (PAES) of Knowles and Corne [KC99], employ
hypergrids to define neighborhoods within the objective space. The more individuals in a box, the
heavier they are penalized (see Fig. 2.21). Nearest neighborhood techniques as used in SPEA2
and its variants calculate the distance between an individual and its nearest neighbor in order to
estimate the neighborhood density.
Criterion-based approaches represent the second category of fitness assignment strategies. They
all share the same basic idea: The fitness value of an individual is determined by only one of the
criteria according to the goal of convergence. However, the choice of a single criterion for any
individual shall be reconsidered repeatedly (in each generation). As thereby parts of the population
are selected according to different criteria, it is hoped that the goal of diversity can be achieved
indirectly (see Schaffer [Sch84] and Laumanns and others [LRS98]).
Representations and Variation Operators Design and analysis of representations and corresponding genetic operators is prevalent in the field of evolutionary computation. Often, an adept
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Figure 2.21: Most common diversity preservation strategies in EMOA.
combination of all components determines the system’s success or failure. This insight is ubiquitous in the case of single-objective optimization. However, in multi-objective optimization, the
conceptual approaches are still mainly concerned with the selection operator. Research focusing on
variation operators or representations remains rare. Some recent approaches are: Rudolph [Rud98]
and Hanne [Han99] who investigate control mechanisms for the mutation strength in the multiobjective case. Grimme and Schmitt [GS06] focus on recombination operators that produce diverse
offspring in each generation.
Elitism Elitism preserves previously attained good solutions from one generation to the next. The
prime example of an elitist algorithm in the single-objective case is the ‘plus’-selection ES. In the
multi-objective case two types of elitism are used: Maintaining elitism in the current population, as
is already done in the single-objective case, or doing so in an archive (secondary population) that
stores non-dominated solutions externally. Archive contents may or may not be integrated again
into the optimization process (Zitzler and others [ZLB03]). Of vital importance is the criterion used
to control replacement of archive members, the most commonly used of which is the dominance
criterion. It leads to an archive of non-dominated solutions, relative to all solutions generated
during a run.
Future Perspectives As has been hinted to in the previous paragraphs, a lot of work remains to
be done on EMOAs. We briefly discuss the currently most promising paths:
Investigating representations and variation operators: Büche and others [BMK03] show that the
interaction between selection and search operators is often not co-ordinated well, and that
approximation of the Pareto front cannot be done with arbitrary precision. Further on, there
is the dilemma of stagnation with good diversity of the solution set on the one hand, or
arbitrarily exact approximation of a few points on the Pareto front. We conjecture that
this trade-off between convergence and diversity can be attributed to the fact that variation
operators cannot simply be taken over from the single-objective case and that changing
only the selection operator is not sufficient to meet the requirements of multi-objective
optimization.
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Focusing on the region of interest (ROI): In the last years, most EMO researchers focus on
algorithms that are able to find the whole Pareto front. However, in practice, the decision
maker is only interested in a specific region of the Pareto-front. Focusing on a region
derived from user preferences may help to increase convergence speed and/or quality and
also simplify solution selection by the DM later on.
Parallelism: Considering the suitability of EAs working in a parallel manner, one should expect that the development of parallel approaches stands only at the beginning. Apart
from first successful attempts to convert the state-of-the-art algorithms into a parallel version [OHMW02], an increasing number of parallel approaches has been published only
recently [CC05, MMSK04].
Parameter tuning: Attaining good parameter settings for a given problem-algorithm combination
currently is one of the hot topics in single-objective optimization [BB06]. It is necessary
to adapt those techniques for the multi-objective case in order to avoid the commonly used
manual parameter tuning and provide important insight into parameter interactions.
Multimodal Problems
Although, during the last decades, many empirical and most of the theoretical studies in EC have
been devoted to simple test problems with only one extremal point, the great majority of practical
applications requires optimization in far more complex fitness landscapes. Multimodality — the
presence of more than one locally optimal point — requires a shift from a hill-climbing oriented
towards a global perspective. At the top of the hill, the need arises to somehow ’escape’ the
associated local optimum. This may be done in two different ways. Either, one tries to save as
much positional and learned (step sizes/mutation strengths) information as possible and, preserving
this information, attempts to jump over the neighboring valleys. Or, one completely gives up the
current search space location and performs random initialization again. For mutation strenghts
getting larger and larger, the former scenario more and more resembles the latter.
However, if the treated optimization problem is not available in a closed algebraic form,
detecting the arrival at a local optimum may not be trivial, depending on the employed variable
representation. Combinatorial and binary encoded optimization problems come with a natural
minimal step definition which enables enumeration of the neighborhood. For real-valued representations, eqn. 2.6 specifies a necessary and sufficient condition for a local optimum, with
x∗L meaning its search space location, d(x, y) a distance metric, and  the maximal distance
to tested neighboring search points. Nevertheless, the bounded but still infinite neighborhood
cannot be completely explored efficiently and one has to rely on the strong causality assumption
(Rechenberg[Rec89]: similar causes entail similar effects) to identify local optima at least in
probability.
x∗L is local minimizer iff ∃ : ∀x ∈ X : d(x, x∗L ) <  ⇒ f (x∗L ) ≤ f (x)

(2.6)

Strongly related to the notion of local optima is the one of basins of attraction; these
emcompass the search space portion leading to an optimum if the steepest descent is followed.
For this local search process, efficient approximation methods are known, e.g. quasi-Newton
algorithms. However, identification of different basins is even more difficult than local optimum
detection if no further information regarding size and/or location of the basins is available. The key
property of multimodal optimization methods is thus how efficient they are in finding the different
search space regions that contain the best local optima.
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Canonical population based EAs perform global and local search at the same time, gradually
narrowing their focus to the most promising regions, and more sooner than later to a single basin
of attraction (e.g. Preuss, Schönemann and Emmerich [PSE05]). From the discussion above,
it becomes clear that the ability to explore multiple promising regions — either concurrently or
sequentially — is decisive for obtaining well performing EA variants. But for a given limit of
available computational time, these always have to face the global vs. local search tradeoff like
any other global optimization algorithm.
One possible way to speedup local optimization, so that more effort can be diverted to search
space exploration, is to hybridize EAs with existing local search methods. These approaches are
subsumed under the term memetic algorithms (MA) that was introduced by Moscato [Mos89]. A
recent overview is given by Krasnogor and Smith [KS05], together with a suggested taxonomy.
Most other specialized EAs strive for enhanced global search capabilities by means of at least
one of the following three techniques:
Restarts are utilized to enhance the chance of reaching the/a basin of attraction of the global
optimum. As an example, an efficient restart CMA-ES for multimodal problems has been
suggested by Auger and Hansen [AH05]. Multistart methods obtain potential solutions
consecutively, and every new instantiation may be provided with search results of completed
previous runs. They avoid the problem of jumping into a neighboring good region by giving
up the current search space location completely.
Diversity maintenance aims for a uniform distribution of individuals over the whole search space.
Comparing relative or absolute distances of solution candidates and applying clustering
methods are common means to prevent overlapping search paths and promote good search
space coverage. Diversity may be held up explicitly or implicitly. Following Eiben and
Smith [ES03], explicit means that active measures are taken to model the distribution of search
points in the desired way, whereas implicit stands for deliberately slowing down information
exchange by restricting recombination or selection/replacement. Classical island models
provide implicit diversity maintenance by building relatively independent subpopulations.
Spatially structured EAs [Tom05] do so by restricting the effect of recombination and
selection operators to the local neighborhood. Shifting balance GAs by Oppacher and
Wineberg [OW99] exemplify explicit diversity maintenance as they prevent subpopulation
overlap which is measured by absolute population distances.
Niching methods also strive for a suitable spread of search points, only on the level of basins
of attraction. As Mahfoud [Mah95] points out, it is the aim of niching algorithms
to detect separate basins and keep them in focus of the search. Unfortunately, basin
identification within an EA is not easy and prone to error, so that endogenously retrieved
basin information is highly unreliable and nonexistent when the optimization starts. Crowding
by De Jong [De 75] and fitness sharing by Goldberg and Richardson [GR87] are regarded
as the classical niching methods. The former employ relative, the latter absolute distances.
These have been carried further e.g. by Li et al. [LBPC02], Streichert et al. [SSUZ03], and
Shir [Shi05], but still the radii employed for detecting search points located together in a
basin remain problematic. Only few approaches integrate fitness topology information into
the basin identification process, e.g. the universal evolutionary global optimizer (UEGO) by
Jelasity [Jel98], Ursem’s multinational GA [Urs99], and the sample-based crowding method
proposed by Ando et al. [ASK05].
It shall be noted that solving multimodal problems is related to tackling constrained or
multiobjective ones. Removing constraints from a problem by transforming it by means of (metric)
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penalty functions (see e.g. Michalewicz and Schoenauer [MS96] and Coello Coello [Coe02]) as
commonly done in EC most often leads to multimodal problems even if the original problem was
unimodal.
In multi-objective optimization, the focus has been mainly on the objective space for a long
time. Today, it becomes increasingly clear that population movement in the decision (search)
space heavily depends on the multimodal search properties of the applied optimization algorithms
(Preuss, Naujoks and Rudolph [PNR06]).
Conclusions
May it be (or not) that one day there is no more need to invent new optimization tools because
we have got the best tailored ones already for every possible real-world problem. May it be (or
not) that then the dream of hardliners has come true that all of these best tailored methods can
abstain from using pseudo random numbers for deciding upon the next iteration in the search for
the solution. But, contemporary tools are still well advised not to rely on deterministic algorithms
alone. That is, why an idea from the early days of digital computers is still alive, i.e., the idea
to mimic procedures found in nature that obviously have led to remarkably effective systems or
subsystems. One may think that nature had enough time to achieve a good solution by means of
pure chance, but time has always been scarce when there are competitors, and the way nature finds
its way is much more sophisticated.
Anyway, it is a matter of fact that evolutionary algorithms have become widely used in practice
since their invention in the 1960s and even found their way into articles in the field of theoretical
computer science. Their domain of application are ’black box’ situations, where the analysis of the
situation at hand does not help or is too costly or dangerous, i.e., in case of experimental design
and even computer simulation of nonlinear dynamic systems and processes. However, situations
may occur where the black box situations turn into gray or even white box situations. EAs can be
combined with classical methods which leads to meta heuristics, and the optimization practitioner
can get the best from both worlds.
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Chapter 3
Structures in the Disciplines: Case studies
The study of structure generating processes is an interdisciplinary subject. Case studies from the
various fields reveal similarities as well as differences in the methods of solution and also in the
goals of analysis. The following selection serves to give an overview over the analysis typical for
the various disciplines. It is by no means exhaustive. The individual articles are written by experts
in the various fields with a strong emphasis on illustrating the points elaborated in the preceding
chapter on the transdisciplinary foundations. Readers wishing to enhance their understanding and
to proceed more thoroughly to the specific disciplinary details are put in the position to do so by
consulting the cited literature.
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Production Engineering: Optimal Structures of Injection
Molding Tools
Jörn Mehnen, Thomas Michelitsch, Klaus Weinert

Molding is an important and frequently applied production technique of mass production: Most
plastic components from micro switches to bumpers of cars are manufactured via injection molding.
Metallic structures such as aluminum gear boxes or stairs of escalators are produced via die casting.
All these products are generated by injecting a hot material into a die. In zinc die casting the
injected metal has a pouring temperature of about 435 ◦ C and the pouring temperature of aluminum
varies from 620 ◦ C (thick walled) to 730 ◦ C (thin walled) [Has06]. Aluminum and zinc are
examples of the most prominent metallic casting materials. The material cools down, solidificates,
and the workpiece is ejected from the die before a new process cycle can start. In this process
the layout of mold temperature control designs is decisive for efficient die casting. The efficient
cooling of a die is one of the main factors to reduce the cycle time and, therefore, to increase the
cost effectiveness of a mass production tool. Improvements of up to 50 % [Wie03] are possible,
because today the layout of the bores carrying the cooling liquid in casting tools is typically done
manually. The layout design is based on expert knowledge and rules of thumb. Experts have a
good estimate about where to position cooling bores properly. Heuristic rules are quite common in
practice. These rules are fast and work very efficiently. Unfortunately, only little of this knowledge
is available in the form of explicit mathematical rules [Zö97]. Solutions for complex problems may
not be satisfying as existing heuristic rules deduced for simpler tasks may contradict each other.
If problems with blowholes or insufficient surface qualities arise as a consequence of an inferior
bore layout the die requires frequently very expensive and time-consuming remanufacturing. Due
to the complex creation process die casting tools cost up to five hundred thousand Euro. Therefore,
well designed cooling circuits help to significantly reduce manufacturing costs of the die, minimize
cycle times, increase tool life and improve the workpiece quality.

Figure 3.1: Example of a cooling bore design in a mold with two independent cooling circuits. The
die surface is shown golden-red, while the mold itself is only represented by the bores contained in it.
Systematic optimization requires quantitative measures for the quality of a proposed solution.
Therefore, the expert knowledge together with physical properties have to be modeled, leading
to the exact definition of quality criteria, the choice for efficient problem spaces, data structures,
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and efficient quality criteria evaluation methods. Due to the multiobjective character and the
high complexity of the problem, powerful optimization algorithms have been used. Very useful
techniques for solving difficult problems are evolutionary algorithms.
These algorithms are able to find surprisingly good solutions by clever analysis of the quality
functions. Sometimes even experts are surprised about the new solutions found and get motivated
to use new approaches. There are several advantages of evolutionary algorithms. The algorithms
are rather robust against changes in the fitness functions.
Many classic optimization algorithms – this is also true for older evolutionary algorithms –
are only able to solve single objective problems. Although often the single objective case is
complex enough, many real world problems have a multiobjective character. Problems may have
contradictory aims, i.e. one objective value cannot be improved without deteriorating another. The
reduction of all criteria to only one value is possible only in special cases. In the case of uncertainty
about the preferences of a user toward one or another criterion, a set of best compromise solutions
should be presented, as already discussed in section 2.5.3.
Multiobjective evolutionary algorithms can be used either with a posteriori or with a priori
techniques. A posteriori approaches follow the idea of uncertainty about a perfect solution. Their
goal is to generate best compromise solutions, so called Pareto optimal solution sets, from which
an expert can choose according to non-formalized ad hoc knowledge. In case of well defined
multiobjective goals sometimes also scalar evolutionary algorithms are useful.
Several multiobjective evolutionary algorithms are mentioned in literature. A very good
evolutionary scalar optimizer is the Evolution Strategy (ES) [Sch95b]. It can be used for
multiobjective problems technique via aggregation. State of the art for posteriori multiobjective
optimizers are the NSGA II [DAPM00a, DAPM00b] and the SPEA 2 [ZLT01a]. All three
techniques have been tested on the mold temperature design problem.
Another important issue, when evolutionary algorithms are applied to real-world applications,
is computational speed. Stochastic algorithms tend to need a lot of fitness function evaluations.
Especially for difficult problems with high dimensions, restrictions and a difficult multimodal
character etc. lead to high population sizes or long runs of the stochastic search algorithm.
Therefore, an efficient design of the evaluation functions is necessary. The definition of fast
evaluable quality functions is particularly necessary in the case of mold temperature control design.
Surrogate functions or a well motivated simplification of the problem can lead to a significant
speed up without much loss in quality.
Finally a systematic search for good parameter adjustments of the multiobjective search methods
is necessary to improve the search process itself and its results. The best algorithmic parameter
settings for various problems often differ from the standard. In order to compare multiobjective
optimization algorithms that generate Pareto fronts, it is common to introduce scalarization
methods, so called metrics. The application of statistical design methods helps to systematically,
but experimentally, meta-optimize the parameter settings, leading to robust, statistically sound and
optimized parameter adjustments. Here, existing classical and new statistical approaches have been
applied to multiobjective as well as to single criterion optimization of the mold temperature design
problem.

Modeling Aspects
Geometric Aspects
Molding tools are composed of various parts such as sliders, bores, pillars, the die surface etc. The
cooling or heating of a certain area of a die is realized by introducing channels into the tool that
lead water or oil into the vicinity of the die surface. These channels form circuits. The number of
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bores and circuits depend on the complexity of the molding tool. Simple structures need few bores
and a single circuit only. Complex tools may contain more than thirty bores and more than five
circuits. The circuits can be operated independently from each other and can be used to heat up
or cool down the tool. Heating up is important for reducing thermal stresses particularly for large
tools in die casting. Dynamically changing strong thermal stresses can lead to increased tool wear
or even to tool breakage. In the following, cooling and heating circuits are subsumed under the
term cooling circuits because for the present discussion only the geometric structure of the bores
is important.
The number of the bores should not be too high because manufacturing of deep hole drilling
bores is cost and time intensive. Deep hole drilling machines for large molding tools show
restrictions with respect to the orientation of the bores. Often only horizontal orientations of the
bores are possible while the die can be rotated on a table freely around the z-axis. Although some
modern deep hole drilling machines do not have these restrictions, a design tool for realistic bores
should be able to respect them.
Another restriction in the bore directions is related to machining problems of intersecting bores.
Bores that intersect each other in small angles cannot be manufactured safely by deep hole drilling.
Therefore, it is preferable to design bores that intersect each other in large angles — ideally
orthogonal.
The number of bores should also be kept small because any bore implies machining risks and
costs and also weakens the molding tool. A certain wall thickness around each bore is necessary
to reduce the probability of deformation or even breakage of the tool. In the design of large die
casting tools rules of thumb are fast and well established but also very case depending and cannot
be transferred linearly for small tools because the physics of the temperature follows nonlinear
laws.
The simplest structure of a cooling circuit is a consecutive sequence of bores. This is also
the most prominent structure. More complex cooling strategies such as the branching of bores or
so called finger bores for local cooling are more complex but lead to a higher efficiency of the
cooling. Shortcuts with other cooling circuits are not allowed. A grouping of inlets and outlets of
several circuits is also desired from a practical point of view.
Dead ends of bores used in circuits with more than two segments are sealed with plugs. Dead
ends appear because each bore of a circuit has to be machined by deep hole drilling from outside.
Plugging is necessary to seal a circuit from leakage. Plugs can be placed in any part of a bore.
After setting a plug it seals a hole permanently. In some cases a plug can also be used to seal a
die surface that has been penetrated by a bore. In general, drilling through the die surface is not
allowed and should be avoided whenever possible because the subsequent machining, e.g. grinding,
is very cost intensive.
Typically, dies and molds are designed with CAD systems. There exist various techniques for
describing the geometric elements of a tool in the CAD system. The most general way is the
triangulation of the surfaces. CAD-surfaces can be exported from CAD systems, e.g. in standard
STL or IGES format and can be imported into a simulation software. The consecutively used
simulation software then utilizes triangulation for describing the complete molding tool. The bores
are modeled as virtual cylinders. Actually, it is possible to use arbitrary shaped triangulations
of a die’s surfaces. For simplification reasons the tools are generally assumed to be rectangular
blocks. The cooling cycles are modeled as sequences of consecutive cylinders. In the mathematical
abstraction these sequences are simple polylines. Each cooling circuit can be defined uniquely
by the position of the vertices of the polyline. The start and end points of the polyline always
lie on the border surface of the molding tool. The model contains the complete bores for the
testing of collisions and efficient machining. Plugs are defined by their position at the polyline.
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The drilling direction for the machining of a bore is not unique. Therefore, always both possible
drilling directions can be modeled and analyzed.
Quality Criteria and Evaluation
The cooling of an injection mold has to satisfy several aspects [Meh05]. The most important idea
is to generate cooling circuits that keep the cycle times in the later usage in mass production as
low as possible while the machining of the circuits should be as cost efficient as possible. Already
these two basic aspects are contradictory. On the one hand the amount of bores enhances the
cooling effect and hence reduces the cycle time. On the other hand the costs increase with the
number of bores. The efficiency increases with the number of bores but the costs do also. Hence,
the basic problem is multiobjective with conflicting criteria. The efficiency of the cooling of the
circuits can be increased by changing the layout of the cooling bores. The corresponding design
problem also has a multiobjective character because the cooling efficiency of each bore should be
both uniform and strong. A uniform cooling distribution along the die surface is important e. g.
to reduce internal stresses within the workpiece. An intense cooling is necessary for short cycle
times. The relative distance and orientation of a bore to a point on the die surface is decisive
for the cooling efficiency of the bore. Larger distances generate more homogenous temperature
distributions on the die surface but impede the absolute cooling intensity and vice versa. The
length of a bore also has a certain influence on the cooling effect. The longer the bore the better
the cooling effect but the higher the costs for the manufacturing of the bore.
The complete expert knowledge for modeling the layout of cooling circuits can hardly be
captured by an algorithm. Nevertheless, a lot of aspects of the current ’fuzzy knowledge’ can be
formalized and made available for mathematical use. Many values can be deduced from physical
or economical properties of the machining process. Some knowledge can be formalized as quality
criteria, e.g. average temperature of the die, others as restrictions, e.g. possible bore directions of
the drilling machine. Basic properties such as the bore directions may also be encoded directly in
the data structures. For example if the bores would have been restricted to lie in a single plane the
problem would have been encoded different from the arbitrary 3D case as in the model used here.
The definition of the fitness functions can also benefit from efficient encodings. Here, the
meaning of efficient encoding refers to fast fitness function evaluation as well as to a reduced
difficulty for the optimization strategy. A low dimension of the search space and a continuous
fitness landscape with only few restrictions is preferrable.
For a technical realization of the efficient description of the casting expert’s knowledge, physical
properties of the thermal flow in metal, economical assumptions about the manufacturing process
as well as mathematical heuristics have been used. A realistic assessment about a sufficient level
of detail is a helpful technique to reduce computation times. These approximations can be used to
choose parameters of the geometric model of the tool such as the number and size of the triangles
used to describe the die surface. Approximations have also been applied to obtain a very fast
estimation of the cooling effect of the bores.
The quality of the cooling induced by a bore is determined by the local intensity f the cooling
effect to the die surface. Additionally, a globally uniform heat extraction is important to get e.g.
workpieces with a minimum of internal stress and, therefore, high qualities. Global and local
cooling are conflicting goals. Additional conflicting goals such as the number and length of bores
have to be taken into account. The layout of the bores has to fulfill technical and machining
restrictions. The bores must not intersect neither with the die surface nor with any other bore. Of
course, all bores have to be within the tool geometry. This restriction seems trivial in concept,
but it is not at all so with respect to the simulation system boundary control implementation.
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Additional machining restrictions such as limited bore direction angles have been addressed in the
optimization tool.
The evaluation of the cooling effect can be calculated very exactly by Finite Element Methods
(FEM). Unfortunately, this approach needs long calculation times. FEM has the advantage that it
calculates the complete temperature distributions within the tool for all times. It is necessary to use
high numbers of nodes, because a low resolution can lead to relevant discretization errors when the
bores change their positions only slightly. In a static case and a sufficient number of nodes FEM is
a tool for precise calculations that can be very helpful for analyses of the final construction design.
Actually, some companies use FEM to check the quality of the manually generated bores. This is
especially necessary in die casting where blowholes – caused by insufficiently cooling – have to
be avoided.
In manual bore layouts often only the mean temperature in the time period between injection
and ejection is used to estimate the actually dynamic temperature distribution in the tool [Zö97].
Using only the static case simplifies the analysis a lot and helps to increase the calculations.
Due to the long evaluation times of the FEM, a fast surrogate model appears to be more
attractive. The new model described here approximates the actual heat flow mechanism by
modeling a heat radiation case. The exponential decrease of the cooling properties with increasing
distance between bore and die surface is covered by both models. The quality of the FEM solutions
can be reached in many cases. Only when a bore is shaded by an object or two bores are lying very
near to each other, the approximation in accurate. In most cases, however, the shading effect and
the superposition problem can be disregarded because of the strongly decreasing local character
of the cooling effect. Furthermore, the superposition of the bores introduces an overrating of the
cooling effect. This leads in the optimization process to bores with larger distances to the die
surface. The cooling distribution criterion introduces a separation of the bores and, hence, the
overestimation error reduces exponentially again.
The basic idea of the radiation approach is to calculate the temperature distribution and intensity
on the die surface radiated by a beaming cylinder. Each bore can be interpreted as a ’neon lamp’
illuminating the die surface. Mathematically, each bore is modeled as a straight line between
each two vertices of the bore circuit, Pi and Pi+1 respectively, i = 1, . . . , n, having n bores.
The radiation τi,j effecting each point Mj of the die surface can be calculated by integrating the
radiation intensity of each point along the line between Pi and Pi+1 . The radiation intensity of a
light point decreases with 1/r2 with increasing distance r. Accordingly, the intensity of the line of
points between Pi and Pi+1 effecting Mj is the integral [WMM+ 04].
Z
τi,j = |Pi − Pi+1 |
0

1

1
dt.
(Pi + t · (Pi+1 − Pi ) − Mj )2

(3.1)

The total cooling effect τj at point Mj generated by all the bores is the sum of all partial
effects, i.e
τj =

X

τi,j .

(3.2)

i

Each discrete point on the die surface Mj , j = 1, .., m can be analyzed this way. Often a CAD
surface is represented as a triangulation. In this case, the Mj can be taken as the centre point of
each (small) triangle.
The global cooling effect fl is calculated by the arithmetic average value of all τj . fn is the
normalized minimum effect value over all τj .
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Function 3.2 can also be used to characterize the cooling distribution by calculating the statistical
variances of the cooling values around each triangle τj . The global temperature distribution fd is
the mean of the variance values calculated over all triangles.
In the basic model a constant initial die surface temperature is assumed. In reality some areas
are hotter than others, e.g. at the spray or where material accumulates. Demands for additional
cooling is modeled by temperature values that are attached to the triangles. These cooling demands
are integrated into the model (see Fig. 3.2).
The aggregated temperature effect ft , which is used by the optimization process, is composed
of three parts: the arithmetic average sum over all radiation contributions of all bores on all
triangles (describing the absolute cooling effect) fl , the temperature standard deviation (modeling
the uniformity of the illumination) fd , and the normalized minimum effect value fn . All values are
normalized and about similarly sensitive to changes in the bore design.

Figure 3.2: Cooling effect calculated via the radiation approach (left). Highlighted areas indicate
better cooling than dark areas. Specific cooling demands (right) can be defined manually. Highlighted
areas indicate higher demands than dark areas. Superposition (middle) of cooling effect and demand
yields an effective cooling quality that is used for the optimization.
In multiobjective optimization it is possible to use a priori or a posteriori techniques. Both
techniques have been used here. The a priori method is represented by an aggregation or
scalarization technique. This method can be used adequately, if the relative weights of the
contributing partial target functions can be defined a priori by the user. It is also known that linear
aggregation should only be used for a convex Pareto front. Actually, in our problem domain there
are only very few practical cases known where the Pareto front is concave. Nevertheless, we also
applied an a posteriori analysis of the Pareto front of the mold temperature control problem that
proves this fact again, as shown later.
The aggregated fitness f is a function of the standardized restrictions fpen , the manufacturing
costs fc (i.e. the length of the bores), and the temperature effect ft :
f = ft ·(1.0+fpen )·(1.0+d·fc )

(3.3)

fpen = a · fbc + b · fsc + c · fot
The allover penalty fpen is a linear combination of the number of collisions between two bores
fbc , the factor fsc describes the collision between the bores and the tool surface and fot is a penalty
for the bores that reach out of the tool. a, b, c, and d are arbitrary real value weighting factors.
The radiation approach has the advantage of very short calculation times. Compared to the FE
method, which takes about 10 minutes for a simple geometry, the calculation time for analysis of
the cooling design using the radiation technique takes just about 1 ms on a standard PC. Short
evaluation times and good approximation results allow to efficiently utilize stochastic algorithms
and to solve the complex problem of mold temperature control design.
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Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms
The field of multiobjective optimization (see section 2.5.3) has been in the focus of increasing
interest for some years. The classical single criterion optimization is a special subclass of the
more general multiobjective optimization. In general, single criterion techniques cannot be applied
to multiobjective cases without changes. Even the comparison of solutions is not as easy as
in the scalar case, because sets of compromise solutions have to be compared with each other.
Therefore, the optimization techniques have to be adapted to this class of problems. Optimization
in this context means a gradual increase in quality for the solution sets, consisting of two or more
partial target values. Furthermore, the calculated Pareto front, approximating the true Pareto set
of the given problem, should be evenly spread at least in certain practically important regions.
Additionally, of course, the approximation has to be calculated fast. In multiobjective optimization
a lot of problems are very complex in an algorithmic sense, i.e. they cannot be solved in
polynomial time. In combinatorial problems even the management of the solution sets can be
NP-hard. Nonlinearity, a multimodal character of single or all functions, discontinuity and function
ranges with no inclination, many nonlinear restrictions, high dimensions of the decision space
and even dynamic features are characteristics of real world problems that make multiobjective
optimization a very difficult field in mathematics [Meh05].
Most of the existing deterministic methods for multiobjective optimization are relatively old.
Nearly all techniques find only one solution on the Pareto front per run. The theory in continuous
multiobjective optimization is also not as well developed as in the single objective case, although
there is very good literature available (see e.g. [Ehr00, Mie02]).
Multiobjective optimization techniques can be grouped into a priori, a posteriori and interactive
techniques. Many approaches use the a priori approach, where all necessary knowledge about the
fitness criteria and their relative importance is known in advance. In this case, typical approaches
are scalarization of the multiobjective optimization problem via aggregation or lexicographical
ordering. There are various aggregation methods that use e.g. weighting sums or sums of
weighted factor combinations. Lexicographic max-ordering is an interesting alternative, because
this technique allows to find points that are Pareto optimal [Ehr00]. This property is not fulfilled
in linear weighting techniques. Today, a posteriori problems are generally solved by stochastic
optimization as described later. Interactive methods are an interesting alternative to both extreme
cases, where expert knowledge influences the search process directly [Meh05].
Deterministic techniques have favourable properties if the problem can be solved with these
approaches. It is possible to give approximation estimations, and deterministic methods are also
very fast. Of course it is not easy to find an efficient method for a specific problem. Furthermore,
the NFL-theorem [WM97a] tells that there is no best optimization algorithm for any class of
problems at all, although, reducing the general set of all problems to smaller classes, it is possible
to find at least ’appetizers’ [DJW98].
Looking for algorithms that can find good solutions and also cover large areas of the Pareto
front needing only one run leads to multiobjective evolutionary algorithms. In the single criterion
case evolutionary algorithms have proved their effectiveness in many cases, as well in theoretical
as in practical applications. They may not always find the theoretically best solution, but on the
one hand in the multiobjective case it is difficult to prove the optimality of a solution anyway –
especially if only simulations are available – and on the other hand in practice gaining a relevant
improvement is often that difficult that already a certain melioration is highly desirable.
Multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) are developing since the last decade [Gol89b].
A relevant increase in research and application came with the introduction of the Pareto dominance
based MOEA. Algorithms such as the NSGA-II [DAPM00b] or the SPEA 2 [ZLT01a] belong to the
classics of the current state of the art. A description of current algorithms is available in [CvVL02]
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or [Meh05]. A discussion of MOEA is also given in the chapter ’Evolutionary Algorithms’ of this
book.
Multiobjective evolutionary algorithms have the advantage that they do not have to be reprogrammed when fitness functions are changed or new criteria or restrictions are introduced.
They can be used either in scalar mode (classic single criterion EA) or in Pareto dominance mode
(Pareto fronts and sets). Both approaches have been used for bore layout optimization.
In order to compare Pareto fronts with respect to their quality, various scalarization methods –
so called metrics – have been introduced. For a well founded comparison see e.g. [vV99, CS03].
Metrics help to calculate a quality measure in the objective space of a Pareto front with respect
to a given reference point, a known best Pareto front or a relative measure between two Pareto
fronts, although the definition of the quality is not unique. Of course good approximations of the
true Pareto front and well spread solutions are desired. Often the true Pareto front is not known.
Only best solutions found so far may be at hand. Furthermore, practically obtained solution sets
are discrete in nature. Metrics have to be able to cover all these multiobjective problems and
to be as intuitive as possible. A technique that matches many of these issues is the attainment
surfaces method [Kno02]. A variant of this method is the MMBBH-measure [MMBBH04]. This
method has been used to assign a distribution measure and an approximation measure to one value
which is needed for the comparison of algorithms. The solution sets for the comparison may come
from different MOEAs, or the same MOEA with different parameter settings. This value was
necessary for the application in the univariate design of experiments as used here to meta-optimize
the MOEA parameter settings.

Statistical Design and Analysis
The model of a physical or technical system is generally only an approximation of reality. It has to
cover certain properties and should help interpreting aspects of reality. Uncertainty, over-adaptation
and generalization abilities are conflicting properties in the modeling and design of experiments
that are necessary for verification. Some models can also be used for extrapolation in time, space
or contexts, but most of them are restricted to a certain area of interest and use data sets as a
basis to describe input-output relations. Usually only a restricted number of data is available,
some data is missing or sparse, or the data contains errors or noise. In general, the design of
adequate models is a very difficult task. This is especially true for the optimization in real-world
applications because often no models, i.e. no mathematical functions, exist at all. The selection of
the data for the assessment of a model is also non trivial in general, because its adequate amount
and distribution depends on the model and on the availability of the data.
A well established method for the analysis and optimization of problems, especially when the
number of available data is low, is the statistical design of experiments. Design of experiments
(DoE) methods need a minimum of data. The results can be used to derive functional dependencies
between parameters and target values, and so support optimization purposes as well [WJ99]. Grid
design plans have the disadvantage that the number of experiments grow strongly exponential with
the number of dimensions of the parameter space. One-factor-at-a-time approaches are very popular
but they do not allow to make statements about the interactions between parameters [WJ99]. Full
factorial design plans use two or three parameters per dimension, fractional factorial design plans
need even less experiments and allow to characterize factor interactions and optimization. The
standard DoE models are linear or quadratic. Planar linear models, i.e. models without factor
interactions, are used for screening. This means that in problems with high numbers of factors
(parameters) the most relevant are filtered with respect to the influence on the responses (scalar
outcome). In that phase Plackett-Burman design plans are used that can be calculated by systematic
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schemes [Mon01]. In the modeling phase a linear model with interactions is used to describe
interdependencies between factors, i.e. factors can influence each other multiplicatively. After the
screening phase, DoE modeling only utilizes the relevant factors because the design plans are a
little more expensive. Here factorial design plans are used that also follow schemes listed in the
literature [Mon01]. Central composite design plans are typical for optimization [WJ99]. In the
optimization phase of DoE, a quadratic model is used to fit the measured data via regression since
this type of supposed dependency can be solved efficiently. Algorithms such as the conjugate
gradients method are frequently successful.
Design and Analysis of Computer Experiments (DACE) [SWN03b] is a technique for the generation of design plans and evaluation of experiments with deterministic behavior and quantitative
character. The analysis of nominal factors, nondeterministic responses [BB05] and sequential
introduction of new design points (SPO) [MMLBB05] are current state of the art extensions that
improve this method.
DACE needs a space filling design. A typical plan is the latin hypercube design (LHD).
Compared with DoE, LHD generates similarly few design points. The points are spread on a grid
in a way that each column and line of the grid is occupied by one point only. Additionally, in
the experiments the points are distributed in a maximum space filling fashion in the search space.
The responses of the corresponding experiments following the LHD designs are interpolated by
Kriging [Wik06a]. Kriging introduces a correlation between the measured points and yields a
smooth interpolating response surface. The problem of noise in the responses can be solved by
boot strapping [MMLBB05].
SPO (sequential parameter optimization) introduces an easy to use and efficient way to improve
the design plans by iterative introduction of new design plans. New design points are set following
a minimum trade off principle that minimizes the uncertainty of a prediction error (global search)
and maximizes the local improvement to find better function values (local search) [SWJ98].
Starting from an optional DoE screening of the relevant factors, the first step in SPO is to perform
usual DACE calculations. The Kriging model in the DACE approach plays the role of a statistical
prediction tool. In the subsequent SPO iterations, only relatively few new points are introduced to
improve the model fit step by step. Compared to the number of points used during the first SPO
step, generally in the following steps only few (only 10 % had been necessary in our experiments)
new points are used.
The DACE/SPO technique is important when the number of fitness function evaluations has to
be small. This is especially true when the evaluations are expensive. This technique can also be
used for meta-optimization of EA parameters. Although the EA’s behavior is relatively invariant
against changes of the fitness functions, a tuning of the parameters can still help improving the
quality of the results with a statistical significance.

Results
The evolutionary optimization of the model temperature control designs of casting dies starts
with an initial definition of a set of possible solutions called a population. Each solution called
individual is a vector of vertices of a polyline modelling the cooling circuit and the respective bore
directions. The initial population contains values that are arbitrarily distributed in the volume of
the tool. In the beginning it is possible that the bores may penetrate the surface of the die. These
solutions have a relatively bad quality so these individuals are eliminated from the population
during the evolutionary process rather soon. The initial parameters such as the number of bores,
the geometric properties of the bores and the die, parameters that influence the optimization such
as the population size, the selection pressure and many more values can be tuned with a graphical
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user interface controlling the underlying long-running evolutionary computation process. Selected
bore designs can be visualized online during the run and can be modified interactively. The
system supports a re-evaluation of modified solutions in real time. This allows the user to watch
the optimization process and to tune the parameters of the simulation according to the individual
impression interactively. In the analysis standard die geometries were used. Alternatively the
system can import, visualize and analyze STL-CAD-geometries. Due to the modular structure of
the tool, the evaluation process can be linked to an evolution strategy or to other MOEA-tools.
The interfaces between the optimization strategy, the visualization and the evaluation module are
realized as an internet socket connection. Therefore, several system components can be exchanged
with respect to the respective aims of research.
The standard ES has been modified slightly. Numerical experiments showed that using
correlated mutations yield a slight improvement in the convergence properties. A significant
melioration of convergence probability towards good solutions was realized by introducing a
limited minimum step size that is declining slowly. This variation was useful because the standard
step size adaptation proved too fast for this application. An increase in the freedom of search, i.e
using relatively large step sizes, helps to avoid getting stuck in local minima that are typical for the
strongly restricted search space. Due to the fact that bores must not intersect each other, structures
can get into constellations that cannot be resolved with small geometric step sizes. Large step sizes
are an effective solution for this problem. Additionally the penalty functions for the intersection of
fixed geometric restrictions such as pillars etc. that must not be intersected by bores can increase
gradually in the simulation. This also improves the ability of the algorithm to explore the complete
search space.
Uncertainties about the preferences of the user toward different quality properties can be
modeled via a priori and a posteriori techniques. The ES approach aggregates the fitness functions
using a product of individual target functions using normalized fitness values. This method allows
to model fitness function interactions and helps to adapt the resulting scalar values according to
the (subjectively motivated) preferences of the user. In this approach the single objective evolution
strategy as described above has been used. This has the advantage that good initial parameter
settings of the ES can be chosen according to good experience. The behavior of the ES is
well known and the analysis of the optimization process can therefore be focused more on the
convergence behavior of the bore structures toward good solutions. The fast fitness evaluation of
the radiation approach is a necessary precondition for the efficient optimization using population
based techniques. FEM analyses in the ES loop have been tested but the long evaluation times
allowed only very small population sizes and few generations.
The Kit for Evolutionary Algorithms (KEA) contains current state of the art MOEA algorithms
such as the NSGA II and SPEA 2, as well as two multiobjective particle swarm algorithms for
treatment of multiobjective problems. KEA is written in Java and communicates via an internet
socket interface with the evaluation tool. It provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for choosing
between different MOEA algorithms and various fitness functions. The GUI also supports the
tuning of the MOEA parameters. The Pareto fronts of two criteria multiobjective functions can be
displayed online during an optimization run.
A typical optimization of the mold temperature control designs using the ES working on the
standard test problem of a spherical die takes about five minutes on a standard PC. The MOEA
optimizers are similarly fast. Of course in the MOEA approach not every Pareto-optimal solution
(i.e. bore structure) is displayed online during the run. Single solutions have to be selected from the
Pareto front (c.f. Fig. 3.3) by the user after the run and have to be displayed by the visualization
tool of the evaluator separately. Figure 3.3 also shows that the Pareto front is constituted by clearly
different domains defined by the number of bores. The general result is not unexpected: While
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Figure 3.3: 200 solutions for runs with 3, 4, and 5 bores using the aggregating approach with an
ES approximating a Pareto front. Inferior solutions relative to the pareto front with respect to the two
target functions are also displayed as they show the population’s remaining variation span in the target
functions space at a certain time of the respective evolutionary optimization run.
a larger number of bores will generally deliver better thermal performance it also causes more
costs. A smaller number of bores will be relatively cost efficient but is strongly outperformed with
respect to thermal efficiency by the other bore variants.
The MOEA optimizers are not limited to two criteria. The mold temperature control design
optimization typically uses four quality criteria (cooling distribution, cooling intensity, costs)
together with an aggregated value of the restrictions. Using a higher number of criteria than four
or five – actually more than twelve criteria are implemented – is not advisable due to practical
reasons. The Pareto front becomes much too complex to be analyzed by the human user even
though there is no principal upper bound for an interactive Pareto front display as shown in section
3.3. In the literature on realistic real-world applications a maximum of seven criteria is suggested
[CvVL02].
Looking at the test case’s geometric results of the bore designs for the half sphere die surface,
it is striking that a relatively high number of local optima appear. The solutions can be grouped to
clusters of designs with a similar structure (see Fig. 3.4). The structures between the clusters differ
significantly. This is an indication that the fitness landscape is multimodal. The average quality of
the results of each cluster also differ. Even for a human expert it is not easy to tell what structure
has a better quality than another. Therefore, the objective a posteriori evaluation is a valuable help
for the designer to compare designs and to learn more about efficient structures.
The application of the standard statistical design of experiments proved to be an adequate
technique to improve the strategy settings of the ES as well as of the MOEA, leading to superior
target function qualities, i.e. better approximations to the true weighted absolute optimum or the
Pareto front. The MOEA results have been compared using the MMBBH-measure [MMBBH04].
The meta-optimization using DoE assumes a quadratic behavior of the response values. In many
practical applications and also near the optimum this assumption is very useful and an optimum
can be found efficiently. Often an optimum lies on the border of the min-max-limits of the factors.
Then the area of interest should be shifted to a more promising region and the experiments have to
be repeated. Applying DoE to the ES and MOEA increased the quality of the results significantly,
i.e. the values of the measure qualities improved more than ten percent compared to results with
standard settings.
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Figure 3.4: Three design solutions (first row) using each three, four, and five bores. Alternative
solutions using the same number of bores (columns) and having similar cooling qualities are shown
in the corresponding second row. Alternative solutions with the same (scalar) fitness values emphasize
the fact that optimal designs of the cooling bores are generally not unique. Geometrically different
solutions with similar cooling values are indicators for a multimodal fitness landscape.

Figure 3.5: DACE response fitness landscapes (grayscale) and errors (contour lines) for the parameter
optimization of the ES. The best parameters are marked by a cross.
A more efficient approach to the design of experiments is provided by the DACE/SPO-method
[MMLBB05]. Although also here extrapolation is not allowed, a larger region of interest can
be scanned and modeled with free form surfaces (see Fig.3.5). The Kriging model shows very
intuitively the interdependencies between the parameter settings and their influence on the quality.
The strong stochastic character and the multimodal fitness function is a problem. DACE usually
needs a deterministic behavior of the responses. The evolutionary algorithms generate a spectrum
of results for the same parameter setting. The distribution of the experimental results can be
handled efficiently with a boot strapping method. The number of experiments per parameter
setting can be kept surprisingly small, although the variance of the results is quite high. The
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boot strapping method generates single representative response values that were used in the DACE
model as deterministic responses. The number of additional new design points that are used to
improve the DACE model in the SPO step is also quite small. Therefore, the DACE/SPO technique
is very efficient and supports an intuitive interpretation due to the flexible Kriging visualization.
Near quadratic dependencies between the parameters are displayed for the spherical test design
problem. In DoE only quadratic hypotheses can be confirmed or rejected. The application of the
DACE/SPO technique to the mold temperature control design optimization algorithm improved the
EA results significantly.

Summary
The mold temperature design optimization problem shows a high structural complexity, the fitness
functions are multimodal, complexly restricted, high dimensional and multiobjective and the
uncertainty about the users preferences make the search for good solutions extremely difficult.
An adequate geometric modeling as well as the objective modeling of qualitative and quantitative
quality criteria is an important precondition for realistic real-world optimization. This problem is
even more challenging when the evaluation of the criteria is time consuming and many evaluations
have to be performed.
The modeling of the fitness functions follows an approximation of the real temperature flow
evaluation using a radiation technique and the modeling of practical heuristics. The multiobjective
optimization is performed via evolutionary algorithms. Different techniques such as scalarization
and Pareto dominance were applied alternatively to provide different solution methods to the user.
Speed, visualization and interactive optimization are important issues for real-applications. The
systematic improvement and verification of the results have been done using statistical approaches
such as classical design of experiments and modern DACE/SPO methods.
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Treatment structures in intensity modulated radiotherapy
Karl-Heinz Küfer

Radiotherapy is, besides surgery, the most important treatment option in clinical oncology. It is
used with both curative and palliative intention, either solely or in combination with surgery and
chemotherapy. The vast majority of all radiotherapy patients is treated with high energetic photon
beams. In this technique, the radiation is produced by a linear accelerator and delivered to the
patient by several beams coming from different directions (see figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: The irradiation gantry moves around the couch on which the patient lies. The couch
position may also be changed to alter the beam directions.

In conventional conformal radiation therapy, only the outer shape of each beam can be smoothly
adapted to the individual target volume. The intensity of the radiation throughout the beam’s cross
section is uniform or only modified by the use of pre-fabricated wedge filters. This, however,
limits the possibilities to fit the shape of the resulting dose distribution in the tissue to the shape of
the tumor, especially in the case of irregularly shaped non-convex targets like para-spinal tumors,
prostate carcinoma located close to the rectum, or head-neck tumors in the proximity of the parotid
glands and the spinal chord.
A significant advance in treating such difficult cases was the development of intensity modulated
radiation therapy (IMRT) where the intensities on the cross-section of a beam can be varied. Using
multi-leaf collimators (MLCs) (see figure 3.7), the intensity is modulated by uncovering parts of
the beam only for individually chosen opening times and covering the rest of the beam opening by
the collimator leaves. This permits shaping highly irregular dose distributions in the target volume.
An IMRT plan is physically characterized by the beam arrangement given by the angle of the
couch relative to the gantry and the rotation angle of the gantry itself, and by the intensities on
each beam. The treatment aim is - as a pragmatic definition - to deliver sufficient radiation to
the tumor while sparing as much of the healthy tissue as possible. A major challenge in IMRT
planning is to cope with these fuzzy goals and demands.
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Figure 3.7: A Multileaf Collimator (MLC). The square opening in the center of the machine is partially covered by leafs, each of which can be individually moved. (picture from [SM01])

Concerning the beam arrangement, in most cases a concentric irradiation geometry is chosen:
the beams meet in one iso-center as depicted in figure 3.8. Additionally, the beams are generally
chosen to lie in the same plane, as positioning the couch to realize a full 3D geometry increases

Figure 3.8: Beam directions in a concentric irradiation geometry with an equiangular setup
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treatment time substantially. Since the mathematical formulation of the planning problem including
the irradiation geometry poses a much more difficult problem description1 , the beam directions are
usually fixed manually. In most cases, there are fewer than 10 beams and often they are arranged
in equiangular distance around the patient.
The remaining planning parameters - the description of the intensity modulations of the
individual beams - may now be determined by mathematical optimization procedures. However,
the choice of an appropriate objective function to optimize presents one of the biggest hurdles
in formulating a mathematical optimization problem for IMRT planning. Many quality measures
for a treatment plan based on different approaches have been proposed by medical physicists and
oncologists. Common to all measures is that they are based on the distribution of the realized dose
in the patient’s body.

(a) The lines depict the dose distribution
in the body

(b) The same distribution as in (a) with a
more detailed resolution - the original picture shows different colors for each level
of dose

Figure 3.9: Visualization of the dose distribution in one of more than 100 CT-slices of a patient

Some measures typically used are, for example, the average dosages received by organs and
tumor volumes. Often variations from ideal reference doses are measured. Yet another function
is the variance around the mean dose in the target. Structurally, these commonly used quality
measures are descriptive and comparable for the planner.
In most clinical cases, one or two objective functions are specified for the clinically relevant
structures. This way, a multi-criteria formulation of the planning problem arises naturally. The
quest for a solution that has a single optimal quality score is thus extended to a search for solutions
that are Pareto optimal or efficient. An efficient treatment plan has the property that none of the
individual criteria can be improved while at least maintaining the levels of the others. In our
context, given a Pareto optimal treatment plan, lowering the dose in one organ can only be achieved
if the dose in the tumor is also lowered, or at least one more organ receives a higher dose, for
example. In general, there is a multitude of such solutions to any given multi-criteria optimization
problem. We refer to all efficient solutions as the Pareto set.
The subjective nature of IMRT planning is in part due to the specific choice of objective
functions by a treating oncologist. A different planner may prefer similar but different quality
measures for a given case. Since all quality indicators in IMRT planning are designed to achieve
the same fuzzy goal - allowing control over the spread of the tumor - they measure more or less
similar effects. It may therefore safely be assumed that the quality measures are correlated with
each other: good plans under one objective function are also good plans with respect to another
1

This problem is not convex and hence can not be guaranteed to be solved exactly in reasonable time.
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objective function. In other words, a Pareto set obtained using one specific set of quality measures
is most likely not altered too much if a different set of correlated quality indicators were used.
This diminishes to some extent the severity of the fuzzy environment IMRT planning is situated
in. As long as the planner uses quality indicators that correlate with commonly agreed on sensible
measures, it is most likely that the treatment plans he obtains are of high clinical quality.
The software MIRA (Multi-criteria Interactive Radiotherapy planning Assistant) developed
by the Fraunhofer institute for industrial mathematics (ITWM) in Kaiserslautern is designed to
calculate Pareto sets and, more importantly, provides an interactive environment to select an
efficient plan that is according to the notions of the oncologist. The latter is the implementation
of a support system for a highly complex decision problem. Detecting planning possibilities
and physical limitations in a database of efficient solutions while considering multiple clinical
preferences at the same time is a very challenging task.
The optimization algorithms implemented in MIRA calculate a database of Pareto optimal
treatment plans that cover a clinically meaningful range. As soon as the decision-maker has
selected some quality measures, MIRA begins with the calculation of solutions. A high number
of criteria leads to a relatively large Pareto set. Since this set is continuous, the possibility of
displaying the infinitely many solutions is not an option. To still select a treatment from the
Pareto set, it suffices to approximate the set appropriately. For this a so-called planning horizon
is determined to exclude clinically irreleveant solutions. The Pareto set will contain a lot of plans
where the trade-off between overdosage in the organs and a specific dose in the tumor will be too
high to consider. MIRA deploys extreme compromises as corner points for the planning horizon in
the Pareto set. They are the compromise of all possible combinations of the objective functions.
The idea and its mathematical consequences are described in more detail in [KMS+ 05].
After this planning region has been marked, individual solutions are placed between the extreme
compromises to approximate the Pareto set in more detail. Calculating an extreme compromise
or another solution from the Pareto set requires solving a high dimensional optimization problem.
Specialized optimization routines developed at the ITWM enable efficient calculations and creation
of the databases in reasonable time. The strategy called the adaptive clustering method solves
a sequence of approximate problems, which iteratively converge to the original problem. The
solution of each previous problem is used to adaptively refine the approximation. The method is
explained more fully in [SKM+ 04].
After the calculation of a database of treatment plans, the interaction with the decision-maker
begins. MIRA has an interface called the Navigator (see figure 3.10) which enables the user to
explore the Pareto set using visual controls. All user interaction with the Navigator are internally
translated as optimization problems on the Pareto set and solved in real-time (see figure 3.11). This
allows a smooth interaction with MIRA and explains the names “assistant” and “Navigator”.
The star on the left hand side is composed of axes for the different quality indicators. The
objective functions associated with the organs at risk are combined into a radar plot, whereas the
functions associated with tumor volumes are shown as separate axes. The interval on the axes
corresponds to the range of values contained in the database for the individual objective functions.
The white polygon marks the indicator function values for the currently selected plan. The shaded
area represents the planning horizon.
The interaction with MIRA is characterized by two fundamental mechanisms which are patented
for the use in IMRT planning by the ITWM:
- restriction, to alter the planning horizon, and
- selection, to alter the current solution.
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Figure 3.10: The Navigator. The star on the left hand side shows the planning horizon and the current
solution. On the right the dose visualization and other statistics for the current solution are shown.
Restriction allows the user to set the bounds of the planning region in both directions: to narrow
it and to expand it. Unwanted parts of the Pareto set can be excluded from planning this way.
The planning horizon displays a valuable piece of information for the decision-maker: the inner
boundary close to the center of the star represents the highest ambition in an individual objective
the user may have, while the outer boundary depicts the absolute highest “cost” in a criterion that
has to be paid to improve another objective.
The line representing the currently selected plan has handles at each intersection with an axis
and triangles for the tumor related axes. Both can be grabbed with the mouse and moved to carry
out the selection mechanism. Internally, optimization routines ensure that the changes in the other
objectives are at a minimum. This enables the greatest possible control over the navigation through
the Pareto set: MIRA tries to change the current solution only in the direction the decision-maker
wants it to.
The right hand side of the screen displays the corresponding plans concurrently. It is the
visualization of the dose distribution parallel to the interaction with the Navigator that conveys the
possibilities and limitations in a clinical case.
Several optimization problems are solved each second to allow a smooth interaction with the
user. The sensitivity of the quality measures that are not actively changed to the objective that is
currently altered is shown by the magnitude of the changes in the current solution while the handle
is pulled. If small changes in one quality measure lead to rather large changes in some other
criterion, the objective functions are particularly sensitive to each other in the region around the
current solution. The decision-maker gathers a lot of insight and feeling for the clinical case using
this valuable information and is thus able to accurately determine the trade-offs involved with each
treatment plan.
We now demonstrate a small planning example for a head-neck case. These are typically
difficult to plan, since the primary tumor can be located anywhere in the naso- and oropharyngeal
area, and regularly the lymphatic nodal stations have to be irradiated because they are at risk of
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Figure 3.11: A conceptional view on the functionality of the Navigator: while the user changes the
current solution, the “distance” of the current solution on the surface to the point represented by a star
is minimized. The line connecting the stars shows the path the user has dragged in the navigation by
moving a slider. This is where the users would like the solution to be. The shaded region depicts the
planning region on which the path casts a “shadow”. The coordinates of this shadow are displayed in
the Navigator.
containing microscopic tumor spread. This results in big, irregular shaped target volumes with
several organs at risk nearby.
The salivary glands are such organs at risk that are quite radio-sensitive. The tolerance dose of
the biggest salivary gland, the parotid gland, is approximately a mean dose of 26 Gy. The goal
should be to spare at least one of the parotid glands. Otherwise the patient might suffer from
xerostomia (a completely dry mouth) which can significantly reduce the quality of life. Other
normal structures that have to be considered are (depending on the specific case) e.g. the brain
stem, the spinal cord, the esophagus and the lungs.
The objective functions to two tumor volumes are the homogeneity of the dose around a
specified mean. The axes of the star depict objective function values of the spinal chord,
unclassified tissue, parotid glands, the left eye, the right eye and the brain stem. Now the
interactive part of the planning process begins. The required compromises between the selected
objectives can be evaluated by pulling the handles as described above. A first intuitive feel for the
possibilities in the case is developed this way.
While the user alters the solution, the Pareto set and its dose distributions are explored in real
time. MIRA also provides a locking mechanism for an organ. The user can fix a value on an axis,
which will henceforth not be breached unless the lock is removed. All treatment plans that score
worse than the fixed values are excluded from the planning region. This effect can be seen by the
reduced planning horizon in 3.12(b).
Complex planning scenarios can be interactively explored in this manner and the best clinical
treatment can be found within shortest time.
The design of the Navigator and the functionality of MIRA are targeted to spare the user
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(a) Navigator at the beginning of the planning process

(b) The Navigator after some restrictions have been made — note the significant
difference in the remaining planning domain.

Figure 3.12: The Navigator for the head and neck case
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from mathematical formulations of optimization problems, and rather provide clinically descriptive
information that is easy to interpret by experts. These aspects play a decisive role in acceptance of
MIRA among treatment planners.
MIRA and the navigator present a tremendous opportunity for improvement of the planning
workflow in hospitals all over the world. The graphical user interface for navigating a complex
solution set and the flexibility in modeling provided by MIRA also facilitate interaction between
physicians and medical physicists during the planning stage.
All optimization processes in commercially available planning packages for IMRT are based on
mixing the objective functions if they even provide the opportunity for adding more than one. No
currently available software provides multi-criteria decision support to the extent that MIRA can
realize.
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Structures of decision: Experiences with a multicriterial decision support by an interactive program
P. Roosen and K.-H. Küfer

How do ’uneducated, ordinary people’ tackle multi-criterial decision making? What strategies do
they pursue to ’obtain what they want’? Professionals regularly and explicitly dealing with these
kind of problems know several methods of approach, each of those being thoroughly investigated
and assessed with respect of their predications and limitations (cf. section 2.5.3). In spite of the
frequency of such problems also in everyday life this knowledge is not widely spread, though, so
it is interesting to investigate whether non-professionals can make use of a support tool oriented
towards this decision domain. The general idea is that the last resort of objectivity is the Pareto
set of a given problem, so its display will yield the best possible decision support with respect to a
self-restrained potential influencing of the decider by the tool provider.
While most practical problems present more than two target qualities to be optimized there is
no static presentation tool that would provide a intelligible, ideally printable, selection display for
the decider to work on. Therefore a computer-based tool was created to support interactive, visual
pareto set testing. As the principal display mode is based on a star plot, the system was called
’Pareto Star’ accordingly. Its applicability is not limited to pure pareto sets, though, as in practical
applications there is not necessarily a sharp distinction of important decision criteria vs. irrelevant
ones. Instead, a kind of continuous transition of criteria more or less crucial for the decision is
frequently observed.
The designed decision support system is not a tool to identify a pareto set — it requires the
existence of a database of realizable solutions with their individual target function values. There
are cases, though, that exhibit continuous settings or operation modes and hence a dense pareto
set of an unlimited number of members exists. So no distinct, objectively chosen points in target
function space can be provided. However, small changes in the relative trade-off target settings
usually do not make large differences in the eyes of the decider. So it suffices to identify sensible
representants of the originally dense Pareto set and present them as individual target function (and
accordingly configuration parameter) combinations in the selection tool.
As a practical test bed the selection of an handheld GPS receiver was chosen. There are several
practical selection criteria, and no all-purpose device serving the whole range of private navigation
tasks exist. So the potential buyer is confronted with the selection problem, being an ubiquitous
obstacle when scanning respective electronic discussion fora for answers and opinions. The tool
devised as decision support is implemented as a web service, extendable to almost arbitrary
multi-criterial decision problems. It operates on three basic tables, implemented by means of a
database system: i) the list of potentially interesting criteria, ii) the list of available devices, and
iii) the cross-combination table of their individual characteristics.
For the given decision domain there are about 20 parameters potentially relevant to different
usages. Those may be as different as navigating a sensible automotive way in the streets, with
upcoming traffic jam information being considered in a dynamic re-routing along the way, and
trying to find small treasury caches somewhere in nature as recreative outdoor activity [Gro05]. As
the respective items tend to be relatively costly (ranges in autumn 2005 between about 200 and
1000 EUR) many users try to cover different application domains by choosing just one device,
sensibly supporting potentially conflicting usage scenarios. This in turn individualizes the target
function weighting to an always new set.
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Decision support tool setup
The decision support system was set up as a (German) web service, to reach widely distributed
people as best as possible. It was placed on a non-commercial, topic related website of one of the
authors with sufficient traffic to be found by chance. Additionally it was announced in various fora
concerned with recreational GPS use, to attract the largest number of people possible. As there is
no chance of forwarding a detailed usage manual to the casual visitor, the entry page was set up
as such (fig. 3.13).

Figure 3.13: Introductory page for the ’Pareto Star’ GPS handheld receiver selection aid. A small
explanation of the usage is given.
In a very brief explanation the user is informed how to choose his favorite target values and
how to maneuver in the star plot. Finally a hint is given that the resulting list of complying
receivers is available via the central number in the star, indicating how much of the basically
available devices are still left.
Starting the application by clicking the appropriate link (“Los geht’s”) leads to the personal
criteria definition page (fig. 3.14). Here the user is requested to select at least three criteria that
he regards as important. For every criterion a short information box, shortly explaining what is
evaluated and which possible values can appear for it, pops up if the user moves his mouse pointer
on its name. After pressing the ’Aktualisieren’ (update) button the first star plot is presented
(fig. 3.15).
The axes of the plot are directed so that the better values always lie in the center of the star.
(Non-orderable properties, like housing colors or geometries, cannot be handled within the scope
of the tool presently.) The different colors of the plot areas indicate different things. On any
axis there are transitions from light blue to yellow to red to white. The transition from light blue
to yellow indicates an individually set limit of acceptance (see below) that the user tolerates for
that criterion. Without any prior interaction that limit is automatically set to the lowest value the
respective axis can display for the given set of choices. The consecuting yellow part on any axis
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Figure 3.14: When entering the GPS receiver selection aid the user is asked for his personally most
important properties of the devices. A small step-by-step guide is presented to help him starting. By
clicking on the blinking ’?!?’ he obtains information on the background of the service.

Figure 3.15: After entering at least three personally relevant criteria. In this example the five criteria
’waypoints per route’, ’track points’, ’display size’, ’accumulator runtime’ and ’price’ were chosen.
indicates the range of values that is not covered by the choices’ list, without being limited by a
user’s action though.
The red part on the axis is the range that the real properties of the discussed GPS devices cover.
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As the display represents all devices not excluded by an individual acceptance limit, only the range
for the whole set, not the individual properties of the devices, are displayed. The premise here is
that the decider should concentrate on his basic individual demands, not on the concrete criteria of
the devices.
The white range on any axis finally indicates a range that is not or no more accessible, either
due to generally limited performance in the whole set of choices, or to a limitation that was defined
for other criteria by the decider.
In the center of the star plot there is a thick blue number. It displays the number of choices
left when the Pareto Star system honors the limitations set by the decider. For the GPS handheld
devices there is an unlimited number of 34. The definition of a personal acceptance limit for any
criterion selected beforehand will reduce the count of remaining devices respectively. The limits
of the other target functions will change as well, both for the lower and the upper bound of the
red range, as is evident when investigating the principally counteracting physical properties of
(largest possible) display size and (smallest possible) device weight. Specifying a low value for
the maximally accepted weight will reduce the maximum available screen sizes of the remaining
items.
The point and click procedure on the accepted values, representing immediately the preferences
of the decision taker, is re-iterated for arbitrary axes until the number of remaining items is reduced
to a tolerable quantity, quite often around 5 to 8. During this process the decision seeker may as
well drop criteria from his selection or choose additional ones from the continuously displayed left
criteria list column. Choosing an additional one will initialize another axis without a set boundary
value, but obeying limitations on its criterion range imposed by set limitations on other criteria.
After that the central number should be clicked to obtain a simple table of those devices, listing all
their criteria properties (fig. 3.16).

Figure 3.16: Display of the properties’ list of the remaining items, after reducing their number via
the interaction with the star diagram. A combined image is shown because the computer screen is not
large enough to contain the table as a whole.
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Besides the potential display of the criteria description popups there are additional functions
and bits of information in this list. First of all it may be sorted in ascending or descending order
for any criterion by clicking on the respective small arrows on the left of the criterion’s name. This
supports the notion that usually there is a dominant criteron (mostly: the price) even if a multitude
of relevant ones has been selected before.
Secondly the columns of the list are colored differently. Green columns indicate pareto-optimal
items with respect to the criteria set and the individual accepted ranges settings of the decision
seeker. It must be stressed that this pareto set is highly individual, as a change in the criteria
list or alternative thresholds of acceptance may significantly change it. Colums colored white
& blue indicate that the respective item is not a pareto set member but still complies with the
imposed limits. In each non-pareto column the dominating devices are shown at the bottom of the
table (row ’dominierende Geräte’), so the decider can immediately compare them with each other.
The reason to include the non-pareto optimal devices in the list is the lack of a practical sharp
distinction between relevant and irrelevant criteria in the selection process. Even if a criterion has
not been included into the interactive Pareto Star selection that does not indicate that it’s value is
completely irrelevant. If, for a given device, such a factor becomes very favorable while the chosen
’important’ ones strongly resemble each other, it may as well serve as a secondary, hierarchically
less stringent decision argument. This leads to a discussion on parity and hierarchy of optimization
goals and will be revived in a later section.

Usage analysis
The decision support system was designed in order to monitor ’uneducated’ users’ reactions on
the availability of an individually determined pareto set filtering system since this kind of decision
domain is ubiquitous in normal life. To attract a sufficient number of users the tool was placed
on a well-frequented web site dealing with the application of smaller GPS devices. By means of
small introductory notes it was announced on several related web-based fora.
On the web site itself a visually quite dominant teaser (red, bold and blinking ’?!?’ click field,
placed directly next to the main display refresh button) was placed to motivate users to express
direct responses. If a user clicks it he becomes a short note on the background of the tool and
a text entry field to submit his impressions on the tool. In addition to those (rather few) direct
responses the usage of the system was monitored by analyzing the server log files over an interval
of about 3.5 months.
About 30 direct responses were received. Half of them just helped correct some faulty decision
data on the ever-so-changing specifications of the individual receivers (due to frequent firmware
revisions that the manufacturers provide for their customers). Those responses indicated that the
users observed the provided data with thorough scrutiny and were eager to clean up the data base
in the sense of a community effort. The other half stated that they thought the tool really helped
deciding on a device to be bought. Some of those responders remarked, though, that they already
bought their devices prior to finding the decision support tool. The retrospection of their purchase
decision was mixed: Some stated they might have decided otherwise if they had known about the
Pareto Star beforehand, some reported an affirmation of their stomach based former decision. No
response discussed the tool and the method by itself, though. Obviously the content aspect was too
dominant to focus on the methodology.
In order to obtain more of those methodological data the server log file have been analyzed.
Due to the setup of the service as LAMP system (containing the components Linux, Apache, PHP,
MySQL) and the input data submission mostly via the http GET method most of the user settings
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with respect to choice and number of criteria could be reconstructed (table 3.1). The total number
of 2600 visitors should provide an adequate sample size to consider the data as trustworthy.
Number of visitors (total)
−→ number per day
Star interactions per visit
Result table requests per visit
Mean number of criteria chosen for the star diagram

2600
24
2.7
1.8
5.5

Table 3.1: Statistical access values for the Pareto Star decision support system for GPS handheld
receivers.
The anticipated essence of the tool — the toying with the star diagram — was used rather
sparsely with the averaged 2.7 interactions per visit. Here a definitely larger number was
anticipated. There is an explanation, however, in the supposition that the users tend to be somewhat
result-oriented (in the sense that they want to decide on a concrete device) and that the playing
around with the tool did not satisfy their immediate curiosity just which devices were still in the
race and which had already been left behind.
Another point may be the non-familiarity of the users with the density distribution of the
individual criteria. If a scale indicates that a large range of values is available it does not show that
perhaps 95 % of the devices are clumped in a (possibly non-favorable) small part of the span. This
soon leads to rather sparse result lists. The average number of less than two result table requests
per visit once again shows that the users do not tend to play with the tool, but instead are very
target-oriented. After receiving a result table they rather seldom reiterate the star plot selection
process with changed criteria settings.
This in turn may be interpreted as result of economizing the selection process in the sense of a
frugal decision method: The users seem to obtain a convincing final selection list by just focusing
on the first result table. The fact that usually familiar brands and types are listed will enhance that
notion, once again supported by the Bounded Rationality view of typical human selection methods,
here ’take the best known’.
These interpretations, derived from the average system’s usage, do not hold for some very eager
users who indeed played around quite intensely with the tool, reaching well above ten or fifteen
interactions with the star diagram and a respective number of result lists.

Real-world applications
The developers presented the tool to several hardware and service providers in very different application domains, like used automobiles reselling, real estate brokerage, recreational accomodation
services, or last minute flight ticketing. In almost every discussion the tool was honored as a very
interesting method of information retrieval and assessment. Nevertheless the tool was not used
for a respective innovative information preparation because a conflict of interests was regularly
perceived. This may well be explained by discussing a potential application in the automotive
reselling business.
For an internet-based vehicle reseller the usual business model is to provide a presentation
platform for an arbitrary number of private vendors that publish their offers on it. For larger sites
well above a million vehicles are offered at a given time. So even if the list size of criteria usually
deemed relevant is estimated to five or six there are lots of offers not nearly approaching pareto
optimality in the sense of the potential purchasers. If the trade platform offers a method to easily
identify the most interesting ones in the sense of constructing a pareto front, most offers would
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never (or at least only very rarely) be shown. Vendors intending to use the platform would turn
away from using it. This in turn conflicts the business model of the web site provider who would
be the one to offer the additional pareto set filtering service — hence the aversion to put such
a tool to work. It may be guessed that most potential vendors have a certain kind of qualitative
notion about the competitiveness of their offers, so the availability of a selection tool would shy
them away to other platforms not offering it.
This situation holds for most points of electronic sales, therefore it is not to be expected
that this methodology of multi-criterial decision support will find its penetration into a broader
usage. More promising fields of application are areas where all participating players do have a
sincere interest in an objective target criteria assessment. One of them is presumably the consumer
consulting service that does not earn its money by selling items but with offering the best possible
objectivity in consumer information requests.

3.3.1

Refinement of the selection tool

The experiences with the usage behaviour led to the conclusion to redesign the tool. It should both
familiarize people with a multi-criterial selection process support and better meet their expectations
with respect to their desire to obtain almost immediate practical suggestions. The new ’Pareto Star’
system is consequently not a star plot diagram any more, but rather a semi-hierarchical table of bar
charts with similar, but enhanced colorization ranges relative to the existing implementation.
While the final result table display will not be changed very much, the multi-criterial selection
process is significantly changed towards a faster ’real results’ display, partially implying a partially
hierarchical expectation concept. Starting with an empty list of selection-relevant criteria the user
will be asked to choose a first criterion (fig. 3.17).

Figure 3.17: New multi-criterial decision support system with instantaneous semi-hierarchical result
display. (The visual appearance of the interface itself represents an intermediate development phase.)
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After selection of one or several personally relevant criteria the result bars (fig. 3.17, left side)
display a differentiated colorization (see below). A set of adequate receivers is presented on the
right side of the interaction window, being background-colored in light orange to display a Pareto
set membership as in the older version of the Pareto star system final result table.
The order of parameter bars on the left side is treated hierarchically, with the importance of the
criteria decreasing from top to bottom. Accordingly the order of actual receiver displays is sorted
in a strictly hierarchical way. Receivers exhibiting identical settings for the most important goal
are sorted by the second important one and so on. In case of an additionally chosen criterion the
list on the right is resorted accordingly. It is as well possible to switch places and hence the order
of importance for the selected target criteria, with a respective effect on the order of the actual
receiver display.
The graphical bars describing the single criteria contain additional information relative to the
Pareto Star. Favourable settings are always on the right side of the bars, so the user will tend
to click into the bar to limit the respective value with increasing rigidity from left to right. His
personal limit is indicated by a thick black vertical bar in the horizontal criterion distribution,
with the chosen value being displayed on top of it. On the left of that marker there is a white
background. On the right usually a light green range is situated, indicating an interval that does not
contain items with respective values. A light blue range follows, hinting towards actually available
items. Contrary to the Pareto Star an additional background colored range follows: The red section
indicates the interval of target value settings that will lead to a complete emptiness of the receiver
list. This range is influenced by the user’s limit settings in other criteria, due to the fact that those
restrict the available choice in others.
In the former Pareto star system the user did not receive information about the density and
distribution of the criteria values independent of his personal choices. Therefore an additional
piece of information was introduced in the new hierarchical system: Small black dots in the center
of the horizontal bar indicate the actually available values in the underlying database.
In the end the user will choose to display the resulting items table that is presented in a similar
fashion as in the presently available Pareto Star system.
Finally, the new system contains visual procedures to work on discrete and unsortable list
criteria. Usually there are values that cannot be ordered by their values, like the color of a car
body, or the selection of edge shapes for a chair or a desk. Here the user will be able to define his
or her personal preferences, with the displayed order of potential values reordered upon each new
change of choice, separating the desired ones from the undesired. As soon as this selection system
is in a stable condition it will replace the present Pareto Star, and its availability will be announced
once again in the respective fora to attract new users.
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Molecular Biology: RNA Structure Optimization on Large
Neutral Networks
Peter Schuster

Structure formation in biology is basic to life and at the same time the prototype for molecular
complexity. Folding biopolymers into stable structures is visualized as an optimization process
that commonly follows the criterion of minimizing free energy. Function in nature is designed and
optimized by evolution, which can be understood – in form of the Darwinian mechanism – as an
optimization of a cost function. In natural ecosystems, in particular when they are free of human
intervention, the cost function for evolution is called fitness and measures the mean number of
fertile progeny in the next generation. The Darwinian mechanism operates in populations with a
dispersion of fitness values: Each variant with a fitness larger than average will be present more
frequently in future generations whereas the frequencies of all variants with fitness values below
average will decrease. Fitness counts offspring only and does not deal with the complexity of the
objects, which are optimized. Hence, the rules for Darwinian evolution are the same whether we
are dealing with molecules, with organisms, with groups of individuals or with any other variable
object.
Optimization of molecular properties by means of evolutionary methods based on variation and
selection (SELEX)2 is an established technique in biotechnology. Out of all classes of biomolecules
ribonucleic acids (RNA) (figure 3.18)are best suited for the evolutionary design of products with
predefined properties, because they can be easily amplified either directly by replication or via
reverse transcription (RNA→DNA), DNA amplification, and transcription (DNA→RNA). The latter
three step process is often applied because DNA amplification is easily achieved by means of the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). In addition, RNA molecules have a richer repertoire of functions
than their DNA analogues. Various classes of RNA molecules with specific properties have been
produced by evolutionary techniques. We mention here three examples: (i) Molecules that bind
specifically and with high affinity to targets called aptamers [Klu06], (ii) molecules that catalyze
biochemical and chemical reactions called ribozymes [WS99], and (iii) molecules that have more
than one long lived structure called riboswitches [WB03, VRMG04]. Aptamers in particular
those with high specificities and affinities are very useful tools for highly specific detection of
the presence of their target molecules and are used for analytical and diagnostic purposes (For
an example of an aptamer discriminating between the two closely related molecules caffeine and
theophylline see e.g. [JGPP94]). Ribozymes were discovered first in nature and later on produced
in the laboratory through modification of RNA molecules by variation and selection. Alternatively
they were also evolved from molecules with random sequences. The repertoire of chemical
reactions, which are known to be catalyzed by ribozymes is incredibly rich. Riboswitches, finally,
are RNA molecules with two or more long-lived (meta)stable3 conformations. RNA switches may
be self-regulated or the conformational change may be triggered by a small molecule binding to
the RNA. In nature the small molecules are often metabolites, which regulate the pathway leading
to them through inactivating translation via a conformational change in the messenger-RNA.

2

SELEX stands for selection by exponential amplification [ES90, TG90].
Metastable states are local minima of the conformational energy surface. They have a characteristic life time that is
determined by the height of the barrier connecting the state with a conformation of lower free energy. RNA molecules
having a long-lived metastable state in addition to the minimum free energy conformation are commonly called selfregulated RNA switches.
3
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The Darwinian mechanism
Optimization in the sense of Charles Darwin as laid down in his seminal book on the origin of
species [Dar59] is a universal phenomenon taking place in populations. It can be casted into the
interplay of three processes:
(i) multiplication, in particular reproduction of organisms or replication of molecules,
(ii) variation in the form of mutation or recombination, and
(iii) selection as a consequence of limited resources providing upper bounds to population sizes.
Since the conditions sustaining these three processes can be fulfilled likewise by polynucleotide
molecules in cell-free assays, cells or multicellular organisms, evolution in the sense of Darwin
occurs in populations of very simple as well as well as very complex objects. Multiplication,
variation, and selection take place in specific environments to which the populations adapt through
a Darwinian process. Studying evolution is commonly complicated by two problems: (i) The times
required for selection and adaptation in populations of higher organisms that have generation times
from weeks to years are too long for direct observations, and (ii) changing environments make
the situation very complex. This is particularly true for evolution in nature were sometimes large
numbers of species evolve together or coevolve in the same ecosystem.
Encoded information on the reproduction of individuals is stored in the genotype4 being a
DNA or RNA molecule. The genotype is unfolded to yield the phenotype which is imagined
best as the fully developed individual in its appearance and with all its functions and properties.
Success and efficiency of evolutionary optimization are based on different roles played by genotype
and phenotype. Variation operates on the genome (figure 3.19) whereas selection operates on
phenotypes exclusively. What counts in the selection process is the number of (viable and fertile)
offspring in the next generation. This quantity is the fitness, f . In nature, and particularly for
higher organisms, fitness is a highly complex function of the phenotype and the environment,
which also includes the other organisms living in the same ecosystem. All species evolve together,
co-evolution superimposes its dynamics upon selection and populations may never reach their
optimal states. Evolution experiments were conceived for constant environments that reduce this
complexity. In test-tube evolution of RNA molecules further simplification is possible: Genotype
and phenotype are different properties of the same molecular species – sequence and structure,
respectively – and fitness can be reduced to an (over-all) rate parameter under suitable conditions.
The dichotomy of genotype and phenotype is fundamental for the success of Darwinian
optimization. It introduces a random element into the evolutionary process since variation of the
genotype and evaluation of the phenotype are uncorrelated.5 In other words a mutation does not
occur more frequently because its phenotype has a selective advantage. Similarly the random
element is indispensable for the Metropolis search method since it enables the algorithm to scan
the entire solution space.

Evolution in the laboratory
In order to render the evolutionary process easier intelligible optimization has been studied under
simplified and controlled conditions. Three examples are mentioned here: (i) Bacterial evolution
4

In molecular genetics the genotype is called the genome.
Mutations are often considered as random. This is not entirely correct since an individual mutation step is a chemical
reaction as correct replication is. Small rate parameters are common for mutations and then the occurrence of a particular
mutation falls into the domain of stochastic events.
5
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Figure 3.18: Basic mechanisms of RNA replication. RNA replication commonly follows a complementary mechanism: A double-helical (plus-minus) duplex is synthesized from a (single) plus strand
by making use of the complementarity of Watson-Crick base pairs. The critical step in replication is
the separation of the duplex into two single strands because long double helical stretches are bound
strongly. Then dissociation of double strands requires raising of temperature. In RNA evolution experiments separation into single strand is fulfilled by the replicase that prevents the formation of long
double helical stretches by separating them into the two singe strands that form their own structures.
[ECL96, PSM+ 99, EL03], (ii) an example of arms race in virus evolution [WWB05] and (iii)
evolution of RNA molecules in serial transfer and automated evolution machine experiments
[Spi71, MPS67, BG97, SE97]. The principle known as serial transfer is the same in both types of
experiments: Growth medium6 is prepared and infected, either with bacteria or with suitable RNA
molecules. Then, reproduction starts instantaneously and after a defined time interval (∆t) during
which the population has grown to a certain size a small fraction of the sample is transferred into
fresh growth medium. The procedure is repeated and continued until evolutionary phenomena can
be detected. In the experiment with bacteria a transfer was made every day and the series runs
now over more than twenty years already. In RNA test tube evolution the number of transfers is
typically around one hundred.
Bacterial evolution is dealing with whole cells whose genotype is a DNA molecule with a few
million digits called nucleotides taken from a four letter alphabet, A = {A, C, G, T}, and attached
to a one-dimensional periodic 2’-deoxyribose-phosphate backbone. The phenotype is the bacterial
cell with its highly complex structures and functions. Two results obtained in the experiments
carried out with Escherichia coli bacteria in the laboratory of Richard Lenski are important for
the comparison with the evolution of molecules: (i) Changes in the phenotype occur stepwise
6

The medium is either a nutrient for bacteria, agar-agar for example, or a solution containing everything that is needed
for replication.
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Figure 3.19: Basic mechanisms of sequence variation. The upper part of the figure sketches three
classes of mutations: (i) A point mutations where a single digit is changed and the sequence length
remains constant, (ii) an insertion where part of the sequence is replicated twice, and (iii) a deletion
where part of the sequence is not replicated. In the lower part we show a case of symmetric recombination between two sequences of equal lengths leading to two new sequences both with the same
number of nucleotides. Asymmetric recombination (not shown) leads to sequences of different chain
lengths.
and not gradual [ECL96]. The phenotypic changes concern, for example, the size of the bacteria,
which increases in steps under the laboratory conditions. The larger variants reproduce faster and
grow out the smaller ones. (ii) Changes in the DNA sequence caused by point mutations being
single digit exchanges progress continuously in the sense that the rate of change is a constant
[PSM+ 99]. A strong indication for adaptation to the conditions of the serial transfer was derived
recently: Parallel experiments were carried out in twelve populations or clones that were recorded
over 20 000 generations [CRL03]. Comparison with the ancestors showed characteristic changes
in gene expression data7 but roughly the same increase in fitness. Eight out of the twelve parallel
experiments revealed mutations in one key regulatory gene. On the genomic level, however, no
two point mutations were identical.
Out of many experiments that have been performed on viruses one recent study performed
in the laboratory of James Bull is remarkable [WWB05], because it provides a laboratory case
study on co-evolution of attack and defense mechanisms in the sense of arms race. A population
of DNA bacteriophages φX174 has been grown for 180 days in a suspension of Escherichia coli
bacteria corresponding to 13 000 phage generations. This phage has a small genome of 5 386
nucleotides, which is only one thousandth part of the genome of the bacterial host. Nevertheless,
the phage parasite is able to cope with the evolving defense mechanism of the bacterial host.
This experiment is an excellent example of co-evolutions under laboratory conditions. The authors
identified mutations in the phage genome that increase its virulence. The arms race will continue
until one of the two partners reaches the end of its capacity to adapt.
7

In cells not all genes are active or expressed that means transcribed and translated into protein. Mutations in regulatory genes may lead to different activities of the corresponding regulatory proteins, which in turn modify the availability
of structural or metabolic genes.
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Evolution of RNA molecules in the test tube was studied first by Sol Spiegelman and his group
[MPS67]. The nucleotide sequences of RNA molecules are the genotypes. In particular, they are
strings built from the four letter alphabet, A = {A, C, G, U},8 attached to a backbone that is almost
the same as in the case of DNA. The lengths of RNA molecules with functions in nature genotypes
vary from between twenty to about thirty thousand. Small interfering RNAs with regulatory
functions are commonly twenty to thirty nucleotides long, artificially selected small aptamers have
about the same lengths, and RNA molecules with catalytic functions derived through selection
experiments have chain lengths from one hundred to several hundreds [WS99, Jäs01, Klu06]. RNA
genomes in nature range from several hundred in viroids [FHM+ 06] up to thirty thousand in the
largest known RNA viruses [GEZS06].
The phenotype in evolution experiments with RNA molecules is the spatial structure of the
molecule, which is the carrier of all its functions and fitness relevant properties. In Spiegelman’s
experiments selection is optimizing replication rates, which are indeed the molecular equivalents
to fitness values. In this way these experiments correspond to natural selection where fecundity
and viability of offspring, subsumed together in the fitness values, are the only criteria for
survival. Darwin himself used the results of animal breeding and plant crossings as an important
support of his theory of evolution. In this case survival is not only a result of unguided fitness
because human intervention introduces new criteria into selection. The molecular counterpart of
animal breeding is directed evolution. It is carried out with the goal to optimize other properties
than replication rates. Such properties are, for example, binding affinities, catalytic efficiencies,
specificities, thermodynamic stability or robustness against mutation. Optimization following such
criteria requires a selection procedure that eliminates molecules, which do not fulfil the criteria set
by the experimenter.

The RNA model
In simple evolution experiments with RNA molecules genotype and phenotype are two different
properties of one and the same molecule: The genotype is the sequence, the phenotype is the
RNA structure with minimum free energy (mfe) and accordingly, unfolding of the phenotype is
encapsulated in structure formation under thermodynamic control. Figure 3.20 presents a sketch of
RNA structure formation, which occurs in two steps: (i) The single stranded molecules fold into
a secondary structure through forming double helical stacking regions (shown in color) through
base pair formation (Watson-Crick, G ≡ C and A = U as well as G − U pairs),9 and (ii) the
secondary structures fold into a full 3D structure on addition of two-valent cations [TLWK01].
RNA secondary structures have physical meaning as coarse grained versions of full structures.10
At the same time they are sufficiently simple combinatorial objects and allow for an equivalent
representation as a string of chain lengths n over an alphabet with three symbols C = { ( , ) , · }.
The parentheses denote base pairs and fulfill the common rules of mathematics, and the dots
symbolize unpaired bases. Accordingly, only a subset of all strings represents allowed structures,
since (i) the number of left-hand parentheses has to match exactly the number of right-hand
parentheses, and (ii) no parenthesis may be closed before it was opened (e.g., ‘·) · · · (·’ is an
invalid structure). The symbolic representation of secondary structures is particularly well suited
for investigations on sequence-structure relations (See figure 3.20). Algorithms for fast computation
8
Considering the chemical formulas of DNA and RNA, thymine (T) is a derivative of uracil (U); U compared to T
differs only by the lack of a methyl group in position 5. The backbone of RNA carries an additional hydroxy group in
position 2’ of the ribose moiety.
9
The number of lines between the two nucleotides is a measure for the strength of the interaction: GC>AU>GU.
10
Coarse graining of RNA structures can also be interpreted in terms of free energy contributions since the formation
of stacked base pairs is by far the largest stabilizing contribution to the total free energy of RNA structure formation.
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Figure 3.20: The structure of phenylalanyl-transfer RNA from yeast. The sequence containing
several modified nucleotides (D,M,Y,T,P) is shown on top. Under suitable conditions the sequence
folds into a cloverleaf structure (drawing in the middle) called secondary structure that consists of
rigid double helical parts and flexible loops and free ends. The secondary structure is equivalent to a
string representing base pairs as parentheses and single nucleotides as dots. Changes in conditions,
addition of Mg2⊕ cations, completes the rigid 3D-structure (For more details on RNA secondary
structures see [Sch06]).
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of RNA secondary structures are available [ZS81, Zuk89, HFS+ 94] (For an on the internet server
performing RNA folding see, e.g., [Hof03]).
The relation between genotypes and phenotypes is visualized as a mapping from a metric
space of genotypes onto a (metric) space of phenotypes (figure 3.21). The space of genotypes of
(A)
chain length n over an nucleotide alphabet A is denoted by Qn and defined as follows: Every
sequence of chain length n is a point in genotype or sequence space, and the distance between two
sequences is given by the Hamming distance11 dH (Xi , Xj ). In the RNA model the phenotypes are
the secondary structures, which are represented by points in phenotype or shape space Sn . Since
secondary structures are equivalent to strings over the three-letter alphabet C it is straightforward
to define a metric on shape space being, for example, the Hamming distance between the string
representations of structures, dH (Si , Sj ).
The mapping from RNA sequence space onto RNA shape space can be written as
Ψ : {Q(A)
n , dH (Xi , Xj )} ⇒ {Sn , dH (Si , Sj )}

or

Sk = Ψ(Xj ) , j = 1, 2, . . . , nk .

(3.3)

By choosing the mfe criterion for RNA structures the assignment of structures to sequences is
(A)
unique.12 The number of sequences over the natural alphabet, |Qn | = 4n , always exceeds the
number of structures, |Sn | < 3n , where ‘smaller’ indicates the restriction on acceptable strings
mentioned above. Accordingly, the mapping Ψ is many to one and not invertible. Sequences
folding into identical structures are neutral with respect to the map Ψ and give rise to neutral
networks. In the RNA model fitness is derived from structure as expressed by a mapping from
shape space into the real numbers
f : {Sn , dH (Si , Sj )} ⇒ R1

or fk = f (Sk ) .

(3.4)

Although the relation between structure and fitness, encapsulated in f (Sk ), is not (yet) accessible
by calculation, fitness values can be measured and obtained from plausible models. Different
structures may have the same fitness value giving rise to a kind of neutrality in evolution that is
superimposed upon the neutrality of sequence-structure map Ψ discussed before.

Modelling evolution
Simulation of RNA structure evolution provides detailed insights into the optimization process that
cannot be obtained by the currently available experimental techniques. An individual simulation
run monitors the search of a population of RNA molecules for a predefined target structure by
replication, mutation, and selection. The computer experiments simulate a flow reactor (figure 3.22),
in which the material consumed by the replication process is steadily replenished by an inflow of a
stock solution. The population size is regulated by the outflow of reaction mixture that compensates
the volume increase resulting from the inflow. The time development of the system is modelled
by coupled chemical reactions. Conventional chemical reaction kinetics is based on ordinary
differential equations (ODEs). Accordingly, conventional kinetics is unable to describe properly
processes at low concentrations, since it neglects fluctuations that are important at small particle
numbers. This is particularly important for evolutionary optimization, because every mutation
11
The Hamming distance between to end-to-end aligned sequences of equal length is the number of positions, in which
the two sequences have different digits.
12
The minimum free energies of RNA molecules will be almost always different provided the energy model has
sufficiently high resolution. Exceptions are symmetric conformations with palindromic sequences, which are rare and
which shall not be considered here.
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(A)

Figure 3.21: Sketch of the maps from genotype space Qn onto a space of phenotypes Sn and
further into real numbers. Mapping sequences into structures of minimal free energy, Ψ as defined
in equation (3.3), is many to one since for the natural nucleotide alphabets the number of sequences,
(A)
|Qn | = κn = 4n , exceeds the number of structures, |Sn | < 3n . Structures are evaluated by means of
the function fk = f (Sk ) (3.4). Here neutrality arises when f (Sj ) = f (Sk ) holds for certain structures.
The lower part of the figure highlights the part of the mapping concerning a single structure Sk . The
preimage of the structure in sequence space is converted into its neutral network – shown in dark blue
in the figure – by connecting all sequences of Hamming distance one.
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Figure 3.22: The flow reactor as a device for RNA structure optimization. The reactor maintains
off-equilibrium conditions by means of a flow, which supplies material for replication through inflow
of stock solution. Molecules produced in excess are removes from the reaction mixture through an
unspecific outflow. A population of N RNA molecules is subjected to replication and mutation.
Minimum free energy secondary structures are computed and evaluated by means of the function
f (Sk ) for all mutant sequences. The clover-leaf shaped yeast tRNAphe (grey shape in the reactor)
was chosen as target structure. Inputs of an evolution experiment in silico are the parameters (i)
population size N , (ii) chain length n of the RNA molecules, (iii) the mutation rate p, and (iv) the
initial population.
starts inevitably from a single copy. The model is therefore based on a stochastic process in
many variables that is simulated by means of a straightforward algorithm developed in the nineteen
seventies [Gil76, Gil77b, Gil77a]. In particular, the individual reactions are:
fi ·Qii

Xi −−−→ 2 Xi

correct replication ,

fi ·Qij

Xi −−−→ Xi + Xj

mutation , and

(3.5)

r

Xi −−−→ 0

dilution .

The indices ‘i’ and ‘j’ run over all molecular species in the reactor, fi represents the individual
replication rate parameters of the RNA molecule Xi , and the factors Qii and Qij are the relative
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frequencies of correct replication events and mutations, respectively. In the simplest mutation
model assuming uniform error rates p per site and replication the two frequency factors are:
Qii = (1 − p)n and Qij = (1 − p)n−dH (Xi ,Xj ) · pdH (Xi ,Xj ) for single point mutations. The replication
rate parameters are modelled such that the
 fitness increases with decreasing distance from target,
for example fi = 1/ α + dH (Si , ST )/n with ST being the target structure and α an empirical
parameter.
A simulation consists of building the average of a sufficiently large number of computed
individual optimization runs called trajectories.13 A single trajectory is shown in figure 3.23. In
this simulation a homogenous population consisting on N = 3000 molecules with the same random
sequence and the corresponding structure (S0 in figure 3.24) is chosen as initial condition. The
target structure (S44 in figure 3.24) is the well-known secondary structure of phenylalanyl-transfer
RNA (tRNAphe ) shown in figure 3.20. The mean distance to target of the population decreases
in steps until the target is reached [FSS89, FS98a, Sch03]. Individual (short) adaptive phases are
interrupted by long quasi-stationary epochs.
In order to reconstruct the optimization dynamics, a time ordered series of structures was
determined that leads from an initial structure S0 to the target structure ST . This series, called the
relay series [FS98b] is a uniquely defined and uninterrupted sequence of shapes. It is retrieved
through backtracking, that is in opposite direction from the final structure to the initial shape.
The procedure starts by highlighting the final structure and traces it back during its uninterrupted
presence in the flow reactor until the time of its first appearance. At this point we search for the
parent shape from which it descended by mutation. Now we record time and structure, highlight
the parent shape, and repeat the procedure. Recording further backwards yields a series of shapes
and times of first appearance which ultimately ends in the initial population.14 Usage of the relay
series and its theoretical background provides further insight into the evolutionary optimization
process, allows to define nearness of phenotypes in evolution, and yields the basis for classification
of transitions into minor and major events [FS98b, FS98a, SSWF01]. Figure 3.24 contains four
selected structures of a relay series: Besides the start and the target structure, S0 and S44 , we
show S9 being present for very long time in the relay series because there is no easy escape to a
nearby structure with shorter distance to target, and S21 , which is one step before the formation of
the cloverleaf through a major transition. Inspection of the relay series together with the sequence
record on the quasi-stationary plateaus provides hints for the distinction of two scenarios:
(i) The structure is constant and we observe neutral evolution caused by neutrality of the map Ψ
from sequences into structures. In particular, the numbers of neutral mutations accumulated on
plateaus are proportional to the number of replications in the population, and the evolution of the
population can be understood as a diffusion process on the corresponding neutral network [HSF96]
(See also next subsection and figure 3.23).
(ii) The process during the stationary epoch involves several structures with identical replication
rates and the relay series reflects a kind of random walk in the space of these neutral structures.
This case corresponds to neutrality in the map f from shapes into fitness values.
Both classes of neutrality give rise to neutral evolution in the sense of Kimura’s theory [Kim83].
The diffusion of the population on a neutral network or in a subspace of neutral structures is
illustrated by the plot in the middle of figure 3.23 that shows the width of the population as a
function of time [Sch03, GML+ 06]. The distribution of the population in sequence space broadens
during a quasi-stationary epoch and then sharpens almost instantaneously after a sequence was
13
In computer simulations different trajectories are obtained by repeating identical runs with different seeds of the
random number generator. These seeds determine the sequence of stochastic events.
14
It is important to stress two properties of relay series: (i) The same shape may appear two or more times in a given
relay series series. Then, it was extinct between two consecutive appearances. (ii) A relay series is not a genealogy which
is the full recording of parent-offspring relations a time-ordered series of genotypes.
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Figure 3.23: Variability in genotype space during punctuated evolution. Shown is a single trajectory of a simulation of RNA optimization towards a tRNAphe target with population size n = 3000
and mutation rate p = 0.001 per site and replication. The figure shows as functions of time: (i) the
distance to target averaged over the whole population, dH (Si , ST )(t) (black), (ii) the mean Hamming
distance within the population, dP (t) (blue, right ordinate), and (iii) the mean Hamming distance between the populations at time t and t + ∆t, dC (t, ∆t) (green)with a time increment of ∆t = 8 000.
The end of plateaus (vertical red lines) are characterized by a collapse in the width of the population
and a peak in the migration velocity corresponding to a jump in sequence space. The arrow indicates
a remarkably sharp peak of dC (t, 8 000) around Hamming distance 10 at the end of the second long
plateau (t ≈ 12.2 × 106 replications). In other words, every adaptive phase is accompanied by a
drastic reduction in genetic diversity, dP (t). The diversity increases during quasi-stationary epochs.
On the plateaus the center of the cloud migrates only at a speed of Hamming distance 0.125 per 1 000
replications.
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Figure 3.24: Intermediate structures of structure optimization in the flow reactor. We show the
initial structure S0 , structure S9 , which is characterized by a particularly long plateau in the trajectory,
structure S21 that is one step before the formation of the cloverleaf, and the target structure S44 .
created by mutation that allows for the start of a new adaptive phase in the optimization process.
The scenario at the end of plateaus corresponds to a bottle neck of evolution. The lower part of
the figure shows a plot of the migration rate or drift of the population center and confirms this
interpretation: The drift is almost always very slow unless the population center ‘jumps’ from one
point in sequence space to another point in sequence space where the sequence is located that
initiates the new adaptive phase. A closer look at the figure reveals the coincidence of the three
events: (i) beginning of a new adaptive phase, (ii) collapse-like narrowing of the population spread,
and (iii) jump-like migration of the population center.

Neutral networks
The graph derived from the subset of sequences that are neutral with respect to the mapping Ψ
through connection of all pairs of sequences with Hamming distance one is the neutral network.
The neutral subset also called the pre-image of S in sequence space is defined by
.
G[S] = ψ −1 (S) = {X|ψ(X) = S} .
(3.6)
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Figure 3.25: The sketch shows typical neutral networks of RNA structures. In the upper part we show
a network that is characteristic for a low degree of neutrality. It consists of many components and, if
random graph theory applies to the particular network, one component is much larger than the others
(‘giant component’). The lower part shows a network for a degree of neutrality above the connectivity
threshold, which is fully connected.

Global properties of neutral networks may be derived by means of random graph theory [Bol85].
The most important property of neutral networks is connectedness (figure 3.25), which is determined
by the degree of neutrality λ̄. In particular, λ̄ is defined and obtained by averaging the fraction of

(1)
(1)
neutral Hamming distance one neighbors, λX = nntr / n · (κ − 1) with nntr being the number of
neutral one-error neighbors and κ size of the nucleotide alphabet, over the whole network, G[S]:

λ̄[S] =

1
|G(S)|

X
X∈G[S]

λX .

(3.7)
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Connectedness of neutral networks is, among other properties, determined by the degree of
neutrality [RSS97]:
(
connected
if λ̄ > λcr
With probability one a network is
,
(3.8)
not connected if λ̄ < λcr
1

where λcr = 1 − κ− κ−1 . Computations yield λcr = 0.370 for the critical value in the natural
four letter alphabet. Random graph theory predicts a single largest component for non connected
networks, i.e. networks below threshold, that is commonly called the ‘giant component’. Real
neutral networks derived from RNA secondary structures may deviate from the prediction of
random graph theory in the sense that they have two or four equally sized largest components. This
deviation is readily explained by non-uniform distribution of the sequences belonging to G[Sk ] in
sequence space, which is caused by specific structural properties of Sk [GGS+ 96b, GGS+ 96a].
The existence of neutral networks is highly relevant for optimization on rugged landscapes15
As indicated in figure 3.26 adaptive walks minimizing cost function would soon end in a local
minimum. They are unlikely to reach the globally lowest point of the landscape. Depending
on population size smaller and narrow local peaks can be overcome by accumulation of mutants.
Higher and broader peaks, however, are unsurmountable obstacles for the optimization process.
Neutral networks change this situation drastically since the sequence corresponding to the lowest
point in one dimension is commonly surrounded by neutral sequences corresponding to points of
equal values of the cost function. As illustrated in the figure the population escapes from the trap
by performing a random walk in an orthogonal dimension.
Connectedness of neutral networks allows for migration of the population over large portions of
sequence space whereas neutral drift on disconnected random networks is confined to the individual
components. Simulations of optimization runs with nonnatural nucleotide alphabets that do not
sustain extensive neutral networks have shown that evolutionary optimization is indeed much more
difficult on sequence spaces that do not support connected neutral networks (For example on the
sequence space over the {G, C} alphabet [Sch03, Sch06]).
In figure 3.27 we present a sketch of evolutionary optimization on sequences spaces with
extended neutral networks. The population performs an adaptive downhill walk that is characterized
by relatively fast decrease of the cost function until it reaches a point in sequence space from
where no improvement is in reach by mutation. If this point is part of a neutral network the
population proceeds by spreading on the neutral set (See the broadening of the population in
figure 3.23). Neutral drift is slow compared to adaptive selection and takes place on a different
timescale. In case the population reaches a sequence that has sequences with lower const function
in its neighborhood a new adaptive phase may begin, which leads to a network with lower cost
function. The stepwise approach to target is continued until the population eventually reaches the
target or it stays confined to a neutral network from which no further improvement is possible.

Multiple optimization criteria
Structure is only one property of the phenotype of an RNA molecule. Other fitness relevant
properties are thermodynamic stability, stability against conformational change, stability against
mutation or existence of a second long lived conformation.16 The goal of an actual optimization
15
Rugged landscapes are characterized by large variation of the values of the cost function in the neighborhood of
almost all points. Landscapes derived from biopolymer structures are typically rugged.
16
Thermodynamic stability means low free energy of structure formation. Stability against conformational change is
tantamount to a large free energy gap between the minimum free energy structure and the first suboptimal conformation.
A structure is stable against mutation when the degree of neutrality, λ̄ is large.
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Figure 3.26: The influence of neutral networks on optimization. Adaptive walks minimizing a
cost functions on rugged landscapes soon end at a minor locally lowest point. The population size
determines the widths of clefts that can be bridged by accumulation of point mutations. Commonly,
this width is rather small (upper picture). The lower part shows the influence of neutral networks that
allow for ‘tunnelling’ beyond mountains through escape into another dimension where the network
extends. The magnifying insert illustrates the escape into an orthogonal dimension and shows how a
point that allows for further descent can be reached by a random walk on the neutral network.
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Figure 3.27: An optimization trajectory in RNA secondary structure space. A target structure is
approached in a stepwise procedure: Short periods of fast approach to the target are interrupted by
long quasi-stationary phases during which the trajectory performs extended random walks on neutral
networks. When a position is reached where a downhill path leads closer to the target, the trajectory
leaves the neutral networks and approaches the next one. Such a position corresponds to a ‘tunnel’ in
figure 3.26.
process may include several criteria for the molecule to be designed. Optimization according to
multiple criteria is straightforward when we can assign importance to them in hierarchical order
(figure 3.28).
In the design of catalytic RNA molecules with predefined functions it would make sense, for
example, to assign highest priority to structure in the first step. Next, thermodynamic stability
can be added as the second criterium for a search on the neutral net of the target structure and,
eventually, one could introduce the requirement of stability against conformational change as the
last property to be optimized. The result would be the most stable RNA sequence that forms
a predefined structure with the largest possible gap between ground state and first suboptimal
conformation.
Dropping or relaxing the hierarchical order of criteria leads to the well known problem in
simultaneous optimization according to multiple criteria: There need not be a unique solution and
one has to deal with a Pareto front or Pareto surface. For the properties of RNA molecules this
problem has been addressed recently [SF03]. In reality, independence of optimization criteria will
be the exception rather than the rule. Asking for the most stable molecule without the structural
constraint will almost certainly yield a sequence that does not fold into the desired structure. In
other words, molecules that form the right mfe structure will presumably have higher free energy
than the most stable molecule. Analogous considerations show that many other pairs of properties
do not allow for independent optimization. There is also a counterexample in the realm of RNA:
Efficient or fast kinetic folding and thermodynamic stability seem to form an almost independent
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Figure 3.28: Hierarchical optimization using neutral networks. The sketch shows optimization
according to three criteria. Criterion 1 defines a large neutral network that sets the stage for further
optimization. Here we assume criterion 1 to be most important or to have the highest waiting factor
in the cost function followed by the criteria 2 and 3. The procedure indicated leads to the global
optimum if and only if the three criteria are independent. Otherwise the procedure has to be iterated
and may lead to a Pareto front. An example from RNA structural biology is discussed in the text
where the three criteria are secondary structure, thermodynamic stability, and uniqueness of minimal
free energy conformation.
pair of properties [Sch06].

Applications of optimization on neutral networks
The occurrence of neutrality with respect to optimization is by no means restricted to a world of
RNA molecules. Other biopolymers – proteins, for example, show very similar degeneracy with
respect to the formation of coarse grained structures. Application of the concept of optimization
on neutral sets of solutions is straightforward.
A simple example for neutrality based optimization following hierarchically ordered criteria is
taken from a fictive hiring strategy. We assume a very large number of applicants from which one
person should be chosen. The first criterion obviously is qualification and usually a relatively large
subset of candidates fulfils this requirement equally well – we may consider these people as neutral
with respect to this criterion. The typical second criterion is the performance in an interview. A
third criterion could concern the personal skills of the applicant, which are useful for the work the
person is thought to do. If still more candidates are left, a very last criterion might be avoidance
of coincidence of names in order to be able to distinguish people more easily.
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Other cases that start from a large number of coarse grained, equally suited initial solutions,
which are split according to secondary or higher order criteria, are readily constructed. The
major question concerns the usefulness of the neutral network approach. Indeed, we could
optimize according to hierarchically ordered criteria without knowing about solution spaces and
neutral networks. In case independent information is available on the nature and the structure
of the corresponding neutral networks in sequence space, it is straightforward to derive optimal
population sizes, hints on nature and optimal frequencies of variations. Point mutations are suitable
on relatively dense neutral networks whereas insertions and deletions may be required in case
of sparse networks with many components. Similarly, we would be able to answer the question
whether recombination is useful or not.
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Optimal Structures of Residential Heating Systems
Peter Roosen

Problem definition and scope
Developing innovative space heating concepts necessitates consideration of various factors influencing the pragmatic target function ‘warm, comfortable housing space’. Additional goals of the
individual user must be considered, e.g. the accepted energy consumption, the costs conjoined
with that, the flexibility of utilization, and many more. Besides the purely technical development
of a respective heating system it is thus necessary to identify a suitable application niche relative
to already established systems: It is not to be expected that a new design will outperform existing
ones in every respect. There are many application profiles and boundary conditions for the requested space heating demands. Prior to an extensive development of a novel solution the primary
advantages need to be identified.
For every heating system there are several configuration parameters (such as area proportions,
insulation thicknesses, temperature levels, operation control concepts) exhibiting specific effects
on the usually contradicting pragmatic target functions, such as overall costs, cosiness, primary
energy consumption etc. . The targets are affected differently, depending on the foreseen usage
scenarios (such as constant vs. episodic usage of a flat, modulating usage of a utility building vs.
stochastic usage of an event hall), clothing habits (strict business dress code vs. casual wear) and
unchangeable parameters for a given building such as the window area ratio. Therefore the optimal
system configuration has to be determined individually with respect to the potential relative target
function contributions.
Varying the relative target function weighting and monitoring resulting major system parameter
changes, such as a switching of the basic heating system type, yields a notion on decision stability.
A stable decision in this sense is a constant selection of one certain system type even in the light
of slightly changing subjective target function weightings.
The method of choice in this paper for identifying dominant and stable ranges of a heating
system is the pareto optimiziation. The set of optimal solutions for two or more partial targets, the
pareto set, is determined, covering all possible relative weightings of the considered partial targets.
Due to the fact that the individual target function value is calculated independently from any other
and not traded against them there is no need to fix an a-priori weighting. Instead, the targets are
pursued simultaneously and independently.
In the scope of this exemplary study the following target values:
• a comfort measure
• the primary energy consumption
for the simulated space heating variants:
• gas fired floor heating
• gas fired wall radiator heating
• dynamic electric wall heating
are considered. The analysis is carried out for three usage scenarios and a floor area of 78 m2 :
• Continuously used flat (living room, sleeping room, kitchen, hall) with differentiated usage
profiles and respective heat gains in the different rooms,
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• same flat with same relative usage profiles, but pure weekend usage (Friday from 18:00 h to
Sunday 18:00 h),
• open-plan office with same ground area, 15 computer work places and flexitime usage
(workstart in the interval 7:30 h to 8:30 h, combined with respective distributed work end in
the afternoon).
The diversity of usages and the respective inner gains with their varying amounts and temporal
distributions will show the differences in heating systems performance and their selective advantages
for those tasks.

Simulation and Optimization
The aim of the reported work was to identify effects of specific usage scenarios and boundary
conditions on the achievable optimality of a heating system with respect to the target functions
‘energy consumption’ and ‘comfort’. The desire to obtain significance for practical purposes led
to the conclusion that the underlying system simulation should be as realistic as possible. Several
energetic simulation systems, each of them cumulating several ten years of development times,
are generally suitable for this purpose. A re-implementation of such a simulation core is usually
prohibitive due to the complexity of such a task. Taking an existing complete simulation package
usually leads to the fact, though, that there is no possibility to interact with inner structures
of the simulative calculations from the outside, via the user interface. It is rather necessary to
treat the simulation package as a whole as a kind of ‘black-box’ performer that may respond to
parameterized simulation task definitions with its specific way of result response. The response,
typically made available in the form of files, has to be scanned and parsed for significant target
function information by the optimization procedure.
The simulation system E NERGY P LUS (e+ ) [Dep03b], provided by the US Department of
Energy, seems especially suitable for optimizing the energetic and comfort behaviour of residential
space heating systems. It combines a very great detailedness of simulatable effects with a relatively
simple system specification language in input files that may be artifically created and/or modified
by a custom optimization module. A simulation task may be invoked by a command line call,
referencing a respective pure ASCII input file of some 200 to 300 kB in size. The input file
containes the individual settings of (a part of) the building to be simulated, such as geometries,
geographic orientation, wall structures, usage profiles, efficiency values for heating devices and
such. They are defined by comma-separated lists depending in their structures on precursory
keywords, relating to each other. Simulations are performed for real weather data sets defined with
respect to temperature, humidity, and irradition data for numerous cities of the world. Consequently,
solar irradiation gains through windows are considered in detail, with their geographic orientation
being taken into account. We chose a weather data set of Düsseldorf/Germany for the optimization
calculations documented below.
Some configuration parameters, while being just simple numbers to the optimizer module,
require a somewhat detailed intermediate treatment for their transfer into simulation module. As an
example, the shift in an onset time of a heater needs to be reformulated into a completely rewritten
24 hours scheme in order to make e+ recognize the change. For this task the macro preprocessor
m4 [Sei00] was used. It creates the actual simulation input file with valid 24 h schemata by
changing a template containing respective macros.
Upon request e+ creates very detailed load profiles, energy flux reports etc., and also timeresolved comfort calculations according to the Fanger model [Dep03a] that are written into
respective output files. In order to provide the optimization module with the necessary scalar target
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function values for each previously defined system setting the output files have to be pre-processed
in an appropriate fashion. For this task a Python script was put to work.
The Fanger Comfort Model and its Adaptation for Optimization Purposes
The Fanger comfort definition, being one of the most commonly adopted, is based on the six factors
air temperature, humidity, air speed, mean radiant temperature (MRT), metabolic rate and clothing
levels. (For an elaborate, in-depth discussion on Fanger’s and other comfort models see [RdD97])
Fanger’s model is based upon an energy analysis that takes into account all the modes of energy
loss from the body, including: the convection and radiant heat loss from the outer surface of the
clothing, the heat loss by water vapor diffusion through the skin, the heat loss by evaporation of
sweat from the skin surface, the latent and dry respiration heat loss and the heat transfer from the
skin to the outer surface of the clothing. The model assumes that the person is thermally at steady
state with his environment. It was derived from experiments with American college age persons
exposed to a uniform environment. The comfort equation establishes the relationship among the
mentioned environment variables, clothing type and activity levels.
However, the equation only gives information on how to reach the optimal thermal comfort
by combining the variables involved. Therefore, it is not directly suitable to ascertain the thermal
sensation (in terms of discomfort) of a certain person in an arbitrary climate where the variables do
not satisfy the equation. Fanger used the heat balance equation to predict a value for the degree of
sensation using his own experimental data and other published data for any combination of activity
level, clothing value and the four thermal environmental parameters.
Even though the comfort model is based on objective thermodynamical interdependencies
there is a substantial influence of subjectivity to the experimentally observed results (see also
section 2.5.4). Accordingly test persons disagree to a limited extend on the experienced comfort,
necessitating a statistical approach to represent their sensation as an averaged value. Therefore
the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) was defined that is expected to arise from averaging the
thermal sensation vote of a large group of people in a given environment. The PMV is a
complex mathematical expression involving activity, clothing and the four environmental parameters
(see [Dep03a]).
The thermal sensation/discomfort is expressed as an index value, derived from the commonly
used seven point psycho-physical ASHRAE scale, as summarized in Table 3.2. A PMV between
-1 to 1 is regarded as the comfort zone.
Sensation
ASHRAE scaling
Fanger PMV values

Hot
1
-3

Warm
2
-2

Slightly warm
3
-1

Neutral
4
0

Slightly cool
5
1

Cool
6
2

Cold
7
3

Table 3.2: Thermal sensation PMV scale after Fanger, using a seven point psycho-physical ASHRAE
scale
The interpretation of the Fanger PMV comfort value provided by e+ needs some additional
comments. In contrast to the discrete model originally devised by Fanger the comfort value
returned by the simulator is a continuous one. But the general idea is preserved by modeling
coldness discomfort notions as negative, hotness discomforts as positive values. In order to attribute
comfort values to heating system configurations the hour-wise and room-resolved absolute Fanger
values — in the sense of a directionless deviation from the optimal sensation — are averaged
after weighting them with the number of inhabitants present in each one-hour period. Hence
the goal of the optimization process is to strive for a positive bound value of zero as comfort
measure. Unavoidable periods of overheating during summertime limit the lower bound of it
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to values well above zero, though, as the investigated spaces are only equipped with heating,
not climatization devices. Underheating and overheating periods in unpopulated rooms do not
contribute to discomfort as there is no person present to notice it.
The inhabitants’ comfort assessment is closely coupled with their (simulated) clothing thickness.
Changes in the range from light summer casual wear to thick winter pullovers yield significant
differences in valuation of otherwise identical thermal environment conditions. For practical
purposes it is therefore not sensible to assume constant clothing conditions: It is definitely more
realistic to assume the typical dynamical behaviour of the inhabitants to partially undress or add
pieces of clothing within the respective socially controlled limits if slight notions of discomfort are
experienced. Such an adaptive clothing schema is not feasible in e+ , though. Here a fixed hourly
schema for a clothing thickness is to be provided.
To achieve a practically realistic statement a calculational trick has been implemented. The
number of inhabitants of every room is halved, with one half being clad as light as possible
and the other half as thick as possible, referring to the socially accepted clothing rules under the
given circumstances. As the ideal comfort value is zero, a change in the sign of the Fanger value
for the two halves is taken as an indicator that there exists a clothing thickness in the foreseen
range providing maximum comfort. Accordingly, for that interval the practical comfort target
function value is set to zero, designating the optimal one in the positive definite range of comfort
assessment absolute values. If the signs of both halves are same, either the thinnest clothing is still
to warm or the thickest is still not warm enough to obtain the maximum comfort. In that case the
lowest absolute value will be taken as target value, assuming that the inhabitants will adopt their
clothing to the nearest socially acceptable level. The latter changes significantly in context with
the simulated scenario: The variation span for private living conditions is definitely larger than the
one for the bureau business condition.
Optimizer adaptation
Since the simulator’s internal organisation and the functional structure of the target function in
its dependence on the available configuration parameters remain hidden to the user’s scrutiny,
the optimization module that is to cooperate with the simulator should react as insensitively as
possible against non-differentiabilities and unsteadiness. Therefore a custom developed evolutionary
optimization system was put to work [Roo99]. It provides a dynamic list population management,
a Pareto set oriented multicriterial assessment schema and could quite simply be parallelized with
respect to the invoked simulator runs by using the PVM system [PVM, GS92]. This simple
parallel execution of up to seven simulation runs on separate TCP/IP network coupled computers
was sufficient in the context of the given task as is shown in Fig. 3.29. Without changing the

Figure 3.29: CPU load curves of four of the cluster of seven computers working in parallel. The dead
times of individual units appear statistically during the closure runs of each generation, recognizable
as small dips in the respective activity displays.
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relatively inflexible generation paradigm the dead times imposed by idling processors at the end
of a generation’s simulation runs do not add up and reduce the overall calculational speed too
much: The ratio 1/2 · CP U count/individual per generation, representing the statistical idle time
per generation, is simply too small. The calculation time of one simulation run is typically about
40 sec (simulator machines’ performance category: Celeron 1 GHz). Accordingly the speed loss
due to necessary information transfer times was negligible for the less than 1 kB communication
requirements per simulation invocation. Even when using more powerful processors the described
concept will still be favourable and applicable without larger performance losses.

Heating system comparison for different usage scenarios
All scenarios were optimized for the same basic boundary conditions of floor area and geographic
orientation. Furtheron it is assumed that identical usage profiles apply for adjacent units above
and below the calculated one, so no net heat transfer is calculated via floor and ceiling. The
residential units are simulated as four zone models (see Fig. 3.30: living room, sleeping room,
kitchen, hallway without heating). The bureau is rendered as one zone (open-plan office).
no thermal
coupling

Sleeping
room

North

SZONE

Common hallway,
next appartment

Kitchen
Hall etc.

KZONE

RZONE

Living room
WZONE

Height: 2,50 m
Heatings: only in sleeping room,
living room and kitchen
All walls except the ones to the common
and private hallways are outside walls

Figure 3.30: Structure of the residential units, both continuous usage and weekend use scenario.
There is no heat exchange via floor, ceiling, and adiabatic walls to next flat on same floor.
According to the different usage profiles some hourly scenarios were introduced: The forced
venting by outside air (‘infiltration’) was significantly reduced in times of absence. The temperature
level was accordingly adapted for bureau (Mo – Fr) and weekend flat (Fr – Su) usage. The
temperature settings for nightly drawdowns were applied during the other times.
Since the different heating systems exhibit very different heating dynamics — with the
floor based heating being known as exceptionally slow — different pre-heating times have been
introduced as optimizable parameters. So competitive comfort values can be reached, possibly
conjoined with significantly increased energetic inputs, though.
The following configuration parameters were set free to be changed by the optimizer within
reasonable limits:
Technical section
Thickness of inner walls. This value describes the the thickness of the walls between adjacent
rooms inside the calculation region. Since massive walls act as heat buffers this value has
direct influence on the temperature characteristics resulting from short-term stochastic heat
flux changes (solar irradiation through windows, ventilation events).
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Thickness of wall insulation. The outer face of the facade is equipped with a respective heat
insulation, interpreted as a polyurethane layer.
Maximum heating power. This value limits the energy output of the heating system, limiting the
energy consumption as well influencing the comfort.
Heat transfer coefficient of the radiators. This value only exists for hydraulically operated heating systems and describes the heat transfer coefficients for the individually simulated rooms.
In the case of floor heating the numerical value describes the total length of heating tubes
which, for a specified width of the tubing, is a direct representative of the heat transfer
coefficient.
Performance relating section
Temperature settings (regarded as constant heating control system targets over the whole simulated period)
Daytime temperatures in individual rooms. Temperature targets of living room and kitchen (together) and sleeping room (separate) are specified. The hallway is only passively heated
by its energetic coupling to the other rooms. Living room/kitchen presets are interpreted as
setting for the bureau one zone modelling.
Nighttime temperatures in individual rooms. Same specifications as for daytime temperatures,
but given for the drawdown times. Same treatment in the one zone model, like with daytime
temperatures.
Begin of daytime operation. This is, like the other temperature settings, interpreted as time of day
at which the heating is switched to daytime operation; living room and kitchen.
Stop of daytime operation. Time of day when nighttime operation starts.
Preheating period. This period denominates the advance switch-on interval for the weekend usage
simulation, to achieve a sufficient comfort level at the time of personal presences.
Absence temperature. Prevention of freezing and the required preheating period upon arrival is
influenced by this temperature being set during times of absence.
So all scenarios contain at least 10 configuration parameters that are subject to optimization.
Continuously inhabited flat. The continuously inhabited flat accomodates a varying number of
people. Following the assumption that the sleeping room is practically uninhabited during daytime,
while the kitchen and the living room is not used during night time, there are periods of potential
temperature lowering and hence energy consumption reduction without loss of comfort. Depending
on the characteristics of the heating supply the rooms react differently if one tries to put this saving
potential to work. The simulation periods contain two weeks per season.
First of all, Fig. 3.31 shows clearly differing Pareto fronts for the individual systems. Each
colored ‘curve’ in reality consists of numerous individual points, each representing a certain
parameterized set of design variables. A same coloring designates a same basic heating type,
with no further indication of the settings of the other configuration parameters. Along a front
they change quasi-continuously, producing a visual envelope of the relative tradeoff of comfort vs.
primary energy consumption.
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Figure 3.31: Comparison of the Pareto fronts of three space heating systems with respect to comfort
and primary energy consumption, under the condition of a continuous but differentiated usage of the
available rooms. For discussion see text.
To aid curve interpretation the EDDH curve (red) shall be discussed in short. On it, we may
observe a point with a comfort value (Fanger PMV) of 0.2 and a energy consumption of approx.
8000 kWh/a. According to the optimization results there is no attainable EDDH configuration
within the bounds of the configuration parameters that would yield both a better Fanger value and
a smaller energy consumption. If we wish to reduce the energy input we must accept an inferior
(and hence higher) Fanger value, leading us upwards to the left to the next red point with it’s
respective configuration parameter settings as potential candidate. Accordingly, there is a tradeoff
curve for each basic heating design. Due to the different dynamic responses of the basic designs
their curves may well penetrate each other, indicating that at the intersection point another design
takes the lead in the global, combined Pareto front.
While floor heating and EDDH develop continuously bent curves the radiator heating seems to
exhibit only piecewise steady ones that strongly jumps at a Fanger value of about 1. This jump
coincides with error messages of the simulator that indicate a stability problem of the respective
simulator runs. Those cannot be detected by the optimizer evaluator, though. The very small
energy inputs observed in that range of the Pareto front indicate a non-converged mode of the
simulation. Therefore the wall radiator results should only be considered at Fanger values less than
one. The practically wrong results have been deliberately retained in the result display as they
should be taken as a pointer to a rather important issue in simulation-based numerical optimization:
The optimization process itself may drive the simulator into parametric regions where it defects
and delivers unreliable results without the tutoring human to notice it. So, in complex and unclear
situations additional inspection facilities beyond the pure target function values should be provided
to help the supervisor classify the conciseness of the calculated results.
Furtheron the figure shows two separate wall radiator optimization run result sets to highlight
the statistical behaviour of results. Both runs yield the ’ideal’ Pareto front in varying parts
and stay inferior in others. Here the phenomenon of optimizational stagnation is evident: with
evolutionary optimization there is no proof that the optimum really has been approximated.
Repeated optimizations are mandatory, and even then there is no security on how far the real
optimum frontier is still away, even if in most cases some asymptotic behaviour is likely.
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Apart from the technical aspects of optimizing simulation, the comparative result yields also
practical insights: In the continuously inhabited flat the unpopulated intervals in the different rooms
seem to be too short to introduce observable primary energy consumption effect from the rather
rapid and dynamically operating EDDH, or the wall radiation system in a reduced amount, relative
to slow floor heating appliance. Even though the EDDH end energy input (not shown in the
diagram) is less than those of the two competing systems, it is dominated by the more conventional
heating systems over the whole investigated range due to the conversion losses in the production
of the electrical energy (assumed effectivity of 40 %). The flat seems best to be kept on a kind
of quasi-static temperature level to reach the best possible tradeoff curve. The general, mean heat
losses through the outside walls and windows are not evened out by inner gains and dominate the
summed-up consumption picture.
Flat with weekend usage. The partitioning of the weekend flat is identical to the continuously
inhabited one. During its times of usage the same inner gains are assumed, but only from Friday
18:00 h to Sunday 18:00 h. During the rest of the week all temperatures are set to the nighttime
operation level, the forced ventilation is set to a very low rate, and no inner gains are assumed.
The comfort rating is performed as usual: The absolute Fanger value is weighted with number of
inhabitants. This leads in effect to a non-rating over the working-days part of the week. As the flat
may severely chill out just before the weekend inhabitance starts again a freely choosable preheat
time is provided to achieve sensible comfort values at the onset of each inhabitance period. This
preheat time is a parameter in the performed optimization, leading to both increased cosiness and
increased energy consumption and thus to a conflict in goals fulfillment.

Figure 3.32: Comparison of the Pareto fronts of three space heating systems with respect to comfort
and primary energy consumption, under the condition of a weekend usage. See text for discussion.
Since the few usage periods in the simulated observation times of the continuosly used room
systems would presumably lead to erroneous results the complete simulation time was raised to
200 days per year, again assuming the weather reference data of Düsseldorf, Germany, provided
by the e+ system. This adaptation yields a number of comfort-assessed days comparable with the
continuous usage situations. Nevertheless it is important to consider the intermediate, unpopulated
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days as well: Their settings influence both primary energy consumption and achievable comfort
levels during inhabited periods.
In the weekend usage mode the electro-dynamical direct space heating concept can show its
advantages: It takes a leading position in most parts of the Pareto tradeoff curve and surpasses
the radiator solution in any case. Only in the high-comfort (but accordingly also high energy
input) domain the floor heating concept is slightly superior. In the Pareto range around 1500 kW/a
most EDDH parameter sets show a very short preheat time prior to the 18 h arrival time of the
inhabitants (17 h and later). This suffices due to the small thermic masses that need to be warmed
up to obtain reasonable comfort values.

Bureau situation. Relatively large inner gains are are present in the bureau situation, assumed
with the same floor area as the residential usages: An occupation density of 15 computer workplaces
with the system switched on during normal bureau times is assumed. Accordingly a remarkable
(dis-)comfort baseline is observed in the Pareto sets of all heating concepts (Fig. 3.33). The heat
produced by inner gains cannot be eliminated during summer days since no climatization, but only
ventilation is assumed and simulated to preserve a certain level of comparativity. In addition, in
the bureau environment the clothing order is somewhat more restricted with respect to very light
clothing, leading also to a raised level of discomfort during hot summer days.

Figure 3.33: Comparison of the Pareto fronts of three space heating systems with respect to comfort
and primary energy consumption, under the condition of a bureau usage. See text for discussion.

The relative positioning of the heating systems is somewhat similar to the results for the
weekend used flat: While the floor heating concept dominates the range of high comfort (and high
energy consumption) the low energy input (and combined with that, the low comfort) range is
the domain of the EDDH. The radiator wall heating concepts exhibits an interesting distribution:
Its Pareto set mostly conincides with the dominated parts of the other two concepts, without ever
being a leader itself.
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Interpretation of results
The results allow some insights into the potential, but also the limitations, of space heating system
optimization. First of all, the anticipated outcome is confirmed. ‘There is no such thing as
a free lunch’ — or in other words: For each system in question one has to balance comfort
requirements with an appropriate (primary) energetical input, although the amount of the latter may
be systematically different across heat provision system types. Each heating system produces its
own Pareto front in the comfort vs. energy input plots.
There is no general leader system completely dominating other existing concepts. Depending on
the structure of the heating request — mainly continuous, intermediate with relatively long on/off
periods, or short periodic changes as three example situations — the advantages and disadvantages
of the supply systems become visible.
In a continuously populated residence the determining factor for primary energy consumption
is the heat loss through walls and windows that has to be balanced by almost steady heat input
during phases of cold weather. Here the overall conversion efficiency of the heat provision system
plays the most important role for the primary energy input calculation. Since the production of
the very high exergy carrier medium ‘electricity’ coincides with relatively high conversion losses,
this in turn leads to a general energetical inferiority of ohmic heat generation when same levels of
comfort are to be reached. In the continuously used flat there are no major dynamical effects the
highly adaptable electric heat production can utilize to lessen this general disadvantage.
The weekend use of a flat is almost a complete antithesis. Long chillout periods during the
absence of the residents lead to the necessity to heat up relatively large volumes of thermically
capacious, heat absorbing material. Here the established systems of radiators or floor heating need
long preheat times in order to get the living space itself sufficiently cozy. After the inhabitants once
again leave the flat, the heat energy mainly introduced into the building’s walls slowly dissipates
into the environment without any further benefit. Contrasting to this behaviour the EDDH system
mainly heats the space while leaving the surrounding walls mainly in their cold states during the
rather short usage periods. So the total input heat energy per weekend is significantly smaller than
with the other systems. This effect overbalances the conversion losses.
The slow start profile of the scenario, due to the slow crowding of the workplace according
to the simulated flexitime usage, once again seems to promote the relatively slow floor heating
system, at least for sufficiently high comfort levels. The dynamic effect that would presumingly
promote the EDDH seems not large enough to overcompensate the general electrical conversion
loss on the primary energy target function.
Although these results are quite convincing and can well be interpreted in terms of general
scientific concepts, they rely strongly on the modeling input flexibility of providing the simulation
model with practically relevant detailedness — and therefore on the effort in setting up the model.
Some of those issues shall be scrutinized in more detail in the next paragraphs.
One major aspect of an EDDH application is the very fast response of the comfort value on
any control action performed to the actual heat input into the room. This response is in the order
of minutes, while the simulation system will only yield reasonable comfort values on the basis
of 10 minute steps. A faint approximation is the assumption that each change in population of
the simulated space, and any change of inner gains, just coincides with full hours for which the
time schedules must be defined for the e+ simulator. A more detailed simulation would require
both many more time steps and a simulation system explicitly taking into account dynamic heat
distribution processes in the surrounding walls. This in turn would multiply the required simulation
time which was already at its limit for the available hardware.
e+ provides some automatisms for adapting the input heating energy into the room, as well
as for the venting in case of overheating etc. . Although these procedures are already quite
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elaborate with respect to realistic scenario modeling, it does not suffice to describe pragmatic
personal actions. Just to give some examples, what is not sufficiently described: i) When people
populate a flat the doors between rooms tend to be left open in case of rather similar temperature
distributions while they are usually closed more rapidly when temperature gradients occur. ii) The
comfort feeling in a surrounding with a temperature gradient — both in time and space — is not
covered, as the Fanger model does not support this boundary condition. Even if people feel slightly
uncomfortable due to a slightly too cold surrounding this feeling is somewhat compensated if the
surrounding tends to get warmer. iii) If there are different temperatures in different rooms a person
wandering frequently between them will have a sensation different compared to his stay in just one
of them. If a room is used only for short times (like some minutes in each case), but this rather
often, a discomfort value attributed to this room will be in practice less perceived in comparison to
a person staying in that environment for a longer time.
There is one additional aspect that cannot be covered even by the best possible situation-aware
modeling: The potentially changing room assignment in a given complete space. Exchanging
a bedroom against a living room, or splitting a large living room into smaller subsections that
become somewhat autonomous in their usages, changing cooking behaviour — such as switching
from conventional cooking with large inner heat gains to microwave ovens with almost no external
heat production, or exchange of slow bureau computers to faster but more energy demanding ones:
Those changes in usage cannot be foreseen, so another pragmatic optimization target should be
kept in mind as very important for most cases: the usage flexibility.
Trying to integrate this aspect leads to the frontier of modeling complexity and the possibility
to interpret obtained results, as there is no objective method presently in sight to economically
(with respect to modeling setup) take this into consideration. The only resort that may adress this
problem might be the qualitative comparison of the magnitude of calculated scenario differences
and their attribution to the probability of happening scenario switches.
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Structural Design and Process Shaping in Civil Engineering
with Uncertainty
Dietrich Hartmann

Introduction
Structural design of contemporary systems in civil engineering, as well as shaping of processes
associated with such systems, is characterized by an increasing complexity. This constitutes a big
challenge to engineers which can be mastered only by means of powerful computer-aided methods.
To obtain practicable results, the computer models established must represent realistic real world
scenarios. Intensive simulations are indispensable, as well with regard to the number of simulations
as also for the purpose of verification and validation. The high complexity additionally calls
for multidisciplinary solutions and necessitates multi-level, multi-scale and even multi-paradigm
models leading to micro-, meso-, macro- and/or super-models interwoven to each other.
In the following, three different examples are dealt with which are to demonstrate how the
handling of uncertainty in complex structural engineering problems can be accomplished, according
to the general discussion in section 2.4.4, on page 33 ff. The first example is concerned with the
lifespan-oriented design of large scale structures subject to time-variant stochastic loading taking
into account deteriorations. In the second example, the computer-aided destruction and collapse of
complex structural systems using controlled explosives is discussed with respect to the realization
of fuzzy randomness. Finally, the third example addresses the structural optimization considering
stochastic imperfection in the geometry introduced during the erection process.

Lifespan-oriented design
As an example for the lifespan-oriented design of structural systems in civil engineering we
consider the optimum design of steel structures accounting for the deteriorations and damages
induced during the utilization of a structural system. The design problem is thus transformed into
an equivalent structural optimization problem.
In the case of steel structures, the design against failures due to fatigue phenomena often
becomes crucial. To give an example, industry halls composed of frames (Fig. 3.34) and used
as a first reference system may fail under repetitive, stochastically multiply correlated as well as
instationarity wind actions.
A further example are steel arched bridges (Langer’s beams) which are considered as the second
type of a reference system (Fig. 3.35).
Surprisingly, it has been detected that even newly erected bridges show failures in the hanger
connection plates (Fig. 3.36) linking the vertical arch hangers in which are attached to the main
girder of the bridge.
Extensive research and testing have identified more often than not that mostly transverseinduced across vibrations as the cause of the damage (cracks in the plate), shortly after the
erection. Again, the randomness of the wind actions, even if stationarity can be assumed, affects
the damage-sensitive vibrations within a so-called lock-in domain (Fig. 3.37).
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Figure 3.34: Industry hall subjected to wind loading

Figure 3.35: Steel arched bridges
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Figure 3.36: Hanger connection plate

Figure 3.37: Vortex-induced vibrations (lock-in effects)
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From the above remarks, it can be concluded that the lifespan-oriented structural analysis and
design is substantially governed through a plenitude of uncertainties in the stochastic load processes
(actions) with regard to appearance, duration and intensities. Accordingly, the structural response
in terms of displacements, vibrations, strains and stresses have to be regarded as time-variant
stochastic processes themselves, yielding stochastic deteriorations and a temporal degradation in
the total system. Of course, the relevant structural data have also to be treated stochastically in
terms of basic variables (simple stochastic variables).To elucidate, in principle, how randomness as
one of the categories of uncertainty is incorporated into the engineering design, the aforementioned
industry halls are contemplated, again (Fig. 3.34). In this case, a multi-level approach is applied
to appropriately capture the real world behavior of the interactions between loading, structural
response and deteriorations. By that, the time-variant computation of the deteriorations and
the damage is accomplished by means using two consecutive analysis models: (i) a first-model
(Fig. 3.34) captures the stresses due to extreme turbulent wind velocities in a micro-time scale (T
≈ 10 minutes); (ii) a second model is taken to estimates the stresses due to wind loading in the
macro-time scale (Fig. 3.38).

Figure 3.38: Intermittend Continious Stochastic Process
Based upon this micro-macro separation, the fluctuations in the micro-model can be assumed
as piecewise stationary and Gauss-distributed while the actions over the long term are represented
as a stochastic intermittent continuous pulse process (Markov renewal process). The deteriorations
induced in the micro-time scale are then accumulated according to the pulse process and using
a stochastically modified linear Palmgren/Miner (S/M)-rule. By means of the above described
damage accumulation, representing a first passage problem, the failure probability Pf due to
fatigue can be computed by a specific Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS). The value for Pf is not
allowed to exceed a given admissible limit Padm . This requirement, then, forms a stochastically
non-linear and time-dependent constraint for the structural optimization problem, besides side
constraints for the selected optimization/design variables.
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For the steel frames considered here, according to (Fig. 3.39) only two sizing variables are
defined, the height X1 and the width X2 of the I-shaped cross-section.

Figure 3.39: Optimization model for framed system (industry hall)
The objective function is the cross-sectional area A(X1 , X2 ). Thus we have the optimization
problem described in Fig. 3.40.


0.1 ≤ X1 ≤ 1.0


0.1 ≤ X2 ≤ 0.3
min A(X1 , X2 )
(3.9)


g (X, Y, Z(t)) = Pf (X, Y, Z(t)) − Padm ≤ 0
The solution of the exemplary design problem can be learned from (Fig. 3.40) where the
optimization domain is depicted in the X1 /X2 -space.

Figure 3.40: Solution domain for stochastic optimization
As illustrated, the stochastic constraint for the failure probability scatters around expectation
values (see bell-shaped curves in Fig. 3.40) and creates two segregated sub-domains: (i) a first
domain containing green points (no failures), and (ii) a second domain of red points representing
failures. The optimum is a set of points (circle) the size of which depends on the selected critical
fractile.

Computer-based demolition of complex structural systems
In many densely populated areas buildings and constructions that reach the expiration of their
service life because of insufficient structural quality, changed requirements regarding utilization
or simply due to an inacceptable layout. As a consequence, an increasing number of buildings
(departments store, administration buildings, multi-storey buildings etc.) have to be demolished
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within short time by controlled collapse. This implies the collapse, triggered through the explosive
charges, proceeds according to schedule and does not cause collateral damages, neither to human
beings nor to adjacent infrastructure. The following figure exemplifies characteristic blast scenarios
that took place in innercity areas such as the explosions for the demolition of (i) a library in
Dortmund, (ii) a high-rise residential building in Hamburg and (iii) an administration building in
Wuppertal.

Figure 3.41: Instances of explosions in practice
All of these demolitions have been attended and analysed for research purposes with the
objective of creating a computer-based simulation system by which the real world collapse due to
the explosion can be predicted.
Based on this simulation system, an optimal demolition strategy is to be sought in such a
way that the discrepancies between the provoked debris pile and a prescribed collision domain
are “minimal”. Everybody who has watched real world blast demolitions of complex buildings
can imagine that a plentitude of imponderabilities can prevent the desired collapse result. Such
imponderabilities can be caused by both data uncertainties (structural data, explosion parameters)
as well as model uncertainties (range of structural behaviors, contact and impact phenomena during
the collapse, wind actions, etc.). If all relevant aspects are to be modeled realistically, then, the
total aforementioned subcategories for uncertainty modeling have to be materialized, i.e.
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• randomness
• fuzzyness and
• fuzzy randomness.
The application of randomness is possible if (i) stochastic variables (basic variables) can be
identified, (ii) a sufficiently large universe is available and (iii) if the mathematical principles of
randomness are valid. Material properties, such as the modulus of elasticity, Young’s module etc.
are good examples for a proper randomization. By contrast, fuzziness is more suitable if qualitative
issues have to be captured based upon subjectively defined membership functions for uncertain
quantities themselves. Herewith, a new type of interval arithmetic can be introduced instead of
using conventional numerical concepts. Finally, if items or parts of the stochastic quantities (basic
variables or random processes) also contain incomplete information or violate the principles of pure
randomness, then, fuzzy randomness fills the gap between objective randomness and subjective
fuzzyness, within the same common body of representation.
Besides the representation of uncertainty, a further fundamental solution concept is mandatory.
Due to the complexity of the simulation-guided optimization problem, the original problem has to
be decomposed and distributed into individual subproblems, representing different problem levels
with respect to space and time. In the project considered four distinct interacting levels are
recognized to map the real world behavior of the collapse cascade appropriately. The subsequent
figure (Fig. 3.42) illustrates the spatio-temporal multi-level approach in detail.

Figure 3.42: Spatiotemporal in blast simulation
As can be seen, on the micro-level the local effects of the explosive charges are modeled
using a smooth particle hydrodynamics code and a mesh-free Galerkin method (hereby time scale
ranges from micro- to milliseconds while space dimensions [L] are between mm and cm). In
a micro-/meso-level sub-model, the shock waves and vibrations are computed based on a finite
element method associated with explicit time integration and element erosion (∆ t in milliseconds,
[L] between cm and m). On the meso-/macro-level of the structural system, an inventory
control determines the random character of the structural data (concrete parameters, reinforcement
assembly, etc.). Also, three-dimensional strain-stress characteristics at specified critical sections are
established which are subsequently are employed in the collapse cascade of the total system level.
The domain of influence is in meters. On the total systems, level the collapse cascade is simulated,
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which spans from a few hundredth to about hundred seconds, and encompasses the total structure,
and its fragments after the explosion. The complexity of the collapse cascade requires a flexible
approximation model where a multi-body approach fits best, taking into account the essence of the
three preceding sub-models. According to the multi-body model, bodies are regarded as objects
interacting with other objects: Thus, an object-oriented implementation is accomplished that also
allows for an appropriate mapping of the event sequences during collapse. From the graphical
diagram in Fig. 3.42 it can be seen, that on all four sub-levels fuzzy randomness is integrated for
embedding of the relevant uncertainties already described above. For a prototypical system, a highrise concrete skeletal building which covers the most significant collapse mechanisms Fig. 3.43
shows the collapse of the building after the explosion. Also, the arising debris hill is portrayed.

Figure 3.43: Collapse simulation using fuzziness
Within the test simulation two quantities, the rigidity of the structure and the friction coefficient
in the structure, have been fuzzificated in terms of two triangular membership functions. This
approach yields an uncertain range for the debris radius (Fig. 3.44) where the α-value represents
the level of membership. The value α=1 means full membership while α=0 (left and right of α=1)
marks vanishing membership.

Figure 3.44: Uncertain debris radius
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Imperfection-sensitive structural optimization
Imperfections in a structural system, induced during construction and erection, are natural phenomena that never ever can be totally excluded. In general, structural as well as geometric
imperfections may occur. Here, the focus is solely on geometric imperfections which lead to
more or less aberrations from the planned geometric shape of a structure. Geometric imperfections
can become particularly dangerous in structures subjected mainly to compressive stresses because
sudden collapse can happen. Typical compression-subjected structure are shown in Fig. 3.45.

Figure 3.45: Examples for compression-subjected structures
If it is attempted to provide an optimum design for the aforementioned structures using a
structural optimization model may be inadequate. The reason for this is this the “optimal” shape
obtained by numerical optimization may show an extremely sensitive behavior and may fail early
to the smallest possible geometric imperfections. To explicitly exclude such catastrophic failures
with a reasonable degree of probability, the uncertainties due to geometric imperfections have to
be scrutinized and incorporated into the shape optimization model. Such a model has been created
[BAIT03] where again a multi-level approach is pursued. For the reference structure displayed in
Fig. 3.45 (left), the relevant uncertainties due to geometric imperfections have been successfully
represented by means of stochastic fields, in association with a properly chosen probability
distribution and correlation functions. Starting with the prescribed perfect geometric shape of
the structure the introduction of random variables (imperfection variables) for the stochastic fields
allow the assessment of the worst possible imperfect geometric and, accordingly, the corresponding
structural response. To find out the unknown worst imperfect shape it is assumed that the
amplitudes against the perfect geometry cannot be arbitrarily large. Accordingly the q-dimensional
envelope (ball) in the space of the uncorrelated imperfection variables is determined. Hereby, the
characteristic length (radius) of the envelope represents a prescribed fractile being a measure for the
gradual assessment of uncertainty. Based on this concept, on a first level of the total optimization
model the worst possible imperfect shape is computed by a maximum optimization (see Fig. 3.46),
which is designated as anti-optimization.
Having determined the worst imperfect geometric, a conventional structural optimization is
carried out on the second level (see Fig. 3.46). As illustrated above, the uncertainty model yields
the imperfection model for which a geometrically non-linear finite element analysis is carried out.
This analysis forms the kernel for the structural optimization, in particular, for the constraints of the
optimization iteration. The design variables are node coordinates of the arched girder. As objective
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Figure 3.46: Two level optimization concept
criterion the strain energy is taken by which the robustness of the structure against sudden failure
can be ensured. In Fig. 3.47 the optimization history is displayed.

Figure 3.47: Optimization results
The picture at the top of Fig. 3.47 demonstrates the cascade-shaped reduction of the initial
solution where a toggling between the anti-optimization and the structural optimization takes place.
The two bottom charts in Fig. 3.47 shows the initial and optimized structure, the corresponding
displacements as well as the govering imperfect shape.

Conclusions
The actual endeavors in scientific structural engineering to understand highly complex systems
and processes, necessitates the introduction of different categories of uncertainty as well the
integration of subjective assessments which have to be described in a mathematical fashion. By
that, conventional numerical methods as deployed in Computational Mechanics already for a
long time can be linked to methods originating from the Probability Theory and Computational
Intelligence. The consequence is that such an enhancement of Computational Engineering opens
new directions to cope with what has been denoted in Cognitive Science as “restricted rationality”.
In the above chapters it has been demonstrated that there are effective and sufficiently accurate
ways and means to capture the sophisticated non-deterministic behavior of selected structural
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systems and processes. Three applications have been scrutinized in which a wide bandwidth
of computer models for the acquisition of uncertainty phenomena could be pointed out: (i) the
lifespan-oriented design of structures, (ii) computer-based demolition of complex buildings using
controlled explosives and (iii) the imperfection-sensitive structural optimization.
The essential benefit in all three cases is the sustainable improvement of the safety of the
systems used and the processes activated. Hence, the vulnerability of the systems and processes
and the endangerment of human lives can be drastically scaled down. In this context, it is
significant that the improvements or reductions can not only be evaluated qualitatively but also
quantitatively. That is to say, uncertainty can be better gauged and better detected than before, far
in advance to hazardous events.
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Structures in Operational Transport: Complexity and Optimisation
Herbert Kopfer, Jörn Schönberger

3.7.1

Introduction

Operational (or short-term) planning of the fulfillment of transport requests requires both a decision
about the used transport resources and a decision about the deployment of the selected resources.
Therefore, requests are assigned to resources for fulfillment and the operations of each resource
must be determined. Operational transport planning involves assignment as well as sequencing
decisions. Even in its pure form, the identification of an optimal sequencing requires checking
and comparing a huge number of permutations of the items to be ordered. For n items, there are
n! = n · (n − 1) · (n − 1) · · · · · 2 · 1 different possible solutions.
To assess the corresponding decisions, each alternative is rated with a meaningful numerical
value (costs, travel time, service quality) that allows the comparison of different proposals in the
fashion like “... the best solution of...”. Therefore, the transport operations planning turns out to be
an optimization task which connects short-term planning with the field of optimization in a natural
way. Thus, operational transport planning tasks yield an important field for difficult optimization
problems and for research on optimizing algorithms.
In 3.7.2 we introduce the Vehicle Routing Problem as a basic scenario for operational transport
planning. Although in its pure form its complexity is quite high, it does not reflect requirements
from practice. In 3.7.3 we discuss important aspects of operational transport planning that occurs
in many practical situations. The resulting optimization problems are much more complex than the
problems of the basic scenarios. In 3.7.4, we present some conclusions.

3.7.2

Basic Scenarios

Traveling Salesman Problem
The fundamental problem in the area of transportation optimization is the famous travelling
salesman problem (TSP) comprehensively studied in [LLKS85]. The TSP and methods for its
solution in the context of online optimization are again adressed in Chapter 3.9 of this book. It is
the most thoroughly investigated problem in the research area of combinatorial optimization. The
reason for its popularity is probably that the TSP is easy to understand but hard to solve. The TSP
can be formulated as follows:
A travelling salesman wants to visit a number of customers at different sites. When he has visited
all customers, he has to return back to his starting point. Which way should he choose (i.e. in which
sequence should he visit the customers) in order to keep the complete distance of his travel as small
as possible?
The TSP is an attractive example to represent typical sequencing problems in a visual way.
There are many applications and extensions of the TSP in different areas of application. The
importance of it is also due to the fact that it is to be solved as a sub-problem in many other
important problems. Moreover the TSP has frequently been used as a benchmark-problem in order
to evaluate new algorithms and it still very important for the performance evaluation of algorithms.
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The Vehicle Routing Problem
The salesman of the TSP merely must visit his customers and does not have to transport anything
on his round trip to all customers. So in the area of transportation optimization, the elementary
constitutive extension of the TSP is that the customers have a demand for goods that must be
delivered to them. This extension leads to the classical Vehicle Routing problem (VRP) which has
first been formulated and investigated by [DR59]: The paper of Dantzig and Ramser is concerned
with the optimum routing of a fleet of gasoline delivery trucks between a bulk terminal and a large
number of service stations supplied by the terminal. The shortest routes between any two points in
the system are given and a demand for one or several products is specified for a number of stations
within the distribution system. It is desired to find a way to assign stations to trucks in such a
matter that station demands are satisfied and total mileage covered by the fleet is a minimum.
For the classical VRP the following preconditions are postulated:
• All goods required by the customers are available at one depot
• All customer requests are known
• The transportation capacity of the vehicles is limited
• The capacities of all vehicles are equal
• The entire capacity of all vehicles is big enough to serve all customer requests
• Each vehicle can deliver each customer request and each customer is served by exactly one
vehicle
• There is only one planning horizon, during which all customer requests must be dispatched
• The distances between all customers as well as between the customers and the depot are
known
• All vehicles start and stop their tour at the depot
The solution of the TSP is a single round trip, on which all customers are served. Solving
the VRP we usually get several round trips since only a part of the customers can be served by
a single vehicle due to the limitation of the capacity of the vehicles, i.e. we have to employ
several vehicles. As a consequence the VRP is not merely a sequencing problem but a combined
assignment and sequencing problem: each customer has to be assigned to exactly one cluster (tour)
which is performed by one vehicle serving its customers on its tour. For each tour there must
be defined a sequence which builds a round trip (route) followed by the vehicle on its tour. The
two sub-problems of assignment and sequencing are not independent. That is why exact solutions
of the combined problem can only be reached by solution processes which solve both problems
simultaneously.
Optimization Model For a formal representation of the VRP in a mathematical model we
introduce the following parameters:
• n number of sites (including the central depot)
• i = 1 index of the depot
• i = 2, . . . , n index of customers, j = 2, . . . , n index of customers
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• k = 1, . . . , m index of vehicles
• Q capacity of a vehicle k
• q1 = 0 the request at the depot is zero
• qi ≤ Q there is no customer request which is greater than the capacity of the vehicles Q,
∀i = 2, . . . , n, ∀k = 1, . . . , m
• dij ≥ 0 the distances between all customers as well as customers and the depot are nonnegative, ∀i 6= j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
To store the required assignment and sequencing decisions, we deploy the following two families
of binary decision variables
• sijk ∈ {0, 1} is one if and only if vehicle k drives directly from customer i to customer j
• yik ∈ {0, 1} is one if and only if customer i is assigned to vehicle k.
Then the classical VRP can be described by the following optimization model:

f ((xij ), (sijk )) =

n X
n X
m
X

dij sijk

(3.10)

i=1 j=1 k=1
m
X


yik =

k=1
n
X

1, i = 2, . . . , n
m, i = 1

qi · yik ≤ Q, ∀k = 1, . . . , m

(3.11)
(3.12)

i=1
n
X
j=1

X

sijk =

n
X

sjik = yik ∀i = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m

(3.13)

j=1

sijk ≤ | S | −1 ∀S ⊆ {2, . . . , n}, k = 1, . . . , m

(3.14)

i,j∈S

The above model belongs to the class of models for Integer Programming. Solving this model,
we are searching for values for the binary integer variables sijk and yik . The objective function
(3.10) consists of the sum of distances between customer sites. A distance between two customer
sites i and j is included in the sum, if and only if any vehicle drives directly from customer i to
customer j. Equation (3.11) enforces that each customer is assigned to exactly one vehicle and that
the depot is assigned to each vehicle. Equation (3.12) ensures that the sum of the demand of all
customers served by a vehicle k does not exceed the capacity limit Q of the vehicles. In equation
(3.13) it is assured that each customer assigned to a vehicle is approached by that vehicle exactly
once and that it is left by the same vehicle one time. Additionally, equation (3.13) guarantees that a
customer is only served by that vehicle that he is assigned to. Finally, equation (3.14) prohibits for
each tour the existence of short cycles (without visiting the depot) and forces to build Hamiltonian
cycles for each vehicle.
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Figure 3.48: VRP-example with customer sites i = 1, . . . , 5 (their corresponding demand qi given in
brackets) and two vehicles (each having capacity Q = 10)

Example A typical VRP-scenario is shown in Fig. 3.48. The five customers i = 1, . . . , 5 with
the demand qi = 2, 5, 3, 4, 6 units require a replenishment from the central depot 0. Two vehicles
are available for serving these customers, each one having a limited capacity of Q = 10 units. The
travel distances between pairs of involved sites (customers as well as the depot) are given in the
distance matrix (cij ):




(cij ) := 




0
15.9
7.6
5.4
6.5
5.2

15.9
0
20.8
21.2
21.3
17.7

7.6
20.8
0
6.2
10.8
12.0

5.4
21.2
6.2
0
4.7
7.2

6.5
21.3
10.8
4.7
0
4.1

5.2
17.7
12.0
7.2
4.1
0










(3.15)

Since the provided transport capacity is tight not all assignments of requests to vehicles are
feasible. Fig. 3.48 shows one optimal solution in which one vehicle serves customer sites 1,2 and
5 (resulting in the tour {1, 2, 5} and the remaining customer sites are visited by the second vehicle
(tour {3, 4}). In both cases, the vehicle’s capacity is completely exhausted.
The minimal length route of the first vehicle is 0 → 5 → 1 → 2 → 0 with travel distance
5.2 + 17.7 + 20.8 + 7.6 = 51.3. The second vehicle follows the route 0 → 3 → 4 → 0, leading
to 5.4 + 4.7 + 6.5 = 16.6 traveled distance units. Overall, the sum of traveled distances equals
51.4 + 16.6 = 68.0. If we assume that the costs of travelling one distance unit are normalized to
one monetary unit then the service of all customer sites causes at least 68.0 monetary units.
The advantageous combination of visiting the geographically grouped four customer sites 2-5
in one tour is prohibited by the limited capacity of the available vehicles.
Algorithms The application of exact mathematical programming based methods is investigated as
well as the qualification of heuristic search paradigms like problem-oriented tree-search-approaches,
decomposition techniques or methods inspired by nature.
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Suitable methods for the exact solution of vehicle routing and scheduling problems are Branchand-Bound algorithms [TV02a], Branch-and-Cut approaches [NR02] and algorithms for column
generation [BSL97]. With these algorithms problems with up to hundred customers can be solved,
if the structure of the problem is good-natured and if there are no complicated restrictions. In all
other cases the problems can only be solved sub-optimally by heuristic approaches.
The oldest and easiest heuristic algorithms for the VRP are the Sweep algorithm [GM74]
and the Savings algorithm [CW64]. Their performance is very poor, but especially the Savings
algorithm is the source of many modern ideas of efficient search algorithms.
The most successful methods for the heuristic solution of complex vehicle routing and
scheduling problems are tabu-search algorithms [GL93] and genetic algorithms [Gol89a]. Tabu
search algorithms for vehicle routing use special moves for the definition of the neighborhoods of
actual solutions [GHL94]. These moves change the sequence of routes and swap requests between
tours.
Many Genetic Algorithms use genetic reordering-operators for the solution of the sequencing
problem and combine the sequencing problem dynamically with the assignment problem. Other
types of Genetic Algorithms operate as a meta-heuristic navigating the search of a specialized
algorithm for vehicle routing or for a sub-problem of vehicle routing. The most successful
evolutionary algorithms for vehicle routing are memetic algorithms which are created by combining
the Genetic Algorithms with other powerful approaches (e.g. local search) to a hybrid solution
method as for instance local search [Sch05].

Problem Variants

Table 3.3: Classification of models for vehicle routing and scheduling
unlimited capacity

no sequence
dependent
use of
capacity

limited capacity

1 vehicle

>1 vehicles

without
time
windows

TSP

M-TSP

VRP

with time
windows

TSPTW

M-TSPTW

VRPTW

1 vehicle

>1 vehicles

not relevant
sequence
dependent
use of
capacity

without
time
windows

VRPB PDP
DARP
not relevant

with time
windows

DARPTW
PDPTW
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Table 3.3 shows a classification of important operational transportation optimization problems
which can be derived as extensions of the TSP and VRP. There are problems for which the load
capacity is irrelevant (unlimited capacity) and problems with limited capacity of the vehicles. For
some problems the feasibility of the tours is independent of the sequence of customers; for all
other problems the sequence in which the customers are served is decisive for the feasibility of the
plans since the actual load of a vehicle increases at each loading location and must not exceed the
vehicle capacity Q.
A time window specifies a time interval during which a customer has to be served by a vehicle.
If there are time windows postulated for some customers of a routing problem, the corresponding
problem type is characterized by an appendix TW, i.e. for instance that the TSPTW is a TSP
with time windows for some or all of the customers occurring in this problem [FLM02]. For
the Multiple Travelling salesman problem (MTSP) the maximal allowed length of a round trip
is limited to an upper length [BH74]. In this case it may be necessary to have more than one
single salesman for the service of all customers during the considered planning horizon. Extending
the VRP by allowing the simultaneous delivery and collection of goods in a single tour is called
the Vehicle routing Problem with Backhauls (VRPB) and is investigated e.g. in [TV02c]. A
Pick-up-and-delivery problem (PDP) does not contain a depot where all the transportation goods
are located. A PDP consists of several transportation requests and each transportation request
requires the transportation of goods from a pick-up-location to a corresponding delivery-location
[NB00]. The Dial-a-ride problem (DARP) has the same structure as the PDP with the only
difference that for the DARP instead of goods passengers must be transported in hailed shared
taxis [Cor06]. The DARP is also discussed in the chapter on online optimization in this book (see
Chapter 3.9). A more detailed classification of vehicle routing and scheduling problems can be
found in [BGAB83].
In practical applications there are many additional restrictions for vehicle routing problems and
some of them are difficult to involve, although they are crucial for the application at hand. Tab. 3.4
presents a sample of possible attributes and feasible values for vehicle routing problems in practice.
The attributes of Tab. 3.4 usually lead to additional constraints in the related models for vehicle
routing. Many of these restrictions yield problems that are far beyond the capabilities of current
solution methods. So, new and specific methods are needed to solve complex problems of practical
relevance. Extended problems which consider additional aspects of practical relevance are called
rich vehicle routing problems [HHJ06]. Many important features of rich vehicle routing problems
are hard to consider in models and some of them have not been considered at all in scientific
publications about vehicle routing.

3.7.3

Practical Aspects of Real World Problems

Not only is the solution space of the underlying models affected by practical aspects of planning
and scheduling a fleet of vehicles but also the evaluation of solutions. The objective function of
basic models consists of the sum of the length of all routes in a plan. But in reality the aspired
goal is mostly determined by the minimization of the costs thereby incurred. The length of a route
is only a substitute for its costs and the assumption that the costs increase proportionally to the
driven Kilometers is too simple. Some models use a combination of route length and required
time for route fulfillment as an approximation for cost evaluation. Sophisticated models for the
quantification of the relevant costs for the usage of own vehicles are proposed [Erk98] and more
elaborate models are needed. For instance, these models have to take into account whether a route
of a vehicle is performed by a crew of two drivers or a single driver, since long routes can only be
accomplished by two drivers in a daily planning horizon. As a consequence the costs for a route
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Table 3.4: Morphology of vehicle routing and scheduling problems
attribute
size of the vehicle pool
starting points of the tour and stopping
points
composition of vehicle pool
types of vehicles
belonging of the vehicle
vehicle capacity
personal team
shift-type
EC-social regulation
type of logistic services

customers requests
time usage
time windows

value
one or several vehicles
one or several depots, no depot
homogenous or heterogeneous
dry bulk transporter, trailer, container-truck
own trucks or employment of a carrier
max load, max volume, load space, load length,
load width
one driver, two drivers, variable team
one shift or several shifts
max driving-time, max working-time, duration of
breaks
delivery and/or pick-up, consolidation, less than
truck load, full truck load, transshipment, dangerous goods, additional services
completely known, not completely known, deterministic or stochastic
traveling times, times for loading and unloading
without time windows, time windows for customers, time windows for drivers

increase by a fixed amount, if the route length exceeds an upper limit of manageable routes for
single drivers. Independently of the length of a route, the roadway chosen for the route may also
influence the costs because some roads cause toll payments and others do not. While the objective
function gets closer to reality and more detailed it becomes more and more difficult for the solution
algorithms to solve the emerging problem.
EC Regulations No 561/2006
One of the mentioned attributes of vehicle routing problems in Tab. 3.4 is the comprehension of the
EC-social regulation in the process of resource planning. The EC regulations are very important
since they are not a matter of efficiency but their compliance is dictated by law. Since April
2007 the new EC Regulation (EC) No 561/2006 concerning drivers’ driving and working hours is
effective [EU06]. This regulation affects the planning of vehicle tours and routes by restricting the
maximum driving times [Ran07]. Although compulsory for all member countries of the EC and
therefore of high practical importance this regulation has found little interest in models for vehicle
routing so far. Especially the restrictions for driving times during several days and weeks and the
optional extensions of driving times are widely neglected.
The restrictions of Regulation (EC) No 561/2006 concern three different time horizons: single
driving periods, daily, and weekly driving times. For single driving periods there are restrictions
forcing drivers to take a rest period of at least 45 minutes after driving periods of no longer than
4.5 hours. The daily driving time is restricted to nine hours. However, twice a week the daily
driving time can be extended to ten hours. Weekly driving times are restricted to a maximum of
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56 hours. Still it has to be ensured that the total driving time of two consecutive weeks does not
exceed 90 hours. Between two weekly driving times a weekly rest period of at least 45 hours has
to be made which can be reduced to 24 hours under certain circumstances.
Neither in practice nor in literature there exist algorithms which are able to reflect the regulations
in plans for vehicle routing and scheduling. The main challenge for developing suitable heuristic
algorithms for that problem consists in the optimal planning of breaks modeled as flexible time
windows which can be shifted but must obey to a set of complicated restrictions. The second severe
difficulty consists in the simultaneous treatment of different time horizons. Planning algorithms for
the tours of one day must keep in mind the workload of the previous day, the previous week, the
actual week, and the planned workload of the next week.
Extension by Subcontraction
Although the managing of incoming new requests is the topic of many recent research activities
[Lac04, Pan02], the decision whether to accept or to reject a new incoming request has not
thoroughly been investigated till now. However, the decision about the acceptance of new requests
is very crucial to the quality of the execution plans since a request which does not fit to the portfolio
of the already accepted requests causes over-proportionately high costs opposed to relatively low
incomes.
Freight forwarding companies have to face the fluctuating demand on the transportation market.
Each day a variable number of requests is received from customers at a very short notice. On the
other hand, the fixed costs of the own vehicle fleet, consisting e.g. in the wages for the drivers,
taxes, and amortization costs, force a maximal utilization of the fleet. Thus, the number of own
vehicles is reduced and only a part of requests is fulfilled by the own fleet. All the other orders
are outsourced. Using own vehicles for the execution of tasks is called self-fulfillment, while
subcontracting means involving an external carrier.
However, the decision for each request is not reduced to “either-or” in the sense of an isolated
“make-or-buy” decision supported by adequate comparison methods. Instead, the complex “makeor-buy” decisions evolve into the reference-analysis among the items involved [WK99]. A major
impact of such an analysis is noticed within the level and the structure of costs in the outsourcing
enterprise [Z0̈0]. The process of constructing a fulfillment plan with the highest possible quality
corresponds to solving the integrated operational transportation and freight forwarding problem
[Pan02, KK06, KK07].
Caused by the tendency to outsource a part of the transportation tasks to external freight
carriers, the need for covering the integrated operational planning problem in practice is soaring.
In theory there exist only a few approaches that handle this problem.
The integrated operational transportation problem concerns almost all forwarders with an own
fleet of vehicles. For all of the requests to be executed during the next planning period they have
to plan the mode of the fulfillment, i.e. they must decide which of the requests should be fulfilled
by one of their own vehicles and which should be forwarded to external carriers. In order to
minimize their prime costs, they have to solve a usual vehicle routing and scheduling problem for
those requests that are dedicated for self-fulfillment. The fulfillment costs for the execution of the
set of all subcontracted requests can also be influenced by a skilful operational planning of the
engagement of subcontractors. The corresponding planning process is called freight consolidation.
The goal of freight consolidation is the minimization of the external freight costs and its degree of
freedom consists in bundling the requests, assigning the bundles to carriers, and the arrangement
of each single bundle.
The solution of the integrated operational transportation planning problem is a complex decision
process which takes place on several levels (Fig. 3.49). The sub-problems of mode-planning, vehicle
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Figure 3.49: Sub-problems of the integrated transportation planning
routing and scheduling, and freight consolidation are strongly dependent upon each other. That
is why an exact solution of the entire problem can only be guaranteed by simultaneous solution
approaches and good sup-optimal solutions can only be generated by heuristics which take the
dependencies between the sub-problems into account.
In practice, the complexity of the integrated operational transportation planning problem is
even higher due to complex methods of freight calculation. Most freight forwarders apply several
forms of paying for outsourced services. So, there are different types of sub-contraction that
should be combined at a single blow by using different subcontractors. Till now, no theoretical
approach proposes an integrated solution where several types of sub-contraction are combined. All
theoretical approaches in literature involve only one single type of sub-contraction.
For the freight calculation of bundles with less-than-truckload requests the freight flow consolidation approach (without time window constraints) remains of highest practical relevance.
Applying this approach fixed tariffs are used under non-linear consideration of distance, weight of
a bundle, and the type of goods that should be transported. The price for subcontracting is quoted
on the basis of such tariffs, although it can be modified dependent on the driven direction.
In case of bundles with full-truckloads there are two methods for payment of freight charges
which come into consideration. Applying the first method, complete tours are shifted to subcontractors on a fixed tariff basis which is dependent on the distance of the round route to be driven.
There are no fixed costs connected with such usage of foreign vehicles, but the tariff rate for the
variable costs of each distance unit is higher in comparison to usage of the own vehicle fleet as it
covers a part of the maintenance costs (cf. left plot in Fig. 3.50). The second method consists in
paying the subcontractors on a daily basis. In this case an external freight forwarder gets a daily
flat-rate and has to fulfill all the received requests up to an agreed distance and time limit (cf.
middle plot in Fig. 3.50).
Our analysis of existing operational transport optimization software systems for freight forwarders has shown that the problem is underestimated [KK07]. There is no suitable system
for freight consolidation on the software market, and a system for the integrated solving of the
planning problems for self-fulfillment and subcontracting is not available anyway. Due to the lack
of software, the problem of splitting the request portfolio is solved manually, and there is only an
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Figure 3.50: Comparison of costs (continuous lines) and turnover (dotted lines) for the different types
of sub-contraction and self-fulfillment: subcontractors on the tour basis (left), subcontractors on the
daily basis (middle) and self-fulfillment (right).
appropriate support for the sub-problem in the self-fulfillment cluster. But finding good solutions
for the global superordinate problem may be even more important than generating high quality
solutions for one sub-problem. In practice, planning of the integrated problem is made hierarchically [JKK06]. In the first place the requests with the highest contribution margin are planned
into the self-fulfillment cluster. Here, schedulers can be supported by software that optimizes the
sub-problem of building round routes. Then the other types of sub-contraction are considered, also
in a hierarchical order. The advantages of simultaneous planning are lost.

Figure 3.51: Impacts of different sub-contraction charges: F = 1.3 (upper left plot), F = 1.4 (upper
right plot), F = 1.5 (lower left plot) and F = 2.1 (lower right plot)
Revisiting the VRP-Example We assume now that sub-contraction on a tour basis is possible
in the application introduced above. It has to be decided now which subset MSF of customer
sites should be covered by the routes of the own vehicles. Only requests contained in MSF are
distributed among the vehicles of the own fleet in the tour generation. All remaining requests are
collected in the set MSC and are forwarded to a service partner.
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Table 3.5: Optimized solutions for different freight charge tariffs F
F
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.1

MSC
{1, . . . , 5}
{1, 2, 3}
{1}
∅

route veh. 1
–
0→4→5→0
0→3→2→0
0→4→3→0

route veh. 2
–
–
0→4→5→0
0→2→1→5→0

costs
40.6
56.3
58.9
67.9

Since the decision about sub-contraction is based upon a comparison of the costs of selffulfillment and sub-contraction, the relative level F of the sub-contraction costs controls the extend
of the usage of the latter mode. More concretely, let F denote the charge to be paid to the
incorporated service partner for each bridged distance unit.
The results obtained for different tariff levels F are summarized in Fig. 3.51 and Tab. 3.5.
In Fig. 3.51 the subcontracted requests are indicated by a dashed line from the depot to the
corresponding customer site. It can be seen that the number of subcontracted requests decreases if
the costs for the incorporation of a service partner increase. Tab. 3.5 shows that with increasing
freight tariffs the overall request fulfillment costs rise until the costs for the self-fulfillment of all
requests are reached. It can also be seen that the decision to incorporate a freight carrier requires
the update of the routing decisions of requests not considered for sub-contraction. This is mainly
based on the fact that the consolidation of requests might become void if at least one request out
of a request bundle cannot be used anymore in the route construction.
Dynamics
Recent research activities concerning practical aspects of vehicle routing problems concentrate
on uncertainty of the available problem data. Real-time dispatching systems are studied in
[GGLM03, FGS04, GNV04, SPG+ 97]. Surveys on vehicle routing and scheduling problems with
incomplete planning data are given in [GP98, Psa95]. Robust planning is defined as the generation
of plans that maintain their high or even optimal quality after subsequent modifications [Jen01].
Flexible planning refers to the generation of plans whose quality does not significantly decrease
after the execution of algorithmic re-scheduling and alterations of the so far used plans [Jen01].
Robust transport scheduling approaches exploiting explicit probability distributions for future
demand are investigated in [BBC+ 05, Jai88]. Flexible planning approaches typically solve online
decision problems. A survey of online vehicle routing and scheduling problems is provided by
[Kru01]. Real-world applications are tackled in [FGS04, GNV04, SS98]. Typical unexpected events
which necessitate a re-optimization of the current execution plan are situations of congestions,
accidents, defective vehicles, and the refusal of acceptance by one of the customers. Especially
the last point is often underestimated or even neglected. But the refusal of acceptance has a great
impact on the continuation of a tour because the refused goods must stay on the vehicle until the
end of the tour and the capacity left for the concerned vehicle may not be enough to complete the
tour in the originally planed way. Models and algorithms for online optimization tackle and try to
overcome the difficulties caused by incomplete and uncertain knowledge. Only little research effort
is dedicated to the breakdown or disturbance of the actually performed transportation processes
while most investigations concentrate on incoming new requests and the re-optimization of the
current plan on the basis of the actually executed routes and the new (extended) set of orders to
be performed. For online optimization, especially for corresponding TSP variants, we refer to the
Chapter 3.9 of this book.
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Conclusions

Most optimization problems in the area of operational transportation planning are hard to solve.
They are subject of intensive research since many years. Including important practical aspects to
these problems makes the solving even more challenging.
Mathematical programming approaches (e.g. integer linear programming) fail to produce
reasonable solutions for most real-world scenarios due to the complexity of practical vehicle
routing problems. This contributes to the success of heuristic approaches. Meta-heuristics which
support local search approaches are proposed and prove their applicability. These meta-heuristics
suffer from problems related to pre-emptive sub-optimal convergence and are not flexible enough
for managing complicated practical situations of real world-problems. To work against this trouble
the application of interactive problem solvers is proposed [KS02]. They join the advantages of
local search based automatic problem solvers with human inspiration and pattern recognition in
order to improve the quality of the problem solutions and to enlarge the set of solvable problems.
To sum up, there is still a lot of research to be done for the optimization of operational
transportation planning. On the one hand, the performance of exact and heuristic algorithms for
well-known and intensively investigated problems has to be improved. On the other hand the
structure and solving of important extensions by practical aspects will be one major subject of
future research.
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Innovation management: Assisting the development of optimal innovation processes
Martin Möhrle, Ewa Dönitz

Introduction
Today, the planning of innovation processes is supported by a large number of instruments, many of
which are specifically designed for innovation management purposes, such as innovation evaluation,
cost/benefit analysis, and lead user analysis (see [BCW04] [SG02] and [vH05] for overviews).
Many other instruments come from classical project management, e.g. project structure planning,
deterministic network planning, stakeholder analysis, and project controlling [Ker05]. These project
management instruments are regularly incorporated in software tools like Microsoft Project and
others.
Although the aforementioned instruments have indeed proved to be helpful for quite a few
innovations, some innovations bear specific characteristics, which lead to a need for more advanced
instruments and modeling. The characteristics in question are (i) the multiple risks and uncertainties,
by which these particular innovations are influenced and which may be traced back to different
origins, such as market demand, technological progress or administrative regulations. Also, there
are (ii) multiple goals situations underlying those innovations, so that conflicts between goals are
likely to arise. Apart from that, both characteristics may change in the course of time.
First of all, in this paper the characteristics of innovations, innovation processes, and innovation
projects will be discussed in detail. Then, in order to deal with these particular characteristics, an
approach will be taken which involves two planning instruments: On the one hand, a variant of
stochastic network planning will be suggested, while on the other hand, this will be combined with
multi-goal planning. This paper is aimed at presenting an instrument that supports the innovation
planner interactively in handling challenging characteristics. In the discussion, it will be shown
how aspects of uncertainty in connection with limited rationality occur in innovation management
and what impact genetic algorithms may have.
Characteristics of Innovations, Innovation Processes, and Innovation Projects
To begin with, some characteristics of innovations, innovation processes, and innovation projects
will be explained to provide a setting for the instruments discussed later on.
Innovations: In the parlance of business administration, an innovation is defined as a new
product, a new service, a new production process, or a new combination thereof, which is
introduced by a company for the sake of gaining a competitive advantage [MS05]. Accordingly,
innovations comprise more than R&D activities, as marketing, production, purchasing, and other —
especially managerial — activities have to be combined to create an innovation. As Kleinschmidt,
Geschka and Cooper [KGC96] have shown by means of empirical analysis, the rate of success of
innovation projects exceeds the average, if these activities are applied in parallel (with different
intensity) throughout the entire innovation project. Two further characteristics are typical of
innovations:
(i) The innovator is faced with risks and uncertainties of different kinds and origins. Three
major types of risks and uncertainties must be taken into account: technical risks, market
risks, and resource risks [Spi06] (p. 31). For example: Will technology be ready and stable
enough for the innovation? Will it be outpaced by another technology? Will the market
demand still be there, when the development is complete? Or will it grow to new, unexpected
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dimensions? Will the company be able to exploit a possible first mover advantage? Will
competition between different investments within a company result in a resource stop for the
innovation? — These risks and uncertainties have to be identified and considered during the
planning process.

(ii) The innovator has to deal with a multiplicity of goals, of which a few might complement
each other, while many tend to be contradictory (for systems of goals see [SBA02, pp.
18-22], [MD05]). For instance, in the context of product innovation, lead time to market
and the total cost of the innovation project are often negatively correlated. So are product
quality or price per product unit. Some authors, like Brockhoff & Urban [BU88], try to
subsume this multiple goal situation under the category of a net present value optimization,
but for planning in accordance with flexibility issues it seems helpful to argue on the basis
of disaggregated goals.
Innovation processes: An innovation process is defined as the generic structure of work
packages and work flows within a company and beyond [DP95]. Such innovation processes can be
defined on various levels, ranging from single business units to whole industries. For instance, due
to legal requirements, there is a typical innovation process for companies in the pharmaceutical
industry, as they are obliged to test substances in different phases in order to gain permission to
market a new drug, c.f. [Ger04, pp. 24-25].
Innovation projects: Whereas an innovation process represents a generic structure, as defined
above, an innovation project represents the particular structure of work packages and work flows
for one specific innovation. Often, the innovation project is planned by means of adapting a generic
structure, however, there still are many specific aspects to be taken into consideration. For instance,
some innovation projects necessitate the involvement of suppliers, in which case an expansion of
the generic structure may ensue.
Stochastic Networks for the Planning of Risks and Uncertainties
In the planning of innovation processes and projects, the first challenge is to survey and consider
risks and uncertainties. An adequate instrument for this purpose is the technique of stochastic
network planning, which will subsequently be presented in the form of its variant GERT (Graphical
Evaluation and Review Technique), originated by Pritsker (1966), and the related software-tool
GERT-Net [Sch02]. In GERT-aided process and project planning there are two distinct ways of
approach to the examination of risks and uncertainties:
• One can either establish a stochastic branching with the logic of decision nodes
• or apply stochastic activity durations to the arcs.
The Logic of Decision Nodes and Arcs
In GERT-network graphs, decision nodes are employed to enable a branching of activities. The
course of the process or project is defined by means of these decision nodes, each of which
possesses an entrance logic and an exit logic. Three different elements are permissible as entrances,
two as exits [Hen91, pp. 55-56], [Vö71, p. 26], and [Fix78, p. 16]. Consequently, there are six
different decision node types in total (see Fig. 3.52).
Three possible elements are at disposal on the entrance side:
• AND-entrance: The node is activated, as soon as all incoming activities are completed.
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Figure 3.52: Logic of Nodes. Source:[Hen91]
• Inclusive-OR-entrance: The node is activated, as soon as at least one incoming activity is
completed.
• Exclusive-OR-entrance: The node is activated, as soon as exactly one incoming activity is
completed.
On the exit side, there is a distinction of two elements:
• Deterministic exit: After the decision node has been activated, all outgoing activities are
started, i.e. each activity possesses a probablility parameter of 1.
• Stochastic exit: After the decision node has been activated, only one of the outgoing activities
is performed. Which activity is to be performed, is decided on the basis of a pre-set discrete
probability distribution.
The fact that the duration of activities can be a random variable, is another property of GERTnetworks. This random variable is represented with the arcs and can be sustained by different types
of probability distribution, e.g. exponential, binominal, normal or geometric distribution [WGW72,
p. 77]. For instance, if an activity undergoes frequent repetition (e.g. in the course of a loop) one
thus arrives at different values representing the actual duration of execution.
An Example from Automotive Industry
The following example of a complex innovation project from the automotive sector is meant to
clarify how GERT modeling works. In the automotive industry great store is set by increasing the
probability of a project´s success as well as by reducing its duration. There are numerous arguments
in favour of the curtailment of project duration [DKS97, p. 98], e.g. regarding the decrease in the
complexity of planning and controlling through the evasion of a temporal overlapping of projects,
a reduction of the costs caused by capital employed, the attainment of new time margins and the
minimization of difficulties with regard to schedule, and the establishment of opportunities and
available capacities to facilitate a swifter execution of further projects in the future.
This particular aspect was treated by Schreyer [Sch99a]: Starting from a GERT network graph,
of the kind on which US-companies base their implementation of projects, Schreyer devised
several variants, which differ from the basic network graph either due to the assumption of certain
pre-conditions (reducing the duration of some activities by means of learning effects, innovation
capacity and the involvement of repetitive elements) or to a consistant reformation of the process
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Figure 3.53: Stochastic network graph for an innovation in the automotive industry. For logic of
nodes see figure 3.52. Source: [Sch99a, p. 146].
structure (reengineering). One of these variants (see Fig. 3.53) is characterized by a marked
synchronization of processes [Sch99a, p. 146].
The different variants were simulated with the software GERT-Net, which is used for the input,
arrangement and simulation of GERT-network graphs [Sch02, pp. 411-412]. The calculation of
the GERT-network graph for Schreyer´s reengineered variant produced a mean of 253 time units
(4,8 years) for the entire project duration, with a probability of success amounting to 71 per cent
(see Fig. 3.54). The simulation of GERT-network variants with different parameterization, and a
comparison of their results enable a detection of coherences and weaknesses within innovation
processes projects.
Background Information on GERT
GERT-network planning represents a further development of well-known network planning techniques like CPM (Critical Path Method), PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique),
MPM (Metra Potential Method) and GAN (Generalized Activity Networks), see Fig. 3.55. The
conventional, deterministic methods of network planning facilitate a delineation of projects, whose
course is clearly determined as, during their realization, all activities are definitely completed
[Fix78, p. 9]. Stochastic network graphs, however, are also suitable for surveying projects, whose
course is not determined completely from the outset.
Planning with Multiple Goals
In addition to the consideration of different risks and uncertainties, the pursuance and coordination
of multiple goals represent another challenge in the planning of innovation processes and projects.
Subsequently, different systems of goals will be introduced, followed by a discussion of Paretooptimization within such systems.
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Figure 3.54: Frequency distribution of time required for the final node in case of project success.
Source: [Sch99a, p. 157].

Figure 3.55: Overview of deterministic and stochastic network planning techniques. Source: [Sch99a,
p. 51]
Systems of Goals for Innovation Projects
In business management, goals are synonymous with desired future conditions in or of an
organization. As the definition thereof often relates to various components, and as decision-makers
tend to differ in their understanding of the assumed goals, these future conditions are described
as systems of goals or multiple goal decisions [BS02a]. In innovation projects, the goal system
is often defined with reference to the project management system of goals, which contains the
so-called „magic triangle“ of quality, cost and schedule [Har04]. This may be useful, as it involves
the application of proven systematics. However, it also stands for a limitation of creative scope
within an innovation project, as different goals either have to be converted into restrictions or be
included in the quality target by way of a benefit calculation.
Therefore, it seems appropriate to plead for the use of a more comprehensive system of goals,
such as the one devised by Specht, Beckmann and Amelingmeyer [SBA02, p. 19]. Here, each goal
included in the system contributes to the attainment of economic and non-economic targets within
the company. The goals that are relevant for an innovation project can, for example, be sorted into
three groups: project-related, product-related, and production-related goals (see Fig. 3.56).
The process of defining goals is a vital component of innovation planning. Based on the
company’s aims, innovation planning has to include the determination and formulation of specific
goals in accordance with the given situation. Consequently, planners are required to monitor their
system of goals constantly, in order to maintain its adaptability throughout the course of the project
[SBA02, pp. 19 and 22].
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Figure 3.56: Concrete goal system of an innovation project. Source: [MD05, p. 231]
The outlined system of goals for innovation projects does not result in all goals being
complementary (for a similar product life cycle study see [Dow01]). In fact, there are several
contradictions. Some examples:
• In most cases the costs of an innovation project, which ends with the market launch of a
new product, and the costs per product unit, will evolve in opposite directions: Extensive
development and testing are likely to generate lower costs per product unit, but higher project
costs.
• The schedule of an innovation project and the functionality of its new product will also be
in opposition: The sooner an innovation project has to be completed, the fewer functions its
product is likely to possess.
• The same relationship can be found between the schedule of an innovation product and the
manufacturing efficiency of the related product.
Pareto Optimization
Planning with multiple goals means seeking solutions to problems in which several competing
goals are required to be optimized, see [Gö95, p. 96], and the articles of Küfer (pages 79 ff.)
and Roosen (pages 113 ff.) in this book. Generally, this allows for no such thing as a „perfect“
solution, which — in the case of simple problems — is determined by means of a combination of
alternatives, and in which all goal functions assume their extreme values [Vie82, p. 194]. Instead,
one tries to find a solution set with regard to different functions of goals, i.e. various solutions that
are, in a sense, just as valuable as others. Accordingly, there is no „best“ solution to speak of —
only one variant over which others have no predominance.
This type of solution is generated with the aid of Pareto optimization [Gö95, p. 96]. The
concept of Pareto dominance was devised by Vilfredo Pareto, who laid the foundations of research
into multi-criteria optimization. A target vector with certain values dominates another, if it reaches
a higher value for at least one criterium while assuming no lower value for any of the remaining
criteria. Consequently, a Pareto optimal set consists of solutions which are not dominated by
others. The algorithms used in Pareto-based techniques are aimed at calculating and offering a set
of excellent and, preferably, diverse solutions. Then, users are able to select a solution from this
set according to their individual preferences.
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For instance, the management of a company who has commissioned an innovation project can
discuss options of handling the conflicting goals of project costs and costs per product unit with the
project manager (see Fig. 3.57). This produces a Pareto set, which does not contain a single „best“
point of realization, but requires the management to make a decision in favour of one predominant
point on the basis of additional considerations.

Figure 3.57: Pareto-set for the comparison of project costs and costs per product unit

A Concept of Integration: The Stochastical, Multi-Goal-Oriented, Interactive Planning of Innovation Projects.
With stochstic network planning on the one hand, and multi-goal-planning on the other, there
are two instruments at disposal, which each permit a separate handling of the aforementioned
challenges to innovation planning. What is still missing, is an integration of these instruments in
connection with the consideration of changes in the schedule. To deal with this, we suggest a
stochastic, multi-goal-oriented and interactive planning process. Here, three theoretical foundations
have to be unified. (i) Stochastic network graphs with expanded parameterization are required for
the modelling of innovation projects. (ii) Genetic algorithms help to establish Pareto-sets and thus
assist a multi-goal optimization. (iii) Decision-makers must be enabled to influence the course of
the process or project interactively, especially concerning the definition of a system of goals.
One possible procedure for the optimization of innovation projects will subsequently be
presented (see 3.58). It may be divided into three phases: (i) a basic simulation, (ii) a Pareto
optimizing simulation, and (iii) interactive changes in the settings after changes in the environment.
Basic simulation: For the basic simulation the planning problem is first modelled by means
of a GERT-network graph with decision nodes and stochastic arcs. If a generic structure for an
innovation process exists, it may be used as foundation. Relationships between activity duration
and goals have to be specified (see below), and activity acceleration figures are set to 0 (see also
below). Then the simulation model is repeatedly run. With GERT simulations it can be calculated
• how probabilities are distributed for success and abandonment of the project respectively,
• how project duration and other variables, which depend on the number of iterations within
loops, are distributed in the cases of success and abandonment respectively,
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• and how the remaining variables for the goals are in the basic attempt (in those cases one
will find some upper or lower bounds e.g. for costs per product unit).
The basic simulation helps understanding the innovation project and evaluating the parameters
used.
Pareto optimizing simulation: Then, the innovation project is to be optimized with regard to its
defined goals. This includes a variation of activity acceleration figures and the establishment of
relative degrees of goal realization. With the aid of genetic algorithms, Pareto sets of the respective
results are drawn up and presented to the user in a comprehensible graphic form. From these
Pareto sets the user selects the solution which is best suited to the current situation.
Interactive changes: In the course of an innovation project, goals may change dramatically
because of competitor activities, the restructuring of resources or political circumstances. In such
cases, the innovation project planning has to be updated by means of appropriate re-optimization.

Figure 3.58: Possible procedures for the optimization of innovations
In the following subsections, two idiosyncrasies of the model of procedure illustrated above will
be dealt with: First, we will attend to GERT-network planning with expanded parameterization.
Second, we will take a closer look at how adequate solutions are generated and selected, and
discuss possible ways of representing Pareto solutions.
Expanded Parameterization of GERT-networks with Goal Functions
In accordance with the suggested procedure, a module should be created on the basis of the
GERT-Net program, which permits a comprehensive parameterization of activities in an innovation
project. In addition to the usual GERT-network activity parameters, i.e. the probability of the
completion of an activity pi and the duration of the activity di , two further parameters are to be
defined for this purpose: (i) the specific acceleration figure of the activity bi and (ii) its specific
relation with goals f (ai ) (see Fig. 3.59).
Acceleration figure: The management is able to influence the duration of individual activities
decisively by various measures, which might cause a change in costs. Their scope for action
includes the selection of a specific acceleration figure, which shows to what percentage the
temporal acceleration potential is being exploited [Sac00, pp. 135-136]. The duration of an activity
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Figure 3.59: Example of GERT-network graph with expanded parameterization

can be reduced, e.g. by means of new methods, innovation improvement based on learning effects,
the improvement of internal organizational coordination and communication, the utilization of
additional ressources or outsourcing [Sch99a, p. 133].
Relations with goals: An activity’s specific relation with goals is illustrated by means of
functions, and shows to what extent each predetermined goal is influenced by the related activity.
To give an example, a possible connection between the duration of product development and the
costs per product unit is illustrated below (see Fig. 3.60). This relation is partly marked by reverse
trends. In the first section, there is a clear opposition: The more intensive and, consequently,
extensive the phase of development is, the lower the costs per unit are likely to be. In a
second section, which lies beyond a certain quantity of time for product development, no further
effectuation can be detected.

Figure 3.60: Specific relation between duration of product development and costs per product unit
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Generation and Selection of Pareto optimal Solutions
Algorithms that employ Pareto based techniques are aimed at calculating and offering a set of
solutions which are not only excellent but also as diverse as possible. Those solutions which are
not dominated by others, are then presented to the decision-maker. For this purpose, the suggested
procedure should be incorporated in a graphic user interface for the figuration of Pareto sets. Such
a clear pictorial display is supposed to assist users in making their decisions.
In addition to project related goals, project costs and schedule, for instance, product related
goals such as quality, safety and service options are to be taken into account. Some of these goals
can be predetermined: In spite of minimal project costs a high quality and a first-rate service are to
be attained. All remaining goals are subject to variation. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.61.

Figure 3.61: Generation and selection of Pareto sets. The predefined goals within the Pareto sets are
printed in italics.
The generated Pareto sets are now to be graphically represented. In this particular case a twodimensional representation will suffice, as three of five goals are predetermined. If a great number
of goals and, consequently, a great number of dimensions are involved, it becomes particularly
important to provide a clear graphic display. With more than three goals subject to variation at the
same time, an interactive display has to be employed [dFIfTuW03].
Discussion
To facilitate a discussion, two aspects will be singled out: (i) uncertainty in connection with limited
rationality, and (ii) the impact of genetic algorithms.
• As the previous chapters have shown, uncertainties and risks are of crucial importance
where innovations are concerned. This fact leads to the question, how intensively innovation
planners are using stochastic network planning at present. The reply is that they still retain
an attitude of reserve towards this method of modeling, not entirely without reason. One
cause may be that, so far, no adequate professional software tool is available. Moreover,
some sort of limited rationality may be at play: Possibly, innovation planners tend to avoid
stochastic network planning for reasons of communication. To be more precise: If an
innovation planner has to settle a date for a specific task with an employee, it appears easier
to agree on a certain day than on a period of time. Hence, innovation planners might still
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prefer the less complex method of deterministic network planning (see chapter 3.8), although
stochastic network planning would provide far better insights into the time and risk frame of
the innovation project. In order to overcome this planning dilemma, a combination of both
variants appears to be sensible.
• Evolutionary strategies for optimization may be of great help in solving problems with
innovation planning. They are especially valuable: (i) if there are great number of non-linear
relations between activities and goals, and (ii) if the goals of an innovation project are
shifting — which may be due to various causes, such as competitors’ activities or legal
changes — a rapid re-optimization of the innovation project has to take place. In such cases,
the specific attributes of genetic algorithms [Rec94, p. 218] can be helpful.
In general, the presented concept is an approach towards a new understanding of the structures
of innovation processes and projects. However, it requires further development. Also, prototypes
of a respective IT system should be implemented and tested.
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3.9. COMBINATORIAL ONLINE OPTIMIZATION
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Structure Generation Under Varying Goals: Online Planning of Facilities
Martin Grötschel, Benjamin Hiller, Andreas Tuchscherer

3.9.1

Introduction

In classical optimization it is assumed that full information about the problem to be solved is
given. This, in particular, includes that all data are at hand. The real world may not be so “nice”
to optimizers. Some problem constraints may not be known, the data may be corrupted, or some
data may not be available at the moments when decisions have to be made. The last issue is the
subject of online optimization which will be addressed here. We explain some theory that has
been developed to cope with such situations and provide examples from practice where unavailable
information is not the result of bad data handling but an inevitable phenomenon.
We begin with some informal definitions concerning online optimization, refraining from giving
formal definitions to avoid “technical overkill”. Consider the following situation: we have to make
immediate decisions, we have some data of the past on hand but information about future activities
is unavailable, and we would like to make “good” decisions. In the classical optimization world
we would study the problem to be considered, invent a mathematical model supposed to catch the
key aspects of the problem, collect all data needed and use mathematical theory and algorithms
to solve the problem. We call this approach in this paper offline from now on since the data
collection phase is totally separated from the solution phase. In online optimization these phases
are intertwined and there are many situations where this is not due to data acquisition difficulties
but due to the nature of the problem itself.
A little more formal, in an online problem, data arrive in a sequence (that we will call request
sequence), and each time when a new request arrives, a decision has to be made. If there are costs
or some other objectives involved, we face an online optimization problem since we would like to
make decisions in such a way that “at the end of the day” (when the last request has arrived and
has been processed) the total cost is as small as possible.
There are lots of variants of this “basic online framework”, and in each case one has to exactly
state what the side constraints are, what online precisely means, how costs are calculated, etc. We
outline a few of the possibilities that come up in practice.
For those familiar with optimal control the issues indicated here probably sound very familiar,
and of course, online optimization is not a topic invented in combinatorial optimization or computer
science. Online problems occur, for instance, when steel is cast continuously, chemical reactors are
to be controlled, or a space shuttle reenters the atmosphere. There are some differences between
these control problems and the combinatorial online problems we describe here. In the continuous
control case, one usually has a mathematical model of the process. This is typically given in the
form of a ordinary and/or partial differential equations. These describe the behavior of the real
system under parameter changes over time. One precomputes a solution (often called optimal
control) and the online algorithm has the task to adapt the running system in such a way that
it follows the optimal trajectory. For instance, when a space craft reenters the atmosphere it is
clear where it has to land. It should follow a predetermined trajectory to the landing place. The
measuring instruments determine the deviations from this trajectory, and the algorithms steering the
space craft make sure that the craft follows the trajectory using the available control mechanisms
on board.
In contrast, the combinatorial online optimization problems we consider have no “trajectory”
that one could precompute. Decisions are discrete (yes or no), can only be made at certain points
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in time and not continuously, and in most cases, decisions once made cannot be revoked. In
other words, although optimal control and combinatorial online optimization have certain aspects
in common, there are significant differences that lead to different problems in practice and require
different mathematical treatment.
Let us look at an example. Recall your last move to a new apartment. Moving the furniture
into a truck and packing them safely is a nontrivial task. From a mathematical point of view
we call this a three dimensional packing problem. Cutting the pieces of a suit from a cloth roll
to minimize waste is a similarly demanding task. An extremely simplified version of these two
problems is the bin packing problem. We have a (possibly infinite) number of one dimensional
bins, all of the same height. Certain items (all with the same “footprint”, matching the footprint
of the bins, but possibly with different heights) have to be packed in the bins. The goal is to use
as few bins as possible. If all items are given in the beginning, we have an offline bin packing
problem. If items are generated one by one and we have to pack each item as soon as it arrives and
if we are not allowed to repack, we have a “standard” online bin packing problem. It may be that
we are allowed to keep only a fixed number of bins, say q bins, open and that we are also allowed
to move items between the open bins. But as soon as we need a new bin, we must close one bin
and move it away. We call this problem the q-restricted online bin packing problem with repacking.
The latter is a typical situation that comes up when you move. A certain number of boxes are
open in a room, you pack items into the boxes, are allowed to repack, but due to lack of space,
whenever a new box is needed, one currently open box has to be closed and moved away. Again,
the goal is to use as few boxes as possible.
There may also be some clock running. Requests appear in sequence and you are not necessarily
obliged to serve them immediately (as in the standard problem above), but there may be extra costs
incurred with every time unit a request that has appeared is not served. This version of an online
optimization problem will be called the time stamp model. A natural application is the ADAC
Yellow Angels problem to be discussed later.
Given an online optimization problem (e. g., one of the versions described above) then an online
algorithm is an algorithm that makes decisions respecting the side constraints of the particular
online problem that it is designed for. In the standard model of online computation the algorithm
has to decide immediately what to do and may not reconsider the decision later (e. g., it packs
an item into a bin and cannot repack). In case of the q-restricted online bin packing problem
with repacking the online algorithm may repack the q open bins and move items between them.
But as soon as a bin is closed the algorithm has no further access to the items in the closed bin.
Similarly, in the time stamp model the online algorithm is not always obliged to act immediately
at the appearance of a request, but may have to pay a lot if service is delayed.
So, what an online algorithm is allowed or supposed to do depends on the special circumstances
and the side constraints. There is another issue: time restrictions. For online algorithms in the
standard (or repacking) model running time of an algorithm is not an issue. We just do not care
(in theory). These algorithms may use any amount of computing time or computing power. The
issue of importance here is the lack of information about the future.
If time is precious we speak of real time problems and real time algorithms. Again, what real
time means depends crucially on the time frame of the process considered. Routing decisions in
telecommunication (an important real time problem) have to be made almost immediately, while in
the Yellow Angels case, ten seconds are an upper bound for the online algorithm to come up with
the decision. Control algorithms for elevators may use about a second for a decision, but decision
times in the range of minutes would not be tolerated by the customers.
An area where online problems occur in abundance is logistics which is at the heart of
modern production and service facilities. In many real-world applications logistics systems are
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automatically supervised and permanently controlled. The online problems arising here usually
correspond to the time stamp model (occasionally with short time preview) with additional real-time
requirements.
As an example, consider an automated warehouse used to store and retrieve goods. Pallets
with goods have to be stored and are to be transported from the storage to vehicles for further
distribution. The overall goal of a good control is to ensure a constant flow of pallets such that
the vehicles do not have to wait too long, to avoid congestion, and to coordinate the traffic. The
control decisions are usually discrete, e. g., which pallet to route on which conveyor belt and/or
vertical elevator.
This control problem is again online since control decisions have to be made in view of an
unknown future and the control has to be updated each time new information becomes known. this
is called an online algorithm. The time frame for the online algorithms in this area is usually in
the range of milliseconds to seconds – depending on the mechanical speed of the stacker cranes
or other moving devices. In order to develop good online algorithms it is important to analyze the
impact of the control decisions on the current and future performance of the system.

3.9.2

Theoretical Analysis of Online Optimization Problems

In this section we describe the approach usually used for evaluating the quality of a given online
algorithm. This theoretical concept is called competitive analysis. Before introducing competitive
analysis in detail, we present some example problems that are revisited later on.
Examples for Online Optimization Problems
Online Traveling Salesman Problem. The probably most famous combinatorial (offline) optimization problem is the Traveling Salesman Problem or TSP for short. An instance consists of a
set of locations that are to be visited in such a way that the total distance traveled is minimized,
see Section 3.7.
To define the online version of the TSP in detail, we need to introduce the notion of a metric
space. A metric space is simply an abstract way to “measure” distances. It consists of a set of
points M and a function d : M × M → R≥0 ) supposed to give distances between each pair of
points. Therefore, d has to satisfy the following properties:
1. d(u, u) = 0 for all u ∈ M
2. d(u, v) = d(v, u) for all u, v ∈ M
3. d(u, v) + d(v, w) ≥ d(u, w) for all u, v, w ∈ M .

(symmetry)
(triangle inequality)

The online version of the TSP is as follows. We are given a metric space (M, d) with a
distinguished point o, the origin, where the “server” is located at time 0, and a sequence of requests
r1 , r2 , . . . . Each request is a pair rj = (tj , pj ) specifying the time tj ≥ 0 at which rj is released
and a point pj ∈ M . The release times form an ordered sequence in the sense that ti ≤ tj if i < j.
The server does not move faster than unit speed. This problem is called Online Traveling Salesman
Problem, for short OnlineTSP.
There are several reasonable objectives for the OnlineTSP, e. g.:
Completion time: This is the total time for serving all requests and returning to the origin o.
Maximum waiting time: The waiting time of a request rj is the difference between the time when
the rj is served (the server reaches the point pj ) and the release time tj .
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Average waiting time: The average of all waiting times.
There are cases where more than one of these objective functions need to be considered. This
leads us to multicriteria online optimization, a subject that has received almost no attention in the
research literature. We will touch upon the issue of “balancing” the objective functions above in
the elevator case study in the next section.
Online Bin Coloring. Another simple online optimization problem is Online Bin Coloring, which
is as follows. We are given a request sequence consisting of unit size items r1 , r2 , . . . where each
item has a color cj ∈ N. The items are to be packed into bins, all of the same size B ∈ N, as soon
as they arrive. Repacking an item later on is not allowed. At each moment there are q ∈ N empty
or partially filled bins. Whenever a bin is full, it is closed and replaced by a new empty bin. The
objective is to pack the items in such a way that the maximum number of different colors in a bin
is as small as possible.
Competitive Analysis
Competitive analysis provides a framework to measure theoretically the quality of online algorithms.
More precisely, it seeks to answer the question what is lost in the worst-case due to lack
of information. Competitive analysis was introduced formally in 1985 by Sleator and Tarjan
in [ST85]. The term competitive analysis was first used in [KMRS88]. However, Graham already
used this method in 1966 for evaluating algorithms for machine scheduling, see [Gra66]. For an
overview on competitive analysis, we refer to [BEY98].
In the following, we only consider online minimization problems. Competitive analysis
compares the performance of a given online algorithm ALG to that of an algorithm that knows
the complete request sequence in advance and can serve the requests at a minimum cost. We call
this benchmark algorithm optimal offline algorithm OPT. For a request sequence σ, we denote the
corresponding optimal offline cost and the cost of ALG by OPT(σ) and ALG(σ), respectively.
The algorithm ALG is said to be c-competitive for c ∈ R, c ≥ 1 if
ALG(σ) ≤ c · OPT(σ)
for all request sequences σ. The competitive ratio of ALG is the smallest value c such that ALG
is c-competitive. ALG is called competitive if ALG is c-competitive for some c ≥ 1.
An online algorithm is competitive, if it competes “well” with the optimal offline algorithm on
all request sequences. That is, competitive analysis is a worst-case measure. Hence, in order to
show that the competitive ratio of an online algorithm is bad, it suffices to find one sequence of
requests on which the online algorithm appears bad compared to the optimal offline algorithm.
We can think of competitive analysis as a game between an online player and a malicious
adversary. The adversary constructs a sequence of requests to be processed by the online player.
The adversary has complete knowledge of the online player’s strategy that corresponds to an online
algorithm, and he intends to construct a sequence such that the cost ratio for the online player and
the optimal offline cost is maximized.
Examples. Recall the standard online bin packing problem as described in the introduction. The
algorithm FirstFit which packs each item in the first open bin providing sufficient space is known
to be 1.7-competitive. Van Vliet [vV96] proved that no online bin packing algorithm can be better
than 1.5401-competitive. There are many algorithms known that achieve a better competitive ratio
than FirstFit, but none attains the lower bound.
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The situation is different for the q-restricted online bin packing with repacking. Lee and
Lee [LL85] showed a lower bound of 1.69103 for the competitive ratio of every online algorithm.
Galambos and Woeginger [GW93] gave an algorithm that achieves this competitive ratio and is
thus optimal. It is interesting to note that the advantage gained by allowing repacking is more than
outweighed by the restriction of using at most q bins.
Next we present some surprising competitive analysis results obtained for OnlineTSP and
Online Bin Coloring.
Consider an algorithm ALG for the OnlineTSP problem on one of the most trivial metric
spaces one can think of, the one-dimensional line of real numbers. The server is supposed to start
in the origin and we want to minimize the maximum waiting time of a request. We want to be
a nasty adversary and to achieve a high ratio between the optimal offline cost and that of ALG
and do the following. At time 0 ALG has to decide what the server does. There are three cases:
Either the server remains at the origin, it moves to the left or to the right. Suppose the server
travels to the right. Then the first request in the sequence arrives at x = −1 at time 1. Since the
server moved to the right, it will not arrive at the request at time 1 or earlier, so it gets a positive
waiting time. The offline algorithm, however, knows where the request will occur. So he can move
the server to the position −1 on the line before the request occurs achieving a waiting time of 0.
This looks like a “dirty trick”, but we have thus shown that no online algorithm can achieve a
constant competitive ratio. This essentially means that all online algorithms are equally bad from
the viewpoint of competitive analysis.
Let us now turn to Online Bin Coloring. A “natural” algorithm would put an item with a color
already present in one of the bins into the same bin. If the color is currently not present in one
of the bins, one would put it in a bin which currently has the least number of distinct colors. Let
us call this algorithm GreedyFit. It can be seen [KdPSR01] that GreedyFit achieves a competitive
ratio larger or equal to 2q (q is the number of bins that can be open simultaneously). The totally
stupid algorithm OneBin, which uses only one bin until it is filled completely and puts all items
into that bin, achieves a competitive ratio of at most 2q − 1, making it superior to GreedyFit in
terms of the competitive ratio.
Of course, there are many online problems where competitive analysis yields useful results, but
for those two problems arising in logistics the results are not very helpful.
Extensions of Competitive Analysis. In the last section we have seen examples where competitive
analysis yields surprising results. In various online optimization problems the following phenomena
arise:
• There does not exist a competitive online algorithm at all.
• All online algorithms have the same competitive ratio.
• A reasonable online algorithm that performs well in simulation experiments has a worse
competitive ratio than an algorithm that obviously performs bad in practice.
The reason for these phenomena is the worst-case nature of competitive analysis. In other
words, the malicious adversary is “too strong”. Various concepts to reduce the power of the
adversary have been proposed in the literature. The most direct way is to restrict the request
sequences that the adversary can produce in some reasonable way or to limit its power directly.
For instance, the trick used for the OnlineTSP would not work anymore if the adversary is not
allowed to travel in a direction where no request is known at present.
Another possibility is to consider randomized online algorithms, which are allowed to use
random decisions for processing requests. The cost of a randomized algorithm is a random
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variable, and we are interested in its expectation. Normally, the malicious adversary knows
the distribution used by the online player but cannot see the actual outcome of the random
experiments. As a consequence, he must choose the complete input sequence in advance. This
type of adversary is called oblivious adversary (see [BEY98] on different types of adversaries). Yet
another alternative is to consider random request sequences and doing average case analysis, but
this requires some probabilistic assumptions on how the inputs looks like.
Theoretical analysis can give important insights in possible weaknesses of online algorithms
and how to overcome them. However, to really evaluate how an algorithm performs in practice it
is often necessary to resort to a simulation of the system. It is certainly no insult to state that the
theory developed for online optimization rarely provides good guidelines for the choice of online
algorithms to be employed in practice.

3.9.3

Case Study: Elevator Systems

Online problems arise frequently in logistics applications, for instance in high rack warehouses.
One particular system was studied in [GKR99], dealing with the distribution center of Herlitz PBS
in Falkensee near Berlin. This distribution center stores and retrieves pallets using a complex
system of conveyor belts, elevators, and other transportation devices. The overall goal for the
control is to ensure a rapid, congestion-free flow of pallets through the system. The pallets to be
transported on a production day are not known in advance, which makes this problem an online
problem.
In the following, we concentrate on the control of the elevators, which constitute an important
subsystem. In the Herlitz distribution center, two groups of elevators work together and it is crucial
for the system performance to coordinate each group of elevators well.
Elevator control problems can be seen as a generalization of the OnlineTSP problem, where a
request consists of two points instead of one, with the interpretation that the server needs to travel
from the first to the second point in order to serve the request. In addition, there is not only one
server, but possibly many. Such problems are known as Dial-a-Ride problems (DARP). We call
the online version OnlineDARP. The time a request spends in the system is called the flow time,
consisting of the waiting time of the request and the time needed to serve it.
Theoretical results
Various theoretical results for OnlineDARP have been established. For the completion time
objective, there is a 2-competitive OnlineDARP algorithm which was proposed in [AKR00], which
means that this online algorithm may take twice as long as the best possible solution. The authors
also show that no algorithm can be better than 2-competitive, in other words, whatever smart
algorithmic idea someone may have, there is a request sequence on which the online algorithm
takes twice as long as the best solution.
The same paper also analyzes two general online strategies, REPLAN and IGNORE. The
REPLAN strategy computes a new optimal schedule each time a new request becomes known.
This is often used in practice. The IGNORE strategy works in phases. At the beginning of each
phase, an optimal schedule for the currently known requests is computed and realized. Only when
the schedule has been finished a new schedule for the then known requests is computed and a new
phase starts. During execution of a schedule all new requests are ignored, which gave the strategy
its name. Both REPLAN and IGNORE are 5/2-competitive [AKR00] and thus not best possible.
We already saw that no online algorithm can be competitive when minimizing the maximum
flow time in the case of the OnlineTSP. Since OnlineTSP is a special case of OnlineDARP, this
holds for OnlineDARP as well. For the OnlineTSP on the real line there is an online algorithm
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which is 8-competitive against a non-abusive adversary [KLL+ 02], which is a restricted kind of
adversary. For a reasonably restricted class of request sequences, the IGNORE strategy achieves
bounded maximum and average flow times [HKR00] which is interesting since this guarantees
some kind of stability of the system.
Simulation results
The elevator control problem has been studied in simulations, too. The particular setting of the
Herlitz distribution center was investigated in [GKR99], which compared seven algorithms. It
turned out that the algorithms had quite a different performance with respect to average and
maximum flow time and that the algorithms used in production were significantly inferior. Another
observation was that algorithms achieving good average flow times give high maximum flow times
and vice versa. The REPLAN algorithm achieved very good average flow times, but also very
high maximum waiting times. The IGNORE algorithm, on the other hand, gave worse but still
acceptable average flow times, but good maximum flow times as well. A variant of the IGNORE
algorithm that balances the two objectives was therefore recommended for implementation at the
plant. This is the way how we treated the multicriteria aspect of our Herlitz elevator problem. We
looked for an algorithm that produces reasonable values for all relevant objectives.
The algorithms considered in [GKR99] were all quite simple from a methodological point
of view. More recently, Friese and Rambau [FR06] studied a more involved algorithm based on
Mathematical Programming. It is a modified version of the algorithm ZIBDIP which was developed
for routing service vehicles (see next section for more on this).
Among other algorithms, they compared the modified version of ZIBDIP called REOPT to
the algorithms FIFO and NN (“NearestNeighbor”), each representing a certain class of typical
algorithms. FIFO assigns a new request in round-robin fashion to the elevators, serving each
request of an elevator in the order of arrival. FIFO is an example of a simple rule-based algorithm.
NN assigns a new request to the elevator giving the lowest waiting time for the new request if it
is inserted such that no other request is postponed. The requests of each elevator are served such
that the distance from the last to the next request is minimized, hence the name of the algorithm.
NearestNeighbor represents a simple greedy heuristic frequently used in practice. REOPT, finally,
determines the schedule in an integrated way (the assignment and service order decisions are taken
into account simultaneously) such that the average waiting time of all the requests is minimized.
Figure 3.62 displays comparisons of these algorithms. Figure 3.62(a) shows the number of
elevators needed to get an average flow time of at most 40 seconds for the given set of requests
and the average flow time actually achieved with this number of elevators. It turns out that REOPT
achieves this performance with five elevators only, whereas FIFO and NN require eight and six
elevators, respectively. The average flow times achieved by the algorithms when they use five
elevators only are shown in Figure 3.62(b). Note that the vertical axis has a logarithmic scale!
FIFO, in fact, turns out to be an unstable elevator scheduling system overflowing the buffer space
enormously. FIFO is much worse than NN and REOPT. Although NN is able to handle the traffic
without overflowing the system, REOPT outperforms NN significantly.
The conclusion of [FR06] is that multi-elevator systems with capacity 1 can be efficiently
controlled by sophisticated online algorithms.
It will be interesting to see whether similar results can be obtained for the control of passenger
elevators. Passenger elevators present other kinds of challenges. First of all, the information
available to the elevator control is much more limited, since passengers specify only their travel
direction (up, down) when they forward their request. In contrast, for industrial cargo elevator
systems the destination is known, which allows much better control. In recent years some elevator
companies started to implement destination call control for passenger elevators, too. The passenger
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Figure 3.62: Results of comparison of elevator control algorithms obtained in [FR06].
is now required to enter the destination floor instead of the direction only and it is claimed that
this additional information leads to an increased performance. We are currently investigating such
elevator systems.
Even in destination call systems there are other features distinguishing passenger elevators from
cargo elevator systems. The cabin of a passenger elevator usually has a relatively large capacity.
This in conjunction with additional requirements such as that no passenger travels temporarily in
the wrong direction makes the schedules more complex. But even here Mathematical Programming
methods can provide powerful elevator control algorithms [TUA05a, TUA05b].

3.9.4

Case Study: ADAC Yellow Angels

The ADAC is the German Automobile Association. It operates a fleet of service vehicles, known as
“Yellow Angels”, providing help to motorists who had a breakdown. Help requests are registered
in one of five help centers, which coordinate the service vehicles that are on duty. Each of
the vehicles is equipped with a GPS system that reports to the help centers precise information
on the current location of the vehicles. The dispatchers may employ, in addition to ADAC’s
Yellow Angels, service vehicles from contractors. The overall goal of the planning is to provide
a high quality service at low operational cost, two objectives that obviously cannot be optimized
simultaneously. This implies that “rules of compromise” have to be found. Good quality of service
in our case means short waiting times for the motorists, where the meaning of “short” depends on
the system load.
The whole fleet of ADAC service vehicles consists of more than 1600 heterogeneous vehicles.
Moreover, ADAC’s contractors have some 5000 vehicles that may be employed by the ADAC help
centers. In high load situations, there are more than 1000 help requests per hour. These numbers
give a rough indication about the large-scale nature of the problem.
This vehicle scheduling problem is a prototypical online problem, since in order to provide
a continuous operation the schedule needs to be updated every time a new help request enters
the system. ADAC wanted to establish an automatic planning system that provides good vehicle
schedules in about 10 seconds computation time to guarantee real-time operation.
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From a theoretical point of view, this problem is very similar to the OnlineTSP problem. The
main differences are that there are many servers (up to 200 service vehicles per help center) and
that the server needs to spend some time at every help request (equivalent to a city visit). For the
practical design of online algorithms the theory known so far does not help much, since there are
no competitive algorithms known for higher dimensional metric spaces than the real line.
ADAC’s requirements suggested to build an online algorithm based on the reoptimization
approach: Every time some new information becomes available, a snapshot problem is constructed
that reflects the current state of the system. This snapshot problem is then solved, giving a new
schedule that is followed until the schedule is updated again.
More precisely, the snapshot problem consists of the following data:
• location, time of occurrence and estimate of service time of each help request (henceforth
called requests),
• current position, home position and service status of each vehicle (henceforth called unit),
• set of available contractors,
• information about operational cost of units and contractors,
• information about the capabilities of each unit, i. e., what kind of help request can be handled
by that unit.
The goal is to compute a good schedule servicing all the requests. Here a schedule is a set of
tours for each vehicle that is on duty. But what is “good” schedule? The goals are high quality of
service and low operational cost so this problem is in fact a multi-criteria optimization problem.
Clearly, these two goals are partially contradicting. To cope with both criteria they are combined
by defining the overall cost as a weighted sum of penalty cost for bad service quality and the
operational cost. This is called “method of superimposing target functions” in Section 2.5.3. Of
course, suitable weights reflecting the relative importance need to be determined for this approach.
Alternatively, and more fundamentally one could try to compute further solutions from the Pareto
set. This, however, is very difficult to accomplish in one short period of time (seconds) allowed in
this application.
The issues mentioned here are surveyed in Section 2.4.3 of Chapter 2 “The Economy of
Modeling”. It is simply impossible to take all aspects of this dispatching problem into account.
Yellow Angels customers may ask for special treatment, e. g., a seriously sick person is in the car,
an important manager needs to get to an airport or a pregnant woman to a hospital, etc. We simply
do not know how to rank such requests in general. Therefore, only the major components of the
Yellow Angels dispatching problem (time and cost) are modeled mathematically and considered in
the algorithm, while “special requirements” are left to the human decision maker to be treated in
“post processing”.
This ADAC snapshot problem is a typical Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) and the solution
approach sketched in the following is often used to solve VRPs, see Section 3.7 for a survey on
transport optimization. To keep things a bit simpler, we ignore the contractors from now on; they
can be integrated quite easily. The following method was proposed in [KRT02] and has been
implemented in ADAC’s service scheduling system.
A tour tu for a unit is a sequence of requests, each of which can be handled by the unit. The
tour tu gives the order in which the requests are to be served, which in turn allows to compute the
(estimated) waiting times for each customer. This way, a cost value c(tu ) can be associated to the
tour, which consists of the “service quality cost” and the operational cost incurred by the tour. For
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(b) Representation of the tours in Figure 3.63(a) as entries of a matrix A and a corresponding cost vector c.

Figure 3.63: Illustration of the tour-based model (3.16)–(3.18).
the computation of the cost it is assumed that the unit travels to its home position after finishing
the last request of the tour.
For each unit u, let Tu be the set of all tours for that unit and T be the union of all the sets Tu .
A schedule is now a selection of one tour for each unit such that all the requests are contained
in exactly one tour. This selection can be modeled by introducing a binary variable xt for t ∈ T ;
xt = 1 means that the tour is selected. An optimal schedule can now be computed by solving the
following integer program (IP).
X
c(t)xt
min
t∈T

X

∀r ∈ R

(3.16)

xt = 1

∀u ∈ U

(3.17)

xt ∈ {0, 1}

∀t ∈ T

(3.18)

xt = 1

t∈T : r∈t

X
t∈Tu

The constraints (3.16) ensure that each request is contained in exactly one tour, whereas due to
constraints (3.17) exactly one tour for each unit is selected. Figure 3.63 illustrates the idea of this
IP model. In more abstract terms, we can write the IP as
min cT x
Ax = 1
x ∈ {0, 1}n
where the binary matrix A and the cost vector c is constructed as depicted in Figure 3.63(b). An
Integer Program of this type is known as a set partitioning IP.
One problem with this set partitioning IP is that is has an enormous number of columns as there
are extremely many possible tours. However, a technique known as column generation [DDS05] in
Mathematical Programming is applicable in this case due to the special structure of the constraint
matrix. Column generation allows the implicit treatment of all the columns of the matrix without
explicitly constructing all of them. This is done by searching for improving tours via the solution
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Figure 3.64: Comparison of ZIBDIP with several variants of genetic algorithms. Depicted is the deviation from the optimal cost in percent after a given computation time. The data is taken from [KRT02].
of an auxiliary problem, which in this case turns out to be a resource constraint shortest path
problem (RCSP).
Both the set partitioning problem and the RCSP are known to be NP-hard combinatorial
optimization problems. This means that solving them to optimality is usually quite time-consuming,
even if advanced methods are used. In the context of our application for the ADAC, however, the
schedule needs to be computed very fast since only 10 seconds computation time are allowed.
A careful adaptation of the solution algorithm to the problem structure facilitates finding good
and even verifiably optimal solutions in the allowed computation time. One particular feature of
the problem is that the cost corresponding to the waiting time of the requests make long tours
expensive, so the tours in the final schedule are usually short (at most 5 or 6 requests in high load
situations). This allows to solve the RCSP by a controlled implicit enumeration of the tours. The
set partitioning problem is usually easier to solve if the sets are small. Moreover, since requests
that cannot conveniently be covered by a unit can be outsourced to a contractor it is always easy
to complete a partial covering by the units to a complete covering of the requests. Therefore,
good integer solutions (i. e., schedules) are obtained very early in the solution process. These
considerations lead to the development of the algorithm called ZIBDIP.
To give an impression on what is achieved by ZIBDIP, we cite some results. In a first
study, ZIBDIP was compared to some variants of a genetic algorithm suggested by a software
vendor [KRT02]. The genetic algorithm GA could be initialized using two different starting
heuristics IT and CL as well as a best-insertion heuristic HEU. The averaged results for three high
load snapshot problems are given in Figure 3.64. All the genetic algorithm variants finish with
solutions with costs that are more than 15% above the optimal value after 15 seconds computation
and are still more than 5% away even after 120 seconds. ZIBDIP, in contrast, is within 1% of
the optimal value already after 5 seconds, showing the fast convergence of this method needed for
real-time application.
Figure 3.65 shows the quality of the solutions to the snapshot problems for one day obtained
by ZIBDIP. Each point specifies a guarantee on the solution quality w. r. t. the optimal snapshot
cost. This deviation is called optimality gap. In addition, the figure shows the load ratio, which is
the ratio of requests and unit in the snapshot problem. The optimality gap gets worse for higher
load ratios, but does not exceed 7% on the whole day.
Finally, Figure 3.66 compares the performance of ZIBDIP with those of two relatively simple
heuristics. The first one, BestInsert, builds a new schedule by inserting new requests in the existing
schedule such that the cost increases as little as possible. The second heuristic, 2-OPT, computes
an initial solution via BestInsert and then iteratively tries to exchange requests in one tour or
between two tours in order to decrease the cost until no improvement is possible. In the long run,
ZIBDIP produces overall schedules that are 40-60% “cheaper” than that of BestInsert and 8-20%
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Figure 3.66: Comparison of ZIBDIP to two heuristics on two high load days [HKR06].
“cheaper” than that of 2-OPT. The improvement in the waiting times is significant, too: ZIBDIP
serves a larger share of requests with lower waiting time than the two heuristics.
All in all, ZIBDIP is a powerful algorithm and another example that Mathematical Programming
methods can lead to real-time compliant online algorithms and codes.
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Conclusion

Combinatorial online optimization problems, arising in structure generation under varying goals.
appear in a wide range of practical applications. In most “industrial environments” we have had
access to they are treated in a “very heuristic” manner, i. e., ad hoc algorithms are employed.
Moreover, these algorithms are often programmed by persons who have no experience concerning
all the possible pitfalls such heuristics may run into.
The state of the theory of online optimization is not in best possible shape either. There are
various concepts of analysis, such as competitiveness, but it is questionable whether competitiveness
provides good guidelines for practice.
At present, it seems that individual case analysis consisting of both, theory and simulation, is
necessary. In the examples we outlined in this section we have gained stimuli for theoretical studies
from simulation experiments, and theoretical investigations guided the design of the algorithms
that were finally employed in practice. Overall, serious mathematical analysis and the careful
algorithms design, based on the many techniques offered by mathematical programming, pays
significantly. Our examples showed that these efforts lead to much more robust online systems
with significantly better performance.
Is there nothing left to be desired? Of course not. We would wish to have a better understanding
of the methodology to cope with online problems. The success stories reported here are based
on very significant research efforts, all very problem specific and not really guided by “general
principles” that would result from a good theoretical underpinning. “Online” is not well understood.
Moreover, online problems often have more than one objective – as indicated before. Multicriteria
online optimization, however, does currently not exist as a research field. It is, at best, in its
infancy.
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Decision Structures on the Basis of Bounded Rationality
Konstantinos V. Katsikopoulos and Gerd Gigerenzer

To the great relief of passengers all around the world airplanes take off, fly, and land every day.
Mathematicians, physicists, mechanical and aeronautical engineers have created a large store of
know-how on the technical aspects of aviation. The management of the aviation industry, however,
remains challenging. Consider, for example, making decisions under uncertainty. We do not know
how to route passengers to jointly optimize time, safety, and fuel efficiency. And, even if we
focused on just one objective, say time, the routing problem is computationally intractable.
Like in aviation, many decision problems in large-scale engineering systems resist formulation
in optimization terms because they have multiple criteria and require information that is not easily
available (e.g., utilities and probabilities). Even when they can be formulated as optimization
problems, computing an optimal solution often turns out to be intractable. What to do? The
approach typically taken in the natural sciences and engineering is to optimize a simplification of
the original problem.
This often works well but it can be difficult to know if the simplifications hold and what
is the loss when they are violated. More broadly, the optimization approach — with some
exceptions, e.g., Taguchi methods — is not tailored to handle issues like uncertainty, robustness,
and flexibility that are increasingly recognized as fundamental in the management of engineering
systems [Pap04]. Finally, the interface between optimization methods and practitioners often lacks
transparency, usability, and acceptance [KOCZ93].
Overall, engineers are trained in the rigorous theory of optimization but all too often, when
they graduate, they seem to find themselves using heuristics that worked in the past. At the Max
Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin, our team of life, natural, and social scientists,
as well as historians, philosophers, mathematicians, and engineers, has, for more than ten years,
been studying heuristics for decision making under uncertainty. Our research program can be
viewed as the study of bounded rationality, a popular concept in the social sciences [Sim55]. One
of our interests is in modeling the heuristic cognitive processes laypeople and some practitioners
— medical doctors and mock jurors — use. This chapter samples some answers to the normative
question of how well the heuristics perform. The research has used decision-making tasks that
do not directly relate to engineering concerns but we also speculate how it can be applied to the
management of engineering systems. We start with some general comments on the heuristic view
of bounded rationality.
Bounded Rationality: Fast and Frugal Heuristics
Bounded rationality is often interpreted as optimization under constraints, where the constraints
are due to impoverished cognitive ability or incomplete information [Con96]. This interpretation
is contrary to Simon’s [Sim55] who emphasized satisficing, or picking any outcome that exceeds
a pre-determined aspiration level (as opposed to picking only an optimal outcome). Furthermore,
this interpretation does not allow much progress as it reverts the study of decision making back to
the study of logic, probability, and calculus, while excluding psychology.
Our approach to bounded rationality takes an ecological rather than logical view. It does
not study optimal, internally consistent decisions but decisions that surpass aspiration levels with
regard to external criteria like speed, accuracy, robustness, and transparency. This fits well with
engineering where the focus is not so much on internal consistency but on external performance.
Gigerenzer, Todd, and colleagues [GTtARG99, TGtArgip19] model the decisions with a breed of
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simple rules of thumb, called fast and frugal heuristics, which use a minimum of time, information,
and computational resources.
The heuristics can be understood from a Darwinian perspective. First, because evolution does
not follow a grand plan, there is a patchwork of heuristics, tailored to particular problems. This
gives flexibility to the bounded rationality approach. Second, just as evolution produces adaptations
that are bound to a particular ecological niche, the heuristics are not rational or irrational, per se, but
only relative to an environment. Note that the study of the interaction between the decision-maker
and the environment — emphasized in the ecological approach to psychology [Bru55, Sim56] —
is missing in the optimization-under-constraints approach.
Finally, and importantly, heuristics exploit core psychological capacities, like the ability to
track objects. This is exactly what allows the heuristics to be simple, yet successful. For example,
consider a pilot who spots another plane approaching, and fears a collision. How can she avoid
it? A simple heuristic that works is to look at a scratch in her windshield and observe whether the
other plane moves relative to that scratch. If it does not, she should dive away quickly.
In short, in our view, bounded rationality deals with simple and transparent heuristics that
require minimum input, do not strive to find a best and general solution, but nevertheless are
accurate and robust. What do these heuristics look like?
The Recognition Heuristic
Imagine you are a contestant in a TV game show and face the $ 1,000,000 question: Which city
has more inhabitants: Detroit or Milwaukee?
What is your answer? If you are American, then your chances of finding the right answer,
Detroit, are not bad. Some two thirds of undergraduates at the University of Chicago did [GG02].
If, however, you are German, your prospects look dismal because most Germans know little about
Detroit, and many have not even heard of Milwaukee. How many correct inferences did the less
knowledgeable German group that we tested achieve? Despite a considerable lack of knowledge,
nearly all of the Germans answered the question correctly. How can people who know less about a
subject nevertheless make more correct inferences? The answer seems to be that the Germans used
a heuristic: If you recognize the name of one city but not the other, then infer that the recognized
city has the larger population. The Americans could not use the heuristic, because they had heard
of both cities. They knew too much.
The recognition heuristic is useful when there is a strong correlation — in either direction —
between recognition and criterion. For simplicity, we assume that the correlation is positive. For
paired-comparison tasks, where the goal is to infer which one of two objects (e.g., cities) has the
higher value on a numerical criterion (e.g., population), the following fast and frugal heuristic can
be used.
Recognition heuristic: If one of two objects is recognized and the other is not, then infer that
the recognized object has the higher value on the criterion.
The recognition heuristic builds on the core capacity of recognition of faces, voices, and, as
here, of names. No computer program yet exists that can perform face recognition as well as a
human child does. Note that the capacity for recognition is different from that for recall. For
instance, one may recognize a face but not recall anything about who that person is [CM87].
Intuitively, the recognition heuristic is successful when ignorance is systematic rather than
random, that is, when recognition is strongly correlated with the criterion. The direction of the
correlation between recognition and the criterion can be learned from experience, or it can be
genetically coded. Substantial correlations exist in competitive situations, such as between name
recognition and the excellence of colleges, the value of the products of companies, and the quality
of sports teams.
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Consider forecasting the outcomes of the 32 English F.A. Cup third-round soccer matches,
such as Manchester United versus Shrewsberry Town. Ayton and Önkal [AO97] tested 50 Turkish
students and 54 British students. The Turkish participants had very little knowledge about (or
interest in) English soccer teams, while the British participants knew quite a bit. Nevertheless, the
Turkish forecasters were nearly as accurate as the English ones (63% versus 66% correct). Their
predictions were consistent with the recognition heuristic in 627 out of 662 cases (95%). More
generally, a number of experimental studies have found that if the accuracy of the recognition
heuristic, α, is substantial (i.e., exceeds, say, 0.7), people use the heuristics in about 90% of all
cases [Nay01].
The recognition heuristic implies several counterintuitive phenomena of human decision making
that cannot be deduced from any other theory we are aware of. For instance, recognition information
tends to dominate further knowledge, in rats as well as in people, even if there is conflicting
evidence [GG02]. Here we concentrate on the counterintuitive finding that less information can
increase accuracy.
The Less-is-More Effect
Assume that a person recognizes n out of N objects. The probability of being able to use the
heuristic equals the probability of recognizing exactly one object in a choice of two, or
r(n) =

2n(N − n)
.
N (N − 1)

(3.19)

Similarly, the probability that both objects are recognized, and thus other knowledge beyond
recognition must be used, equals
k(n) =

n(n − 1)
.
N (N − 1)

(3.20)

Finally, the probability that neither object is recognized, which leads to the necessity that the
person has to guess, equals
g(n) =

(N − n)(N − n − 1)
.
N (N − 1)

(3.21)

Let α be the accuracy of the person when exactly one object is recognized and the recognition
heuristic is used. Let β be the accuracy of the person when both objects are recognized and other
knowledge is used. We also assume that accuracy equals 21 when none of the objects is recognized
(and we also assume α, β > 12 ). Thus, the overall accuracy of a person who recognizes n objects
equals
1
f (n) = r(n)α + k(n)β + g(n)( ).
(3.22)
2
Definition 1. The less-is-more effect occurs when there exist n1 and n2 so that n1 < n2 but
f (n1 ) > f (n2 ) with n1 , n2 ∈ 0, 1, . . . , N .
Definition 2. The prevalence, p, of the less-is-more effect is the proportion of pairs (n1 , n2 )
with n1 6= n2 for which the less-is-more effect occurs.
The prevalence p of the less-is-more effect varies between zero — no effect — for increasing
f (n), and unity — there is always an effect — for strictly decreasing f (n). The prevalence of the
less-is-more effect depends on the person’s α and β. For α = 0.8 and β = 0.6, simple enumeration
yields p = 1/3. More generally, the following holds [RK04].
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Result 1. The less-is-more effect occurs (i.e., p 6= 0) if and only if α > β. The effect becomes
more prevalent (i.e., p increases) as α increases or β decreases. The assumption is that α
and β are independent of n.
At first glance, the less-is-more effect might appear paradoxical. But it is not, because less
recognition information may simply enable more accurate cognitive processing (via the use of the
recognition heuristic). This is formalized by α > β.
As an example, Goldstein and Gigerenzer discuss three Parisian sisters who have to compare
all pairs of cities from the most populous N = 100 German cities [GG02]. All sisters have α = 0.8
and β = 0.6, but they vary on the number of recognized objects: The youngest sister has n = 0, the
middle sister has n = 50, and the eldest sister has n = 100. When α > β the strong less-is-more
effect is predicted: for the middle sister, f (50) = 0.68, while for the eldest sister f (100) = 0.60.
Accuracy for α 0.8 and β = 0.6, based on eqs. 3.19 – 3.22, interpolated for all n, is graphed in
Fig. 3.67 (solid curve; the dashed curve will be explained below).

Figure 3.67: Predicted accuracy as a function of number of recognized objects for α = 0.8 and β =
0.6, for individuals (solid curve) and three-member groups that use the majority rule (dashed curve).
A less-is-more effect can emerge in at least three different situations. First, it can occur
between domains, that is, when the same group of people achieves higher accuracy in a domain in
which they know little than in a domain in which they know a lot. For instance, when American
students were tested on the 22 largest American cities (such as New York versus Chicago) and
on the 22 most populous German cities (such as Cologne versus Frankfurt), they scored a median
71.0% (mean 71.1%) correct on their own cities but slightly higher on the less familiar German
cities, with a median of 73.0% correct (mean 71.4%). This effect was obtained despite a handicap:
Many Americans already knew the three largest U. S. cities in order, and did not have to make
any inferences [GG02]. A similar less-is-more effect was demonstrated with Austrian students,
whose scores for correct answers were slightly higher for the 75 largest American cities than for
the 75 largest German cities [Hof95]. Second, a less-is-more effect can occur during knowledge
acquisition, that is, when an individual’s performance curve first increases but then decreases
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again. Finally, the effect can occur between two groups of people, when a more knowledgeable
group makes worse inferences than a less knowledgeable group in a given domain. An example
is the performance of the American and German students on the question of whether Detroit or
Milwaukee is more populous [GG02]. Furthermore, Reimer and Katsikopoulos [RK04] ran a study
where groups of people decided together.
In this study, three people sat in front of a computer screen on which questions such as “Which
city has more inhabitants: Milan or Modena?” were displayed. The task of the group was to find
the correct answer through discussion, and they were free to use whatever means. The correct
solution is difficult to prove by an individual group member; thus one might expect that the
majority determines the group decision [GH97].
The accuracy, G(n), of a group using the majority rule is calculated as follows. Assume first
that the group is homogeneous (i.e., all members have equal α, β, and n) and independent (i.e., the
recognition and inference processes of members are independent given the values of the criterion
on the objects). Let F (i) be the probability of exactly i members being accurate and the group,
using the majority rule, being correct. Finally let the group have m members, c(m, i) be the
number of ways in which i objects can be sampled out of m objects without replacement, and
majority(m) = (m + 1)/2 if m is odd, and = (m/2 + 1) if m is even. Then, the following holds:
F (i) = c(m, i)f (n)i (1 − f (n))m−i (1/2), i = majority(m)
= c(m, i)f (n)i (1 − f (n))m−i , otherwise.

G(n) = Σi=majority(m),...,m F (i).

& m is even
(3.23)

(3.24)

The application of (3.23) and (3.24) for α = 0.8, β = 0.6, and m = 3 is illustrated in Figure 1
(dashed curve). A less-is-more effect is again predicted and p = 1/3. More generally, the following
holds [RK04].
Result 2. Assume a homonegenous and independent group, using the majority rule. Then, (i)
less-is-more effect is predicted if and only if α > β and (ii) the prevalence of the effect
equals the prevalence for one member. The assumption is that α and β are independent of n.
Consider now the following conflict. Two group members have heard of both cities and each
concluded independently that city A is larger. But the third group member has not heard of A,
only of B, and concludes that B is larger (relying on the recognition heuristic). After the three
members finished their negotiation, what will their consensus be? Given that two members have at
least some knowledge about both cities, one might expect that the consensus is always A, which is
also what the majority rule predicts. In fact, in more than half of all cases (59 %), the group voted
for B [RK04]. This rose to 76 % if two members used recognition.
Group members letting their knowledge be dominated by others’ lack of recognition may seem
odd. But in fact this apparently irrational decision increased the overall accuracy of the group.
Broadly consistent with Result 2, Reimer and Katsikopoulos [RK04] observed that when two
groups had the same average α and β (that were such that α > β), the group who recognized fewer
cities (smaller n) typically had more correct answers. For instance, the members of one group
recognized on average only 60 % of the cities and those in a second group 80 %, but the first group
got 83 % answers correct in a series of over 100 questions, whereas the second only 75 % . Thus,
group members seem to intuitively trust the recognition heuristic, which can improve accuracy and
lead to the counterintuitive less-is-more effect between groups.
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Cue-Based Heuristics
When recognition is not valid, or people recognize all objects, heuristics can involve search for
reasons or, in psychological jargon, cues. A few years after his voyage on the Beagle, the
29-year-old Charles Darwin divided a scrap of paper (titled, “This is the Question”) into two
columns with the headings “Marry” and “Not Marry” and listed supporting reasons for each of
the two possible courses of action, such as “nice soft wife on a sofa with good fire” opposed to
“conversation of clever men at clubs.” Darwin concluded that he should marry, writing “Marry –
Marry – Marry Q. E. D” decisively beneath the first column [Dar69, pp. 232–233]. The following
year, Darwin married his cousin, Emma Wedgwood, with whom he eventually had 10 children.
How did Darwin decide to marry, based on the possible consequences he envisioned — children,
loss of time, a constant companion? He did not tell us. But we can use his “Question” as a thought
experiment to illustrate various visions of decision making.
Darwin searched in his memory for reasons. There are two visions of search: optimizing search
and heuristic search. Following Wald’s [Wal50] optimizing models of sequential analysis, several
psychological theories postulated versions of sequential search and stopping rules [BT93]. In the
case of a binary hypothesis (such as to marry or not marry), the basic idea of most sequential
models is the following: A threshold is calculated for accepting one of the two hypotheses, based
on the costs of the two possible errors, such as wrongly deciding that to marry is the better option.
Each reason or observation is then weighted and the evidence is accumulated until the threshold
for one hypothesis is met, at which point search is stopped, and the hypothesis is accepted.
If Darwin had followed this procedure, he would have had to estimate, consciously or
unconsciously, how many conversations with clever friends are equivalent to having one child,
and how many hours in a smoky abode can be traded against a lifetime of soft moments on
the sofa. Weighting and adding is a mathematically convenient assumption, but it assumes that
there is a common currency for all beliefs and desires in terms of quantitative probabilities and
utilities. These models are often presented as models whose task is to predict the outcome rather
than the process of decision making, although it has been suggested that the calculations might be
performed unconsciously using the common currency of neural activation.
The second vision of search is that people use heuristics — either social heuristics or cue-based
heuristics — that exploit some core capacities. Social heuristics exploit the capacity of humans for
social learning and imitation (imitation need not result in learning), which is unmatched among the
animal species. For instance, the following heuristic generates social facilitation [Lal01]:
Do-what-the-majority-does heuristic: If you see the majority of your peers display a behavior,
engage in the same behavior.
For the marriage problem, this heuristic makes a man start thinking of marriage at a time when
most other men in one’s social group do, say, around age 30. It is a most frugal heuristic, for one
does not even have to think of pros and cons. Do-what-the-majority-do tends to perform well when
(i) the observer and the demonstrators of the behavior are exposed to similar environments that (ii)
are stable rather than changing, and (iii) noisy, that is, where it is hard to see what the immediate
consequence of one’s action is [BR85, GGH+ 01].
Darwin, however, seems to have based his decision on cues. We will describe two classes of
heuristics that search for cues. Unlike optimizing models, they do not weight and add cues. One
class of heuristics dispenses with adding, and searches cues in order (a simple form of weighing).
These are called lexicographic heuristics. Another class dispenses with weighting and simply adds,
or tallies, cues.
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Lexicographic and Tallying Heuristics
We again consider the comparison task in which both objects are recognized. The decision is
made on the basis of n binary cues c1 , c2 , . . . , cn , n ≥ 2 (for any object a cue ci equals 1 or 0).
Since the 18th century, a popular decision rule for paired comparisons is the linear rule [KMM02]
(2003). In this rule, cue ci has a weight wi ; weights can be estimated by, say, minimizing the
sum of squared differences between the predictions of the rule and the observations. For an object
A with cue values ci (A), the score Σi ci (A)wi is computed and the object with the higher score
is picked. If the scores are equal, an object is picked randomly. T allying is a linear rule where
weights are equal to unity, an old idea in psychological measurement [Gul50].
Take The Best is a heuristic in the lexicographic tradition, which dates back to at least thirty-five
years ago [Tve72] (1969). First, cues are ordered by decreasing validity, where the validity vi
of cue ci is the conditional probability that the cue points to the larger object (ci = 1 on the
larger object and ci = 0 on the other object) given that the cue discriminates between the objects
[ci (A) 6= ci (B)]. (Without loss of generality it can be assumed that 1 ≥ vi ≥ 21 ). After cues are
ordered, the decision maker inspects the first cue. If this cue points to one of the objects then this
object is taken to be larger. If the cue does not discriminate between the objects, then the second
cue is inspected and so on until a discriminating cue is found; if no such cue exists, an object is
picked at random.
One-cue decision making has been observed in high-stake decisions. British magistrates tend to
make bail decisions on the basis of one good reason only [Dha03, DA01], and so do British general
practitioners when they prescribe lipid-lowering drugs [DH01]. Many parents rely on one cue to
decide on which doctor to drive to in the night when their child becomes seriously ill [Sco02].
Both Take The Best and tallying are naïve in the sense that they do not take cue dependencies
into account. While at first glance they might appear simplistic, simulation studies have shown that
naïve heuristics compare remarkably well to statistical benchmarks. Three decades ago, Dawes and
Corrigan (1974) convincingly argued that tallying can have greater predictive accuracy than linear
regression. Einhorn and Hogarth [EH75] provided statistical reasons for this, including the absence
of sampling error in the estimation of weights. Czerlinski, Gigerenzer, and Goldstein [CGG99]
replicated this finding in twenty real-world datasets, emphasizing the concepts of overfitting and
robustness. To define these, we distinguish between a learning sample from which a model
estimated its parameters and the test sample on which it is tested. Both samples are randomly
drawn from the same population.
Definition 3. A model M overfits the learning sample if an alternative model M’ exists such
that M has a smaller error than M’ in the learning sample but a larger error in the test sample. In
this case, M’ is called the more robust model.
Figure 3.68 shows the accuracy of three heuristics compared to linear regression, averaged
across 20 real-world problems [CGG99], e.g., to predict which Chicago public high school has the
higher dropout rate based on the socioeconomic and ethnic compositions of the student bodies, the
sizes of the classes, and the scores of the students on various standardized tests. (Other problems
were to predict people’s attractiveness judgments, homelessness rates, adolescents’ obesity at age
18, etc.) The three heuristics were Take The Best, minimalist (which is a lexicographic heuristic
that searches cues in random order), and tallying. Take The Best and minimalist were most frugal;
they looked up, on average, only 2.4 and 2.2 cues before they stopped search. Tallying and multiple
regression looked up all cue information, which amounted to an average of 7.7 cues. How accurate
are the heuristics?
Linear regression had the best fit. However, the true test of a method concerns its predictive
accuracy, which was tested by cross-validation, that is, the four methods learned their parameters
on half of the data (learning sample), and were tested on the other half (test sample). Figure 3.68
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Figure 3.68: Robustness of three heuristics and linear regression, averaged across 20 real-world problems. Confidence intervals were, for all problems and methods, negligible
shows that regression over-fitted the data relative to both Take The Best and tallying. An intuitive
way to understand overfitting is the following: A set of observations consists of information that
generalizes to the other samples, and of information that does not (e.g., noise). By extracting too
much information from the data, one will get a better fit but will mistake more noise for predictive
information. The result can be a substantial decrease in one’s predictive power. Note that both
forms of simplifying –– dispensing either with adding or with weighting –– resulted in greater
robustness. Minimalist, however, which dispenses with both weighting and adding, extracts too
little information from the data.
In general, the predictive accuracy of a model increases with its fit, and decreases with its
number of adjustable parameters, and the difference between fit and predictive accuracy grows
smaller with larger number of data points [Aka73, FS94]. The general lesson is that in judgments
under uncertainty, one has to ignore information in order to make good predictions. The art is to
ignore the right kind. Heuristics that promote simplicity, such as using the best cue that allows one
to make a decision and ignore the rest, have a good chance of focusing on the information that
generalizes.
These results may appear counterintuitive. More information is always better; more choice is
always better –– so the story goes. This cultural bias makes contrary findings look like weird oddities [HT04]. Yet experts base their judgments on surprisingly few pieces of information [Sha92],
and professional handball players make better decisions when they have less time [JR03]. People
can form reliable impressions of strangers from video clips lasting half a minute [AR93], shoppers
buy more when there are fewer varieties [IL00], and zero-intelligence traders make as much profit
as intelligent people do in experimental markets [GS93]. Last but not least, satisficers are reported
to be more optimistic and have higher self-esteem and life satisfaction, whereas maximizers excel
in depression, perfectionism, regret, and self-blame [SWM+ 02]. Less can be more.
Beyond computer simulations, mathematical analyses have also been used to investigate the
accuracy of heuristics [MH02, HK05, KM00]. In the case where cues are conditionally independent
(i.e., independent given the values of the criterion on the objects), the optimality of Take The Best
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(that searches cues in the order c1 , c2 , . . . , cn ) and tallying can be characterized as follows [KM00].
Result 3. For conditionally independent cues, Take The Best is optimal if and only if oi > Πk>i (ok ),
where oi = vi /(1 − vi ).
Result 4. For conditionally independent cues, tallying is optimal if and only if vi = v.
Other Tasks
The paired comparison task is related to other tasks like deciding whether an object is larger than
a certain threshold (classification) or judging how large the object is (estimation). Fast and frugal
heuristics have been studied for these tasks as well and have been again found to perform well
compared to standard benchmarks. For example, Katsikopoulos, Woike, and Brighton [Pro] found
that simple, fast and frugal trees can make more robust classifications than discriminant analysis
and trees used in artificial intelligence do [BFOS84]. Research on other decision tasks is reviewed
by Gigerenzer [Gig04].
Fast and Frugal Heuristics for Engineering?
According to Moses [Pap04], one of the main goals of the study of engineering systems is to deal
with changes that occur during the life cycle of these systems. Change can be dealt with actively by
building flexibility into the system, that is, allowing the system to perform a number of functions.
Change can also be dealt with passively by building a robust system, that is, a system that does not
lose much of its performance when conditions vary. Both flexibility and robustness are necessary
when there is uncertainty in the system. One might even say that uncertainty represents a chance
for improvement in that it motivates flexibility and robustness (perhaps this is what Moses means
when he talks about “viewing uncertainty as an opportunity” [Pap04, p. 6]). The final challenge is
to combine these properties with transparency and usability so that the system will be accepted by
its users.
Our research program was not designed to study engineering systems. Our results about the
normative success of heuristics were obtained in decision tasks like comparing dropout rates in
highschools. We did not study how engineering students and practitioners compare, say, two
product designs. Of course, at a certain level of abstraction, these are very similar tasks, but
we do not want to downplay the potential influence of context. Thus, we see our results as
making a methodological suggestion about a new program of research. Below, we argue that a
fast-and-frugal-heuristics approach to making decisions in engineering systems may be helpful.
Fast and frugal heuristics tend to be robust. There are more results than those presented here,
to this effect. For example, Brighton [Bri06] has pitted the heuristics against powerful machine
learning methods (like Quinlan’s ID3 method) using the minimum description length as a criterion
of robustness. He found that, in many cases, heuristics compressed the data more than the machine
learning methods.
With their focus on external outcomes, heuristics implement more practical intelligence than do
mathematical methods that target full internal rigor. Furthermore, heuristics are less ambitious than
methods that try to work all the time; heuristics are problem-specific and information-structurespecific. A given heuristic may be applied successfully only to those comparisons, estimations,
classifications, or choices with certain statistical properties (i.e., flat or very skewed distribution of
cue validities). Taken together, however, heuristics cover a wide spectrum of decision tasks. The
set of heuristics has been called the adaptive toolbox [GS01].
The adaptive toolbox is a flexible system for decision making: To build the heuristics in it,
one combines different building blocks (rules for searching for information, e.g., by validity, with
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rules for deciding based on the available information, e.g., use only one cue). The building blocks
themselves are based on core psychological capacities (e.g., recognition). The toolbox allows the
introduction of new heuristics by (i) combining existing building blocks in new ways or by (ii)
creating new building blocks based on newly discovered capacities.
Finally, fast and frugal heuristics are transparent: They are easy to understand and apply (and,
hence, are more acceptable). There are two reasons for this. First, heuristics are expressed as
clear and simple sequential algorithms (e.g., Take The Best). Second, the way they represent the
information they use is consistent with people’s cognitive representations (e.g., in Take The Best
validities can be cast in terms of frequencies, not conditional probabilities; see also [HLHG00]).
Perhaps for these reasons, some practitioners, like medical doctors, advocate the substitution of
classical decision analysis with fast and frugal heuristics [EEER01, Nay01, KF00]. Just like some
successful methods for engineering decision making — Pugh’s concept selection [patICoED81] —
heuristics can be used to generate, rather than to suggest or impose, new possibilities. We want
to encourage academics and practitioners to explore the potential of fast and frugal heuristics in
engineering.
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The Continuous structuring of technical artefacts and community in open source software development.
Anika König, Jörg Strübing

Introduction
Recently, research on innovation processes has gained new attention. Within the regime of knowledge societies first of all a lack of scientific knowledge has become obvious: How do innovations
proceed? How do we gain new knowledge? How do we structure previous knowledge with respect
to current problems? What is the impact of organization on knowledge production?
Within this line of research successful new ways of both organizing knowledge and producing
new solutions are of pivotal interest. The driving force here is the expectation that structural features
of knowledge organization and problem-solving may come to light, which are not only suitable
in their primary domain but transferrable to other fields in which the handling of knowledge and
innovation is among the focal activitie. With regard to structures, the central issue of this volume,
investigating innovation practices allows to study structures “in the making”. While structures
usually do not tell much about their genesis, and thus do not contain sufficient information about
their politics and their legitimacy [Sta95], studying processes of structuring “in action” accounts
for uncovering the motives, intentions, and perspectives that are the driving forces of structuring in
social processes and which are responsible for the actual gestalt of the structures under scrutiny.
Research on structures and innovation in the social sciences directs us to a serious shift of
perspective as compared to the approaches of engineering natural sciences or mathematics: Instead
of constructing problem solving algorithms to actually solve knowledge problems, in social sciences
the focus is on the analysis of ongoing processes of structuring and problem-solving in innovation
processes. This has important consequences:
First of all, under scrutiny are not our own preferences on how structuring and innovation
processes should proceed. As social scientists we are primarily concerned neither with solving
problems of the real world nor with establishing general solutions for solving problems of certain
types. Instead, our subject matter is a social field that already is innovative and that already solves
its problems — more or less efficient, successful or not, in more conventional or in more innovative
ways. Our task here is to find out how the structure generating processes proceed, whether they are
successful and, if so, why. Moreover, people acting in that field interpret their and their co-actors
actions prior to and independent from our analysis. Thus, our analytic endeavors have to deal with
both actions and those interpretations of actions that themselves again motivate new actions and
interactions. Alfred Schütz [Sch53, p. 3], coined the term “constructs of the second degree” to
indicate the special quality of sociological interpretations of what happens in the social world.
For the investigation of structure-building innovation practices the field of new technologies
yields an especially promising case studies. It is by no means self-evident that processes of
technological innovation are performed in innovative manners. Technical or scientific innovations
might well be — and are in fact more often than not — developed in fairly conventional and
suboptimal organizational settings. However, open source software development has gained special
attention within the field of innovation research, because the mode of innovation performed in this
field is based on a number of core features that seem to indicate an innovation process that takes
place in an unconventional organizational setting.
Our aim in this paper is to investigate open source software development as a structure-building
and innovation process that is not only innovative but that at the same time — and at a certain level
of abstraction — shows a number of structural features similar to those of certain mathematical
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and engineering strategies for solving problems of optimization under conditions of uncertainty,
bounded rationality, and multi-criteriality.
Basically, open source software can be defined as software products developed and distributed
under certain types of licenses that deviate significantly from common copyright regulations of
commercial software. Though there are a number of different copyright models in the field of
open source software, the key feature is that the source code of this kind of software is public and
may be used and modified by whoever desires to do so due to the so-called “open modification
principle” [Lau04, p. 6]. While not for all open source software, so at least for those published
under the “General Public License” (GPL), — such as LINUX, there is one precondition: Whoever
modifies open software is obliged to publish the modified version under the same license.
While proprietary software is usually developed and maintained by formal organizations, the
striking feature of open source software development is (at least as a rule) a minor emphasis
on formalized organizational structures or even the complete absence of a formal organizational
frame. Instead of a company hiring programmers to develop a software product, the field of open
source software development is characterized by individuals or smaller groups starting a non-profit
development project and inviting others to volunteer in participation.
The usage of expressions such as “as a rule” or “usually” signifies the large variety of
different types of structuring processes within the open source scene. Indeed, we find a broad
scale of different organizational settings, due to the fact that in the course of time open source
software projects tend to grow both in size and — consequently — in organizational and technical
complexity. A project once initiated by a handful of close friends might expand to a worldwide
network of participants. This paper focuses on the Linux Kernel project, one of the largest and
oldest open source projects — and of course the most paradigmatic.
A considerable amount of social science research has already been conducted on the phenomenon of open source programming. Research, however, that predominantly deals with
economic and psychological aspects of open source. For economists, the impact of the very special
copyright regulations in this domain has been a particular matter of interest [Kol99, Ray97]. Likewise, the question of why people would “invest” a larger amount of work into a product without
being its “owner” and without receiving material rewards, such as a salary, has raised questions
basically inspired by economic ways of thinking in terms of rational choice and individual profit
[BR03, Lut04].
Less research effort, however, has been spent on the process of innovation management and
community building within the various open source communities. The crucial issue here is that the
process of producing an innovative technological product takes place under the above mentioned
very special conditions. Consequently, with the absence of a comprehensive formal organizational
frame, such as a company that might organize the innovation process, there is also no formal and
reliable hierarchical order within which tasks might be delegated and disobedience to orders might
be sanctioned. And, most important, this absence of a formal hierarchy obscures the distribution of
decision rights with respect to the acceptance or the rejection of problem definitions, suggestions,
and contributions delivered by participants.
Thus, the focus of our research endeavor is precisely the process of ongoing decision-making
in the development process of the Linux kernel and — at the same time — the community-building
effects interwoven with this continual process of negotiations concerning the best ways to improve
the product under construction.
We claim that the Linux kernel community is not to be seen as a pre-established social structure
within which the actual development work takes place. Instead, what is seen as a community
is a current state of social relations resulting from those interactions programmers continuously
undertake in order to jointly develop the Linux kernel software. The self-organization of the Linux
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kernel community is part and parcel of the working process that at first sight is only dedicated
to bringing forth a technical artifact. At the same time, the development process itself has to
be organized and structured in a continual process taking into account conflicting requirements,
uncertainty about the other participants’ proficiency, limited knowledge on alternative solutions,
and so forth.
The aim of this contribution is both to sketch the structural conditions of the community
that further the innovation processes taking place in Linux kernel development and to discuss the
implications this has for innovation and optimization as linked to structure building. Also, with
reference to the framework of this book, we want to contribute to an extended understanding of
structures that incorporates the social sciences viewpoint into an interdisciplinary perspective of
the subject.
The following section of this paper will give a short overview about the basic features of the
Linux kernel project, while the third part discusses these features with respect to the question
of self-organization and structure-building. This includes the processes of decision-making in
technical matters that are closely intertwined with community-building. The final paragraph draws
a number of conclusions with regard to the central issues of this volume, that is, multi-criteriality,
bounded rationality and uncertainty.

The specifics of open source and the Linux-project
Software license policies
An important aspect of software is the license under which the computer program runs. Particularly
nowadays where ownership rights and commodification are increasingly debated — not only in
software developers’ inner circles but also in society in general — software license policies are
gaining increasing attention.
This has not always been the case. Historically, in the early days of computing (i.e. the
1950s), software was a free give-away, delivered by the hardware manufacturers in addition to the
purchased hardware [Gra02, p. 13]. It was a central feature of those — usually only rudimentary
— computer programs that their source code was made available to everyone who wanted to read,
modify, or enhance it. Hence, before software was demerged from hardware in the late 1960s and
its source code often “closed”, the users themselves usually adapted the software to their particular
needs [Gra02, Web04].
The separation of hard- and software — a process commonly known as unbundling — was
a precondition for the emergence of software as a self-contained product and implemented in
1969 [Gra02, pp. 203,276]. Due to this development, the legal status of unbundled software had to
be clarified as well. Consequently, and strongly influenced by official copyright and patent policies,
a considerable number of different software licenses was generated by different parties over the
following decades.
Software licenses can generally be divided into several groups. One way to classify software is
the division between open source and proprietary software. As a commodified good, proprietary
software comes without source code, that is, as bare binary machine code, not modifiable by its
users: “Its use, redistribution or modification is prohibited, or requires you to ask for permission,
or is restricted so much that you effectively can’t do it freely” [Fou01]. Open source software,
on the other hand, always comes together with its source code which makes it possible to modify
it. Usually, open source software licenses allow free copying and distribution of the respective
computer program and encourage people to contribute to its advancement.
In addition to the concepts of open source and proprietary software, there are multiple kinds
of software licenses, such as for example freeware, shareware, public domain software, semi-free
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software, etc. [Fou01, Gra02, p. 278]. Consequently, software licensing is subject to continuous
debates and negotiations. The same holds for licensing within the context of open source software,
since there are also a number of licenses that are all open source but differ with respect to
some aspects. These are for example the BSD-licences (Berkeley Software Distribution) FreeBSD,
NetBSD, and OpenBSD, and — most commonly used — the GNU General Public Licence (GNU
GPL) which had been worked out by the GNU project (Gnu’s Not Unix) since 1984 [Fou01].
Although in the beginning Linux was released under an own license, since 1993 it also runs under
the GPL.
The most crucial features of the GPL — the most prominent and probably also the most
widespread license — are that the software may be copied and distributed in any medium, provided
that each copy includes a copyright notice. In addition, the program may be modified, although
this modification has to be documented thoroughly. The source code, though not necessary for the
program’s runtime version, always has to be attached to the program, or, alternatively, it has to
be indicated where the source code can be easily obtained. Finally, the license is spread to every
computer program that is derived from GPL-software which is known as the “viral effect” of the
GPL. Nevertheless, licensing under the GPL does not mean that the respective software has to be
given away for free — on the contrary, the license explicitly states that “You may charge a fee for
the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in
exchange for a fee” [Fou91].
Modes of organization in open source projects
Open source projects, even if they use the same licenses for their products, internally might be
organized in very different ways. According to Kogut and Metiu, the governance structures, as they
call it, are fundamental for the development of the software itself, since “organization by which
work is delegated influences the product design” [KM01, p. 257]. There are “democratic” projects
as well as hierarchical ones, and both kinds of projects in every single case are organized in a
different way. The Apache project for example, one of the more hierarchically organized projects,
is headed by a group of important developers. Linux, although there also is a group of developers
in charge of the important decisions to be made, in the last resort is still subordinate to Linus
Torvalds — the “benevolent dictator” (ibid.). Hence, this mode of organization can be considered
as an increase in hierarchy as compared to e.g. the Apache project.
In order to better understand the organization modes of open source projects, Crowston and
Howison (2005), based on an empirical investigation, suggest to characterize them by their grade
of centralization. They conclude, just like Kogut and Metiu, that the organization modes of the
projects under scrutiny are extremely heterogeneous. The projects vary from highly centralized to
very decentralized, from “stars” with one central node to so-called “thikets” where every node is
connected to every other one [CH05]. Hence, on the basis of the above idea that some projects are
hierarchically organized whilst others are more democratic, this would mean that the former are
more centralized than the latter.
Regardless of the many differences in internal open source project organization, there are some
structural similarities to be found. These similarities basically concern the roles developers can
take in the organizational structure of the project. First of all, there are the maintainers. The
role of a maintainer is usually awarded due to a developer’s accomplishment with regard to the
advancement of the software. Maintainers have a high responsibility and many obligations on the
one hand, but on the other this role also provides them with reputation and prestige and, if it
comes down to it, with the last authority concerning the part of source code they are responsible
for. Typically, there are two ways to become a maintainer: first, maintainership is assigned on the
basis of meritocracy. This means that who puts much time and effort into the project resulting in
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a quantitative and qualitative high output, in turn is awarded with a responsible position. Second,
whoever creates a fundamental and substantial piece of code, becomes the maintainer for this
part or module of the software. Regardless of how they have obtained their position, it is the
maintainers who finally decide which pieces of code are included into the program, they are central
nodes in the communication and interaction processes, and they are the ones who are responsible
for the adherence to the time schedule for the release of new versions of “their” module. However,
as soon as the maintainer does not show the necessary commitment any longer, the position is
occupied by or assigned to someone else. Hence, the system is very flexible and fluid [Ett04,
p. 179ff].
In addition, there are the contributing developers. Depending on the project and its size,
sometimes this group of contributors is again divided into active, passive, and other kinds of
developers. These distinctions are mainly made when the project has many members whose
contributions differ profoundly in quality and extent.
Finally, again depending on the particular project, there might be additional roles to be taken.
For the Linux project there is, of course, Linus Torvalds — the originator of the first source code
version of the Linux kernel. He is surrounded by his close confidents, the “trusted lieutenants”, who
relieve him from having to deal with everything that is not absolutely central to the development
of the Linux kernel (see fig 3.69). This mode of organization is by and large unique in the open
source software world, very few other projects have a leadership position comparable to that of
Linus Torvalds in the Linux project.

Figure 3.69: Communication and cooperation between the members of the Linux kernel development
community (L = Linus Torvalds; TL = Trusted Lieutenants; • = Credited Developer; ◦ = Developer/User; −→ ←→ = Direction of communication, patch exchange, etc.).
However, with respect to the organization modes in open source software development — here
in Linux kernel programming — not only the programmers positions in the project organization
are of interest, but also what additionally constitutes the structure of the community: a special
form of communication that is independent from national borders, languages, and cultures — using
the English language as the lingua franca. This kind of communication, usually in the semi-public
kernel mailing list (everyone who desires to do so can enlist in this mailing list) or personally via
ICQ, email, etc., is the basis for the development of the Linux kernel. Here, negotiations about
great and small decisions with respect to all aspects of the program take place.
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There is another feature of the projects organization that must be pointed out: the particular
importance of the single programmer. While the project would not work without the extremely
dense communication (usually there are a few hundred emails posted to the kernel mailing list per
day), on another level the programmer is most likely to work alone, namely when programming
or testing the software. The results — be it a piece of newly programmed code, the discovery of
a bug in someone elses code, a bugfix, etc. — are returned to the community via the list or a
maintainer.
Finally, what is of particular importance for the structure of the community and the structure
of the program alike is version control and management. Here, Linux differs from most other
open source projects since it uses proprietary software for its version control, a program called
BitKeeper. Until 2002, Linus Torvalds had organized the project “manually”, i.e. without utilizing
any computer program intended for this purpose. The excessive demands of this task brought him
to finally implement BitKeeper for the management of the many different versions of the Linux
software. However, this decision led to deep resentment in the Linux community since many of its
members preferred an open source tool to be used for this task. Hence, a heated debate took place,
primarily focusing on whether Torvalds decision was politically and morally correct. Nevertheless,
it was finally accepted that BitKeeper was used instead of the popular open source version control
system CVS (Concurrent Versions System). This incident nicely shows that in the end, even if
great parts of the community do not completely agree with Torvalds decisions, he actually does
have the final say. It is another question, however, to what extent Torvalds can practically exercise
this final decision right. This will be dealt with in a later section 3.11.1.
Linux within the open source world
On the one hand, some general features can be observed in all open source projects: maintainers
are responsible for different modules or versions of the program, communication is essential for
the program development, and although the project cannot be sustained without the community,
the work of the single developer is an essential aspect of the entire social and technical structure.
Yet, on the other hand, within the open source world, Linux occupies a unique position. This can
be ascribed to several different aspects:
First of all, the project is extraordinarily successful — in 2002, Grassmuck estimated the
program to be installed on as many as 30 million computers worldwide [Gra02, p. 229]. Today,
many major companies and administration departments have “migrated” from proprietary software
to Linux; amongst advantages such as the possibility to modify the code, the software is known
for its good applicability in networks. In addition, commercial and non-commercial distributions of
the program (examples for commercial distributions are SuSE Linux and Red Hat, and for the noncommercial distributions Debian GNU/Linux) also make it possible for the “regular user” to install
and use the program without extensive programming skills. Besides, even the commercial Linux
distributions are still much cheaper than conventional proprietary software. There might be other
open source programs that are as highly qualitative as Linux, but the availability of comprehensive
distributions makes Linux particularly popular and, thus, successful and widespread.
Linked to the popularity of Linux is the size of the project. Not only is the program installed on
tens of millions of computers all over the globe, but what is at least as remarkable is the size of the
community contributing to its development. On the one hand, there are the kernel developers, but
they only constitute a part of the community since in addition there are innumerable programmers
who in one way or another contribute to the project. This can be in form of a little patch, drivers
for new hardware, etc. And finally, a huge part of the community are the passive contributors, the
ones who only report bugs but do not write programs themselves.
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Although the size of the project itself is already remarkable, what is even more outstanding —
and this is what is of interest to us here — is that despite and not because of its size the project
works efficiently.

3.11.1

Self-organization within the Linux kernel project

Self-organization and meritocracy: a contradiction?
The notion of self-organization in the context of social phenomena has to take into account a
serious difference to self-organization with respect to natural or technical phenomena. Different
from self-organization in e.g. molecule structures, clusters of microbes, or patterns of algorithms,
self-organization of human actors has to deal with intentions, motivations, and interpretations.
Human actors might not always — and most often do not at all — oversee the entire range of
consequences their actions will bring about. However, when acting, they usually have “something
in mind”, consciously or not they act towards certain goals and by doing so they employ their own
interpretations of their fellow actors intentions, their “expected expectations” [Mea34].
Thus, a study of self-organization within the Linux community cannot treat actors as isolated
entities jointly forming certain patterns which result from actor-independent mechanisms of, for
example, mutation and selection. Self-organization in society basically means the existence of a
certain social order under conditions of the absence of powerful actors equipped with universal
knowledge concerting the social process in a desired direction.
Taking a look at the Linux kernel community we cannot refrain from recognizing the central
role the originator of Linux, Linus Torvalds, is playing in the development of both the technical
artefact and the social aggregation. Also, there obviously is a number of core actors, particularly
the kernel maintainers, who possess larger amount of power than other members of the community
with respect to the most common and thus most important types of decisions to be taken within
the project, for example rejecting or accepting a patch. These facts indicate some type of hierarchy
present in the Linux kernel project. However, we would still claim that self-organization is a central
feature of the Linux communitys social organization and of its innovation process management.
Why is this so?
Despite the existence of powerful actors in the center of the development process, there also is
a serious amount of power on the periphery: Different from a company or a bureaucracy, within
the Linux community members are not members by contract but they are volunteers each and every
time they contribute to the project. While it is true that Torvalds or his “trusted lieutenants” have
the power to reject contributions as insufficient, ill-structured or faulty, they cannot, at the same
time, compel contributions from other actors. The Linux project depends on contributions from
a larger community of skilful and motivated members since the project is by far too large to be
developed by a narrow crew of programmers. Moreover, the quality of the program as a distinctive
feature as compared to the Microsoft Windows operating system is based on a large network of
competent user-developers. Also, acknowledging the membership of an actor is not a decision to
be taken by central actors but it takes place in the course of communication within the public
sphere of the project, for example in the mailing list: A formal boundary between community
members and non-members does not exist. The more people are engaged in discussions within
the list and contribute to the shared goal, the more they are considered to be members of the
kernel programmers’ community. E.C. Hughes has coined the term “going concern” for this type
of dynamic social aggregations [Hug71]. Instead of being a matter of formal acts, inclusion or
exclusion are a matter of developing a mutual understanding of the value an actors contributions
have for achieving the however roughly defined common goal. This implies that membership is not
a discrete category but a gradual concept: Between a Linux user once sending an email to the list
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and Torvalds as the center of the whole endeavour there is a continuum of membership intensities,
organized by a continuous implicit and explicit evaluation of each members contributions to the
communitys core activities.
Since much has already been written about Linux programmers’ motivation to contribute to the
project without being contracted and paid, we will not discuss this matter in detail. With respect
to the question of self-organization, the important point is that the power to overrule decisions
in every single case does not imply the same power for all cases to be decided. Contributions
from users and independent developers are based on the actors expectation to participate in a joint
decision process. Since the Linux kernel community is based on meritocratic principles [Web04,
p. 180ff], participants tend to accept a larger influence of key actors — as long as their power
and status is both justified by a fair amount of merits gained in the project and executed in a
restrained manner. The notion of Torvalds being a “benevolent dictator” — as often cited in the
Linux literature — signifies this attitude nicely: Since he is the originator of Linux, participants in
the Linux kernel development would grant him a last word on every decision to take. However, a
look at the Linux kernel mailing list shows that the frequency of Torvalds interference with cases
to decide, at least within the list, is remarkably low.
As we have shown, besides personal preferences and habits there also is a functional explanation
for this restrained use of directive rights by central actors within the Linux community: Not only
are core actors like Torvalds unable to force contributions from other members, they are likewise
in need to keep their contributors “in the mode” to participate in the programming endeavour.
Although the functional perspective might hold analytically, it is, at the same time, not likely to
be the actors basic rationale within the Linux kernel community. Deeply rooted in the tradition of
anti-commercial, anti-hierarchical movements the spirit of open source projects like Linux is still
egalitarian and — in a grassroots manner — democratic.
With respect to self-organization, the key problem of open source projects lies in establishing
a productive balance between central and peripheral clusters of power on the one hand (Torvalds,
his “trusted lieutenants”, and other maintainers) and the participation rights of “ordinary” members
on the other. Essentially, this balance has to be produced and maintained continually throughout
the project. In this respect, technical media (like BitKeeper or the Linux kernel mailing list), or
informal agreed upon rules of conduct can be recognized as stabilizing features of the community,
translating the needs of either group into the needs of the others, and, at the same time, representing
a current state of the community’s structure.
Distributedness and the need for effective communication
At this point we need to take a closer look at how the development work is actually done in
the Linux kernel project. In the light of a world-wide distributed community of participants
the organization of communication is pivotal for the progress of the project. In our case,
geographically distributed participants at the same time means distributed work: Even tiniest pieces
of software are manufactured from developers living on different continents, embedded in different
cultures and speaking different languages. All the work performed under conditions so profoundly
heterogeneous has to be brought together and integrated into one single software system.
Thus, the role of the Linux kernel mailing list cannot be overestimated. It is the media within
which both the exchange of ideas and patches, and the negotiations over decisions concerning the
program design basically take place. It is the virtual locale shared by and accessible to all actors
already engaged in Linux development and also for those potential contributors still pondering
about the idea of participating in the project. Besides Linux conferences or personal acquaintance
with active developers, the Linux kernel mailing list is the central entrance to the Linux community.
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But more than this, it is the only community-wide arena where requests and claims can be made
and negotiated.
A number of typical actions are likely to be taken by actors using the Linux kernel mailing list:
Participants might
• complain about malfunctions of the kernel version
• suggest a new or modified functionality
• deliver a patch that supposedly adds or improves the kernels functionality
• discuss advantages and disadvantages of suggestions or patches presented by other participants
• discuss other matters such as general design rationales, programming styles, or product
politics
As the Linux kernel mailing list is the central communication forum for kernel related actions,
virtually all topics relevant to the whole community are broadcasted through this channel. Of
course, there is some more communication between single actors or smaller groups of actors not
publicly observable, such as for example private mails or phone calls. However, all discussions and
decisions relevant to both the product and the community usually pass the Linux kernel mailing
list and are thus public.
Without a central steering committee, even the current agenda hast to be negotiated through
the list, though some of the general design perspectives will also be discussed on Linux kernel
conferences. Different from formal organizations, negotiating the agenda in the Linux kernel
mailing list is an ongoing process where consent is granted only until someone successfully opens
up the discussion again. New topics can be brought up whenever someone feels the need to
do so. Though obviously a general consent on some basic design rationales exists among most
participants, various topics are repeatedly raised with a certain regularity, new suggestions are
urged, and varying perspectives on current issues are presented.
The hitherto discussed aspects should have demonstrated how delicately the task of selforganization of the Linux kernel project as a community is embedded into the practical accomplishment of the collective development endeavour, while at the same time it is highly dependent
on a communal communication forum. The important point is here that since the Linux kernel
community lacks a central feature of traditional communities, that is, a spatial concentration
allowing for regular face-to-face interaction including diverse social activities. Instead, nearly all
community-building has to be achieved through distant, work-related communication.
In an empirical analysis of thematic threads communicated through the Linux kernel mailing
list, we found that while in the foreground negotiation over technical issues of certain patches or
the overall design is processed, at the same time strategies are employed to socially grounding
the interaction context. For example, a smoothing “social wrapping” [Hen99, p. 62], such
as jokes, greetings or compliments often accompanies potentially conflict-laden contributions;
likewise, actors jump in on harsher statements from other contributors, trying to moderate
upcoming conflicts. True enough, similar moderations take place in other work-related types of
communication too. However, in spatially non-distributed interactions social relations within the
community can be maintained through other levels and forms of joint activity such as having the
proverbial chat at the coffee machine or going out for lunch. Thus, in the case of the Linux
community social inclusion — as well as social exclusion — can be expressed almost exclusively
by Linux-related communication through the mailing list. Repeated positive and supportive reaction
to a contributors postings strengthens his or her position within the community — it produces
reputation. However, this is tightly linked to actual contributions to the Linux kernel. The list
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is not meant to be used for small talk or for the exchange of compliments: “This list is not for
the faint of heart” announces the introductory self-description of the list, demonstrating a strict
dedication to the kernel as the only subject matter and to software development experience as
the only acceptable habit (http://www.ussg.iu.edu/hypermail/linux/kernel/info; 27.07.05). That is
to say, the “proof of the pudding” here is the submission and acceptance of patches improving
the kernel software. Consequently, larger source code contributions and those that are valued as
especially useful, innovative, and elegant increase its originator’s reputation. Within the mailing
list, an ongoing communication about the acceptance of a patch gives both participants and passive
observers (“lurkers”) a momentary impression of the contributors prestige. However, this is a
fleeting impression, too weak to structure the communitys social order. Consequently, there are
two more durable representations for the prestige-spending authorship of a piece of software that
made its way into a kernel release: First, every patch is “signed-off” by its author, so the other
developers working with the code would eventually come across the authors name and electronic
signature. Second, each Linux kernel release — like most other open source software — contains
a “credit file” that lists the names of the contributing authors. Being mentioned there means that
a developer’s achievements are made visible to a broader audience compared to the authoring
signature of the patch. This is the reason why software companies often tend to have a look at
relevant credit files as a candidates recommendation when planning to hire new staff.
Fluidity and durability in social order
A most suitable concept for understanding the structure-building processes within the Linux
community is that of continual negotiations over status, reputation, roles, and legitimation.
Negotiations not to be understood in terms of decision theory or market economy, that is, not
necessarily as a formalized rational and strategic act, but as an often unintended and unnoticed
process accompanying everyday interactions in every domain and resulting in a “negotiated
order” [Str78]. This concept of social order implies that structures in societies are neither given nor
fixed but subject to constantly negotiated changes. And, moreover, even maintaining an existing
structure requires actors to confirm this order in their way of interacting. Without developers acting
among each other with a mutual understanding of a shared commitment to a common endeavour
there would be no Linux kernel community. And without, in their practical acting, ascribing certain
developers a higher/lower status than others, there would be no “meritocracy”.
Of course, interactive ascription and negotiation is only one, more fluid side of generating and
maintaining social organizations as structures. The other, more durable side is the representation
of a current state of affairs in the organizational memory of e.g. the layout of a technical
infrastructure [Sta96]. In the case of Linux this is the organization of the mailing list that
enables users to exchange their ideas, positions and information, and the structure of the source
code repository (BitKeeper), supplying the participants with the latest version of the program
and keeping them informed about changes. Another reification of structure is the modularization
of the source code itself, representing a division of labour negotiated and agreed upon at some
point back in the projects history. The definition of interfaces as well as the organization of
certain functions in certain modules can be interpreted as representations of the underlying social
ordering of developers and users. Though information about structures is incorporated in these
artefacts it should be stressed that these representations are not identical with the social structure
itself. Since they are different from molecules, animals, or plants social actors have to interpret
the artefacts as representations of structure. Structure comes into existence only through these
mutual interpretations achieved in practical interactions. A simple example would be the structure
of the source code: Each suggestion for implementing a new or altered functionality is both an
interpretation of the current source codes structure and a potential challenge to it at the same time.
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The developers interpretations, their collective negotiations about the suitability of interpretations,
and their succeeding actions might — and often do — bring about a change of both the social and
the technical structure. However, relying on artefacts as representations of structure implies that
actors are not completely free in their actions: Whatever they interpret and negotiate, it is finally
dependent on a proof in the “real world”, as long it has to work both technically and socially.

Structuring of technical artefacts as a social process
While we have shed some light on processes of developing and maintaining a social organisations
structure, and its embeddedness in the process of technology development in the case of Linux,
we have not yet had a closer look at the structuring of the technical artefact itself during the social
process of joint distributed work in a heterogeneous community of developers and users. As shown
above the basic process of open source software development takes place on two different levels:
One is the semi-public negotiation process in the mailing list, the other is the process of writing
and testing patches — a process largely performed by single developers.
The existence of these two different and to a great extent separated levels is of importance for
the question of multi-criteriality and optimality. One strong motive for developers to participate in
the Linux kernel project is the need to adopt the software to local conditions like e.g. a certain
hardware configuration, special applications, or certain tasks to be performed. In our empirical
analysis we encountered e.g. the case of a developer negotiating a redesign of two kernel modules
in order to assemble a number of functionalities in one module while disposing of some other
features. The local background for his demand was his work with Linux-based embedded systems
such as the ones used in digital watches or in MP3-players. The limited resources available in the
application domains of embedded systems call for a rigid selection of only those functions needed
for the special purposes addressed. The global view of maintaining and developing the general
structure of the entire kernel had to take other issues into account, e.g. established design traditions
and rationales that have led to the modularization of the current release, or functional arguments
valid for the full-fleshed Linux in contrast to other more specialized usages.
It is right at hand that a universal overarching rationality suitable to manage the different
perspectives maintained by the various local actors and groups is not available. Practical solutions
have to be developed not only by taking into account different perspectives but also a broader
number of additional criteria: While on the one hand the kernel as a whole needs to remain one
consistent piece of software (otherwise the joint development efforts would be split up in different
projects, thereby suffering a loss of efficiency), it should, on the other, cover as many different
purposes, applications, and technical constellations as possible. Furthermore, since the actual
modularization represents not just a settled distribution of distinct program functionalities but at the
same time a certain division of labor, including shared responsibilities and specialized knowledge
domains, new suggestions have to be questioned as to whether they are in line with the established
structure or if they can come up with reasons and arguments strong enough to pay off for the
resulting organizational and social costs. Also, solutions will be judged with respect to the ratio
of stability and innovativeness: System stability is a precondition for the kernel of an operating
system, and by and large the old well-established, thoroughly tested system tends to be more stable
and reliable than a system with newly implemented functions. However, an aging system cannot
possibly keep track with the changing technological environment and with new application needs.
Thus, a trade-off between risky innovativeness and the goal of system stability has to be made. A
means taken by the Linux kernel community to handle this dilemmatic structure is to work with
two separate kernel versions, one (with uneven version numbers) being experimental and thus less
reliable while the other (with even version numbers) is a more settled and stable version.
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All these considerations form a — not always consciously addressed — background for the
negotiations taking place on the kernel mailing list. Thus, whenever a patch is offered, choices
have to be made: Take the patch as it is or suggest improvements? Insist on perfect and elegant
problem-solutions or on a quick and dirty way to circumvent momentary ill-functions? Discuss only
the patch on offer or take an initiative for a larger restructuring of the related part of the system?
In processes of “interactional alignment” [Fuj87] the active participants try to fit a new proposal to
the various constraints of the different technical, organizational and social levels. However, these
processes are ubiquitous, they are not a privilege of open source development. Nevertheless, in
cases like the Linux kernel project decisions have to be made in a semi-public participative process,
that is, the other actors have to be convinced, they cannot simply be overruled.
In the case of the Linux kernel project the negotiation process is supported and stabilized by
a rationalistic attitude typical for its participants (mostly software engineers and other “technology
people”): In the light of a logic-based subject-matter like software they are convinced that this very
subject matter itself is helpful in sorting the most suitable solutions out from ill-structured ones.
“There is a strong sense among developers that disputes can and should be resolved “objectively”
and that the best dispute resolution mechanism is simply to “let the code decide” [Web04, p. 164].
However, a look at the negotiations taking place in the Linux kernel mailing list reveals that this
belief in the certainty of logic does not automatically lead to unequivocal decisions. While a larger
number of cases can obviously be settled by checking the performance of a patch compared to
the former state of the program, a still considerable amount of decisions lack such clear logical
grounds. Though there is a limited number of clearly defined performance ratios that might be
argued with, negotiations over patches rely on a broader set of — partly even contradictory —
criteria, and some of them will be evaluated differently depending on the participants’ perspective.
One might ask: Why should Linux kernel developers care at all about other participants’
perspectives and requirements? Since all developers are free to pick a kernel version and to
produce their own custom tailored versions by implementing locally desired features or structures,
why should they bother about lengthy discussions? As shown above, from the point of view of
Linus Torvalds and his core team, integrating a heterogeneous and distributed crowd of developers
is a necessary precondition to get the work done and the quality of the product thoroughly
evaluated. But how about others, like e.g. the afore mentioned developer of embedded systems?
He could have implemented the new module structure as required and have his system running.
He could even get manufacturers of watches or — for that matter — intelligent refrigerators to use
his Linux version. His problem would be, however, that from this split off point on he would have
to maintain his version without the established social and technical structure of the Linux kernel
community. This invaluable advantage of a supportive knowledge base and work force of thousands
of experienced developers is one of the pivotal incentives for staying within the community by
negotiating towards compromises instead of producing individual or local versions.
Similar goals, different solutions
While most often negotiations within the list have to deal with acceptance, modification, or
rejection of one particular patch offered by a single developer or a small team, in principle it is
also possible that different patches dealing with the same problem are presented to the mailing list
more or less simultaneously, offering different solutions for the same problem or adding the same
functionality. Practically, however, this happens rarely. The unlikeliness of a parallel production
of different solutions to similar goals may be seen as an indicator for the strong inclusive effect
of the Linux kernel mailing list and the BitKeeper source code repository. Contributors to the
kernel source code are and need to be members of the mailing list plus they seem to monitor the
discussion in the list thoroughly enough for not starting to develop a patch that others are already
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on the way to accomplish. Likewise, through the BitKeeper system all members have easy to use
and real-time access to the most current source code version, thus new developments will not pass
a developers attention unnoticed.
Despite mailing list and BitKeeper system, in principle it would be possible that two developers
nevertheless start writing different codes in order to solve the same problem independently from
each other. This might happen because participants do not regularly or necessarily publish their
intentions to develop a certain patch or feature. This is especially true for patches that solve
problems claimed by the author of the patch. Here most often problem claim and suggested
solution come in a package, ready-made for instant application. Though we did not perform a
reliable check on this issue, a rough scan of the contents dealt with in the Linux kernel mailing list
indicates to a large degree the absence of simultaneously developed competing patches.
Even forking, that is, the deliberate split off of one ore more parties from a former joint
development projects in order to develop different versions of the software (e.g. in cases of conflict
over the design rationale or over the most elegant way to approach a problem) seems to be a
rare event in the Linux kernel community. Different from the afore discussed option of producing
a custom-tailored version of the kernel and thereby “leaving” the community, forking would not
result in an irreversible loss of the community. Rather, for the kernel project it would produce
the need to decide whether to integrate one or the other solution, none of them at all, or both.
The possibility to accept two or more solutions for the same feature is most often limited by
technical constraints. First of all, implementing alternative solutions for the same function results
in a product more complex than (technically) required and thereby causing e.g. runtime problems
and disproportionate complexity. Secondly, because of temporal or other resource limits especially
in the kernel of an operating system a larger number of functions do not allow for dual or multiple
structures at all. On the other hand, there are aspects of the program that call for adaptability, and
that is, for the users choice between different alternative functions already implemented as options.
For Linux this is true for instance for the user interface.
Thus, unlike evolutionary adaptation processes in other domains, in Linux kernel development
competition usually does not take place on the level of different developers solutions (competing
patches) but instead on the level of competing arguments and evaluations judged by peers via
the mailing list. Through the respective maintainer the community chooses not among various
solutions but among the most convincing statements pro or contra the application of a certain
solution offered by a contributor.

3.11.2

Conclusions

Though so far we have discussed social and technical innovation processes in the Linux kernel
project, the aim of this paper is more general, i.e. to use this project as an example to illustrate
a number of issues related to social structure-building. A number of key concepts with regard to
structure generating processes have been mentioned in chapter 2 of this volume: Multi-criteriality,
optimality, bounded rationality, uncertainty. How then are these key concepts relevant and
applicable if — as in our case here — the domain of structure-building is society.
Analytically, we can recognize different types of structures in social phenomena on different
levels of scale (micro, meso, macro; or — for that matter — interaction, organization, society),
some of which are known to the actors and some not. Although social structures are obviously part
of the adaptation of society and its parts to prevailing conditions, they are far from being optimal
— as can be noticed in discussions over e.g. social inequality, urbanization, education systems, or
globalization issues.
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The case of the Linux kernel community shows aspects of structure on all these levels. It
is part of a social movement and it represents a special form of globalized production based on
a new type of organization combined with certain rules of interaction. In all these dimensions
the structure of the Linux kernel community deals with structural conditions given in its ecology:
Near-monopolistic market situations in the domain of operating systems; skill levels, traditions
and fashions among programmers; the logical structure of programming languages; aspiration
levels of different classes of users; availability and form of technical infrastructure, and so forth.
Although the Linux kernel community could be understood as a response to these environmental
conditions, its form and existence may not, however, be explained by these conditions. Quite
obviously the social structure of this community is not determined by its ecology but there are
elements of both coincidence and active choice besides those given conditions: Given its ecology,
nobody could seriously have predicted the emergence of open source communities and their way of
producing software. To generalize this issue: Human problem-solving does not result in completely
determined and therefore predictable solutions — neither with regard to the subject-matter nor
to the social organization of the issue of the problem-solving process employed. This inevitably
results in forms of uncertainty to be taken into account in both the participants actions and in the
social scientists analysis of these processes.
What is remarkable about social structures is the way how they are developed and maintained:
Though structuring happens through active interacting of humans, in most aspects this is achieved
unconsciously. Actors perform various activities following goals or modes or routines, and in doing
so they produce social structure as a by-product. As in our Linux case: In their deliberate efforts
to produce an operating system in a way that is remarkably different from the way Microsoft
produces, a growing number of developers and users by and by create and maintain a unique
social structure which combines social community with aspects of effective work organization on
a largely informal base.
Every effort to optimize the organizational structure of the community has to deal with a
heterogeneous set of conditions resulting from considerable differences in the various actors perspectives: Contributing maintainers for instance might want to have immediate writing permission
for the current source code version in order to by-pass lengthy decisions processes in the mailing
list. For other participants this would be a threatening prospect since they would loose their joint
control over the kernel source code. Likewise, Torvalds and his core team of trusted lieutenants
could easily be thought of as preferring direct and exclusive decision rights over design rationales
and patch application in order to both speed things up and to make the kernel a unified whole.
Following either one of these perspectives would not lead to optimality, moreover, it is right at
hand that the question of optimality cannot be judged from a universal rational point of view.
This is where multi-criteriality also comes into play. Whilst for some software developers
the criterion of immediate individual writing permission is the foremost goal with respect to their
contribution to the entire software system, for others joint control over the kernel source code is
the most important criterion. In the Linux case, in order to meliorate and optimize the version
control system, the means of negotiation is employed as the best suitable means to reach the
momentary stage of optimality. In this example this would be “as many rights as possible and
as much community control as necessary”. It has to be kept in mind, however, that due to the
characteristics of social systems, this stage of optimality at another instance might be something
completely different.
The perspectives taken by the different types of participants in the Linux kernel community
each represent a specific mix of requirements that would locally be judged as the optimal way
of organizing the community and developing the source code, though the different local claims
might conflict with each other. Thus, participants necessarily act based on a specifically bounded
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rationality. The final means that leads to the emergence of both the community as it is and the
kernel in its current state is the continual stream of negotiations. No single actor or group of
actors would have been able to establish the actual solution to the problem of organizing the
kernel development. The knowledge structure emerging from these negotiations can be seen as
an “intersection of independent lies” as the biologist Richard Levins puts it [Lev66, p. 423]. The
American sociologist Leigh Star explains the sociological essence of this notion: “... Each local
truth is partial and flawed; no a priori specification can encompass any global truth, but when (...)
actors join local truths they create a robust emergent negotiated order” [Sta96, p. 303]. The kind
of cooperation discussed for the Linux case consists of such a joining of local truths — and this
exactly is a pivotal dimension of inevitable uncertainty significant in our case: One can never know
with certainty what the others know, want and will do.
In discussing matters of structure-building in society we have chosen the case of the Linux
kernel project as an example. It might be asked, however, as to whether this example is
representative or at least typical for all structure-building processes in societies? Of course it is
not. There are various forms of how humans develop social structures, some are more overt and
deliberate while others have the character of only happening occasionally and without the actors’
active knowing. The same holds for social structures themselves: Some are very formal, strict, and
forcing, while others are more informal and weak. However, the focal point of our argument is
that structure-building in the social domain basically takes place in a continual negotiation process
and that any social order constantly has to be maintained in interactions in order to exist — these
points not only hold for the Linux kernel community but for society in general with respect to all
its facets.
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Structure Generation under Subjectivity: Selected Examples from Acoustics
Peter Költzsch, Volker Bormann

The field of acoustics is strongly prone to take subjective criteria during structure generation into
consideration as most, if not almost all acoustic systems strongly relate to the human auditive
perception. As soon as a perceptual factor plays an important part in the assessment of a system,
subjectivity will indispensably have to be dealt with in any optimizing procedure. We will elucidate
how this subjectivity may be taken into account, partially by relating it to objectively measurable
quantities, partially by just admitting a certain range of undecidedness or fuzziness.

3.12.1

Room acoustics

Visitors of concerts or theaters expect a technically good presentation of the performance at
every location of the respective auditorium. They expect “good acoustics” whereever they are
seated. There is no precise definition of good acoustics in a room, though. This concept is
rather described in fuzzy expressions, such as audibility, acoustic properties of a room, acoustical
intimacy, liveliness, reverberance, fullness of tone, sound volume, timbre, acoustic “warmth” of the
room, spatial impression, auditory spaciousness, and acoustic envelopment of a listener (“a listener
should be bathed in sound from all directions”), etc..
Room acoustic criteria have both subjective and objective aspects as is discussed in the
literature, e.g. [AS93, And85, And98, ASNS97, Ber92, Ber94, Ber96, Ber03, FKS84, FSW87,
FV98, Kut00, Rei79, Sch99b]. The subjective aspects relate to the perceived acoustic quality of a
room, such as the perception of acoustic spaciousness, or the clarity of the sound of the orchestra
at music performances. The objective aspects are governed by the physical description of sound
field parameters corresponding to the subjective quality assessment. Both kinds of criteria are also
dependent on type and usage of a room and on the type of an acoustic performance. Criteria for
different kinds of music and for speech are to be distinguished.
The acoustic design of a room or a hall for the purpose of musical performances is usually
part of an overall design. Thereby objective methods are used including objective criteria as well
as subjective elements which accompany them. “Good acoustics” of a concert hall results from
the interaction of subjectively assessed acoustic impressions in general and of subjective sound
perceptions in detail as well as objectively measurable sound field parameters at those points where
listeners and musicians are placed.
An evaluation function representing the goal “good acoustics” results from individual and from
collective experiences with acoustically good or bad rooms. Furthermore such a goal function can
be derived from hearing tests in a room and from tests in a synthetic sound field in an anechoic
room by mainly investigating separated sound effects.
As mentioned before, at present no standard is at hand for an overall acoustic quality assessment
of a room or for “good acoustics”. Especially the mapping of objective factors that can be measured
to a possibly multi-criterial subjective assessment is still unsolved. The acoustic literature offers a
set of criteria for the assessment of the acoustic quality of rooms regarding musical performances
(for example in [FV98, FS93, FSW87]).
Acoustic assessments of concert halls
To illustrate for two concert halls, we cite subjective assessments of acoustic quality, which were
investigated with help of 50 to 60 test listeners at 5 selected representative seat areas:
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Hall:
Volume:

Neues Gewandhaus Leipzig (1981) Schauspielhaus Berlin (1985)
fan-like plan
classical shoebox form
21,000 m3 ,
15,000 m3 ,
1900 seats, 11 m3 /seat
1430 — 1670 seats, 10.5 — 9 m3 /seat

Assessments on the criteria loudness, duration of reverberation, clarity, and spatial impression
were requested from the test listeners. These criteria seemed to be most important. For the
assessments a scale of estimation was used. It was divided into 5 classes, with the middle class
representing neutrality or no complaints. Neighboring classes represent perceptible complaints,
then disturbing complaints in both directions. From the results conclusions were drawn on the
acoustic quality of the room at individual seats as well as of the whole hall. In Fig. 3.70 the results
of the subjective tests are shown. The results are averaged over the seat areas.
As a further illustration acoustic optimization was carried out for the new Semper Oper
in Dresden with subjective goal functions. The optimization was necessary because of the
reconstruction of the opera-house after its destruction in World War II. It was reopened at February
13th, 1985.
The large hall of this opera-house is of the type of a theatre hall with a semicircular base layout
and four balconies. (Volume: 12,500 m3 , 1,300 seats, 9.6 m3 /seat). The hall was to be designed
for performances of operas as well as for concerts. (KRAAK [Kra84]).
On basis of existing documents a model of the historic hall of the Semper Oper was prepared
on an scale 1:20, see Fig. 3.71. In this model the impulse responses of the room were measured
as objective criteria. The measurements took place binaurally with an artificial head. It was
measured in the empty room and also with a simulated fictitious audience in the opera-house. From
the measurements the characteristics of sound quality were determined. These are reverberation
quantity, clearness index C50, clarity index C80, spatial impression index, loudness, echo criteria,
centre time, and reflection measure.
For subjective assessment hearing tests were carried out before opening the rebuilt Semper
Oper. The tests included 86 persons in case of opera tests and 81 persons in case of concert
tests. Overall 28 tests were carried out with different variants (spatial details, musical motives
etc.). The test persons were 28 % experts of room- and electro-acoustics and sound editors, 22 %
musicians, and 36 % music-interested concert visitors. The criteria of assessments were dynamics
(loudness, balance), temporal structure (reverberance, clarity [transparency], blend, echo), spatial
structure (spatial perception, spaciousness), frequency composition (timbre, change in timbre), and
acoustical overall perception. The quantity of hearing impression related to these characteristics
had to be marked on a scale.
The following results were achieved: For concert performances the objective characteristics
which were derived from impulse measurements were found on average to be in an optimal range.
The differences between various positions in the audience and the differences between an occupied
room and an empty room are relatively small. The subjective assessments yielded the majority
of criteria as optimal. So for concert performances it was found as acoustically extremely good.
For the opera case the objective tests showed the reverberation time as substantially dependent on
the equipment of the stage. The other objective criteria were found partially in the optimal range
and partially slightly off the optimal range. The subjective assessments showed in summary the
following results:
• Loudness, reverberation duration, mixing and spatial perception were estimated as optimal or
as nearly optimal.
• The transparency was assessed lower than for the concert case.
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Figure 3.70: Selected results of subjective assessments on the acoustic quality of two concert halls.
In both cases the populated grand hall was evaluated. The diagrams show the percentage distributions
of these assessments for different acoustic qualities (FASOLD/STEPHENSON [FS93])
• The speech intelligibility was assessed between good and satisfying.
• The intelligibility of recitatives was assessed as better than good.
The comparison of acoustics of the old with the new Semper Oper (Fig. 3.72) was interesting:
The similarity in architecture of both opera houses reinstalled the famous former optimal values
for spatial perception, mixing, and loudness. The auditorium of the new opera house is slightly
increased, leading to a slight reduction of the compactness and an increase of the reverberation
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Figure 3.71: View into the auditorium of the model (1:20) of the historic Semper Oper Dresden.
The model is equipped with absorbing material to simulate the audience. (photo: R. DIETZEL, TU
Dresden)
time. But the slope of the parquet in the background and the view to the stage had improved the
acoustic conditions, causing the good subjective assessments.
Methods for acoustic optimization
Acoustical optimization can be performed with theoretical as well as experimental methods.
Computer simulations are based on physical laws of geometrical room acoustics (ray acoustics).
Here wavelengths are considered as short in comparison to characteristic dimensions of a room. The
main types of simulation are the mirror image source method, ray tracing models or sound particle
simulation methods (Fig. 3.73) including Monte-Carlo methods (VORLÄNDER/MECHEL [VM02],
STEPHENSON [Ste04])
The essential goal of computer simulations is to find out the room’s impulse responses,
Fig. 3.74. From this the interesting acoustic criteria of a room will be calculated, e.g. clarity index
C80 in Fig. 3.75.
The results of a computer simulation can be realized by an auralization, i.e. the conversion of
a theoretical waveform into an audible signal. That means the computed sound field at a seat in
the auditorium of a virtual room is practically created by respective sets of loudspeakers whose
placings are taken into account in the calculational realization. This auralization is carried out with
help of the calculated room impulse response, further with a “dry” (free of echo) recorded sound
(e.g. music signals in anechoic rooms) as well as with outer ear transfer functions. Computer
simulation with auralization thus enables us to hear into a yet not existing room.
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Figure 3.72: View from the stage into the auditorium of the new Semper Oper (Photo: R. Dietzel, TU
Dresden)

Figure 3.73: Computer simulation with a sound particle method (STEPHENSON in FASOLD et
al. [FV98]). The “sound particles” emerging from a point source on the left side in the sketch are
traced to their incidence on the surrounding walls and on internal objects like seats or a populated
auditorium, where specific laws of absorption, reflection and scattering are applied, creating new (but
weaker) particles as secondary sound sources.
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Figure 3.74: Computer modelling in room acoustics. The left image shows the acoustic system with
positions of a sound source and a receiving individual. The right image shows the impulse response
h(t) received by the listener upon creation of a very short sound impulse (VORLÄNDER [Vor])

Figure 3.75: Results of a computer simulation: Distribution of the clarity index C80 in a concert hall
with three balconies (VORLÄNDER [Vor])
Besides computer simulations there are also experimental model techniques. The procedure is
based on the similarity criterion of Helmholtz number He = idem (see [Kö03]). According to the
reduction of geometry of a room (usual scale 1:20) the sound wave lengths are reduced in the same
relationship. The frequency range is reciprocally transformed to the geometrical scale reduction
(see example Semper Oper in Fig. 3.71).
In a such model room the reflection and absorption properties of room surfaces must also
be modelled. Sound sources like shock excitation type spark transmitters with selectable sound
radiation characteristics are used. The receiver is a model artificial head. It has two sound pressure
receivers. Room impulse responses are determined in model measurements equivalent to computer
simulations. For the same geometric and acoustic settings the desired room acoustic characteristics
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are calculated (e.g. reverberation time, clarity index etc.). Additionally, the model offers the
possibility of auralization (hearing into the model).
Model measurements are very expensive and time consuming. The advantage however consists
in clearness of the model. This is a crucial advantage in co-operation of acousticians and visually
oriented architects. Diffraction and scattering processes in a room can be reproduced physically
accurately by model measuring techniques. More complex changes are better dealt with by
computer simulations, though, allowing a faster modeling of configuration details within a room,
like inclinations of walls or different surface coverings.
Natural sound fields can be reproduced in anechoic rooms (free-field rooms) with electroacoustic equipment. For this purpose synthetic sound fields are generated with help of loudspeaker
devices. An example shows Fig. 3.76.

Figure 3.76: Experimental set-up in an anechoic room to generate a synthetic sound field. The problem addressed in this case is the subjective investigation of the apparent source width of an orchestra
(following M. BLAU in KÖLTZSCH [Kö03])

This research method for optimizing room acoustics has the advantage of delivering systematic
variations of characteristics of a single sound field. Furthermore the influence of variations of these
components on room acoustics quality can be subjectively judged.
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Further examples of structure generation in acoustics

Optimal adjustment of hearing aids
Modern hearing aids have a large number of adjustable parameters. Setting them appropriately helps
to compensate the deterioration of hearing capability individually in a variety of circumstances.
Therefore the problem is to find out an optimal parameter constellation “by hand” in order to
maximally use the rest-hearing ability. Such a hearing aid adaptation is successively carried out
in a “dialogue” between the adapting acoustician and the hearing-impaired person. For developers
and manufacturers of hearing aids the optimization includes objective goal functions, such as
miniaturization of a hearing aid, minimization of energy consumption, expansion of the range of
adjustable parameters, and adaptation to requirements of users.
Instead of objective criteria, the multi-criterial optimization by a hearing-impaired person
is primarily concerned with subjective characteristics of his or her hearing impression. These
are loudness, pleasantness (pleasant impression, being agreeable), timbre, distortions, speech
intelligibility, noise, background and ambient noise. Furtheron, non-acoustic subjective criteria
frequently play a crucial role, e.g. comfort of wearing, low maintenance, being user-friendly,
service comfort, low purchase price, visibility in public.
For the adjustment processes often the so-called characteristics spider is applied as a suitable tool. With its help the multi-criterial optimization with subjective goal functions can be
demonstrated, see Fig. 3.77.

Figure 3.77: Characteristics spider for judgements of natural sound samples with an evaluation example (following G. FUDER in KÖLTZSCH [Kö03]). The general axis direction (inferior to superior)
is outwards, so larger covered areas represent better overall solutions.
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Acoustic quality of loudspeakers
Assessments of the acoustic quality of loudspeakers are mostly performed by subjective criteria.
In hearing tests the overall subjective impression is rated as a subjective goal function of an
acoustic optimization (KLIPPEL [Kli87, Kli88], BECH [Bec92], OLIVE [Oli03]). There are
objective criteria for processes of loudspeaker optimization, such as sharpness, bass reinforcement,
clarity, change in timbre, and distortions. They are mainly used to identify defects in the sense
of deviations from an optimum, as there is a certain correlation of subjective inferiority and an
objective miss from typical values of each of them. The fulfillment of all partial objective criteria
is not identical to a subjectively perceived quality by the way of this optimization, though.
The acoustic qualification of test listeners is of great importance to this problem. Since this is
generally relevant for optimizations with subjective goal functions, a more intimate discussion of
loudspeaker optimizations may be useful.
Trained experts as listeners are used in hearing tests of manufacturers. Such listeners
represent subjective “measuring instruments” (KLIPPEL). The requirements to the listeners are
hearing experience (experienced HiFi hearing, regular visits of concerts, musical activities by
themselves). These experiences determine critically and discriminately the listener’s conceptions
of an ideal sound expression and the skill of being able to estimate a sound impression.
Additionally, assessment experience of trained listeners is an essential advantage. This includes
familiarity with scaling methods and other conditions of hearing tests. In tests for loudspeakers as
consumer products untrained persons (laymen) are preferred, as they can be regarded as adequate
representatives for the customers at a later date. Since the latter are not evenly distributed
throughout the population, demographic and socio-economic factors must be adjusted in these tests
accordingly.
Already the training process can influence the listener. Trained listeners are in general more
critical than untrained listeners. For example they estimate acoustically bad loudspeakers worse
than laymen. So judgements of trained listeners are not representative for unbiased and untrained
listeners. Expensive acoustic improvements of loudspeakers which were required by trained testers
would often not even be noticed by untrained listeners. Trained listeners are best in subjective
tests with regard to reliability of assessments, though. During the test sessions attention must be
payed to a potential temporal and physical exhaustion of the testers, as this may cause mental and
physical fatigue and thus reduced attention and motivation.
In a concrete case, four loudspeakers were tested in an extensive investigation (OLIVE [Oli03]).
In order to estimate a first setting of objective criteria for an optimization, sound signals were
measured in an anechoic room at conditions of a right angle to the diaphragm areas of the
loudspeakers and in a hearing window of horizontally ≈ 30 degrees and vertically ≈ 10 degrees.
Additionally measured quantities were sound power, directivity index of sound radiation, and
transfer functions.
In hearing tests an assessment scale was used for a perceived quality as a general impression
(scale of assessment: 0 to 10, representing absolute rejection to total preference). The results
distinctly correlate subjective judgements in preference ordering of the loudspeakers concerning
their sound quality with the results of the objective criteria measurements. This holds for both the
valuations by untrained listeners and those of trained ones. Nevertheless the test designers conclude
that, as of today, hearing tests are the last crucial arbitrator of the acoustic quality of loudspeakers.
To improve the desired correlation between subjective and objective assessments, the subjective
valuation of loudspeakers should not only be performed with the target of a single rating value
in mind. Instead, individual subjective sound characteristics should also be described and scaled
(KLIPPEL). Verbal terms are used for sound characteristics, like volumes, sharpness, clarity, height
or bass reinforcement, spatial feeling, change in timbre, bass clarity, and brightness. Objective
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assessments, on the other hand, refer to descriptions of loudspeakers properties at concrete listening
conditions to be determined by measurements. The goal is to express the impression of listening
by acoustic conditions which can be measured at a place of listening.
Both subjective and objective tests results can be represented in a characteristics spider similar
to Fig. 3.77, even though they may not map directly to each other. It may be worth trying, though,
to test certain combinations of objective properties on coincidences with subjective valuations.
Should such a coincidence be found, future results of subjective quality assessments may be
forecasted eventually. Even then the subjective loudspeaker testing will further be required as they
address predominantly the taste of customers even if the technical quality is secured.
Even though there are noticeable correlations between subjective valuation and objectively
measurable sound properties of loudspeakers a lot of work still has to be done to create a somewhat
quantitative mapping between these two. The reported results on the coincidence of subjective
assessments and physically measured quantities at certain listening places and boundary conditions
are at least encouraging for this effort.
Acoustic quality of products and acoustic design (sound quality, sound design)
For many products the emitted sound is a perceived quality feature (JEKOSCH et al. [Jek04, Jek05],
BLAUERT et al. [BJ98, BJ96], BODDEN et al. [BH02, BH03]). It can be relevant to customers in
a purchase condition. Manufacturers and buyers aim at and expect a sound that is a characteristic
feature. In this context the sounds are frequently regarded as acoustic visiting cards, “product
sounds”, or corporate sounds.
Nevertheless the sound property of a certain product is ambivalently judged. Some persons lay
more stress on usability qualities and regard the emitted sound as very minor attribute. Others
prefer quiet products. There are still others preferring louder noise and expect a typical sound
instead of a distinguishing one from a product.
Further factors are important in sound valuation because the emitted sound implies an information content. This content is of concern to safety factors (e.g. in case of deviations from a normal
machine noise or noise of an approaching vehicle as a warning signal to pedestrians). Noise can
indicate operating conditions and necessities of maintenance or repair.
Unquestionably, emotional and very different meanings are linked to sounds in everyday life.
This depends on age, living standards, attitude towards life, hearing habits, and experiences. A
consequence is the preference of some types or marks of products by different parts of a population.
As an example some prefer extravagant and striking sound properties and others prefer particularly
discrete sound qualities. Some examples are: Which volume and sound is a mixer in a kitchen
allowed to have? What strength of noise, how loud, and which timbre may a vacuum cleaner
have according to suction power or normal operating conditions? Which acoustic signal suggests
overload, dust bag emtying or even technical maintenance? What sound should be created for a
motor vehicle, ideally specific for a type of car (e.g. the so-called “Porsche sound”)? What kind of
sound should be heard in a car stemming from the windscreen wipers or the direction indicator?
In an actual case these considerations lead to the question what really matters in an optimization
with respect to so many subjective and objective criteria, not forgetting to take into account generally
accepted limits of noise (e.g. noise with motor vehicles) even if the potential customer would rather
transgress them. These problems of acoustic quality and acoustic design are rather similar to those
addressed in the before mentioned cases. This leads to more general questions: Can the chosen
functions of subjective goals be definitely formulated? Is it possible to arrange a goal function in
a form which can be measured? How large is the fuzziness of goal functions? How to identify
adequate test listeners?
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Problems of acoustic qualities and acoustic design are characterized by the criteria (JEKOSCH
et al. [Jek04, JB05a]) which limits of sound emissions are to be considered with respect to hearing
damage and annoyance, which threshold values are to be considered as a safety factor to avoid
risks or dangers and to judge operating conditions, which subjective preferences of noise are to be
considered in very different situations of everyday life, and which sound quality of a product and
at production is to be considered satisfying to requests of manufacturers and users.
To progress on these issues empirical investigations are necessary in scientific research and in
developments. Evaluation methods must be established for acoustic product quality and acoustic
design by means of field studies and laboratory tests, to derive rules for a targeted design of
product sound. The aim is a code of practice for acoustical optimizations using subjective goal
functions which are adapted to the products.
Subjective evaluations of acoustic qualities of musical instruments
For musical instruments the important acoustic criteria are pitch, response, timbre, projection etc.
These can be derived from different measurements. As of today, acoustic evaluations of musical
instruments are traditionally conducted in a subjective manner. But more and more a mix of
subjective and objective criteria is used which complement each other. The trend clearly leads to
the application of objective criteria which can be physically measured.
The statement of an expert is a generally accepted opinion: “An optimization is principally
possible only if subjective criteria are described objectively. . . . (But) the condition arrived at is
still completely insufficient today.” Therefore in this case the correlation between objective criteria
and subjective evaluations is of crucial importance (BALTRUSCH [Bal03], GÄTJEN [Gä95],
MEYER [Mey77], ZIEGENHALS [Zie95, Zie96, Zie00, Zie02]).
For subjective test procedures it is important to include judgements both by musicians and by
listeners. However the test results of listeners and of musicians can deviate considerably from
each other. With respect to practical ranking of instruments musicians have a plain opinion: The
satisfaction of the professional musician must be reached. Objective criteria can only be used as a
support to subjective impressions.
The discrepancies between performer and listener, e.g. with respect to guitar sound valuation,
are well-known: they use rather diverse criteria for their assessments. Nevertheless, a wide variety
of instruments, large production output, and the aim to arrive at high acoustic quality gives the
motivation to try to objectify the optimization procedure, creating an almost ideal test bed for
melioration based on measured quantities and correlation with subjective valuations. In order to
approximate this aim, the hitherto poorly defined subjective criteria must be defined more closely
by (combinations of) physical quantities. Beforehand the subjective criteria should be assessed
by trained listeners and professional musicians. Additionally, musical experts, manufacturers, and
if necessary musical historians have to contribute. A consideration of non-acoustic criteria will
presumably be required as well.
A final example of optimization in this area is the quality judgement of bells (FLEISCHER [Fle00], HOUTSMA et al. [HT87]). According to expert opinions only subjective
judgement is important. As an expert puts it: “The subjective judgement of a bell expert is
above all results of physical measurements.” (FLEISCHER [Fle]) In practice acoustic judgements
on basis of subjective criteria are exclusively carried out by special bell experts, church musicians,
historians, but not by physicists or laymen. Both of the last would only be able to assess the
sensory pleasantness of the sound of a bell that is just poorly defined. The acoustic goal function of
a bell is highly subjective and of a multi-criteria nature. At present there is no objective procedure
that would yield the same rating hierarchy as subjective evaluations, even if a set of objective,
measurable optimization criteria would be provided.
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General aspects of structure optimization with subjective goal functions
in acoustics

Subjectivity vs. Objectivity
An important part of acoustics is concerned with a sensory perception: the hearing. In some cases
hearing is even connected with seeing as previous examples already have pointed out. In this
domain the “human factor” always plays an important part and resulting structures are decisively
influenced by individual perceptions. Accordingly, many acoustic problems cannot be investigated
without an explicit consideration of individuals. Acoustics, electrical engineering and information
technology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering and architecture as well as psycho-acoustics,
social sciences and medicine all work together in the pragmatic assessments of technical solutions,
leading to the typical difficulties and problems of an ‘a priori’ interdisciplinary science.
In this field of application methods and criteria of the sciences are connected necessarily with
methods and criteria of the humanities. This combination, including the human perception, leads
to interesting new questions not common the sciences of nature and engineering:
• How do individuals assess results of physical processes leading to a negative subjective
perception?
• Which consequences does this evaluation have for use of suitable objective, physical methods
and criteria?
• How can perception processes of individuals be modelled? How can these psycho-acoustic
models be coupled to physical models of processes? How can this connection of physical and
psycho-acoustic models be used for an acoustic optimization with subjective goal functions?
• Which influence do individuals (tester, a group of testers) have on optimization processes with
regard to their non-objective evaluations? Can the subjective part of such an optimization be
objectified by suitable procedures?
• Is it sensible to objectify processes that include human perceptions? What are objective
processes in human sciences in contrast to those in the sciences of nature and engineering?
Can a perception by an individual be a kind of a subjective measuring instrument?
• Can the fuzziness of procedures and results be avoided or is it an immanent part of such
problems and their solutions? Are subjective optimizations less reliable than objective
optimizations?
• Can an immanent fuzziness sufficiently be justified by the ubiquitous variety of human
experiences and valuation of optimization results? In acoustical optimizations we principally
perceive a notion of uncompleteness because of subjective aspects of goal functions.
As of today the acoustic quality of a room — e.g. a concert hall or an auditorium — can not
completely be characterized by objective quantities. Larger assessment groups in concert halls and
auditoria, test groups in acoustic laboratories, test individuals of all ages and of different training
conditions regarding the qualification for hearing tests are necessary to determine the different
acoustic characteristics.
So, e.g. for a concert hall, spatially resolved tests including all seat ranges on parquet and on
the galleries have to be carried out for different types of music to investigate all effects. In addition
special acoustic investigations in laboratories are frequently applied. Based on their comprehensive
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knowledge, experts can deliver “definite” subjective estimations of the acoustic quality of such a
hall. Finally, conductors, concert masters, first violinists and soloists will judge the acoustic quality
of it by their authority, their standing, and their aura.
In order to acoustically optimize a concert hall today the above mentioned methods of
modelling (computer simulation, model measuring techniques, and synthetic sound fields) are used.
Furthermore, extensive empirical results of many acoustically excellent concert hall designs can
be taken into consideration. Besides that, hearing tests are made with methods which include
human judgements in fictitious halls. Thus first-class acoustic solutions result by the interaction of
objective and subjective methods and goal functions.
At present a limitation or mitigation of the subjective valuations in an optimization process
by the increasing objectification of partial criteria is not noticed. On the contrary, subjective goal
functions and methods for their determination are constantly further being developed. Perhaps the
struggle for “good acoustics” of a concert hall is an example for an optimization process in which
both, the goal and the way to it, optimally intermingle. The goal is the creation of good acoustics
of the hall. The way to arrive at this goal is an interaction of objective and subjective methods and
criteria at the interface of natural and human sciences.
The examples of the acoustic quality of musical instruments and of loudspeakers point into the
same direction. In both cases the application of objective criteria and methods make very much
progress. Especially many automated measuring systems and test procedures are applied. This
development is strongly pushed by commercial interests, high production outputs, common and
diverse use, and vast numbers of installations (e.g. loudspeakers are located in every home and in
every car). The qualitative standard of this objectivation is based on constantly refined subjective
goal functions and psycho-acoustic understanding. Nevertheless at present and in a near to medium
future subjective evaluations of goal functions play still a large role for acoustic mass products.
Subjective factors are also of great importance if the optimization goal is acoustic quality and
acoustic design of products. At present the group-specific acceptance of acoustic properties of
numerous products and hence their design goals is being investigated. The respectively required
psycho-acoustic and psycho-social approaches are still in their infancy. This is also true for the
development of assigned subjective criteria, methods of judgement, and the start to objectify partial
criteria. Due to commercial impact the methodology is most advanced in the field of passenger
car sound design. It may be estimated that the systematics in this area may be very useful for the
entire field of acoustic quality and acoustic design.
Finally, the adjustment of hearing aids is a completely different case. Here a technical
equipment must be adapted optimally to the acoustic perception of a hearing impaired individual.
In this case acoustic factors must be considered on the one hand, e.g. loudness, timbre, distortion,
speech, intelligibility. On the other hand the influence of non-acoustic factors as pleasantness,
wearing comfort, low maintenance, suitability for users, operability, service comfort, low purchase
price, visibility etc. must be taken into account. Several of these factors cannot be objectified. That
means this optimization “for an individual” is unavoidably and to a large extent determined by
subjective influences.
Pareto sets
As already described in detail, room acoustic quality is an extremely complex criterion. It can
be described only by a multi-dimensional characteristic vector and is therefore prone to paretooptimality trade-off. Accordingly efforts are undertaken to identify just a few relevant attributes for
the complex quality assessment. These attributes should be physically precalculable. They should
be measurable in experiments and should correspond to subjective jugdement in hearing valuations
as well. A successful identification of such attributes would vastly reduce the expenditures in the
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acoustic optimization of concert halls and the like. Furthermore such a reduction to an objectified
standard attribute assessment set may replace the subjective averaging evaluation of the total
acoustic quality of a hall presently only realized by questioning a larger group of testers.
Promising starts on this way are to be seen in the reports of ANDO et al. [ASNS97],
SAKURAI [Sak00], SATO et al. [SOT+ 02]. These authors had selected a set of four most
important physical characteristics:
• sound pressure level (listening level), created by the pressure amplitude of the early reflections
and the following reverberation,
• initial time delay gap, i.e. the time between the direct sound and the first reflections at the
place of a listener,
• subsequent reverberation time, obtained by the decay rate of the sound energy between
– 5 dB and – 20 dB,
• interaural cross correlation coefficient.
Detailed investigations showed that these four attributes are independent in their influence on
subjective evaluations of the acoustic quality of a hall. With the help of the law of comparative
judgements (pair comparisons) a linear scale of values is obtained for the four quality factors.
Then an overall quality factor for the acoustic quality of a concert hall is derived by adding the
scale of values under certain conditions. The four selected quality factors and the overall quality
factor are useful for an acoustic characterization of a concert hall as was shown by the authors. On
this behalf they compared the computational results (use of the mirror image source method), the
results of measurements in the finished and equipped concert hall, and the results of hearing tests
in all areas of seats.
Two conclusions of special importance are drawn from these investigations. First there are large
individual differences with respect to personal preference of the four selected quality attributes.
That refers particularly to the amount of the pressure level of sound and to the individual preference
of the reverberance impression, by which the subjective notion of the initial time delay gap and the
reverberation time are determined.
Secondly, consistent numerical computation rules for the determination of the four acoustic
attributes for all areas of seats, as well as the overall acoustic quality, allow to apply computational
optimization methods to such a problem. SATO et al. [SOT+ 02, SHT+ 04] have used an
evolutionary optimization method with help of genetic algorithms for such calculations. As an
example a concert hall of a typical shoe-box type was acoustically optimized step-by-step. The
results were successfully compared with the space proportions of the Wiener Musikvereins-Saal
which is internationally well-known for its excellent acoustic properties.
The reported procedure can be used as a starting point to the following investigations:
• Are in fact selected acoustic attributes the factors which decisively determine the acoustic
quality of a concert hall?
• Can the overall acoustic quality criterion, being derived from objective and subjective
investigations, further be improved? The aim is a rational restriction of the complexity of the
quality criteria.
• What is the acceptible limit of fuzziness in a single attribute, not leading to a noticeable
influence of the acoustic quality criterion of a room?
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• How can the inter-individual differences of subjective evaluations be integrated better into
the overall criterion of the acoustic quality of a hall, in particular the differences between
laymen and experts as well as between listeners and musicians?
For a multi-criteria optimization there are several goal functions: A whole Pareto set of solutions
exists in which criteria tradeoff can only performed by subjective stressing (see section 2.5.3).
This is frequently the case in acoustics, e.g. with the standard example of the acoustic quality of a
room. Numerous objective partial goals, like reverberation time, clarity index, early lateral energy
fraction, spatial impression index, loudness etc. can be identified. Each of these objective criteria
has an optimal range, with a variation width resulting from subjective experiences. According to
experience the acoustic quality of a room should be optimal if the values of all criteria are within
their optimal ranges.
The span of the optimal range can be relatively large, however, and the settings of individual
criteria within their ranges influence the variation width of others considerably. So the subjective
general impressions of the acoustics of a hall are distinctly different in cases where partial criteria
settings far off the conventional value sets, but each within its usual optimal range, are chosen. In
such a case single acoustic characteristics are investigated by hearing tests, thus determining the
levels of and adherences to single subjective goal functions. These are e.g. loudness, reverberance,
clarity, spaciousness, acoustically wrapped up, intimacy, timbre, etc. By this procedure they are
treated as partial subjective goals of a respective pareto optimization.
The general optimization problem is thus divided into an objective and a crucial subjective
part. The objective part contains the design of the objective partial criteria in the optimal ranges,
based on computations, measurements, or experiences. The subjective part selects the solution set
from the Pareto set of the objective partial criteria, based on subjective tests by inclusion of human
perceptions.
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CHAPTER 4. TRANSDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE

Idea collection

Here aspects of transdisciplinary stimulation with respect to methodological approaches are
collected until the chapter itself is thoroughly written.
Feel free to contribute your own notions to this section!
Handling of multi-criteriality
• Choosing from pareto-optimal solutions requires an adequate preparation of the potential
choices in a humane way.
• As soon as there are more than two (three) sub-targets, an interactive exploration method
must replace a two- (three-) dimensional static pareto front display.
Consideration of subjectivity
• Differences in subjective optimization between (technical) systems targeted for (i) group
usages (like concert halls, mass-production loudspeakers) or (ii) individual usage (like
musical instruments, car sound design of premium class cars, hearing aids):
(i) may be “objectivized” in the sense that the result must appeal to a majority of recipients,
(ii) must take very individual taste into consideration, that may be vastly different for different
individuals.
Nevertheless there might be an objective aspect in avoiding technically inferior solutions,
while leaving the purely subjective valuation aspects out of consideration
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